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ABSTRACTOF THESIS

Sociology of Planned Migration,

the subject of this thesis,

is

the product of a research into the movementof fi rms and workers from
the inner areas of London to new towns.

It is mainly a contribution

to the sociology of planning, although its broader aims and objectives
are:
(a)

To develop the concept of planned migration,
policy

of dispersing

and industries

and decentralising

(b)

To provide

urban population

to new towns; and to use the concept as a
area of knowledge known

framework to develop a distinctive
as Sociology

based on the

of Planned Migration.
a descriptive

account of a typical

planned

migration process, as the background for studying
attitudes

to out-migration

from the city,

and for

involved
the
change
understanding
of
promoting
of
nature
in planned migration to new towns.
(c)

To offer a theoretical

explanation to planned migration

decisions of city residents to new towns, and
(d)

To explore the wider theoretical
and the policy implications

issues in Sociology

which planned migration

raises
The chosen locale for the research was one in which migrant
firms provided their workers with the opportunity of choosing between
behind.
town
to
staying
the
or
a
new
moving out of
city
issue was, therefore,

The main

one of determining how the workers exercised the

-v-

choice between these alternatives,
The problem was not only that
the constraints
explaining

migration

which they were made.

of identifying

decisions

social

decisions.

the determinants

of and
that

and the frame of reference

of
on

It was necessary to adopt a research design

which would enable planned migration
change, so that

migration

but also and more importantly,

on mobility,

their

through their

conclusions

to be studied

as a process of

may be drawn about the subjective

interpretations

and meanings that workers attached

to out-migration,

their

to moving, the stages of transition

and adaptative

attitudes

town,
the
to
to
had
to
a
new
through
they
move
pass
which
processes
decision-making

process itself

and the action

The method of study was based on testing

frame of reference.

the hypothesis that

by
be
to
decisions
tend
motivated
the migration
of city residents
the desire to satisfy

non-work aspirations,

by carrying out a

Fi
Migrant
Survey
from
ms.
data
the
the
of
secondary analysis of
This survey, involving

four firms that moved from London to new

towns, was undertaken by the author as a memberof the research
team on the NewTowns Project sponsored by the Social Science
Research Council.

The main findings of the present research can

be summarisedas follows: 1.

Migration decision-making, as a process, is an adaptive response
to a change of environment.

2.

Migration decisions of city residents were based on cost-benefit
analysis of the relative
or staying behind.

advantages and disadvantages of moving

- vi -

3.

The drop-out
average,

only 41% of their

transferred

locations
4.

rate was 59%. This means that
staff

the firms,

on

to their

new

in new towns.

Up to 61% of the working class respondents moved, compared
with only 39% that did not.

5.

Contrary

to existing

in migration,

evidence on selectivity

more older workers movedcomparedwith the younger ones; and
the skilled

manual workers, the professionals

and the technicians,
and formal

as well as respondents with higher qualifications
training,

induce-

tended to stay behind in spite of attractive

ments from employers.
6.

Of those who moved, 17%were motivated by the desire to keep
their jobs and to maintain their

career progression; while

the remaining 83%were motivated by the desire to satisfy
non-work asipirations

by
dominated
environmental
are
which

and housing.

quality

In addition to providing an opportunity
migration
this

process and attitudes

to leaving

research has both facilitated

nature of migration

and decision-making,

debate on environmental
sociology,

determinism,

and the open system theory

the city

for new towns,

and contributed

social

of the

understanding

mobility,

in industrial

to the

non-w6rk
sociology.

the aim has been to demonstrate the application

In all

this,

action

frame of reference

industrial

a better

for studying the

behaviour

to the study of planned migration

in a changing situation.

In general,

of
and
however,

- vii

the findings

have raised

For instance,

increasingly

quality

value and a new route to social

increase

environment

about mobility

and profession
migration

studies?

they indicate
attention

challenge

residents

of city

the 'retreat

How far does the

may teem rather

These quations

with reference

but

provocative,

may have to focus

in which planners

in order to improve their

policies,

the

to new towns by age, class

understanding

ship between the dynamics of urban population
planning

into

will

assumptions and knowledge from

current

new directions

becoming a social

In the near future,

mobility?

and hasten the death of the cities?

suburbs'
finding

than they would have answered

more questions

is environmental

the search for better

-

of the relation-

movement and future

to new towns.

In the current debate about the relevance of the policy of
dispersal and decentralisation

of population and industries

to new

towns, many have argued that the policy has encouraged the decline
of our cities.

Howevee, evidence from this research shows that

the
out
of
to
movements
operate
whether or not such policy continues
At the same time, it is also evident that

cities

are inevitable.

whilst

the new towns hold a great deal of attraction

residents,

many others still

policy implication

for some city

find the city a valuable habitat.

of this situation

The

suggests that to continue new

town development simultaneously with the renewal of the cities

would

living.
for
desirable
and
two
work
communities
equally
provide

The

individual.
is
the
better
to
with
which
must remain
choice as

Today,
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-

it is a fact that dispersal and decentralisation

of population and

the new town development have both becomeestablished features of
British

planning.

It seems, therefore,

appropriate that a

systematic study of the influence of this innovation on social
evolution,

social policy,

economic and regional planning and

settlement patterns should now be a subject of academic interest
under the title

of Sociology of Planned Migration.
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The original

study of migrant firms,

undertaken by the author as

a memberof a research team on the New Towns Project
was basically
minorities'
finding,

into the reasons why 'disadvantagei

an investigation

represented in new towns.

are minimally

Its hypotheses were neither

It was a fact-

in theoretical

study lacking

policy-oriented

(see Appendix 1),

framework.

the deductions of any bodyof theory nor

were they based on any set of sociological

However,

propositions.

which I gained from the study and the data that it

the insight

generated seemed to suggest that the movement of population
towns raisesinteresting
social

policy

implications

interpretation.

issues in sociology

theoretical

- which require

further

to new

and have

exploration

and

It was to remedy these fundamental methodological

weaknesses of that study and to be able to pursue the theoretical
and policy

implications

of dispersal

and decentralisation

further

research,

taken.

This present research particularly

on which this

thesis

migration

process and tests empirically

migration

decisions

by the satisfaction

of inner city

summarised by five propositions.
background to the origin
context,

is based, has been underre-examines the planned
the hypothesis that the

residents

tend to be motivated

of non-work aspirations.

The broad aim and objectives

this

that a

of the thesis
First,

can, therefore,

be

to provide a historical

of planned population

movements, and within

to develop the concept of planned migration,

and

argue the case for the development of the Sociology of Planned

- xvi -

Second, it

Planning.
typical

area of knowledge within

as a distinctive

Migration

is to provide a descriptive

to moving; and to facilitate

understanding of attitudes

stages of transition

to migration

of and constraints

the determinants

and the frame of reference

to migration,

Fifth,

policy

of the wider theoretical

exploration

implications

on which

to provide a general guide for

development of a theory of planned migration.

to undertake a critical
and social

migrants

to provide a theoretical

by discovering

decisions

the decisions were made. Fourth.
the possible

the study

undergone by potential

Third,

before they get to a new town.
explanation

account of a

process as a background for promoting

planned migration

of the various

Sociology of

which planned migration

issues

seem to have

generated.
the social

The point of departure is taken from tracing
historical
Of social

conditions,

and ideological

the philosphical

reformers and the advocate planners,

interventionist
of dispersal

legislations

and the series of

that permanently established
to new towns.

and decentralisation

the thesis has focussed attention

contributions

the policy

Following from this,

on how inner city

workers exercised

the choice between moving to new towns or staying behind in a
the opportunity

of moving.

How

situation

in which they were offered

essential

was it

condition

take
the
in
that
they
might
induce
chance
order
workers
and

for the managementof migrant firms to prepare,

to move? How was the ultimate
of that choice?

migration

These questions will

decision made in the exercise

relate

to the mechanics of the

ixvi
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migration

in the determination

the necessary considerations

constitute

process and will

to moving. the explanation

of attitudes

managerial behaviour and the motivations

of workers.

For this

worker to a new environment.
location

laboratory

provides a social

behaviour as well as the reactions
sociologically
exercising

particular
within

the Job and the
reason, re-

which managerial

of workers to change can be

is essential

It

studied.

to determine how far.

in

the choice between moving out to new towns or staying

behind in the city,

were migration

terms of using the oppbrtunity
instrument

of the firm,

the simultaneous transfer

The movement

kind of migration

of a firm has been construed as a particular
involving

of

route to social
In testing

rational:

rational

in

to move to a new town as both goal and

for the satisfaction

in terms of regarding

decisions

or rational

of non-work aspirations;

the movement to a new town as a valuable new

mobility?
the hypothesis stated above, a secondary analysis

the data from the original
Firms) has been
carried

firms
of
migrant
study

out.

In addition,

surveys, which were also different

of

(Survey of Migrant

data from the following

Project,
Towns
New
the
of
aspects

have been analysed and linked with the present study: Survey of
Stress Area Residents in Islington;
Towns from Islington;
Islington

In order to promote better

those Islington

In some ways,

ISS
Registrants.
the
Survey
of
and

Stress Area residents

firm workers, it

Survey of Migrant Workers to New

have served as a controlled

understanding of the attitudes

seemed necessary to compare their
residents

who were not similarly

group.
of migrant

attitudes
offered

the

with

- xviii

More so, in order to evaluate

to move.

opportunity

by environmental

-

in the migration

quality

decision

the two environments of the inner city

residents,

the part played
of inner city

area and the new

It was therefore, necessary to adopt a

town needed to be compared.

research method and design which should enable conclusions
drawn about migration

process itself,

migration

to be

decision-making,

on which they were made, and the non-work
To do
this, there were obvious methodoof respondents.

the frame of reference
aspirations
logical

In explaining

problems.

could be satisfactorily

apprach was inevitable;
review of literature

but that implies
and drawing together

Furthermore,

specific

it

on a substantive

from
economics,
resources

sociology,

social

psychology,

this made the task much more

did not seem sufficient

behind.

to determine the

It seemed necessary to consider

that determine the propensity

reasons given,

from the relative

reliance

they
from
the
gave
reasons
only
of respondents

moving or staying

a series Of factors

industrial

Inevitably,

planning.

non-work aspirations
for either

psych6logy or

there could be conpeting theories

Sociology,

geography, urban sociology,

difficult.

theory

the same phenomenon. An inter-disciplinary

seeking to explain

and regional

no single

from economics, social

applied

Even within

sociology.

migration

decision,

to efforts

significance

made in the past in order to move;

attached to work and non-work needs,

to the responses given to managementconditioning
move. There were also inherent

to move: from the

limitations

and design of the study had to contend.

and inducements to

with which the method

- xix -

In the strictest

sense, the migrant firms

statistical

studied may not be regarded as representative
of the inner city
typical

represent

areas; nor can it
inner city

of firms moving out

be claimed that migrant workers
Nevertheless,

residents.

they were located mainly in the inner city
movement; and because all

to their

and various ethnic

lack of available
inevitably

the main socio-economic groups

in
the total
represented
reasonably
groups were

data, especially

statistical

prevented the provision

In spite of these limitations,

of up-to-date

technical

representing

the answers to problems, the significance
in the questions

are more likely
behind?

How can this

of the findings

For example, what can

who, from the inner city

knowledge enable modifications

areas

to stay

to be made in

to new towns and the renewal of inner city

Someof these questions and the issues with which they are

linked have been considered in the closing
Social research,
complete resolution
social

and

Far from

to move to new towns and who are likely

the Policy Of dispersal
area?

provocative.

that they raise.

the student of migration;

information.

have been revealing

the findings

and in some cases, rather

rather

in which

from the 1971 Census,

informative,

they tell

areas prior

On the other hand, there were a few instances

workforce.

lies

the firms were

as well as distributive

chosen because they represent manufacturing
industries;

that were

policy.

invariably

often points to deficiences
complexities

does not always lead either

to the

of debatable issues, or to clear guidelines

Nevertheless.

inherent

chapter.

it

does add to existing

in policy.

knowledge and

It may also reveal the

in the interpretation

of social

lines
new
of action in the light
suggest
could,

for

policy

and

of new evidence.
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hopefully,

This research,
evolution

of this

findings,

it

may have thrown some light
through planned migration.

society

seems to have particularly

to planned migration

pursuing its
theories

and social

policy

By their

It was with this

oriented

so as to contribute:

fact

to the debate on the policy
especially

action,

organisational

nature,

and

both academic knowledge

tend to become more acceptable through continuing

debate.

a)

social

in the study of planned migration

decision-making.

migration

In

the research has applied the

change, adaptation,

behaviour and motivation

and directed

as a new area of knowledge.

main aims and objectives,

of social

From its

challenged accepted evidence,

wisdom and common-senseassumptions about migration,
attention

on the

in the effect

in mind, that this

of dispersal

research has been

and decentralisation,

it may have on future

new town

of the inner cities.
4
toAdebate on the more academic issues
urbanism and urban

development and the revitalisation
b)

Sociology.

ecology and environmental

determinism,

embourgeoisement of the working class by residential

and the
location

and life-style.
The text of the thesis
into Four Parts.

is presented in Nine Chapters divided

Part One (Chapters 1 and 2) deals with the

historical

background and the development of the concept of planned

migration;

and with the aim, design and methodology of the research.

- xxi -

Part Two (Chapters 3,4
planned migration
decision-making,
which migration

and 5) provides a descriptive

process, a descriptive

analysis

decisions

are made.

Part Three (Chapters 6 and 7)

issues and policy

Part Four (Chapters 8 and 9) deals with two issues,
development of a Sociology of Planned Migration
The latter
of directions

on

issues raised by planned migration

which are dealt with under theoretical

and indications

of migration

and an assessment of the frame of reference

examines the wider sociological

and Conclusions.

account of

namely: the

and the Summaries

includes a number of specific
for further

implications.

research.

propositions
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Chapter I
AND CONCEPT
HISTORICALBACKGROUND
OF PLANNED
MIGRATION

1.1

Dispersal

and Decentralisation

to New Towns

Ebenezar Howard must be remembered as having prepared the way
for a systematic
and industries
Tomorrow -A
first

development of planned re-distribution

in the United Kingdom. In his book:
I
Peaceful Path to Real Reform, he proposed, for the
from large cities

time, that planned dispersal

by the creation

of population

of New Towns: carefully

contained communities.

should be achieved

planned, complete and self-

Howard demonstrated his faith

town idea in 1901 when he pioneered the establishment
City Association
Association)

in the new
of the Garden

(now known as the Town and Country Planning

to advocate, propagate and promote the idea of dispersal

and decentralisation

process

to new towns not only as a continuing

Of Permanently altering
mechanism for directing
practicality

of population

patterns

of human settlement,

economic and social

of his ideas was tried

the development of the first

but also as a

development.

The

influenced
he
1903
in
when
out

in
1920
Letchworth
when
and
town
at
new
These experimental

a second new town was built

City.
Garden
Welwyn
at

new towns were a successful

test of Howard's ideas, proving beyond

doubt that a new town with a rapid population

growth can be

Ebenezar Howard, Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform
(London: 1898), second edition revised in 190Z and-FenamedGarden
Cities of Tomorrow (London: Faber and Faber PaperbdGKedition,
1965). E-s-pecially, Chapter One.
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comprehensively planned and built
ment agency, and spatially

could operate.

of national

benefit,

The earliest

For new

they needed to be

scale which only a national

government

signs of government intervention

was to open the way for progressive
British

a develop-

separate from the parent city.

towns to become innovations
developed on a substantive

from a small base/by

new towns can therefore

legislation

that

on the creation

of

be traced to the year 1935, when the

government appointed a departmental

committee (the Marley Committee)

to:
'examine the experience already gained in regard to
the establishment of garden cities and satellite
towns and to make recommendations as to the steps,
if any, which should be taken by the Government to
extend the provision 2of such garden cities and
towns'
satellite
The most important

recommendation of the Committee was the one which

advocated the full

adoption of the type of development associated

with the new town ideas whereby each new town constitutes
community fully
social

provided with industry

services and recreation

a complete

and employment, residence,

as an alternative

to the congested

ci ty.
The next stage of government initiatives
was crucial
transfer

in laying

of population

the foundation
from the cities

between 1940 and 1946,

for the policy
to new towns.

of systematic
In 1940, the

2 Ministry
Towns, Report of
of Health, Garden Cities and Satellite
CommitLeLe
Departmental
(London: H. M.S. O. 1935).
a
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Barlow Commission Report
replanning
policy

3

recommendedthe beginning of a systematic

of the congested conurbations;

of dispersal

distribution

and decentralisation

of urban population,

a balance in the industrial
of the entire

the establishment
of industries;

particularly

a policy
staring

and economic development of the regions

United Kingdom. Acceptance of these recommendations

development.

years;

from the

and the need for

of the concept of decentralisation

of dispersal;
point

the re-

from London; and for

is apparent from the urban renewal schemes of later
popularisation

of a

historic
the
because
they
provided
and

for the present policies

in regional

planning and urban
4
Indeed, the Abercrombie Greater London Plan (1944)

was the product of an adopted, developed verflon

of the Barlow Report

as applied to London.

The Plan was based on the zoning of London:

a system of concentric

be
there
a series of new
would
whereby
rings

towns with a green belt
Zone I

reoresents

between them and the London built-up

area.

the Inner or Central Area of London whose high

Population density would make dispersal
the density to a desired size.

necessary in order to reduce

Zone 11 represents

the suburbs with

spaced-out housing and low density.
According to the Plan, this
5
it would be
zone represents the green belt.
Mainly agricultural,

3 Montague Barlow
Report, Report of the Royal Commission on
Distribution
of Industria-r7opulation
(London: H. H. S-.U-. T940).
4

Patrick Abercrombie, Greater London Plan, 1944 (London: H. M.S. 0,
1945). See also Pierre Merlin, New Towns (London: Methuen & Co.,
1971), pp. 3-20.

5

Green Belt is defined in accordance with Urwin's concept of
surrounding open country; or land bought by large cities in order
to provide necessary recreation land for their peripheries,
thus
lack of land and space inside the
compensating for the relative
This concept is incorporated in the Green Belt Act, 1938,
cities.
and elaborated by David Thomas, London's Green Belt (London:
Faber, 1970), pp. 80-83.
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used for recreational
but it

purposes whilst

should be free from industrial

Zone IV, located
building

beyond the green belt

inner areas of London.

by

unaffected

be appropriated

will

dispersed

policy

of dispersal

sation

of London's population

for

the

from the

1. page 5).

See (Fig.

Greater London Plan advocated a

Abercrombie's

Essentially,

based on the progressive

and stabili-

reduction

and employment; and the creation

of

belt
the
beyond
50,000
green
towns
of about
new

to

absorb London's Overspill

The Plan also envisaged the

population.

of large housing estates

creation

character;

around and strictly

of new towns to absorb the population

moderate-sized

rural

should absorb only a maximum of 300,000 inhabitants.

It

controlled.

development,

towns and villages

the growth of existing

its

retaining

the expansion of existing

towns.

with low population
Whilst

densities

and

both the Barlow Report and

the Abercrombie Plan were based on Ebenezar Howard's concept of the
Garden City,

the Abercrombie Plan, in terms of physical

particularly

the most advanced attempt,

in a regional

Tn developing

context.

of a Policy

of dispersal,

the further

location

regulations

for controlling

planning

permissions

adopted instruments

industrial

development in the cities

terms, however, it

the idea of restricting

of industrial

These were, apparently,

were later

to place London

the London County and the

within

the increase

and industrial

time,

was

the basis for the establishment

the Plan introduced

of industries

inner areas of London.

at that

planning,

employment in

the forerunners

development certifications

for directing

of
which

and controlling

and in new towns.

is the recommendations of the various

In general
committee

-5FI G. I
THE ZONINGOF LOND014
(Based on a system of concentric Circles)

[ý--Tj-

ZONE
4

kTJ

ZONE
4

Li

ZONEREFERENCE
Zone I ......
Zone 2 ......
Zone 3 ......
Zone 4 ......
N.T.
......

Central Area of London with an Inner City Area.
Suburbs, with spaced-out low density housing.
The Green Belt.
Location of the flew Towns.
NewTown.
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reports

sketched above which eventually

scale government legislation

providing

set the scene for a fullthe basis for

development and confirming

the establishment

of industry

from the cities.

and population

the new tovm

of planned dispersal

In 1945, Lord Reith's NewTowns Committee6was appointed to
provide the detailed prescription

for the location and form of
development, organi-

Abercrombie's new towns, their establishment,
sation and administration
The Committee's report,

within a planned system of dispersal.
published in 1946, was to guide the successful

of the NewTownsAct, 1946, extended by the Town and
7
County Planning Act (1947) and the Town DevelopmentAct (1952).
introduction

These Acts of Parliament formed the main tools of dispersal policy
affecting
directly

particularly
affecting

cameearlier

population redistribution.

the decentralisation

responsibility

for and authority

industry by granting building
issue of industrial
establishing

of industry and employment

in 1945 under the Distribution

the Board of Trade (now Ministry

Legislation

of Industry Act; giving

of Trade and Industry)

the

over the control of location of

the
and
permissions
permits, planning

development certificates

in new towns for the first

time.

to industries
Between the years

6 Ministry
of Town and Country Planning, First Interim,, Second
Interim and Final Reports of the Committee on NewTowns (TH-e
Reith Committee), Cmd. 6159,6794,6775 (London: HMSU,1946).
7

While NewTownsAct (1946) specifically
provided for the legal
framework and the financial arrangements for new town development,
the Towns and Country Planning Act 1947 was an attempt to ensure
that cities and their surrounding countryside were planned together
so as to ensure a balance between local autonomy and central
direction.
The Town Development Act (1952) extended new town
development ideas to existing towns where the aim is to expand
those towns, hence expanding Towns.

-7-

1946 and 1960, fifteen

new towns (see Table 45) were designated;

and between 1961 and 1974, a further
with greater

contideration

fourteen

for regional

were designated

planning

policy

but

and

development.

By the year 1960, the third

stage of government intervention

in physical planning and urban development started.
conceived as the context for relieving

Although it was

congestion and population

the basic
yet by the mid-fifties,
8
weakness, according to Lloyd Rodwin, was that successive government
pressures on the major cities,

failed

to provide a context for decisions on the dispersal policy.

Thus, whereas the original
decentralise

Act
help
to
New
Towns
the
was
of
objective

London in particular,

new towns after the sixties

were

designated in response to special problems and pressures but without
any comprehensive long-term national development plans.

Neverthe-

less, new towns had also developed as an essential

meansof re-grouping
9
By
the population and not simply a valuable example in planning.
1961, it had also becomeclear from the 1961 census and from the
intensity
especially

of the continuing crisis

in housing in the major cities,

London, that there was an urgent need to designate more

new towns in order that they may contribute

to relieving

housing

pressures, and that the whole concept of central planning needed some
review.

It was to provide the basis for this kind of re-assessment

that two studies were commissioned, namely: the South East Study

8 Lloyd Rodwin, The British NewTown
Policy (Cambridge, Harvard
University Press, 1956), pp. W-68.
9 Ibid.,

P. 162.
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and Strategic

Plan for the South East.

10

As concern grew about

the need for balance in employment and economic development throughout the regions
was directed

of the country,

to limiting

developed into

the growth of major cities,
of national

a policy

second phase, was, therefore,
dispersal
policies

that

are consistent

and the placing

and regional

a combination

the adoption

policy,

of dispersal

a policy

which originally
gradually

development.

with

those of the national

of London in a regional

major concern of the South East Study was the continuing

increase

probable natural
the population

for the whole country,
ment, influx
an increase
increase

into

for

and, allowing

1.5 million

planning

people,

the

growth of

estimated

a

(about 2.4 million)

was estimated
for

internal

at I million
population

the South East was put at about 1 million,

movegiving

over twenty years and a population

from 17.75 to 21.25 million
that

government

between 1961 and 1981 for

of 6 million

Immigration

of 3.5 million

was estimated

therefore,

of England and Wales, 40% of this

being in the South East.

planning

Basically,

context.

London. Looking ahead to 1981, the study.

of the

of an extension

of development and regional

This

operations

250,000 of this

through the expansion of older

It

for the South East region.

could be extended to provide
in existing

developments

new towns and expanding towns.

Another

10 Ministry
of Housing and Local Government, The South East Study,
1961-1981 (London: HMSO,1964). Department of Environment,
Strategic Plan for the South East, 1981-2000; (London: HMSO,
T9M
-
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A STRATEGYFORTHE SOUTHEAST: proposed plan of development

m PETERBOROUGH

I?,
,
NORTHAMPTON

'0 IPSWICH

SWINDON

FUTUREBUILT-UP AREAS

APPROVED
BELT
GREEN

r_--i

EXPANSIONSCHEMES
MAIN PROPOSED

SOURCE: A strategy

for

the South East (1967)

Proposed plan for development is based on the concept

of "paired axes" discussed on Pages 11-12.
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1.5 million

years by planning

of this

proposed an increase
this

(Ilford,

in existence,

and an

as well

in smaller

new centres

obvious limitations

was soon to be revised

significant

of its

studies

was still

researches were already

and private

causing public
was inadequately

there was, in fact,

and national

levels.

treated

was contradictory

the preference

some experts

to encourage dispersal

London and at the same time subsidise

in the study.

an observed discrepancy

Furthermore,

In particular,

The

concern and the

medium-sized expanding towns as opposed to large-scale
criticised.

planning

proposals

time which looked ahead to the year 2000.

In terms of planning,

commuting.

as a result

be
solved.
London's
could
problems
which

problem of employment, itself,

was severely

Guildford,

covered a ten-year

too close for the implementation

in population

at regional

such as Reigate,

and omissions. It

a period within

going on at that

increased employment

Sevenoaks and Tunbridge Wells.

The South East Study itself

In addition,

As an alternative

for

was thought wise to provide

Tonbridge,

and too short

Watford,

Bromley, Croydon, Uxbridge,

as in the new and expanding towns.

This was a target

the

of employment on the edge of London

towns beyond the urban areas,

Maidenhead,

of up

On, employment,, the authors stressed

Romford, Dartford,

to commuting, it

it

the study

programme in town expansions to take in populations

need to provide

increase

and forecasting,

re-thinking

in the number of new towns already

to 100,000 people each.

of its

from the Abercrombie

to be able to absorb up to 250,000 people,

time,

extensive

etc),

for over the next twenty

on a scale very different

In the light

Plan.

have to be catered

people will

for

new towns
thought

that

of people and firms

suburban railways

from

and encourage

period.

11
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The revision of the South East Study and its assumptions was
contained in "A Strategy for the South East".

Like the South East

Study, it dealt with the future of London and the South East
Region, but excluding East Anglia.

But on this occasion the

proposals were updated and extended to the year 2001.

It outlined

an overall

plan with a general schemeof development, dealt with

the siting

of activities

and with the main section

and facilities

of the South East region (Greater London and the suburbs and the
rest of this region).

of the "Strategy for the

The originality

innovations,

South East" can be traced to two specific

inherited
pattern
zonal
concentric

departure from the traditional

from the Abercrombie Plan, and an adoption
urban planning

(See Fig.

and development.

need to preserve a widened Green Belt,
was to be confined
principal

principal

Thus, the axis

Ashford
towards
and
axis extends
West,
South
the
the
to
and

these axes were

to achieve the best use of existing

of communication and the preservation

spaces between the corridors
purposes.

and development

the secondary one; to

In terms of development,

among other things,

proposed lines

With the

towards the new town of South Hampshire and the

secondary to Swindon.
designed,

secondary.

towards Peterborough,

the second along the ThamesEstuary;
principal

of

Keynes and Northampton was the

the East and South East, the first

axis lies

distribution

2, Page 9).

urban planning

(or others)

to the North East towards Milton
one and that

of axial

is
the
of
which
one
axes,
paired

to specific

axis and the other

namely: a

for agricultural

On employment, Strategy

for

and

of large open

and recreational

the South East endorsed

the

12
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official

policy of decentralisation

but stressed the need for balance

in employment. The report pointed out that dispersal policies
be applied Qith discretion
should, therefore,
to the overall
office

building

in the future and that office

be available

strategy.

should

permits

to fi rms that might make a contribution

The authors stressed, however, that some

in London itself

continue to play its traditional

was desirable if London were to
role as the capital

of the country

and to encourage foreign business concerns.
It must be noted that the new dimensions to the new towns policy
advocated by the Strategy for the South East, represent a considerable
contrast with the objectives of the prdliminary stage. Derek
11
Diamond, explains the radical changes as a result of the revival
of Governmentinterest

in regional policy which took place throughout

the 1960s. This had several causes, important amongthem were rapid
demographic growth, the slow rate of national economic growth, and
widening regional disparities.

Equally, the need for a connection

between regional planning and new development was demonstrated by
the changing social environment of urban living.

As a result

of

increasing car ownership, increasing desire for space and concern
for the quality

of the environment, the increased demandfor the

provision in new towns of those urban amenities (hospitals,
shopping centres, cinemas, etc) with which urban life

schools,

is generally

associated, doubts about whether new towns were satisfactorily
performing their envisaged functions and the question about what

Derek Diamond: "flew Towns in their regional context",
New Towns The British
Experience, ed. Hazel Evans (London: Charles Kni
1972).
.9
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the most appropriate urban form were being raised.

constitutes
critical

stance contributed to the revival

This

of the re-assessment of

the wider functions of new towns as experiments in urban development.
Eventually the new emphasis on the role of future new towns shifted
to being economic. Thus, the second batch of new towns (known as
Mark II towns) were to form the focus for economic growth.
The emphasis of the secondary phase of the policy of deinstruments,
last
the
in
the
of
policy
centralisation
reappeared
12
Plan
is
best,
At
the
Plan.
Greater
London
Development
a
namely:
13 In
blend of Mark I and Mark II NewTowns.
essence, it is a master
Act,
1968
in
the
and consists of a
plan produced
accordance with
planning policy directed towards establishing
for development within

the region.

Greater London in a national
the national

interest

ment approval.

a general framework

In form and outlook it is

setting and, once more, as a result of

in London's problems, the Plan needed govern-

It is important to note that the Plan looked twenty

years ahead and followed the generally accepted policies
dispersal,

of

in
London's
decrease
the
continuing
with emphasis on

pooulation from 8 to 7 million
that of progressively

by the year 2001. The aim remained

reducing the population of London until

it is

12 Greater London DevelopmentPlan,, Report
of Studies (1971),
especially Chapter 1 to 3.
13 Mark I
and Mark II NewTowns. These are descriptions used to
distinguish-the first wave o NewTowns after Lord Reith's Report
(1946),
Act
Towns
from the second batch from the
New
the
and
1960s. Whereasthe population targets for Hark I NewTownswere
about 25,000, Mark II NewTowns had population targets of well
over 100,000; e. g. Milton Keynes target population is 250,000.
NewTowns of the 1960s were based on the concept of planned city
regions.
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about one-tenth of the population of the whole country; to decrease
its jobs from 4.5 to 4.2 million
or decentralisation
of attention

by dispersal beyond the Green Belt

into the provinces; and to focus a great deal

on London's economic development.

that central administration,

the banks, universities

centres of research and leisure facilities
in order to retain

quality

and colleges,

should remain in London

city and its individual

its role as capital

It also proposed to improve living

character.

It also stressed

conditions and the

of the environment; and to ensure a closer balance between

employment, housing and accessibility

by different

However, the 1971 Census figures clearly

indicate

meansof transport.
that the level of

Greater London's population had continued to decline.

Consequently,

for several years now a new wave of debate has been growing.
argue that the need for a planned overspill

currently
rapidly,

policy would seem

less pressing in this circumstance.

inevitably

Many

Greater concern is

expressed that not only has the population of London declined
but also that its professionals,

technicians and skilled

the
the
behiind
leaving
to
towns
old,
poor and
are
workers
moving
new
the socially

and economically disadvantaged.

Many industries

have

Expanding
Towns,
London
in
New
to
creating
and
out
of
moved
relocate
problems for Job availability

and loss of substantial

revenue too,

by
inner
the
boroughs.Considerable doubts have been expressed
especially
on the continuing need for encouraging the out-migration
and, indeed, for the wisdom of retaining

of workers

the policy of decentralisation

to Newand Expanding Towns. It has been suggested that Greater London
should now be declared a Special Area to which industries

should

15
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rather be attracted.

Since the latter

has repeated its intention
induce industries

part of 1975, the government

to modify the dispersal policy so as to

to return to London in particular.

But in spite

of these arguments, the case for continuing the decentralisation
policy rests on the increasing need to use NewTowns to contribute
to the relief

of the housing problems of large cities,

provide alternative

as well as to

communities for those wishing to live and work

outside the large conurbations.

Movementof Industry;

Employmentand Population to NewToyms

The movementof industry,

employmentand population to NewTowns

should be regarded as the logical

and expected consequenceof the

creation of new towns and the establishment of the policy of
dispersal and decentralisation

from large conurbations.

In addition,

such movementis also influenced by economic considerations and the
changing structure

of industry,

individual
by
as
as well

decisions

Although moving to new

to leave the city for newer environment.

towns is considered on a national scale, the movementon which this
thesis focusses attention

is the one that takes place from London.

In pursuing the policy of decentralisation,
been forced to relocate in

new towns.

some fi rms have literally

They particularly

include

those ones whose premises were acquired by local authorities
because they fall

either

within the category of"non-conforming users" whose

presence in predominantly residential
public health, or because their

areas may be injurious

to

location might impede necessary

16
improvements. Their movementtherefore,
cation and re-development, especially

freed valuable sites for relo-

in housing.

There are, however,,

many firms that operate in cramped and inconvenient premises, leaving them
no room for expansion.

They pay very high rents and incur heavy overIt is to the advantage of

heads, and end up with marginal profits.

such fi rms to move out of the inner areas of the city
new towns.

to relocate in

By doing so too, they leave room for expansion for those

other fi rms that need to continue in London. In the latter
the G.L. C., through its Industrial

situation,

Centre, and the Department of

Environment through the Location of Offices Bureau, have both encouraged
and assisted factories

and offices

to move to relocate in new (and

expanding) towns by voluntary negotiations.
Even though in general terms, industry and population are encouraged to move to new towns, there are controls and constraints
determine who actually

move.

Firms wishing to relocate or establish

a branch in a new town usually obtain an Industrial
Certificate

that

Development

from the Department of Trade and Industry;

but the

DevelopmentCorporation largely determines the kind of industries
should be attracted

that

to a new town, and G.L. C. influences (under the

Town DevelopmentSchemes)the decisions as to which firms move to
expanding towns.

In these cases, the movementof the workers of

Job
has
to go to,
the
is
determined
by
firms
a
worker
whether
migrant
house.
is
basis
he
a
allocated
on which
workers directly,

Where a migrant firm recruits

the movementof the worker depends also upon whether

he has got a job and based on it a house is allocated.

17
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In other words, moving to a new town is tied up with securing a job
and having a house allocated to the migrant.

The official

recruitment

machinery is the Newand Expanding Town Scheme(formerly the
Industrial

Selection Scheme)described in Appendix 4.

The scheme

operates in accordance with the observation of its rules and
In two important ways, it is the employer

procedures of selection.

who decides which worker goes to a new town.

First,

decides who fr6m existing

to a new town; and who

staff

transfer

will

a migrant fi rm

he will

recruit

through the Newand Expanding Town Scheme. He may

install

capital

intensive machinery and reduce considerably the

number of staff

he will

take.

Second, he decides the quality

of staff

he requires and advises the operators of the recruitment machinery
The tendency over the years has been for the

accordingly.
professionals,

the technicians and skilled

manual workers to be

But in the final analysis, the ultimate
recruited more than the unskilled.
decision as to who moves and who stays lies with the migrant worker
himself.

The complexities of making that decision - the processes,

the calculations

and considerations,

etc. form the main theme of

the research on which this thesis is based. Before getting on to
the detailed examination of migration decisions,

it is necessary

to assess the volume of movementthat has taken place since the
designating of the first
During the first
significant
the cities

batch of new towns in 1946 to the year 1972.

twenty five

movement of industry,
took place.

been the sharp decline

years of new town development,
employment and population

A major characteristic
in manufacturing

of this

industries

a

from

movement has

formerly

located

I
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in Greater London.
that

some 40% of all

Between the period

is estimated

jobs moving out of London went to New and

Expanding Towns as Table I shows.
opportunities

1966 to 1971 it

in New Towns reflected

The rapid

i')
growth of employment

in the statistics

on industrial

growth up to the end of 1972 in Table 2 also confi m this
It

is particularly

noticeable

from Table 1 that

trend.

the distribution

of

the rate at which change in terms of loss of jobs from different
regions is higher in London (-8.9%) comparedwith the whole of the
South East Region (-4.7%) and comparedwith the rate of decline for
the whole country (-5.5%).
1)

ý11)

fý11
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TABLE 1
Employees inEmplOphtnt

Greater London

Outer Metro-

1964-71

1964

1966

Change
64-66

4,614

4,667

+1.1

14

1970

4,326

1971

Change
66-70
MM

Change
66-71

4,253

-7.3

-8.9

politan Area

1,769 1,865 +5.4

1,902 1,891

+1.9

-1.4

Outer South East

1,438 1,482 +3.1

1,493 1,490

+0.7

+0.5

South East
Region

7,821 8,013 +2.5

7,721 7,634

-3.6

-4.7

22,892 23,301 +1.8

22,404 22,027

-3.9

-5.5

Great Britain

14

Based on data supplied by D. E and C. S. D. Figures for 1970 and
1971 include an estimate for the number of civil
servants in the
014Aand OSA. Also an adjustment to take account of changes in
the method of allocation
workers.
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Table 3 demonstrates that the population of the existing
Towns has doubled since designation;

by 1972 they had a population

of abour three quarters of a million,
fall

will

chiefly

New

in all.

The remaining expansion

to the NewTowns - Milton Keynes, Peterborough and

Northampton, all of which are expected to reach 25Q,000 by the end
of the century.

Table 4 gives the progress of the Expanding Towns,

in dwellings rather than in terms of population.

By 1972,48,000

homesout of a programmeof 93,000 had been completed.

(This

in
designation
the NewTowns).
100,000
since
compareswith
completions
In the 1966-71 period, 87%of all

lettings

in Expanding Townswent

to Londoners, comparedwith 42%in the NewTowns; overall,

the

figures in these Tables represent the rehousing of 87,000 London
NeA^>
r-KR"&*U-f
families in the *dwTowns and a further 43,000 in the impand4-49
Towns since the end of the Second World War. The annual average of
London families

housed in Expanding Towns (1966-9) was 4,533

(approximately 14,050 persons, taking family size as 3.1).

This

in
20,000
figure
set
per
year,
of
someway short of the target

falls
1963.

There are,

from
forms
movement
planned
of
other

besides,

London. GLChomeloans enable families
Thus, in 1972, one third of all

to buy houses outside London.

loans (17,000 in all)

were granted

for purchase of homesoutside London. The GLCalso has its own
housing estates outside Greater London boundaries.

In 1971,469 new

dwellings were completed in such areas, and 580 in 1972. The Council
also constructed a limited number of seaside homesfor people
leaving London on retirement:

in 1971,259 such homeswere constructed

23
TABLE 4
Agreed GLC Town Development Schemes: position
30th June, 1972

at

Dwellings for Letting

Expanding Towns
Total
Programmes

Completed

Under
Construction

3,700
2,000
9,250
5,000
1,200

1,953
2,182
1,311
5,428
4,240
331

2,850
1,500
3,896
700
3,000

1,375
1,674
123
1,747

63
278

37,346

20,364

2,093

Total Outside South East* 52,723

2,723

-

Completed Schemes+

2,723

2,723

-

93,049

47,850

3,610

Ashford U.D.
Aylesbury B.
Banbury B.
Basingstoke B.
Bletchley U.D.
Braintree & Brocking U.D.
Hastings C.B.
Letchworth U.D.
Luton R.D.
Sandy U.D.
Witham U.D.
Total South East Region

Total

Source:

4,250

90
243
629
541
136
113

DoE.

Includes Andover B, Bodmin B, Burnley CB, Bury St. EdmundsB,
Gainsborough UD, GranthamB, Haverhill UD, Huntingdon &
GodmanchesterB, Kings Lynn B, Melford RD, Mildenhall RD,
Plymouth CB, St. Neots UD, Sudbury B, Swindon B, Thetford B,
Wellingborough UD.
+ Includes Canvey Island UD 1962, Frimley and Camberley UD 1964,
Luton CB 1965, Peterborough B 1968.
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and in 1972,126.
in the total

However, even when all

out-migration

these various programmes

process from London are combined, the

flow of population to new and expanding towns and suburban

total

forms only a small proportion of over all

estates, etc.,

volume of

movementout of London, which is estimated, on the basis of the 1971
Nevertheless, it is

census data, at about 320,000 people per year.

from
London
the
migration
of
planned
success
a reasonable measure of
to new towns.
Almost as important as the size of the population movementand
its geographical origins,

is its composition.

As can be observed

(Table 5), the migrant population concentrates, as might be expected,
particularly

in the younger age group.

also differs

from that of the existing

The socio-economic distribution
population of Greater London;

but perhaps less sharply than the generally accepted picture of New
6).
Table
(See
Towns
Expanding
might suggest
and
TABLE 5

Age structure Of Population movementfrom Greater
London to Newand Expanding T wns 1966
Planned population movementfrom Greater London to public
housing in Newand Expanding Towns (1966)
2
Average
Expanding Towns
London new Towns'
Age
%
%
No.
%
No.
30
32
3,490
28
2,510
1-14
5
590
5
4
400
15-19
16
1,770
16
16
1,460
20-24
34.5
3,840
34
35
3,130
25-443
10
11100
10
10
870
45-RA
4.5
7
320
3
600
RA+
TOTAL

8,970
Source:

100

1966 Census

110110

100

100

25
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Notes:

1.

Basildon, Bracknell,

Crawley, Harlow, Hatfield,

Hemel

Hempstead, Stevenage, Welwyn Garden City.
2.

Andover, Ashford, Aylesbury, Banbury, Basingstoke,
Bletchley,

Bury St. Edmunds,Haverhill,

Huntingdon, Kings

Lynn, Letchworth, Luton, Mildenhall/Brandon,

Peterborough,

St. Neots, Sundbury/Melford, Swindon, Thetford, Wellingborough, Witham.
3.

Retirement Age, 60 for womenand 65 for men, thus
category RA+signifies

all men over 65 and womenover 60.

TABLE 6

Socio-economic grouping and population movement
from Greater London 1966
Population movementfrom Greater London to public housing
in Newand Expanding Towns (1966) (by head of household)
Socio-economic Group

London
NewTownsk'

Expandinn
Towns

Greater London
Average (1966)

Professional

7.5

4.3

6

Employers and Managers
Other Non-manual

4.5

3.1

12

22.1

17.5

23

TOTALNON-MANUAL

34.1

24.9

41

Foremen, skilled

36.6

45.6

35

22.8

24.9

15

2.9

2.7)

9

61.5

72.6)

r9

0.6

0.6

ow.

manual

Semi-skilled
Unskilled
TOTALMANUAL
Armed forces

and not stated

100,

TOTAL
Source:

IOG

100

1966 Census

These profiles go someway in ettablishing the extent to which new
towns have attracted a good mixture of the urban population in terms
of age and occupational grouping.
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Table 7 gives an indication
in the South East region,
1951 and 1971.

together

with

rate of increase

declined

the rate of change, between

more rapidly

from 1961 to 1971.

slowed down in the Outer Metropolitan

was counterbalanced

by an increase

The changes in population
of decline

reflection

attributable

partly

decade,
The

Area; but

in the Outbrr South East.

In the decade 1961 to 1971 the rate of increase
very similar.

change in population

As the Table shows, compared with the previous

London's population

this

of the total

in the two areas was

size once more is a
to movement to New and

Expanding Towns.

TABLE7
Population: Total Changeand Rate of Change1951-1961
and 1961-1971
Thousands
1951-1961
1961-1971
MidMid- Total Average Total Average
Ilid1971 Change Annual ChangeAnnual
1971 1961
Rate
Rate
Home Home Home
Pop
Pop
Pop
of
of
Change
Change
Greater London

89206.1 7,977.2 7,418.0 -228.9

Outer Metropolitan Area

3,497.3

South East
Region
Source:

559.2
-0.72
-0.28

4,503.8 5,344.4 +1006.5 +2.56 +840.6 +1.73

15,215.4 16,345.5 17,219.2 +1129.1 +0.72 +913.7 +0.55
OPCS/DoE

Over the decade 1961-71, the net annual gains and losses through
migration in different
fol lows:

sectors of the region, in thousands, was as

ý
GLC
98
OMA++
44
OSE
+ 50

-4
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1.2

The Concept of Planned_Migration
Population

and whether within

or between countries,

element of a fundamental social
and political

perceived

chance for better

to be residentially

and volcanoes,

located

in a healthy

large-scale

the developing

population

economic development after
countries,

by

or the aspiration
desirable

movement is caused by the
disasters:

earthquakes

"Acts of God".

and other

From

movements have taken place from

industrialised
World
to
the
Third
the
more
of

countries

of the West providing

industrialised

may be motivated

and socially

or natural

and floods,

hurricanes

it

event;

economic opportunities;

outbreak of wars and pestilence,

continued;

It may be generated by

In extreme cases, population

environment.

countries

has always been an essential

change.

or historical

religious

the 1950's,

space, whether long or short,

movement over physical

human labour for reconstruction

the Second World War.
movements from rural

Within

and

the

to urban areas have

movements out of the depressed areas to the centres of

growth are not uncommonand movements between towns and between
regions

add another dimension to the process.

the scale of yet another kind of population
In Britain,

it

is commonto refer

in America, people talk

about flight

At the present moment,

movement is increasing.

to a retreat

to the suburbs;

from the Cities.

In both cases,

what is being desceibed is a kind of movement away from older
to the newer and healthier

surroundings

of the suburbs.

same time,

between the industrialised

population

movements also take place whose net effects

expressed in the concern over brain

countries

drain.

and

cities

At the

of the world,

cross-

are usually

28
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In general, the immediate effects
measured by the changes in the shift

of these movementscan be
of absolute numbers and in the

change in the pattern of population distribution
any deliberate

that emerges without

Such population movementscreate new

planning.

centres of population concentrationo they generate new communities
they require

and new centres of growth, new contacts and associations;
new social and cultural
development of all
Logically,

demand
they
and
new perspectives for
networks;

kinds - economic, political,

educational etc.

the new centre of growth thus created also attract

a

continuing need for planning a variety of public services (transport,
shopping, recreations,
and social and cultural

libraries,

entertainments,

public utilities

amenities) which a new concentration of

people requires to be sustained.

are likely

planned, the planning implications
and comparable to urban renewal.

is un-

Where the population shift

to be more specific

But where the movementsare plannedo

the new centres of population concentration becomeboth a symbol of
social experiment and specific

The
planned
change.
of
examples

purpose of this section is to draw a distinction
and unplanned movementor migration,

between planned

and to specifically

develop the

concept of planned migration as the context within which the main
theme of this thesis must be understood.
In Britainj,
in internal

especially

since the early 1940's interest

population movement. Clifford

between 1951 and 1961, the effect

developed

Jansen'S shows that

of the drift

from the north to the

south was a gain of 5000000persons by migration to South East England;

15

Clifford
Jansen, Readings in the Sociology
Pergomon Press, 19/u), pp. 3-5.

of Migration

(London:
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78,000 persons to South West Region; a gain of 61,000 persons by
the Midlands and 65,000 persons by North Midlands.
course, meant losses to other
East England.

in relatively

found that

during

OsbornI7 found that

in England and Wales were living

counties.

The counties

(145,000),

and Cheshire and Warwickshire

Correspondingly,

Glamorgan (140,000),
Ridings

migration

Hampshire (155,000).

Sussex (205,000),

gains took place in counties

moves

native
gains were
Kent

Hertfordshire

(each 140,000).

Most net

the South East Region around

within

the highest

net losses were from the County

Durham (270,000),
Staffordshire

their

Essex (455,000),

Surrey (505,000),

of London (1,840,000),

outside

which had the largest

(240,000).

London.

million

people (31%) of the 1951

12.75 million

population

Middlesex (850,000),

For exampleg Newton and

1939-1952,4

the period

has

Using the 1951 census data based on birth

were made each year.
places,

few studies.

of

Wales and North

movement in Britain

Even so, postwar population

been highlighted
Jeffrey16

Scotland,

regions:

These gains,

Lancashire

(135,000)

(245,000),

and East and West

(95,000).

In the 1961 sample census, the first
migration (April
while 1.4 millions

published results on

1960-April 1961) show that in England and Wales,
(5.1%) of the population had changed residence

within local authority

areas, another 2.2 million

(4.7%) had migrated

16

M.Newton and J. Jeffrey, Internal Migration: SomeAspects of
Population Movementwi#L'In-T-n-57andand Wales, Eeneral ReTiýster
Uffice Studies on Medical and Population Subjects, No.5 (Eo'n-ron:
HMSU,193U), p. 41.

17

R.Osborn, 'Internal Migration in England and Wales, 1951, in
Advancement67-Science, IZ (IVbb), Pp. 4Z4-434.
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between local authority

areas.

The number of persons that crossed

regional boundaries in that year was 725,990 and net losses were
sustained by Northern Region (10,540). East and West Ridings (11,270),
and North Western region (10,500) and Wales (5,270).

These losses

from the north, and the net gains for Eastern Region (44,560),
Southern Region (28,370), South Western Region (17,610) and the North
Midlands Region (6,410) seem to confirm the continuation

of the drift

to the South by the population of the United Kingdom taken together.
Comparedwith the 1971 (10% sample) census, the migration figures
based on usual address at tie time of the census, for a comparable
period (25th April

1970 - 25th April

1971), show that only 256,000

persons crossed regional boundar ies by migration,
the following

giving rise to

regional gains; Northern Region, 17,250; Yorkshire

and Humberside, 25,000; North West, 34,250; East Midland, 17,000;
West Midlands, 27,000; South East, 98,650; and the South West,
20,450.

It is significant

to note that over the period of 20 years

(between 1951aid 1971) evidence of the population drift
remains alive.

to the South

However, the volume of movementseems to have

declined generally although the areas and regions that. have either
been gaining or losing by migration have continued to do so.

During

this same period, the age-bracket (20-29) most affected by internal
migration has remained constant.

For example, the 1971 census shows

that about 83,700 (males) and 83,150 (females) aged between 20-29
movedto other regions in England and Wales comparedwith 26,950
(males) and 27,000 (females) aged between 45 and 59 that crossed
regional boundaries during the same period.
reason, internal

population movementswill

For all sorts of
always take place.
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In comparison with other countries,
differs

Britain
latter

from that of Italy

there is rather a drift

about 1.8 million

population movementin

only in the sense that in the
Between 1951 and 1961

to the north.

Southern Italians

left

their

places of origin,

some going to the north of the country and others migrating to
foreign countries.

Those who went up north settled

in towns like

Rome,Turin, Milan and Genoa. In Turin, between 1951 and 1960, an
index of the number of migrants from the South rose from 100 to 818.
In both France and Belgium, the internal

population movementdoes

not seem to depend on regional attraction
one big city.

In both countries,

at rather very rapid rate.

as in the attraction

the capital

cities

attract

of
people

It is, for example, estimated that

,
Paris had been gaining from the provinces about 100,000 migrants
18
Between 1946 and 1954
during the ten year period 1953-1963.
in-migration

accounted for 40%of the increase of the population of

the two departments (Seine and Seine-et-Oise) around Paris; and
between 1954 and 1962, it
increase.

is estimated to account for 60%of this

In 1962, the net gain from migration into Brussels stands

(Brussels
5,841;
towns
Belgian
by
other
out when comparedwith gains
Antwerp 860; Gant 143; Charleroi -1,540, Liege -339, Namer441).

In

the United States of America, 3 out of 100 persons move from one
decade
1946-1955,
in
the
over
to
year;
and
another every
state
100 million

movementstook place in a westward direction

from the South, Midwest and the North East.
California

Between 1940 and 1955,

had net gains from migration of 385,000 pet year before

the War and around 284,000 per year after the war.

18 Clifford

principally

Jansen, Ibid.

pp. 5-6.

Florida,

mainly
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but not exclusively

for its healthy environment, gained from 54,000

persons per annumbetween 1940 and 1945, and about 13,000 per annum
during the period 1950 to 1955. But Pensylvania near the east coast
has been loosing an average of 30,000 or more persons per year since
1950.19
In the developing countries of the Third World, internal
migration is heavily and closely linked with the urbanisation
processes which are characterised by movementsfrom the rural to the
urban areas.

As the cities

gain population,

nature are increasingly

economic and political

activities

of social,

concentrated in those

with a corresponding loss to the rural areas. In Latin
20
demonstrates this
America, a sample survey on six cities in Brazil
cities

trend and highlights

the social and economic planning problems posed

by an apparent over-concentration
few cities.

The same process is escalating in Africa.

for example, the total
increasingly

of the national population in a

70
million
about
population of

concentrated in the cities

In Nigeria,
people is

of Lagos and Madan, Kano

and Kaduna, Benin City, Aba ind Enugu, Calabar and Port-Harcourt.
For the developing countries,
redistribution

seen as a vital

deliberate
of
a process

population

instrument of social and economic

planning, seemsboth necessary and urgent if the experiences of the
West should be skillfully

19

Jansen, pp. 7-8.

20 Jansen, 8.
p.
.

avoided.
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Planned and Unplanned Migration
It seemsevident from the above review that the main feature of
world migration is its general reflection

of voluntary movement. For

various reasons, people are always moving - changing their
location,

residential

changing jobs and places of work, and moving away from their
boundaries.

regions and across national
invariably

These movementsare

motivated by personal needs and aspirations.

generally choose the destination,

Migrants

make their own arrangements and

complete the process of physically

shifting

to the new environment.

Migration of this kind, I have called Unplanned. It is unplanned not
arrangements to move;

because the migrant did not make anticipatory
it

is rather because of the absence of a superior authority

directing
objective,

area, for a given

the migrant to move to a particular
in a particular

or agency

way under stipulated

controls.

In other

words, unplanned migration is private and voluntary and aimed at
the satisfaction

of individual

goals.

movementof people is rationally
specified

areas to particular

and with given objectives,
Planned. Characteristically,
rational

and deliberate

On the other hand, where the
channelled from

add deliberately

destinationst

as a matter of policy,

then migration so generated, I have called
therefore,

planned migration involves a

act of encouraging the movementof national

population away from certain areas to other areas, sponsored by the
government, and backed by a clearly
distinguishing

defined policy.

The main

features of planned migration from unplanned migration

are not only that the exporting and destination
a superior authority

areas are defined by

or agency (in this case, the government), but
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also the goal of migration is nationally

defined, and policy instruments

machinery for controls are provided.

and administrative

ment of population from the large cities

The move-

to new towns is a clear

example of planned migration.

It is backed by the policy of

dispersal and decentralisation

to new towns.

Newtowns themselves

are created by Acts of Parliament, which also create development
agencies, policy instruments and administrative
the broad objective

Although

of this kind of planned migration is that of

the national population,

re-distributing

controls.

its more specific

aims are

to decongest the large conurbations and so create the environment
for their
the cities

replanning; to help to provide for the housing needs of
in new towns; and to promote a balance in economic

development and regional planning through the creation of new centres
of growth in new towns.
Based on British
which this
1.

It

thesis

the large

is based Is characterised

policy

to reduce and disperse
and decentralise

cities,

administrative

activities

planned migration
by the following

on

features:

their

the population
industrial

of

and

to new towns.
so as to absorb the overspill

New towns are purposely-built
population

3.

the typical

is sponsored by the government and backed by a commitment

and a clear

2.

experience,

from the cities.

The new towns are carefully

planned and systematically

developed so that

become self-contained

they will

communities for work and living.

and balanced
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4.

Planned migration to new towns involves a progressive reduction
of the population of the cities

to specific

sizes judged

adequate to provide a good physical environment.
5.

Newtowns, as receiving authorities,

can attract

migrants only

to the tune of the population allocated to them at designation.
Ultimate
population is achieved by progressive intake of
city migrants, over a period of time.
6.

The movementsof industries,
cities

and their

regulations

offices and people out of the
irlnew towns
are subject to
acceptance

and controls.

are the Industrial

Someof the instruments of control

Development Certification,

Planning permits,

and the Operation of the Newand Expanding Town Scheme,which
has its fules and procedures in the Selection of migrants to
new towns.
7.

In terms of aim, planned migration is an instrument of social
and economic planning; directed towards the achievement of
nationAl goals, namely: re-distribution
the relief

of urban population,

of congestion and urban renewal, creation of new

centres of growth, the promotion of regional planning.
8.

Planned migration involves the movementand relocation
the firm or office,

the job and the worker i. e. the transfer

of an entire organisation
Official
population
distinction

of

to a new environment.

records by which the process of the movement of
to new towns is monitored

enable the further

to be drawn between planned and unplanned migration.
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of movementsto new and expanding

Fig. 2 is a crude classification
towns.

While planned migration includes movementsthat take place

when workers transfer with their
facilitated

by selection

Housing Allocation

relocating

firmss, movements

through NewExpanding TownSchemesor Special

Schemes, or movementas a result

of direct

recruitment by firms already in a new town, unplanned migration often
refers to movementachieved through unofficial

means- i. e. through

special arrangements with and private recommendationsof workers, or
recruitment not involving

through direct

the selection scheme.

Planned migration records only those movementsthat are made through
the administrative

machinery and do not always reflect

volume of movementsto new towns.

the total

Therefore, somemovementsmay be

as unplanned simply because they are not officially

classified

but not necessarily because they are irrelevant
planned migration.

recognised

to the concept of

Thus, based on the 1966 census figures,

Table

8 shows the number of migrants from London to London new and expanding
towns, classified

as planned because their movementswere recorded

but
that
were officially
those
moved
as comparedwith

officially;
unrecorded.

The second sense in which this classification

by
definition,,
basis
that
the
movements,
on
unplanned
privately

take place

to unrecognised destinations.

The fundamental distinguishing
planned migration are therefore,
direction

is made is

and policy objective.

factors between planned and un-

based on presence of deliberate
In planned migration,

movementof

population is deliberately

directed in order to achieve clearly

defined policy objectives;

whereas, unplanned movementis privately
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motivated and the destination
the satisfaction

of their

planned migration,
nation and direction

determined by individuals

private

needs,

of movement, individuals

offered them to move.

may still

find themselves

in taking the opportunity

Given this sttuation,

expected that individuals

controls the determi-

and controls but may retain the

determination of their own objectives

their way to realise

But even in the case of

in which a supreme authority

complying with the direction

in search of

it

is certainly

may find government policy standing in

their personal objectives;

and on the other

hand, government policy in planned migration may be frustrated
the pursuit of private ends.
public interest
aspirations.

by

In other words, the objectives of

may be at variance with individual
The realities

to be

of these conflicts

when the determinants and constraints

will

needs and
becomeapparent

on migration decision-making, as

well as the defects of the recruitment machinery to new town-,population
are critically

examined.
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Fig.

TO NEW(AND EXPANDING)TOWNS-A
MOVEMENTS

3.

PLANNED14OVEMENT

Transfer
of workers
of firms
relocated
in new/
expandi6g
towns

Special
schemes
for
moving
special
groups
I

Direct
recruitment
by migrant
firms to
new or
expanding
towns

I NEW& EXPANDING
TOWN
(FORMERLY
SCHEME
I. S. S)

CLASSIFICATION

UNPLANNED
MOVEMENT

Movements Movement Direct
by special through recruitprivate
ment by
arrangerecomm- fi rms
ments
already
endain new
tions
towns
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TABLE 8
TO ALL AREASIN
GROUPOF EMIGRANTSFROMLONDON
SOCIO-ECONOMIC
GREATBRITAIN AND TO NEWAND EXPANDINGTOWNS- 1966 10% Sample
Census*

Emigrants from Greater London in year
rpnqnq

nrararlinn

Planned Migrants

Economically

Active

16-publid
a original
New Towns

4
L41
160

Employers & Managers

150

Total mainly non-manual
workers
Mainly manual workers:
Skilled manual workers
Service, semi-skilled
manual & agricultural
workers
Unskilled manual workers
Other self-employed (non
farmers)
&
professional
Total mainly manual
workers
Armed forces
Inadequately described
Total miscellaneous
categories
Total Economically Active
Persons
Total Economically
Inactive Persons"
Total Persons"

Towns

%

%

Mainly non-manual workers:
Self-employed professional
Employed professional
Total professional
Other non-manual workers

ing i n-

All
Migrants

To all
areas in
r.
-R-

To all
areas in
G.B.

770
9,440

160

3ý

Unplanned
j
Migrant

10,210
170,,'

%
9

%
770
9,600

.
9J 10,370

1
8
9

3

14,740

13

15,060

13

1,340

31ý1,350i

26

45,99V

42

48,680

41

ý1,650

38'1,520i

29

70,940

64

74,110

62

1,280

29 1,8701 35

5

19,900

17

1,110
220

251,350: 26
5ý 430! 8

13 880 13
3: 2401 3

16 340
3: 890

14
3

3,730

3

--I
34 43,860

37

3,650

1W1
I
. -.
70
2,650 60,3,690
40

37,520
I

31

2

1,260 '1
1
640

1,260
810

1
1

2

1'900ý4 2

2,070

2

4,390 1M I 5,290 100 110,36010 0 120 , 040
169230
118,750
07,9404ý
4,580
1ý
F38,790
11,520,
18,300
8,970

100

90

--L80
2

90]

2!

80ý

The
KEY: * The numbers of persons are based on a 10% census count.
totals recorded are therefore approximate.
"Excludes
children under one year of age.
NOTES: 1. Percentages are subject to wide margins of sampling error
for new and expanding towns due to the small numbers
involved.
2. Due to rounding, percentages may not add up to 100.
SOURCES:1966 Sample Census, Migration Regional Report,
1966 Sample Census, GLC Special Tables.

S. E. Region
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RESEARCH
AIM, DESIGNAND METHODOLOGY

2.1

Aims and Objectives
The aims and objectives

i)

of the research are as follows: -

To develop the concept of planned migration,

and later using

it to propose and argue a case for the development of a
Sociology of Planned Migration as a distinctive

area of

knowledge within Sociology of Planning.
ii)

To provide a descriptive
This will

process.

account of the planned migration

act as a valuable background for prombting
to moving out of cities

understanding of attitudes

the various stages of transition

as well as

through which potential

migrants may have to pass in order to move to a new town.
iii)

To provide a theoretical
of city

residents

constraints

decisions
to
migration
explanation

by discovering

the determinants

and

and the frame of reference

on decision-making

on which the decisions were made.
iv)

To critically

explore the wider theoretical

sociology and the social policy implications

issues in
which planned

migration seems to have raised.
The pursuit of the aims and objectives
(iii),

will

be based on testing

empirically

listed

under (ii)

the following

and

hypothesis:

that the migration decisions of inner city residents tend to be
motivated by the desire to satisfy

non-work aspirations.
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Research Problems and Design
As moving firms

a social

To be offered

workers with

the

emerges in which workers become actors.

situation

which he has inevitably
the actions

is not only

to move out of the city

the opportunity

choice between two alternatives

will

city

in which the worker has been called

a situation

context,

inner

of choosing between moving to new towns or staying

opportunity
behind,

their

present

upon to exercise

- moving or staying,

a

but also one in

to respond to an imminent change.

In this

in that

situation,

of the workers,

be governed, according

given social

to Max Webber, by the following

assumptions:
i)

has goals,

That the worker as an actor,
that

his actions

are directed

aims or ends and

to the attainment

of such

goals.
ii)

That action

often

involves

and use of means

the selection

to achieve the goals.
iii)

is influenced

That action

also by the actor's
iv)

That the actor
affect

V)

That the actor

has certain

satisfying

sentimental

dispositions

of the situation

which

and the choice

and
has certain

norms and values which govern

of his goals and the order of priorities
21
them.

the selection

but

knowledge of the situation.

both his perception

of his goals,

not only by the situation

for

21 Percy Cohen, ModernSocial Theory, P. 6 (London: Heinneman, 1968),
p. 69.
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In his classic

to the theory of action, Webber

contribution

conceives of sociology as a comprehensive science of social action.
To him action must be subjectively
the action of the workers, it
to the situation

meaningful: so that to understand

is necessary to observe how they react

and what meaning they attach to their

other words, their

actions:

that is, attitudes

action.

In

to moving and migration
the ideas

decisions, must be seen as the product of the situation,
that they have within

22

to
they
the
wish
pursue.
which
goals
and

it,

Part of the actions of the workers may also be the response to the
It is to be expected that

actions of the migrant firms themselves.
the managementof the fi rms in their

concern for adequate staffing,

might try to persuade some of their workers to move, and as they
likely
drop
decide
are
to
which
others - reactions
may also

think fit,

to lead to pressure, and the creation of fear and anxiety.
How workers interpreted
to determine

their

attitudes,,

the means of realising
they made.

both the attitudes

required

to move was most likely

the goals they pursued,

the goals and the ultimate

The research problems were, therefore,

namely: explanatory

migration

the opportunity

decisions

It

and methodological.

decision

they made.

is fundamental to explain
and the actual

Methodologically,

was a research design which will

drawn about the contributions

that

that

mainly two,

of workers towards out-migration
that

the choice of

what was

enable conclusions

the following

factors

to be

could make in

22 RaymondAron, Main Currents in Sociolo2ical Thought, Vol. 2
(London: Lowe and BrydonE-, 1968), pp. 227-228.
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providing the explanation outlined
itself,

above: planned migration process

determinants and constraints

on decision-making,

the action

frame of reference on which those decisions were made, and the nonof workers which provided the basic

work needs and aspirations
motivation.
explaining

Probably a third

problem is one of approach.

In

the actions of workers,, in terms of the migration decisions

that they made, it is obvious that no single factor or theory can be
relied

Thus, neither

upon to accomplish the task satisfactorily.

physical nor social factors,

and political

nor economic factors

in
the
behaviour
nor
workers-,
the
of
alone can explain
migration
theoretical

terms. can a sociological,

theory alone explain it.

psychological or economic

Even within the single field

of sociology,

there are bound to be competing theories that try to explain the
same phenomenonin migration.

Given these problems, the research
approach drawing resources

design must adopt an inter-disciplinary

from Sociology, economics, geography, psychology. politics
related subjects in the Social Sciences.

and other

This was bound to make the

task of the research much more complex and difficult.

2.3

Methodology
The original

order to establish
mobility

in
Firms,
Migrant
Survey
undertaken
was
of
study:
the main reasons for and the constraints

of 'disadvantaged minorities'

on the

to new and expanding towns.

Before that survey, there was evidence showing that while some
sections of the public - the elderly,

unskilled,

black people,

in
from
large
families
were
poor
people
unmarried mothers and
housing, in new and expanding towns there was a large number of
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houses that remained unoccupied for months. More so, since there
was a current policy of encouraging people to move from the cities
to new and expanding towns, there must be reasons, factors or
circumstances which worked against the movementof this group referred
to as 'socially

disadvantaged'.

Certain assumptions and common-sense

suggestions were madewhich tended to explain the situation,
lack of financial

assistance, a high cost of living

such as

and high rent for

houses in new and expanding towns, lack of the usual urban facilities,
loss of contact and probable lonely lives of migrants; lack of jobs
and necessary information

towns.
expanding
and
about new

It was to

find out why the disadvantaged were not taking the opportunity
move, and in particular

to test out the validity

to

of these hunches

that the Survey (as only a part of the NewTowns Project) was mounted.
The study tested the following
a)

suggestions and assumptions:

That the decision to move is a function of the worker's
degree of attachment to his surroundings.

b)

That the decision to move is a function of the worker's
attachment to his employer/firm.

the
function
is
decision
worker's
That
to
of
the
a
move
C)
pressing housing need.
d)

That the decision to move depends on skill,
of social facilities,

rent and cost of living

availability
in new towns;

and
6)

That the decision to move depends on the amount of information
available

to the worker from his employer.
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The Survey, was, therefore,
It was not strictly

exercise.

lacked a theoretical
the insight

Nevertheless,

framework.

convinced me that

used to pursue other wider sociological
I have, therefore,

this,
subject

undettaken

because it

its

findings

its

data could be

and policy

and

issues.

To do

research into

a further

based on the hypothesis

of planned migration

which I formulated

inquiry,

a scientific

I gained from it

and a fact-finding

policy-oriented,

stated

the
above,

from the data of the survey described.

The present research, is,

therefore,

based on testing

hypothesis that the migration decisions of city
motivated by the desire to satisfy

the

residents tend to be

non-work aspirations.

In testing

this hypothesis, a secondary analysis of the data from the original
survey will

be undertaken.

According to Goodeand Hatt, this is

it
because
common,permissible and necessary

is an invaluable process

serve as hypotheses for
23 Besides, in the
terms.

of generating plausible

statements that will

subsequent verification

in more stringent

be
data
to
kinds
extracted,
define
the
of
sameway that theory can
summarise facts into empirical

generalisationso

or

or predict facts and

important
roles
facts
themselves
play
in
knowledge,
Ooint to gaps
our
initiate
facts
Indeed,
theories.
in the development of hypotheses and
hypothesis and theory; they may lead to the reformation or rejection
lead
to
the
clarification
they
redefinition,
theory,
may
or
of existing
24
from
the
Data
theory.
original
the
to
of
validity
questioning
or

23 William J. Goode& Paul K. Hatt, Methodsin Social Research
(New York: McGrawHill, 1952), Cha-pte-r20.
24 Ibid.,

Chapter 2, pp. 7-17.
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survey has already led to the formulation

of a hypothesis.

The

follow may lead to the development of a theory

analysis that will

of planned migration.
The method of carrying out the present research follows the one
used in the original

study, details

But whereas the original
for and constraints

of which appear under Appendix I.

study was restricted

to identifying

reasons

on moving, the present research tests the

hypothesis by re-examining:
a)

the migration process, so as to determine attitudes
identify

b)

and

stages of transition,

the migration decision-making process, in order to understand
the cost-benefit

analysis involved,

C) the frame of reference on which the decisions were based,
d)

the work and non-work aspects of the basic motivations to
the decisions,

e)

wider theoretical
implications

issues in sociology and the policy

raised by planned migration.

In addition:
i) Attitudes

been
firms
have
from
the
migrant
of workers

comparedwith attitudes
of Islington

in
the Stress areas
of residents

who were not similarly

offered the opportunity

to move out, as well as those who already left
new towns.

Islington

to
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In other words, attitudes

of migrant firms respondents are compared

with those respondents from the Stress Area Residents Survey
(Islington)

and the Survey of Islington

Migrants to NewTowns.

Respondents from the Surveys served as a control group.
ii)

The two environments of the inner city areas and the new
town environments are compared in order to assess the
influence of environmental quality

iiij

on the decision to move.

in the immobility

Given the general belief

of the working class,

the analysis seeks to provide evidence of the willingness

of

the working class to move and the meaning they attach to such
movementto new towns.

The decisions of the working class

intentions
the
in
firms
the
expressed
group
are comparedwith
of those working class residents in Islington
offered the opportunity

to move out.

Similarly,

of middle-class people from the two situations
iv)

who had not been
the decisions
are compared.

In orderiD test whether or not the workers from the migrant
firms were a-typical,

they were compared, in terms of their

Islington$
from
those
moved
who
socio-economic grouping, with
with those who registered

to move on the GLCSelection Scheme

(NETS), and with the S. E. G. of the rest of the United Kingdom.
Similar comparison has been madeon ethnic composition of
movers from the migrant firms,

Islington

area and the rest

of the GLCarea.
v)

The researcher visited

workers in their new locations

(St. Neots,

the
Milton
town)
Keynes,
town;
after
new
move.
a
an expanding
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Twenty-five workers from both locations were interviewed in
order to ascertain their

assessment of the decisions they

took to move. The results were useful in analysing and
and its correlation

commenting on returnee-rate

with mal-

adaption in new town environment.
vi)

It is not enough to depend upon reasons people gave for
moving or staying in order to determine their
frame of reference in migration decisions.

attitudes

and

The whole

question of propensity to move was additionally

brought into

consider4tion.
vii)

The secondary analysis
review of the literature,

heavily

relies

on a substantive

but
divergent
for
views
not only

also to draw together different

approaches from different

for the purposes of the research.

disciplines
The Sample Involved
1.

The Migrant
Four migrant
A brief

2.

Firms
firms

historical

Survey of Migrant

been
have
studied.
whose movements
is
them
attached
note about
Firms

The Survey involved the interviewing
who were given the opportunity
were actually

as Appendix 3.

of a sample of 200 workers

to move. Only 162 of the workers

interviewed.

Workers were interviewed as Movers and Non-Movers.
Appendix
2.
for
the
two
as
attached
The questionnaires
groups are
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3.

Survey of Stress Area Residents

(Islington)

This survey involved

500 residents

Islington,

inner

a typical

city

of the Parkway Ward in

area.

out not only the kind of people who live
attitude

to moving to new-towns'if

Its

purpose was to find

there but also their

they were offered

the

opportunity.
4.

Survey of Islington

Migrants

to New Towns

This Survey involved 201 respondents, mainly migrants to new
towns who originally

came from Islington.

The purpose was to

find out whether they thought that they made the right decision
to move and what they think about the new town as a place to
live and work.
S.

Survey of I. S. S. Registrants
A sample of registrants

(2,557) obtained from the GLCHousing

Department dealing with movementsto Newand Expanding Townswas
analysed by age, sex, socio-economic grouping, etc.

Registrants

were drawn from all parts of London.
6.

Revisits to new locations
About six months after

the firms and their workers have moved

into their new locations,
twenty-five

and interview of workers

two of the fi ms were revisited

and

workers altogether were interviewed with regard to

whether or not they made the right decision to move. The two
firms were Samuel Jones Ltd. (St. Neots) and Brown Brothers
(Milton Keynes).
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2.4

Limitations

of the research Method

In the strictest

sense, the four migrant firms

statistical

studied are not representative

of moving firms from London, nor can

it be said that the migrant workers and the Stress area residents in
Islington

are representative

of city

residents.

fi rms were selected because they satisfied

Nevertheless, the

criteria

to the study,

vital

namely: they were located in the inner city areas of London prior

to

movement; they were drawn from both manufacturing and distributive
industries;

their

staff

was composedof a good mixture of socio-

economic groups in accordance with Registrar Generals Occupational
Classification,

and a reasonable ethnic mix.

Migrant workers

interviewed were randomly selected from lists

provided by the

employers; and Stress area residents were similarly
selected from the Voter's List.

In view of the fact that only 162

workers from the firms were actually
for generalisations

randomly

interviewed,

a number too small

to be based upon, it is necessary to add the

precaution that the interpretations

on the data must be treated with

caution.

is compensatedfor by the large

However, this limitation

number of people interviewed in the stress area representing both
residents and immigrants who already movedto new towns.

In addition,

the comparisons between workers from moving firms and respondents
from the stress area gave greater weight to the significance
attitudes

of

to moving.

Yet, since the research is based mainly on attitude
is to be expected that ideally,

rigorous and sophisticated

survey, it
methods

- 51 -

of measuring attitudes
case.

would have been adopted.

To compensate for this limitation,

to the new town after

and re-visits

to the structured

attendance at

to new towns, lunch-time and informal

meetings and film-shows, trips

in addition

a reasonable systematic

observation was undertaken involving

participatory

discussions,

This was not the

the move. This was

and depth interviews with workers and

the senior membersof the managementof moving firms.
opportunity

Above all,

to move, the conditions under which relocation

contemplated can be seen as a situation

the

was

of fear, tension and aniiety

and yet one in which the reactions and behaviour of workers and
There was, therefore,

managementcan be studied sociologically.
practical

two

the study of a firm already under

problems: one involving

of time.

pressures of change; and the other, the constraining

effect

Enthusiasm and pressure for information occasionally

threatened the

privileged

access to that information;

financed for a limited

and because the project was

period, a lot was hurried over that needed
In that situationg

much more prolonged examination.

be
all
at
not
could

dimensions of the problems being investigated
probed and vital
opportunity

details

were lost.

This research offers the

issues
the
that
the
look
original
taking
at
a cool
of

study was unable to consider.
details

important

However, there are still

which would have usefully

enabled other comparisons to be

made in the present research which, regretably,
These, for example, were certain statistical
based on the 1971 Census.

statistical

were unavailable.

tables on migration
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2.5

Review of Literature

1.

Migration

as a social

change

Research into planned migration must be placed in the context of
social change because population movementhas generally been recognised
as and remains an essential

component of economic and social developand a symptomof social transition.

ment, political

organisation

although shifts

in physical and social space potentially

affect

spatial

treated population movementas a significant
sociologists

implications

socialisation

social change. Too

are quick to admit that their

migration ought to stem essentially
logical

interests

occupational change, re-

and adaptation following

the movementfrom one

Such academic gesture has not been translated

into a systematic inquiry and those stated implications
been subjected to empirical
"Very little

in

from a concern over the socio-

for social status,

environment to another.

total

hardly
have
migration
of
studies

environment, yet sociological

often,

and actually

of people within their

and social relationships

But

verifications.

have not yet

According to Jackson:

disassociation
the
been
has
of
made
systematic study

from
in
desocialisation
involved
one social milieu
moving
or
process
25
to another" .
EugeneBrody has taken this point much further when
he pointed out that a shift in residence involves not only new places
but also new faces and new norms; and that movementover distances
implies the crossing of regional subcultures and re-socialisation

25

J. A. Jackson, Ed. Migration:
(Cambridge:
Cambridge Univ

Sociological
Press,
rsity

No. 2
Studies,
1969), P-.-Z-.
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which include negotiations for new friendships, kinship and social
26 Whilst the
potential migrant is excited by new
network and ties.
stimuli

and perceived opportunities,

threats and the unknown. It is,

he is also fearful

similarly,

of new

conceivable, that for

the burgess, the reluctance to move may be based on the fear of the
loss of the support of physical and social familiarity;
loss of those established values and relationships,

and urban

his
he
entire
of
as
part
regards
which

amenities and facilities

heritage and which have hitherto
life.

or of the

coloured his social and cultural

The migrant to a new environment carries with him much of the

old and how much of it will

depend upon his age, career, life

the circumstances of the move, and perhaps his personality.

style,
He might

be influenced by current social values oý inspired by his future
needs and aspirations.
redefinition

A new environment will

of new roles,

and new values.

confront him with the

life
of
and conformity with new patterns

A new environment will

generate new demandsand may

impose on the migrant new pressures and altered relationships;

the

loss of an old world and the acceptance, understanding and adaptation
into a new one.
A change of familiar

directly
environment

with the physical world around.
disappearance

of social

alters

humaninteraction

The cumulative effect

and physical

familiarity

of the

on human behaviour

26 Eugene Brody, Ed. Behaviour in NewEnvironments: Adaptation
(Califo-r-n-TaT-Sage
Publlcatlons, 197ZT),
Popula
Migrant
Rns
of
p -7-
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has been referred to by Alvin Toffler

as "the shattering

stress and

disorientation

that are induced in individuals subjected to
27
fundamental change".
It needs to be demonstrated in this research
that the typical

tensions, stress,

social pathology shown by potential

and other forms of

resistance,

migrants are generally an

adaptive response to environmental change comparable with the process
of homeostasis: a process which is directed to restoring
of a system disturbed by internal

equilibrium

the

change.

A systematic study of migration as a social change cannot be
undertaken without an adequate descriptive

effectively
a typical

analysis of

migration process based on the experience before, during

and after the event.

The process has the actual and potential

advantage of revealing the meaning that is attached to and the
direction

of the change as seen by those affected.

social change, however it

is caused could either

advantages, or the destruction

For example,
result

in individual

of an established value, life

style

Changeis likely to generate tension as it is
28
For a firm that is relocating
to have been caused by it.

or future prospects.
likely
its

the problem is one of both making a change and

activities,

maintaining the organisation's

equilibrium

through effective

important
An
by
that
tensions
the
change.
managementof
created
dimension of the process of adaptation becomes, in this respect,

27

Alvin Toffler,
the face
p-T. -

28

Future Shock: A Study of mass bewilderment in

of acc7elerating

E. Moore "Adaptation
ibid.
Cohen,
p. 194.

Change,

(London:

and Tension-Management"

The Bodley

quoted

Hea

by Percy

70),
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It must be expected that

tension-management.
environment

by resistance,

should be followed

fear of the loss of earnings
connections.

Staff

and career,

may be lost

survival

the period

In both situations,

of transition.

of the firm

produces some processes that

a vital

aspect of the analysis

the way in which a migrant
created

2.

Migration

into

any criteria

management.

of the migration

that
It will

be

process to examine

firm manages and controls

by a change of location

and adaptation

require

are necessary.

condition

emphasizes as a sufficient

tension

and

may face the problem

Moore's theory of tension-management may not require
of success since it

and

of labour or

withdrawal

and the firm

and maintenance of the stability

tension

stress,

and valued contacts

by voluntary

through redundancy and retirement;
of manning during

a change of work

both the tensions

and the problems of re-socialisation

a new environment.

Theories

Academic interest

and Migration

Studies

in population movementin the 1880's produced

Laws
Revenstein's
based
on
the earliest kind of migration theories
29
half
first
the
of
in
The
Trends
Higration.
within
stage,
next
or
this century, dealt with the development of the push and pull
30
theories (Bogue, McDonaldand Rossi) ,
and further added the theories
29

Revenstein's 'Laws and Trends in Migration'
are a set of
hypotheses
have
provided va-TUMIF-testable
propositions
whi-ch
They are summarised by Jackson,
for many important studies.
Migration,
p. 283.

30

in D. M.Hauser and O. D. Duncan, Eds.
Migration'
D. Bogue 'Internal
The Study of Population (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press,
Versus Non-migration:
TW ), pp. 485-509. J. mcuonald, 'Migration
in Rural Italy',
in International
Regional Migration Differentials
Population Conference 1961, Paper No. 107.

- 56 of intervening

(Stouffer,
and competing opportunities
Isbell,
31
Bright and Thomas).
These theories are summarised by Clifford
32
Jansen.
Characteristically
they are mainly concerned with the
size and direction

In more recent years,

for all

these theories
of generality

differentials

times in all

suffer

which should have universal
In general,

countries.

from three main defects.

cannot stand up to rigorous

too va§ue in what they predicate.

tests

Third, the application

First,

however,
their

level

because they are

Second, they apply to individual

movementsand presuppose that such individuals

industrial

Lni-2LOJUS.

demographers have moved towards establishing

hypotheses for migration
application

movements of individuals.

of migratory

are free agents.

of these theories has not been extended to

migration involving

workers as on-going social

the movementof fi rms with their

systems. There has been the tendency

to apply migration theories to the two different
without any distinctions.

types of migration

In this research this distinction

has

been drawn through the concept of planned migration and the ways
in which their

implications

challenge existing

theories are discussed.

The pattern of migration research in post-war Britain
terms of approach, purpose and content.
inter-disciplinary,

31

vaeies in

In terms oFapproach, it

is

drawing resources from economists, geographers

S. Stouffer,
'Intervening
Opportunities
in American Sociolojical
to distance',
pp. 845-67.

:A Theory relating
mobility
Review 5, (December 1940),

M.Bright and D. Thomas'Interstate
Migration and Intervening
Opportunities',
in American Sociological
Review, 6 (December,
1941), pp. 773-8. ý
lifford
Jansen, Ibid, pp. 10-27.
_.,.
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Economists have typically

and sociologists.
the macro-level,
adjustment

aggregate movements as mechanism of
33
in the labour market.
Geographers tend to concentrate

broad physical

in which population

studies

changes.
research

In terms of content

to physical,

social

sector

decisions

mentioned,
by their

lack theoretical
studies
for

in particular,
could be

and economic planning

to motivate

Committee, the

the Greater London Development Plan,

and the Dispersal

nature,

the bulk

of the relevance

recognition

the appointment of the Barlow Commission, the Reith:
South East study,

to

are related

and purpose,

data on which policy

There was for example, a clear

of migration

trends

commissioned by the public

are geared to producing
based.

at

conceiving

on socio-economic

of migration

examined migration

these studies
framework.

on industrial

mobility

use in the solution

already
34
of Government work from London.
and generally

are policy-oriented
Similarly,

in the private

sector,

feasibility

have been largely

of immediate problems.

But

By their

studies
own nature

'economics
the
on
they are 'industry-centred'
and concentrate
35
data
policyas
industrial
The
and
studies
of
use
of
movement'.
too,

making instruments

33

34
35

follow

of 'survey-before-decision'

the tradition

.

Ruth Welch, Migration Research and Migration in Britain
(Birmingham: UniversiFy-FrBirmingham,
Centre for Urban and
Regional Studies, Occasional Paper N6.14,1970),
pp. 45-46.
See footnotes

to Chapter 1, pages

36

R. S. Howard, The Movement of Manufacturing
(194 -1965) Board of Trade ReporE-, Iondon:
F. W. Lutterell,
1962.

Factory Location

and 8.
IndustrX in the U. K.
W150,1966)

and Industrial

A. C. Cameron and B. D. Clark, Social
(London: Oliver & Boyd, 1966).

Movement, N. I. E. S. R.

and Economic Studies

Report
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It is this ideologically-backed

tradition

has determined the current policy-oriented
and studies on internal
pretations

migration.

in social planning which
nature of most researches

In order to enrich the inter-

of data from migration studies on which policy decisions

are based, there is an urgent need to draw resources from theoreticallybacked research.

This present research, it

is hoped, would contribute

to the bridging of this gap.

3.

Approaches to explaining migrationbehaviour
Literature

different
on population movementcontain

approaches

to the explanation of the decision to move. These approaches do not
only reflect
disciplines

differences

arising

but also differences

from the emphasis of different
in schools of thought.

Thus, there

Migration
Sociology
Urban
Community
Sociology
of
approach,
are:
and
approach, and approaches borrowing from industrial

sociology,

planning and urban renewal, and from social ecology.
community sociology approach explains out-migration

from

The urban and
as a function of

the degree of attachment to the community. The Bethnal Green
36
fact
the
Studies,
Triology of the Institute of Community
confirm
that majority of residents in a traditional

working class community

such as Bethnal Green are so attached to their
invariably

do not wish to move out.

local areas that they

Intensive social interaction,

36 Peter
Wilmott & M. Young, Family and Class in London Suburbs
(London: Routlege & Kegan Paul, 1960); II. Young & P. Wilmofr.
Family and Kinship in East London, (London: Routledge & Kegan
'Pa-ur, 1957); P. W11MOU,the Evolution of a Community: A Study
of DagenhamAfter 40 Years, (Routledge & Kegan Paul 1963).
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fostered by extended family and kinship relationships
of social facilities,

availability
these areas.

as well as the

help to keep the people within

However, the studies also indicate

that the prospects

of better housing often persuade such people to move out.
although manywelcome out-migration,

there have been the well known

of adjustment into new environments following

crisis

manifested by social isolation,
home-centred life.

Yet,

loneliness,

migration,
into family,

retreat

In the case of migrants to new towns, these have

been referred to as 'new town blues'.

Howdo we explain this

to deprivation

phenomenon? Is it attributable

from social inter-

loss of a sense of place and neighbourhood, disappearance

action;

of a familiar

environment or loss of a sense of community? This

research will

try to offer some explanation to those behavioural

manifestations.
Sociology
decision
adjust

of Migration

as a function
into

approach has tended to explain

of the migrants'

economic objectives

and adjustment

and the need to

motivation

Motivation

the new environment.

migration

limited

is usually

to

to the problem of re-socialisation.

The much wider issues of the general response to change and the events
during

before,

recent years,

and after

migration

the study of motivation

commonly known as Selectivity
relate

migratory

migrants,

according

to their

had branched off

in Migration,

behaviour with

dealt

are inadequately

cycle,

In

into what is

which attempts

the needs of specific

age, sex, life

with.

to

categories

social

class,

of
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career and occupational categories.

37

Of particular

interest

is

the probe into the reasons why people move, an aspect of the study
38
Rossi's study,
of motivation epitomised by Peter Rossi's study.
though fundamentally useful in the understanding of motivation,
restricted

is

to housing choice and does not take into account the
between spatial

relationship

movementand social mobility,

One

of the questions that this research explores is whether there is
evidence to show that movementout of the inner cities

That is, to say

social groups, an instrument of social mobility.
a meansof improving their
quality

is, for some

social standing as a result

of the

of the environment in which they becomeresidentially

located.

Or, were they any group of inner city residents who movedto new
towns ii order to maintain an already established social status and
style of life?
Industrial

Sociological

approach would explain

migration

decision as an adaptive response to the change of the environment of
a work-organisation.

This approach is based on the organic concept

and the open system theory both of which treat the organisation as
organism that must be related to its physical and social
39
has
A.
K.
Rice,
if
it
argued that an
environment
must survive.
a living

enterprise,

37 Clifford

like an organism, must work to live.

During the existence

Jansen, Ibid, pp. 17-20.

38 Peter
Rossi,
of Urban Res

Families Move: A Study in the Social Psythol
ial Mobility. (Chicago: Free Glenco Press, 1

39 A.
K. Rice The Enterprise
I
Publications,
1963), p.

and Its

Environment (London: Tavistock
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of the enterprise,

organisation

to each other

and to their

workers,

its

reactions

plans migration

It

finds

survival

threatened

from its

familiar

a new one.

its

by the very fact

environment

the interaction
workers on their

it

that

the survival

stability

will

4b

threatens

firm

interdependence

of this

and generates an

survival

and workers.

have demonstrated this
40
technical systems'.

them to their

need by studying

On this

ground, the

closed system, they argued that

40

environment.
enterprises

"

...

Enterprises

not in

Emery and Trist
as 'socio-

the idea of an organisation

Rejecting

face

can be traced to

open system theory emphasizes the need to study organisations
but by relating

into

of the firm and its

An alteration

through the process of migration

isolation

that

have to uproot

stability

with and the interdependence
environment.

of

and its

the employees of a migrant

The threat

response from the firm

as the reactions

and face the problem of adapting

As can be expected,

the same problem.

its

structure,

social

The

apparent that a firm

becomes immediately

in

position.

for

the organisation

that makes

environment

as important

therefore,

workers within

the whole system.

In this

environment.

a stable

and maintain

existence

of management are,

of the individual

and workers

Parts of the organisation

tasks.

which enables the organism to adapt to its

order to continue

adaptive

to its

relates

approach, management is the brain

organisation-as-organism

exactly

employs human beings in a variet

to the whole and the whole to its

must relate

decisions

it

that

and thatthe

of roles;
relate

Rice explains

as a

appear to possess at

"Socio-Technical
Emery & E. L. Trist,
Systems" in The Foreman on
the Assembly Line, C. R. Walker et. al, Ed. (Howard-i-Fra-rva-raOrganisational
University
Press, 1956T-, quoted by Joe-Felly,
The Dorsey Press, 1969), pp. 28-zF. Behaviour: (Illinois:
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least these characteristics
of internal

elaboration

of open systems: they grow by processes

and manageto achieve a steady state while

doing work, i. e. achieve a quasi-stationary
the enterprise

equilibrium

in which

as a whole remains constant with a continuous

throughput, despite a considerable range of external changes".
Implicit

in the open system theory are the notions of functional

interdependence and interaction
environment.

between the organisation

Both notions draw their strength from Functionalism and

the Action Theory.

Their empirical

relevance can be traced to the

fundamental assumption that the orientation
to the gains and costs of interaction
and discovered in the past, finding

of the actor is geared

which he might have calculated
the results

the explanatory value of the industrial
substantive,

and its

Whilst

satisfactory.

sociological

approach is

its weaknesses need to be adequately highlighted.

environment, on which the approach focuses attention
defined as a concept.

The

is never clearly

This weakness has been stressed by R.H. Khan

who points out that the problem lies in deciding where the environment
41
begins and where it ends.
If the environment is something that we
experience and to which we must continuously relate as of necessity,
it

is hatdly necessary to draw a clear boundary, yet necessary to

provide a working definition.
market and political
productivity

41

Often this definition

is limited

to

environments - i. e. conditions which affect

and marketing and political

decisions affecting

the

R. H. Khan, et. al Organisational Stress: Studies in Role Conflict
and Ambiguity (flew York: Witey, 1964), especially
pp
reaU-in perspective with the meaning of environment defined on
pages 12, Ibid.
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industry.

Less thought
its

relations

with

relations

with other

is brought to bear on the organisation's

physical

and social

(family,

institutions

i.
its
e.
-

surroundings
education,

community (social

ties);

the organisation,

and the worker and his contributions
in particular,

organisation.
attitudes

environment

the worker's

words, the limited

ways these bodies may affect

the various

relationships
notion

the Socio-spatial

explain
decision

adaptive

relating

fails

of the environment

In other

to account for

and the way these factors

following

In this

migration.

model has been developed to

Interaction

by showing that migration

response in migration

involves

work from

the organisation.

within

the major need for adaptation

research,

paid to the

and the ways they

of the organisation

the work and non-work needs and aspirations
affect

is often

less attention

the

within

which the worker brought into

and aspirations

the external
affect

-,

the

religion),

to influences

outside

work organisation.

Planning and Urban Renewal approach explains the movementof
function
for
inner
the
a
as
example,
population out of
city areas,
of the unattractive

the
the
age of
areas;
of
physical appearance

the property within them and the increasing cost of maintaining
them; and as a function of the effect

of planning and redevelopment

programmestaking place in them. At the same time, the migration
behaviour of -_inndr. r!f.city*y
stand.

residents is often difficult

to under-

In the case of London, for instance, while some people are

enthusiastic

about leaving London, others are quite reluctant

to
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move out even if they were induced to do so.
who previously

left

Yet, there are others

for the suburbs years ago, but who are now

returning to the very areas that they abandoned. This fascinating
migration behaviour is currently

referred to as gentrification.

The

West Midland Regional Planning Council (1967) recognised the effect of
t"/reluctance
"the difficulty

on the volume of movementwhen they stated that:
which many conurbation firms face over a move to the

new towns is the reluctance of the people in the business on whom
they depend to move". The problem is, of course, widely acknowledged
by businessmen and industrialists,

generally.

For example, a

Location of Offices Bureau Study (1964) found that office
considering decentralisation
difficulties

from London thought that staff
36 of the 38 respondents

were the major obstacle:

indicated that the firm anticipated
relocation.

firms

losing much of their staff

on

Recently a major government report on the dispersal of

GovernmentWork from London based on a study carried out by Tavistock
Institute

of HumanRelations,

phenomenonof reluctance.

highlighted

The report,

the significance

in fact,

of the

concluded that:

speaking, less than one man in five would welcome a move,
42
although up to 85%disperse with varying degress of reluctance" .
"generally

42

Civil Service Department (HardmanReport) The Diseersal of
GovernmentWork from London (London: H1450,June 1973), PP-81-82.
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A growing suburban retreat,
process of gentrification

the reluctance to move and the

are opposing social phenomenaoperating

within the same inner city environment.
and intriguing

They are both interesting

Apparently,

to the planner.

it was partly,

for this

because of the absence of any systematic study in

reason and partly

the sociology of planning which focusses on this trend that the
East Anglian studY43 pointed out that:

"there is a serious lack of

published research on the operation of planned migration schemes".
This remark re-emphasizes the need to develop a sociology of planned
migration within which the phenomenaidentified

above can be studied

continuously in depth.
Bearing in mind that

Human Ecology is a branch of sociology

which studies

the relationship

environments,

an ecological

behaviour would logically

development,

it

surroundings

conceptualising

43
44

Partly
the physical

concentrate

East Anglian

human behaviour

the physical

influence

of migration

of the physical

so because in modern urban

environment.

and experiements

of such influence.

studies

emphasize the influence

is assumed that

way with

numerous studies
physical

approach to the explanation

This is particularly

environment.

systematic

between a human community and its

purported

behaviour,

articulates

44

But, in spite

of

to demonstrate that
many still

because of the difficulty
environment;

in some

partly

deny the existence
of clearly

because existing

more on the human aggregates and less on their

Planning Study (London: HMSO,1968).

William Michelson, Man and His Urban Environment: A Sociological
Approach, (Massachusetts: Ma is on-WesI ey
970) -p-p-.
,
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relationship

with their

sentiments, and motivations,

exclude attitudes,

because ecologists

surroundings; and partly

the ecological

approach to explaihing migration behaviour seems to make very little
45
impact.
This research therefore, will be looking for direct evidence
from people involved on the extent to which physical environment
influenced their migration decision.

been
have
empirically
would

the claim by humanecolo§ists

2.6

If such evidence is available,
viddicated.

knowledge
to
the
research
of

Contributions

to knowledge which I hope this research would

The contributions

make can be summarised as follows: 1.

It will,
migration

for

the first

time,

and based on it

develop the concept of planned

introduce

and develop a Sociology

of Planned Migration as a distinctive
2.

The migration

process will

a way as to demonstrate

be systematically

that migration

involves
decision

a process of Adaptive

response based on cost-benefit

therefore
of social

enable migration

in such

different

and that migration

in the context

itself

is

analysis.

study to be placed

change.

theory
of
framework
develop
a
on
which
The research shall
a
planned migration can be deduced.

45

studied

stages of transition;

This study will

3.

area of knowledge.

Ibid.,

pp. 17-23.
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4.

In the light
a)

of the findings,

the research will

Contribute to the debates on urban and community
the embourgeoisementof the working

sociology,

class, the sociology of work aid non-work, the
and the issue of

sociology of migration,

environmental determinism.
b)

Contribute to a critical

appraisal of the

relevance of the policy of dispersal and
decentralisation
the light
5.

It will

to new towns, especially

in

of new evidence.

provide empirical

evidence which demonstrates the

influence of the physical environment on migration decisions,
thus vindicating

the claim of humanecologists,

and contributing

to the development of a theory of the environment.
6.

Looking ahead to the year 2000, the research will
attention

on the contributions

can make to social
planning;

policy,

pattern

the new town development

development
and regional
economic

and to the combined effects

the demographic structure
national

that

focus

of these influences

of new towns, as well

of population

distribution.

as on the

on

PARTTWO

PLANNEDMIGRATIONPROCESS
AND
1,11GRATION
DECISION-MAKING
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Chapter 3
PLANNED
PROCESS
MIGRATION
DESCRIPTIVE
ANALYSIS
-A

The primary aim of this chapter is descriptive:

to give an

account of:
(a)

The general preparatory arrangements that migrant firms
and (their)

workers made in the process of moving out

from the cities
M

The attitudes

to relocate in a new town, and
and behaviour of a sample of both

managementand workers involved in this process of
transition,

with particular

reference to the meaning

which they attach to it aid their

response.

Both the

migrant firm and the migrant worker are actors in this
situation,

and have goals (needs and aspirations)

determine and explain attitudes
migration decision.

which

to moving and ultimate

This account is extended to Chapter

Four which considers the decision-making process itself;
frame
discusses
the
Five
Chapter
to
of
and
which
reference of workers in making their decision.

3.1

The Meaning Attached to Planned Migration
The soiological

significance

of the 'meaning of meaning' is based

on the fact that 'meaning' is a fundamental determinant of and a frame
of reference for the explanation of social action.

The thing that has

meaning to an actor may be 'a situation',

'an ideal or 'an

object';

and the particular

'an act',

meaning attached to each of these,
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determines and explains the behaviour of the particular
'Meaning' has a central

given situation.
actionist
Theory.

sociology whose origin
Symbolic inter-actionist

of (subjective)

impbrtance in inter-

goes back to Max Webber's Action
sociology emphasizes the importance

meaning and the interpretation

acting under a given situation

actor in the

attach to their

that individuals
action.

Whilst it

behaviourist

will1be apparently an error to adopt a simplistic

approach by looking at behaviour as a response to environmental
alone; or by over-emphasizing the constraining

stimuli

effect

of any

range of social facts in the determination of social action, experience
may show that social action could be the effect

of a real situation

of a combination of rational
action and traditional
'Meaning'
imply

'shared categories
'Meaning'

between 'behaviour'

being the product of need for
of judgement.

has proposed to relocate
explaining
force

46

the attitudes

The notion

conformity

of meaning may

of perception',

must have some historical

generated and sustained;

difference

of the exercise

action, emotional
46
Webber's typology.

has a number of attributes.

interpretations'.

essential

value-oriented

action following

'significance',

i. e. socially

action,

and 'meanings'
and 'action':

'variable
continuity,
mark the
the first

and the second, the result

Given thesituation

in which the fi rm

in a new town, one way of understanding
and behaviour

in terms of the decision

RaymondAron, Sociological
Theory, p. 81.

of the migrant

firm's

and

work-

to move or not to move is by a close

Thought, P. 180; Percy Cohen, Social
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meanings that different

examination of the subjective
to relocation.
interpreted
satisfy

It is possible,

for example, that movers may have

movementto a new town as a significant

occasion to

for those who decided not to

Similarly,

given aspirations.

workers attach

make the move, the shared category of perception may have been
different

from being simply an opportunity.

force, it

is likely

that the Interpretation

attached to relocation

Within the entire workand subjective meanings

would vary between the various occupational
In each

categories and between the working class and middle class.
case, the subjective
classifactory

interpretation

represents not only the
but also the

factor that puts workers into categories,

main determinant of the behaviour pattern of each category.
It is important to note that the meaning of the situation
the interpretation

of the same situation

can be different

of the actors experiencing it at the same time.

and

for each

This particular

point underlines another dimension to the argument of symbolic
inter-actionists,

interpretation
that
subjective
namely:

meaning of a situation
of the actor.

of the

is a function of the needs and the experiences

'fieaning' is,

a dependent variable of

therefore,

social action which can range from 'great significance'

to 'arrant

of different

individual

nonsense@according to the interpretations
actors.

Thus, the actor's

definition

of the situation

emphasizes

the essence of the part played by meaning in the understanding and
explanation of motivation and attitudes

in a given social situation.
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And the fact that people may have shared definition
itself

situation

explains why meanings can be transmitted and

revived by the process of sociqlisation

and internalization.

Goldthorpe and his associates have, in fact,
own definition

actor's

of the situation

as to whether or not their
are likely

to be integrated

can significantly

sample of affluent

determine

industrial

workers

into their work organisations was the way

that they define their work situation

by reference to the pattern of

wants and expectations that they wish
They further

demonstrated how the

They concluded that the decisive factor

and behaviour.

attitude

of the same

expressed the belief

that:

to satisfy

in their employment.

"in industrial

sociology,

what may be termed. an action frame of reference could,, with advantage
be more widely adopted; that is a frame of reference within which
actor's

definition

of the situations

in which they are engaged are

taken as an initial

basis for the explanation of their social
47
behaviour and relationships".
An action frame of reference,
therefore,

would direct

migration,

in a given situation,

meanings which will
attitudes

attention

be reflected

to the variety

of meanings which

for
have
the migrant workers:
might
prominently in the pattern of

and behaviour shown by the decisions they took about moving

or not moving. The implications

of the notions of subjective meaning

and action frame of reference for migration decision-making have been
dealt with in Chapter 5.

47

J. H. Goldthorpe et. al, The Affluent Worker: Industrial Attitudes
(Cambridge:
Cambridge
University
Behaviour,
Press
and

P.M.
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3.2

The Role of Managementin Planned Migration
The role of managementin planned migration process deals with

the action taken by the migrant firm's

managementto ensure that the

transition

This role compareswith

is successfully

Managementof Innovation:

completed.

an expression used by Burns and Stalker48

to desctibe and explain what happens when new and unfamiliar
are imposed on industrial
conditions.

Similarly,

concerns organised on relatively

stable

the movementof a firm to a new location

involves a state of transition
managment. Transition

tasks

requiring

kind of

a particular

threatens the stability

of the firm even

though it was also the means to ensure its persistence.

Interactions

between the firm and its external environment, between management
and workers, and between workers and the environment outside work
are also disturbed by relocation.

In this situation

of transition,

managementis responsible for managing both the internal

system and

in organising the external environment in order to ensure that the
firm (with its workers) survive as an ongoing social system. This
requires managementto make strategic

decisions involving

planning,

controls and tension-management.

ManagementIdeology and Assumptions
Each of the migrant firms tended to adopt a commonpattern of
introducing

48

relocation

in a less dramatic way, and of applying an

T. Burns and G.14. Stalker, The Managementof Innovation (London:
Tavistock Publications, 1961). especially Fretace to Second
Edition, p. vii.
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apparent systematic method of preparing the workers for the proposed
All of them also shared a similar

transition.

style of managing and

the tensions and responses which relocation

controlling

generates.

in approach seems to suggest that there are

The apparent similarity

commonassumptions held in managementcircles

about the nature of

working people and about the appropriate conventional methods of
influencing
particular

(manipulating)

desired way. Managementideology and assumptions were

based on the following
1)

workers to make them respond in a

views: and less interested

That man is self-centred

in the work

organisation.
2)

That man is fundamentally resistant

3)

That given the nature of man as in (1) and (2) above,

to change.

the business of managementshould consist of directing
the efforts

of workers: motivating them, controlling

behaviour, to suit organisation
49 That is, in
to
achieve
order
goals, and objectives.
and modifying their

organisation

be
manipulated.
and
must
can
goals, people

It was on the basis of these interpretations
function and responsibility

that managementaction was

to
based
conditioning,
regard
with
apparently
and assisting

workers to accept relocation;

favourably to it and eventually

Joe Kelly,

Organisational

preparing
to respond

to make the move and

adjust into the new environment.

49

of management

Behaviour,

p. 65.
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Announcement of Relocatioh

In each of the firms,

and Initial

Response

the announcement, which commonlytook

place at a special meeting convened for this purpose, was made at
least fifteen

months before the actual move. In one of the firms,

the announcementwas made two years in advance of an official

meeting

with Union executive members. Each of the announcementswas then
followed by a circular

letter

to each memberof the staff,

which was displayed on the general notice board.
letters

circular

carried the warning that there will

cases those that will
informed directly
invited

In spite

Partly

problems.

anxiety

avoid shock, tension

immediate reactions

and fear,

to blatant

because there was considerable

caused by the knowledge that
retirements,
resistance
attitude

which a social
of all

uncertainty

change brings

to its

on, can be traced to its
Initial

new location:
biological,

and

to the change.
and uneasiness

be redundancies and earlier

in its

workers was one of disapproval

economic foundations.

and hostility.

ranged from resistance

opposition

there will

relocation,

because of the general disorientation

and partly

to move with the firm
later

planned way of introducing

to completely

therefore,

hostility,

In someother

by the Personnel Department. Workers were free or

of the carefully

it was impossible

be redundancies

be affected by redundancy and retirement were

to discuss their

Invariably,

Someof the

retirements with corresponding benefits.

and earlier

a copy of

trail,

and

the initial

and general reluctance

a response which, as shown
socio-psychological

responses had the important

and

function
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the workers into

of putting
(potential)
it

two distinguishable

Movers and Non-movers; so that

was possible

to begin to make valuable

and behaviour

attitudes

namely:

from this

stage onwards

observations

about the

Thus, when both groups

of the two groups.

were asked the same question:

caterories,

"When you first

heard, how interested

were you in the idea of moving to the new town? ", the responses
distinct

revealed
invaluable
further

of hiving

opportunity

and 'against'

'for'

attitudes

moving and gave

away workers into

asked how and why they have the identified

answer to the above question,
were 'Very interested
'Not at all

interested

movers (41% of the total)

from 'Not interested',

'had open mind',

the union was totally

in

and those not at all

were from the Non-Movers group (55% of the total).

firm,

In

(N=52) said they

Those who were very much interested

remaining members from both groups (4%) gave 'other

fourth

attitude.

in moving' whereas 26% (N=39) said they were

interested'.

moving, were all

35% of the workforce

groups who were

to 'don't

The

answers' ranging
know'.

Tn the

opposed to the whole idea of

moving to a new town.

It is important to recapitulate
managements'method of introducing
fear, hostility

the kind of response that followed
transition.

Resistance, anxiety,

and blatant opposition were displayed by the various

reactions of workers in each of the firms.
workers worried about their jobs and their
was low, and the stability

There was tension as
future in the firm; morale

of the organisation was apparently threatened.
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Management clearly
the various

and responses which transition

reactions

the earlier

Nevertheless,

provoked.
an observer

to divide

the important

start

had a job of managing the tensions

off

but also it

On the other

information

Orientation

stage also geripwated-&, sense of
in the direction

pointing

In which

Stimuli

combines tension control with the conditioning

stimuli

to moving. As a mechanismfor tension control

of workers' attitudes

it was used to respond to demandsfor further

anxieties.

providing the vital

giving the necessary assistance and above all,
to begin to internalise

the situation
Orientation

the meaning of relocation.

information,

enabling the workers

and to interpret

subjectively

Stimuli were madeup of

secondary conditioning

conditioning,

raised by

process, it served the purpose

As a conditioning

of preparing workers for transition:

information after the

of the uncertainties

announcement, and to the clarification

preliminary

indication

a valuable

to workers should be fed.

Management's Orientation

earlier

of both

that was needed to make relocation

hand, the first

in the workers,

curiosity

the attitudes

provided

to management of the kind of control
work.

Movers and Non-Movers and to

process of evaluating

groups toward relocation,

created or

did not only enable

reactions

workers into

and controlling

and familiarisation

processes.
The preliminary

conditioning

and Personal Intervitws

with Personnel Manager/Officer at which the

worker had the opportunity
relocation

on future

process took the form Of ±etin2s

of obtaining

staffing,

details

pay and conditions

of the effects
of service,

of
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promotion and career prospects, staff

and managementrelationship,

and houshg conditions in the new location.
to change the attitudes

While managementexpected

of Non-movers and to influence those possible

Movers who had not yet taken a firm stand, an assessment of the extent
to which personal contact with workers through the meetings and
interviews,

shoV49aj partial

and perhaps disappointing

results.

Although the majority of both Movers and Non-movers knew about the
meeting (more than 50% in each case), as much as 92%of Movers and
only 43%Non-moverswere in attendance.

Whilst 25%of Movers thought

that the meeting was useful in making their minds up about moving,
71%of them were 'very much interested

in moving' after the meeting,

only 4% said the meeting madeno difference
they were already in favour of moving).

in their

Similarly,

attituOe (i. e.
Movers generally

thought that at the personal interviews with the Personnel Manager,
discussions covered a lot of important issues and were valuable in
themselves in the clarification

of most of the uncertainties

faced

by workers.
For Non-movers, the evaluation of the meeting and interviews was
not so nearly as clear-cut

as it was with the Movers. Onlyl4% of

Non-moversadmitted that the meeting was at all

useful; 33%of them

would reconsider moving as a result of the meeting.

But when asked

what they think about interview with the Personnal Manager, Non-movers
were unanimously critical

of the way the discussions were conducted.

Many pointed out that Managementseemedto have already decided who
to take and who to drop and as one Non-moverremarked: "They wanted
Yes and No answers".

Such remarks seemedto suggest a confirmation
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of the allegation

that migrant firms used relocation

for getting rid of inefficient
makers; an allegation
investigated.

as an occasion

labour,, colourOd workers and trouble-

which was, of course, not particularly

Those who were either

retired

earlier

or declared

redundant for reasons of age and so on, also expressed the suspicion
that they were victims of managementre-organisation
relocation.
life

at the time of

As one of them remarked: "At my age after wasting my

in... (the firm),

no one wants to know you at this time"; and

another one said: "I have been with the fi rm most of my working
But they gave me no chan§&- I was not even asked to choose

life.
to go".

Secondary Conditioning
took the form of financial

Secondary conditioning
to all workers interested
available particularly

in moving and different

to those who will

assistance

kinds of incentives

like to take the opportunity

to move. Financial assistance included removal costs and travelling
expenses to the new location,
and children's

furnishing,
for
soft
allowances

family

to
allowances
and
allowances
allowances, personal

meet legal costs of house sale or/and purchase.

Incentives included

for
lowthe
Rent
Rebate
increases
promotions,
and/or
promised wage
paid, and promise of work for a spouse who, hitherto,

had been un-

be
firms
to
In
saying to its
migrant
appeared
words,
other
employed.
workers: "We are quite prepared to offer cash assistance to enable
incentives
if
the
to
of
moving
and
generous
costs
you
you
meet
decide to relocate with us".

Assistance and incentives were not
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Indeed, although one firm paid only the

simply empty promises.

minimumremoval and travelling

expenses of M,

firms paid 1170, E200 and E400 respectively

the other three

to each of their

actual

migrant workers in order to enable them to meet such expenses
mentioned above.

It must, however, be pointed out that these

allowances (in all

the fi rms) were paid differentially,

length of service,

seniority

position

based on

and status, and on the strategic

occupied by the worker in the firm.

Workers' attitudes

to financial

move, once again, were quite mixed.

assistance and incentives

Generally, those inclinded not

to move tended to be uninterested in any form of financial
or incentives,

to

no matter how substantial

and attractive.

assistance
Nevertheless,

a very small percentage of Non-movers (5%) would have reconsidered
their attitude

to moving if the financial

were reasonably improved.

assistance and incentives

On the other hand, those who were seriously

considering moving had different

ways of assessing the extent to

which cash assistance and the various incentives would enable them
to make their miMsuup.
gave all

The most important item of expenditure that

the workers much conern was furnishing

a homein a new town.

They were all apprehensive of the high standard of decency that new
towns would demand. Consequently, they put the cost and standard of
living

in a new town (artificially)

very high.

Less than half of the

workers facing the decision to join the relocating
however, thought that, on average, it will

firms (49%),

cost them E150 to make the
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move, including soft furnishing- ; while 51% thought it is nearer
the E200 mark. On this basis, 1%of Movers thought that the cash
assistance from their

firms was inadequate to help them medt the

cost of moving, and 29%thought the offer was good enough.

In one

of the firms which paid an average of E400 per worker, it was
unanimously acknowledged that the assistance was generous. And, in
the firm that paid f50 to the worker, it seems clearly
any dissatisfaction
interesting

evident that

tiere may have been well grounded. Yet, it is

to know that when movers were asked whether they could

have moved if

there were no financial

assistance from their employers,

82%of them said they could have movedanywaywithout any such
assistant;

4%would not move if they were offered less; only 2% said

that they will

not move at all

if nothing was offered to help them

make the move. The remaining 12%gave other answers. Comparedwith
Non-moverswho, as already indicated,
interest

tn 4tssistance and Incentives,

generally tended to show less
it was not surprising

to

find only 5%who thought that their finances were Inadequate to
enable them to make the move And to meet up what they regarded as
higher cost and standard of living.
Incentives to move offered to workers ranged from promised or
to
increments,
to
undertaking
offer
an
and
salary
actual promotions
jobs to spouses of migrants, and the assurance of the availability
of rent-rObate for low-paid workers.
Movers were actually

In two fi rms, the wages of

increased twice: one before and the other

after the move. In one of these fi rms, the two wage increases
averaged a total

of E400 per annum. Someof the promised promotions

81
to higher positions were fulfilled

either before or after

the move.

Up to 63%of Movers would wish their wives to work at the new
location:

mainly for financial

reasons (85%) or only to avoid

boredom (15%): and 37%would simply wish their wives to remain at
homeas housewives. But as many as 57%of Non-moverswould not
have bothered about jobs for their wives if they changed their mind
to move; and 43%of them expressed no interest
Similarly,

of Rent Rebates, as many as 81%of

on the availability

Movers were not at all

in such incentives.

interested

since they felt

easily afford the level of rent in the new town.
them said they will

that they can
However, 19%of

apply although how many of them that actually

did so is not known.
Strikingly

interesting

is the finding

that the major incentives

were almost invaMably directed to persuading foremen and supervisors
and the more skilled

manual workers to move. This socio; economic

group, usually referred to as key workers, Make relocation
or impossible.
available

Firms were therefore,

possible

prepared to make extra incentives

so as to retain them. In two firms,

loans

interest-free

to enable key workers to buy cars and allowances for the heavy
furnishing

of their new homeswere amongthe 'extra'

given or offered.

One key worker summarised the situation

saying: "This companyneeded people like me especially
transitional
The attitudes

incentives

period.

by

during the

They had to meet my demandrather than lose me".

of key workers can be explained by two factors.

the awareness of their strategic

position

First,

and the determination to

I
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exploit

it during the period of relocation.

be also aware of the lack of Alternative
comparedwith the limitless
cities.

Second, they seem to

jobs to go to in new towns

opportunities

in the large and older

The remark of one respondent from this group reflects

fear from lack of alternative
is O.K. if

job opportunities

I move now because I must.

lose my Job there".

the

when he said: "It

But what will

I do if I

"key workers" were keen to exploit

But whilst

the situation,

for some of them moving may not be a permanent thing.

It was rather,

an adventure.

One respondent emphasized this point

by saying: "The governor asked me to come along and promised me a
If it does not work out well,

rise and promotion.

I will

go back

You see, I had four years apprenctice-

to London in a very good Job.
ship".

Although redundancy pay and retirement benefits are not strictly
speaking any form of incentives,
kind of motives and attitudes
the earliest

reactions,

location following

associated with such payments. One of

including hostility

the official

warning that there will

the
is
it
on
worth
commenting
yet

and opposition to re-

announcement,were rooted in the

be redundancies and earlier

Those workers who were ultimately

retirements.

affected (mostly older people) were

generally disappointed, and distressed and, in some cases, really
bitter.

Not only that they lost their jobs and regular earnings, but

also because they felt

that they were not given the opportunity

between
moving or staying.
a
choice
exercising

of

Indeed, for many older

people, relocation was an occasion to abandon the rushed life

in

London to which they have been subjected for manyyears; an occasion
to retire

into the quiet suburban life

of a new town and into a
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country house. Their attitude

to redundancy and earlier

retirement,

no matter the size of compensation and benefits attached, was simply
couched with regret and dissatisfaction.
an effective

substitute

nor an alternative

of moving. Yet, for the firms,

compensation. In one fi rm,

however, the size of the compensation was admittedly

good, someworkers collecting
alone.

to the possible choice

redundancy pay and retirement

benefits were both adequate and suitable
in particular,

Compensationwas neither

But in that firm,

of hard negotiation

as much as E4,000 in redundancy money

the generous compensation was the result

byýa Union which blatantly

opposed relocation
loose their jobs.

knowing that a large number of its memberswill

In this circumstance, the union madesure that if any of its members
were redundant or retired
the employer.

earlier,

it must be at someextra cost to

There were, of course, instances in which workers

opted for voluntary redundancy and earlier

retirement.

instances in which it was much more profitable
redundant or retired

These were

for the (voluntary)

handsome
behind
compensation.
to
a
with
stay
worker

Workers who took this ++ke of action did so, for example, confident
that they could, in addition,
attitudes

find an alternative

Job in London. The

financial
toward
management's
of all workers

assistance

in
town,
to
to
general,
inducements
them
to
a
new
move
enable
and
the
the
of
theory
working
wants
and
nature
about
challenge management
man, and the general assumptions about why people are generally
reluctant

to move to new towns.

under paragraph 3.4 below.

This point has been fully

discussed
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Familiarisation

Process

Relocation involves the movementof a total
namely: the firm,

its workers and their Jobs.

implies an element of dis-association

social system,
Every such movement

from a familiar

environment,

and an involvement with a new environment.

It means

a new context of physical space and social relationships.

To most

a transition

migrant workers, the new town was totally
very few have friends already living
have visited

one.

and distinct;

unfamiliar

in it;

and others may not

Thus, to prepare workers for adaptation and

adjustment, they needed to get well acquainted with the new location.
This familiarisation
(rites

process is comparable to an initiation

de passage) which, as Jackson puts it,

to ritualize
individual

the transition

ceremony

"may act not merely

but also to prepare and socialize

for the changed circumstances he will

enc6unter".

the
50

Firms showed reasonable awareness of the value of familiarisation
and took keen interest

to present a good image of the new town.
the preparations were, they were never

But no matter how efficiently

demanded
the
the
also
environment
new
adequate nor complete since
making of choices, the definition

of new situations

and roles, and

the making of adjustments brought about by altered physical sppce
and social relationships.

Neverthelessq the steps taken by migrant

fi rms to smooth the worker's way into the new situation
generally,

50

reasonably helpful.

J. A. Jackson, Migration,

They were as follows:

p. 2.

were,

11
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(i)

Exhibitions

and Displays

in co-operation with the appropriate

Each migrant firm,

Development Corporation and the Greater London Council organised
and displays of photographs of factory buildings,

elaborate exhibitions

council and owner-occupier houses, industrial

for leisure,

schools, shops, and other facilities
available

in a new town.

estates, community centres,

Workers and their

families

meeting to see and to discuss the significance
exhibitions

and displays with officers

In two cases, Exhibitions

were invited

to a

of the objects of the

of the participating

organisations.

and Displays were combined on the same day at

the samemeeting with a film about life

in a new or/and expanding town.

Development Corporations also mounted similar
but for the wider public,

sports and recreation

exhibitions

and displays

running for days or weeks (e. g. the Milton

Keynes Week) and combined with extensive information giving service
and advice on how to move to a new town as well as the kind of
to potential

assistance available
(ii)

Opportunities

migrants.

in a new Town -A Film Show

Either on the sameday in which the exhibitions

and displays took

place or at a separate meeting, workers and their families
to a documentary film show on "opportunities
relatively

prominently,

the following:

healthy environment, social facilities
life,

and so on.

in a new town", featuring

housing, work situation,,

the

and the development of community

For many of the workers. the film show, and the

exhibitions/displays
to obtain a first-hand
new town.

were treated

were the first,

and perhaps the best opportunity

official/authoritative

information about the

The managementof the firms were fully

convinced that a
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familiarisation

process which did not present a good image of the

new town to workers could hardly be effective.
Corporation
publicity

To the Development

and the GLC the exercise was not only a necessary

and public

relations

stunt,

of selling

the idea of new life

was in its

own way, necessary if

but also an accepted mechanism

in a new environment;

a move to a new town was not going

to be regarded as 'a tough (impossible)
The variation

in the attitude

movers to the Exhibitions/Displays

something that

adventure'.

and reactions
and the film

of Movers and Nonshow is,

though not

Movers were much more keen

unexpected, yet interesting.

Generally,

to obtain as much information

as was necessary to enable them to take

a rational

decision.

On the other hand, Non-movers, already inclined

to looking at the daeker side of things,
on all

forms of familiarisation

be both sceptical

and critical

were comparatively

less keen

tended to

processes and generally

For example,

of managementefforts.

whereas 57% of Movers were aware of the Exhibitions/Displays

and

Film. taking place, only 47% of Non-movers expressed that awareness;
and of the number of Movers that was aware, 92% actually

went to

see the Displays and Film at the various meetings; only 4% of them
did not.

While 53% of Non-movers attended, 47% did not.

workers were requested to evaluate the effect
to moving after

attending

as-shown in Table 9.

at the Exhibition,

on their
etc.

When

attitudes

the reactions

were
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Table 9
AND
EVALUATION
OF THEEFFECTOF EXHIBITIONS/DISPLAYS,
FILM SHOWS
Non-Moversf%)

Movers(%)

Response

3
1

13
13
33
10
13
13
5

'100

100

60
27
7

Very interested
Quite interested
Had Open Mind
Not very interested
Not at all interested
Views differed (within

2
household)

Don!t know

Source: Survey of Migrant Firms (New TownsProject)

It

is important

to note that

16%
Movers
87%
of
to
only
and
of
up

Non-movers expressed the interest

from
the
towns
new/expanding
about
gathered

saw and the information
Displays

Exhibitions,

of what they

to move as a result

74%
Non-movers
Although
Show.
Film
of
and

had
from
those
open
to
who
moving, ranging
remained uncommitted
knows'. the6e who had open mind (33%) formed an

mind to the 'Don't

group: a fact

interesting

little
the
demonstrated
which

far.
had
so
made
processes

Non-movers which familiarisation
of the fact
describe

that

was Non-movers in particular,

it

the Exhibitions,

etc.

exercise

is little

doubt that

proved to be relatively

this

who were quick to

to helping

workers,

was one aspect of management action

effective,

In spite

gimmick and public

as publicity

which had no relation

relations

impact on

especially

on Movers.

yet there
which
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iii)

Conducted'ToUrs'6f
The pictorial

introduction

by the most down-to-earth

namely: an actual
migrant

firm

oranised

for

the workers to visit
for the first
acquaint

two coach or bus trips

time;

workers.

sport

one of the firms

The main aim of the trips

the available

and leisure;

Limited

facilities:

in a situation

(if

As such it

day, the trip,
was directed

for

Each visit

inevitably

in such a way

it

interest.

But

was keyed to look for and to see
in making up their

he/she considered essential

to move to a new environment,

important:

them, shopping areas,

any), and places of general

in which the visitor

a range of things

to

shops, schools,

were able to see only what was considered

buildings

perhaps,

environment;

in such a new surrounding.

the new houses, community centres or sites
historical

was to enable

by what can be seen of a new town covering

had to be a conducted tour.
the visitors

four

organised

and to judge for themselves whether

a vast area in a good part of one single

that

On average, each

to the new town for its

to see the houses and the total

they can make a happy living
was a day trip.

process,

and to see the new town for themselves,

themselves with

transport,

At least,

families.
its

familiarisation

and tour of the new town.

visit

workers and their
such visits

of the new town by way of displays

and the enhanced image through the documentary film

and exhibitions
were followed

the New Town

was generally

unsatisfactory

minds

for

to decide in advance what and where should

some outside

authority

be important

to the visitor.

Thuse, whilst

fi rms, the Development Corporations

officers

of the migrant

and the GLC/Local Authority

were
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extremely helpful
were limited

in guiding the workers round the new town, they

both by time and by advance official

places to be visited.

However, sincethe visit

of the

selection

was extended over

two or three days,, losses in any one day tended on the whole to be
compensatedfor.
effectiveness

reduced

potentially

of the visits.

Whenworkers were later given an opportunity

to evaluate the

there were interesting

reactions and

significance

of the visits,

comments. First,
first

Nevertheless, the limitations

trip,

67%of Movers and only 23%of Non-moverswent on the

did
Non-movers
72%
33%
Movers
not.
of
while
and
of

the second trip,

all Movers (100%) went; only 21%of Non-moverswent,

whereas 79%of them did not.
interest

in

Once again, the relatively

of Movers comparedwith Non-moverswas apparent.

keener
Second,

Movers tended to be more impressed by both the new towns and by what
they saw, such as houses, shops, the clean and healthy environment,
etc.

The bulk of Non-moverswas critical

of the way the tours round

the town were conducted, pointing out particularly

that "they only

took us to see what and where they liked us to see".

They generally
in

thought that a conducted tour for workers who were interested
different

helpful to people

things in a new town was not sufficiently

to make up their minds.

Perhaps it was for this particular

that manyMovers and Non-moverssought for additional

limitation,

(private)

means

by
knowledge
towns
the
about
making extra private
new
greater
of gaining
visits,

getting information from friends or relatives

in a new town or attending at a public exhibition

already living

comparable with the
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Milton Keynes Week. For instance, 70%of respondents had visited
the new town privately
living

and/or have fflends

there; and only 30%had not.

and relatives

On their

already

impression of living

in the new town, 58%of Movers and 47%of Non-moverswere "very
keen" and only 5%of Movers and 20%of Non-moverssaid they were
'not at all

keen'.

The rest gave other answers ranging from 'Quite

keen' to 'Not sure/Not very keen'.

when asked how interested

Thirdly,

workers were in moving to the new town after the first
visit:

21%were 'Quite Keen'

76%of Movers were 'Very Interested';

or 'Had an open mind'; whilst

(official)

only 3%were 'Not at all

interested'.

On the other hand, only 22%of Non-moversshowed interest
interested'.

change their minds, and 29%were 'Not at all
revealing that before the second trip

and may
It is very

took place, workers had almost

completely made their minds up about moving or not moving. Up to 67%
of Movers and all the Non-movers (100%) at this point were either
'Absolutely certain'

or 'More or less certain'

to move or not to move respectively.

that they were going

However, after the second trip,

the number of Movers who were 'Absolutely certain to move' rose to
78%, with only 22%still

not sure or had an open mind; and 96%of

Non-moverswere 'absolutely
may (possibly)

certain'

not to movewith only 4% that

change their minds.

The question that is raised by the response and attitude
workers to the value of the familiarisation

of

processes as a whole is:

"Whendid workers make their minds up from the time the official
announcementabout relocation was madeto the period when they were
taken to see the new town?"
clear-cut

Although it was impossible to obtain a

answer from respondents, an insight was gained into the way
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that they evaluated each of the familiarisation

process.

This was

arrived at by ranking and weighting the processes mainly by taking
into account the significance
subjective judgement.

that the worker attached to each through

The picture that merged is shown in Table 10.

Table 10
EFFECTSOF MANAGEMENT'ORIENTATION
STIMULI ON WORKERS'
ATTITUDES
The Orientation

Stimuli

of Management

Movers (%I

Non-movers(%)

After visiting the NewTown
(First or/and second trips, etc)

34

10

After the Exhibition/Display
DocumentaryFilian

26

20

and

Meeting/Interview with Governor
or Personnel

11

After official
announcementof
relocation or 'As soon as I knew
about firm's movement'

22

39

Personal circumstances

2

23

Other undefined influences

56
100

loo

Source: NewTowns Project (Migrant Firms Survey)

From the table, the extent to which the visits
influenced attitudes
confirmed their

toward moving stands out clearly

to the new town
as 34%of Movers

readiness to move having been to and seen the total

environment of a new town.

After attending at the Exhibitions/Displays

and seen the documentary film on 'opportunities

in a new town', 26%
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of Movers seemedactually

to have made their minds up, while 22%

decided in favour of moving Just after the official

announcementor

as soon as they knew about the move, possibly before the official
announcement. Thus, before the trips were organised, not less than
66 out of every 100 of the movers had already madeup their minds to
make the move. It seems that the 34%who said that they were
influenced by the trips
c6mulative effect

to the new town was a reflection

of earlier

familiarisation

of the

processes, considerations

of personal circumstances and other undefinable influences.
be statistically

erroneous to assign undue significance

It may

to the trips

on the basis of the percentage of workers who said they were influenced
by them. For instance, only 67%of Movers thought that the first
influenced their attitude,

which is only 1%up and above their state
(66%). This percentage only movedup to 78%

of mind before that trip
after the second trip.

It seems therefore,

the period after the trips

more reasonable to regard

as the period when attitudes

of workers

becameabsolutely clear but not the time that these attitudes
formed.

trip

were

The same goes for Non-movers. From the tables, 39%of Non-

movers were already inclined

not to move from the time relocation

announced. Up to the time of organising the first

trip,

was

not less than

90%of Non-moversalready indicated in various ways their disinterestedness in making the move. So, although some of them were
certainly

impressed by the new town atmosphere and often hinted that

they may change their minds, it does seem that,
to their dis-interestedness.

in the end, they stuck
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What conclusions,

even if

in preparing

of management action

effects

new town?

Any conclusions

main factors,

tentative,

response to all

the information

and the knowledge the researcher

account three

happened from

which the researchers

as by going on one of the bus trips
As noted earlier,
of introducing

relocation

fear,

not simply the direct

anxiety

that

if

nerves came either

later

The researcher

observed

demand for more information.
More so, it

interest

is,

therefore,

workers for relocation

would

was apparent

on Movers and generally

not surprising

that Movers on the whole tended to have benefited

it

But too little

to them than to those who initially
It

too

was released

may be the more provoked; and that

tended to be more helpful

in preparing

of the
the

much information

that management tended to show greater

were

In addition,

be affected.

produced Just the same effect.

to move.

These reactions

and resistance.

through the 'grape-vine'.

have generated a greater

unwillingness

attitude

and from the

opposition;

how they will

that management believed
workers'

helpful

free
being
from
of workers

that workers needed to calm their

or was obtained

information

hostility,

planned method

response to change but also the result

uncertaii5about

information

reaction

tension

announcement generating

as well

to the new town.

nor management's generally

to workers prevented the initial
from shock, anxiety,

etc.,

the smooth and carefully

neither

interviewing;

gained from being a participant

and at the Ekbibitions/Displays

observer at meetings,

action

the move to a

from a sample of the management through (depth)

obtained

early,

that

the

announcement was made to the period when visits

to the new town were completed;

workers'

workers for

to be drawn must take into

namely: workers'

the time the official

can we draw regarding

expressed

to observe

more from management

than did Non-movers.
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At the meetings between managementand workers organised in
order to enable the workers to obtain more information about relocation and to have a number of issues clarified
retirements,

incentives and financial

observation was that there was little
and managementreflecting

the spirit

about redundancy,

assistance, researcher's
communication between workers
of the get-together.

meetings did not appear to have defined and set objectives
noticeably unstructdred.

The
and were

They were more or less set, up as monitoring

devices; monitoring and measuring feelings through the kind of
questions that were asked, but less geared to bringing together
problems that relocation
its energy to.

generated which managementshould then direct

In other words, there was very little

feedback of a

fundamental nature from managementprobably, againg for fear that
workers may capitalise

find
issues
may
which
management
on some

difficult

It is true that some of the questions from

to control.

workers were either
with emotion.

too minor, too particular

or generally charged

This is understandable because responsents formed a

group of people in a situation

of fear, anxiety and uncertainty;

at the same time they were facing perhaps the first
change in their working lives.

and most crucial

Given this situation,

it seems in-

appropriate that the response to the questions put out by workers,
no matter how frivolous

they appeared, should not have been given

with the kind of nervousness that prevailed at the meetings.
in spite of the general dissatisfaction,

especially

the atmosphere was reasonably calm and friendly.

However,

amongNon-movers,
Managementat least

ensured that it was a memorableoccasion by providing free tea and
biscuits

and light

refreshments.

In manyways, however, they were
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very useful meetings in which workers picked up valuable information
and exchanged views with one another.

Comparedwith the Exhibitions/

Displays and DocumentaryFilm, the latter
and brilliantly

The exhibitions

presented.

a great deal of interest
There was little

and the reality

and displays stimulated

of the pictorial

introduction.

or no exchange of views at the end because the

assumption was that the exhibitions
story.

were very well organised

and film show had told the full

The coverage and depth of information from the documentary

film were enough to confirm the assumption.
individually

But since workers were

looking for clues to basic problems, they were understand-

ably critical

of the tendency to present a good image of a new town

and a utopian kind of life

that it offers.

the exercise had more public relations
new town and less helpful

Workers also suspected that

and publicity

function for the

to enable workers tune themselves to the

coming change and its problems.

Perhaps, with justification,

needed more individual

and detailed and carefully

familiarisation

attention

workers
planned

processes.

One of the most surprising
of workers toward financial

findings of the survey was the attitudes

inducements to enable them to move.

Majority of Movers did not bother about whether or not they were
assisted to make the movewhich they could have madewith or without
any assistance or incentives.
interested

Majority of Non-moverswere not

in both cash assistance and other forms of incentives

induce them to reconsider their

inclination

to

not to move. It is even

doubtful whether the 5% of Non-moverswho thought that they were not

96
financially

well off to movewithout assistance could have moved if

the cash allowances were improved.

Whenincentives are considered,

majority of both Movers and Non-moverswere not particularly
to move because of incentives,

whether in the form of wage increases,

incentives for 'key workers'.

promotions or 'extra'

induced

It follows that

there must be other considerations perhaps not directly

related to

work or the work organisation which provided much stronger motivation
to move or to stay behind without the attraction
There is little
(preliminary

of formal incentives.

doubt that management'sorientation
and secondary) had very significant

the kind of information,

stimuli

effects

in providing

assistance and inducements necessary to

prepare the worker for a change of work environment, residential
But how fat has managementideology,

location and new community life.
including their

assumptions about the working man, effectively

managementaction and successfully

influenced the attitudes

guided

and

behaviour of workers? Douglas McGregor, has produced two sets of
polemic beliefs

in managementphilosophy which have interesting

explanatory value in the understanding of managerial behaviour in
work organisations.

The first

underlines the earliest

Theory
X
he
to
as
refers
which
set

dating
back
to
theory
conventional
and most

the days of F. W. Taylor (the Father of Scientific

Management)which

to the needs of the
51
Underlying
firm unless they are persuaded, punished or controlled".

states that:

51

"people, are passive, even resistant,

Douglas McGregor "The HumanSide of Enterprise", quoted by Joe
Kelly, Ibid. pp. 64-69. Kelly discusses McGregormsTheory X and
Theory Y and their contribution to the understanding of managerial
ideology and behaviour.
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this conventional theory are the implicit
working man is lazy and indolent,

unambitious and have little

He is innately self-centred

for responsibility.
resistant

assumptions that the

to change. There is still,,

therefore,

need

and fundamentally
a wide belief

and

acceptance amongmanagers in the view of the working man as a
biological

machine working for survival.

For many managers, the

working man is an economic man acting rationally
interests;

regarding moneyas a principal

only to advance his

incentive,

and can willingly

financial
be
if
he
some
shown
can
co-operate with management

advantage.

in this ideology, managementof migrant fi rms

On the basis of belief

seemedto have put much faith

in the power of moneyand incentives to

induce their workers to relocate.
management,somesensitive

At the interviews with a sample of

that
to
honest
admit
enough
managerswere

they have at various stages applied the theory with satisfactory
A combination of the preliminary
controlling

conditioning

providing concrete incentives,

process aimed at

would have, they claimed, ensured

Unfortunately,

however, the assumptions about the

least,
the
to
the
the
say
nature and
workers proved,
needs of
accurate.

As noted above, workers failed

assistance and incentives as expected.
be explained, at least,
showedvery little

assistance and incentives.

in-

to respond to financial
This disappointing

in three ways, First,

interest

results.

geared mainly to

tensions with the secondary conditioning

maximumresults.

result

can

workers generally

in the various offers of financial
53
Second, William F. Whyte and Associates,

52' William F. Whyte, MoneyaI Motivation; An
nd
analysis of Incentives
in Industry (New York: Harper & Row, 1955), pp. Z-4.
53 W.F. Whyte, Ibid.

52

Chapter 16.
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have argued from the premise that the reward-punishment theory of
motivation on which an incentive schemeis based, assumesthat man
reponds as an isolated
against a real situation,

individual

to reward or punishment. Tested

the assumption has proved to be unfounded.

Using Pavlov's experiment54 Whyte and his associates drew an analogy
thowing that an incentive can generate co-operation from the recipient
84yond
but only over a time.
that time, the incentive becomessuspect
and rejected.

Somemanagers of migrant firms expressed doubts about

the effectiveness

of the incentives offered to workers to stimulate

the response needed or to change attitudes

in favour of moving. Where

the-hcentives were suspected as either a reward, a coercion, a controlling
mechanismor even a possible punishment, workers were quick enough to
rject

them. This was the case in one of the firms with a strong and

influential

union.

The union did not only oppose relocation

but also

rejected for and on behalf of its membersany forms of incentives to
induce workers to move. Instead, it negotiated for very handsomesums
of moneyfor its membersin the form of redundancy payments or
(earlier)

retirement benefits as compensation for loss of jobs.

last point underlines the misleading belief

of the migrant firms in

assuming that incentives should rather be given to individual

54

This

workers

Pavlov's
Experiment,
Ivan Pavlov conducted an experiment
with a
U-O-gWh!Ch established
that a dog salivates
when food is placed in
its mouth but not when stimulated
The experiment
otherwise.
shows
that humans can be so conditioned
as to respond in the desired
direction.
has been adapted to many uses including
This finding
brain-washing.
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instead of considering the group as a whole.

The tendency in all

basis is a reflection
55 When
managers
of the firms adopting a unitary frame of reference.
the firms to deal with workers on individual

applied this theory to preparing workers for planned migration,
failed

to produce the desired effect

on any substantial

it

degree.

Third, Douglas McGregor, in describing the second set of management
drawing
Y,
Theory
he
attention
called
philosphy propounded what
failed
theory
management
conventional
what

to

to take into account.

In

McGregor
view
the
management
weaknessesof conventional
exploring
56
based his argument on Maslow's Hierarchical Theory of Motivation.
McGregoremphasized that the needs of the working man in his work
organisation are spread from physiological

and safety needs, to

social needs, ego needs and self-fullfilment

needs. Conventional

the
is
physiological
with
view
rather
pre-occupied
management

and

the
social
other
with
career
and
often
money
equating
safety needs,
this
focusing
By
narrow aspect,
on
and psychological needs.
the
hypothesis
carrot-and-stick
as
working
a
managementoften adopt
philosphy and so deny to itself
exploiting

the full

the possibility

of appreciating and

bring
that
talents
people
range of motives and

into the work.

55 Unitary Frame
ideology
is
the
Reference
which
views
a
management
of
Ti-m or any worK-organsatfon as a one family unit with commongoal
and interest, namely: the achievement of organisational objective.
It assumesthat the interests of the workers and managementare the
individual
Problems
in
broad
terms.
workers are regarded
of
same
as domestic or psychological and therefore tackled charitably.
See Alan Fox in "Research Paper 3 (Industrial Sociology and
Industrial Relation, p. 12)" submitted to DonovanCommissionin 1968.
56 A. H. Maslow, "Hierarchical
Behaviour, P. 64.

Theory of Motivation",

in Organisation
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In the 'Survey of migrant firms'

the failure

to give a wide

led
the
and
motives
management
working
man's
needs
of

interpretation

by offering

to put much premium on changing the workers' attitudes

Indeed, what McGregoremphasized

them moneyand other incentives.

in Theory Y is that money is not the only thing to which the worker
responds, and that responsibility

of management(internalized

the
that
be
to
working
so
matters
organize
should

ideologically)

different
their
own
achieve
man can meet and
own efforts
fails

towards organisational

objectives.

to recognize needs and aspiration

must be satisfied
situation

atises.

goals by directing

Wheremanagement

brought into work but which

beyond the immediate work environment, a conflict
beftwn

As it will

happendedto manyworkers.

in Chapter 5, this is what

SomeMovers rejected incentivds and still

decided to move; someNon-movers also rejected financial
and still

their

decided to stay behind.

These attitudes

assistance

to incentives

that they are other nerp-",, eial a,W non-work needs
by
keyed
to
moving or
satisfying
which workers were

seem to indicate
or aspirations
staying behind.

Nevertheless, the fact that someMovers, especially

from the middle managementgroup were largely the beneficiaries

of

the incentives offered by management,demonstrates that moneystill
But
to
inducing
whether
important
its
move.
people
role of
retains
this confirms that the working man could continue to be regarded
issue.
debatable
a
remains
man
simply as an economic

However, some

have
been
firm
believed
they
that
the
might
migrant
managersof
influenced by managementidelogy in their behaviour towards workers;
between
Theories
that
they
believed
X
them
stand
somewhere
of
some
and Y, often forced by various conditions to oscillate
two.

It was, however, clearly

between the

apparent that the social and environmental
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needs and aspirations

of workers were given least attention

managementin preparing them for relocation.

Cultural

by

lags in

managerial philosphies in these circumstances are apparently as
real as cultural

lags in technology.

This simply meansthat there

is urgent need for the basic assumptions of managers about the
working man to undergo some revolution.

3.3

PI anned Migration Model: The Dichotomy and Fallacy of "Beforeana-Atter-as a social change, has been rather

The study of migration,

strangely segmentedby the water-tight
"before" and "after"

contrasts between the events

the move has taken place.

is knowVWVr

Little

studied about the process involved in the change. The events before
migration have been simply regarded as the composite memoryof things
past and so either ignored or given scant significance.

Consequently,

studies in migration have tended to take for granted the significance
of the earliest

reactions and responses of the potential

consequencesof dis-association
de-ýocialisation
departing.

from his familiar

Cks-kt
migrant

environment and

from the values of the society from which he would be

Disinterestedness in the events before and during migration

is predicted by the assumption that the migrant easily wipes out old
memories and readily prepares for full
into the receiving society.

socialisation

and assimilation

Such assumption apparently gains support

only from the motivation and enthusiasm of migrants already determined
to make the move; or from the strength of the ratý#Ymaterialistic
push-pull hypothesis.

This assumption is wrong in the sense that the
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experiences of each migrant before the event are important variables
that link the past with the future.

To treat those experiences as

if they are unimportant amounts to the removal of a significant

link

in that chain of events which reveals the migration process.
Similarly,

although the event after migration has relatively

the attention

of sociologists,

nevertheless,

it has been rather over-

laden with concern, and pre-occupation with assimilation,
adjustment, and acculturation
society.

attracted

adaptation,

of the migrant into the receiving

Partly because of what is described simply as a progressive

idea and partly

because of the assumption that the significant

experience is always the present one, the extraordinary

emphasis

on events after migration have dominated a large part of migration
studies.
Motivated

by the desire

to account for the various

which the successful migrant integrates
sociologists

have identified

ways through

into the host society,

a number of influences.

Brown,

Schwarzweller and Mangalamhave, for example, demonstrated the effect
of kinship ties in enabling the migrant to adapt and adjust into the
57 It is,
therefore, obvious that references to the
new environment.
events before and after migration leave a gap which migration studies
have, invariably,

left

unbridged.

This gap is accounted for by the

migration process, (See Migration Model: Before-During-After,

57 Brown, Schwarzweller

and J. Mangalam, Ken
and the Stem-Family: A Working pa er o-n-"g
at American SOC. ASsn. Sept. 1961.

Fig. 4).

MountainMigration
--We-al7reek Study--.
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bqr, Q-"4tur,
The fallacy

of the dichotomy ofLjhe migration event is clearly

demonstrated by this model.
distinct

Instead of regarding the processes as
The model

and separate, they are linked with each other.

indicates

three stages in the migration process which correspond with
Thus, although

and three levels of responses.

three levels of stimuli

in the second stage, the second level of response deals with the
migration decision-making process, it is nevertheless,
levels of response in both the first
Similarly,

reactions in the first

related to

and third stages of total

events.

stage influences responses in the

second and third stages.

The Events Before
The Events before

(planned)

will

migration

to the reactions

refer

For the

and responses of workers to the management of relocation.
events to have the appropriate
provide

the 'stimuli'

Given the three

and workers the 'response'.

stages of the migration
of stimuli

be
to
Management
seen
must
meaning,

are identified

process (Before,
with

every stage of the process.

During,

corresponding

After

levels

,

three levels

of responses at
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FIG
Migration

Stages inthe

Stimuli

STAGES
in
Migration
Process

.5
Process with

Levels of

and Responses

BEFORE
141GRATION

DURING
MIGRATION
PROCESS

AFTER
MIGRATION

OFF W-WA<

Levels
of

Levels
of
WorkerResponse

WorkerResponse
\Gtl

41

5c)ci

Pm
CAJLT%)

In Fig. 5, the big square under the second stage (during Migration
Process) represents the source of ManagementStimuli which are composed
of Official

Announcementof planned migration and the various

Orientation

Stimuli - preliminary

and the familiarisation

processes.

and secondary conditioning
The small circles

of workers,

represent worker's
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Following the official

response.

Management,the initial

reactions (responses) of workers have been

described as biological,
classification

origin.

psychological,

economic and social:

a

puts workers' feelings

imperfectly

which albeit,

into descriptive

attitudes

by

announcementof relocation

categories according to their

and

source of

response refers to the reaction of a

Thus, a biological

worker threatened with detachment from his natural habitat by
The announcementof relocation

migration.
location

(i. e. the particular

the worker was reflecting
from a familiar
biological

included naming the new

new town); so that the response of

his anxiety and problems over uprooting

The
into
to
one.
a new
surrounding and
adapt

if
demonstrating
that
is
important
in
an organism
nanalogy

is removed or threatened with removal from its natural surroundings
(stimulus),

then it responds to the imminent change in a number of

ways, such as adapting to the change, rejecting

the change (and

perhaps dying) or escaping from the change (i. e. the response).
Workers were precisely

in the same position

as the organism because

the news of imminent change of their work and residential
generated such responses as fear, anxiety,, hostility

surroundings

and opposition

to the change. They are fundamental responses which came from both
Movers and Non-moversat this particular
process.

Although it is difficult

stage of the migration

to say where to draw the line,

these responses also have some psychological content.
from a house, a street or a district
appreciable length of a life-time

Moving away

in which one has spent an
can be a painful experience.

One
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does not realise

the depth of emotional attachment to an area until

one is about to abandon it.

The loss of a sense of place, getting

away permanently from the street

corners where one played and grew

up, and moving away from the little
library

sweet shop, the quaint local

and from the nice green-grocer: all

a new surrounding miserable.

this,

It may seem trivial,

can make life

yet these little

things can be a source of emotional and psychological upset.
fact,

in

In

some of the negative responses of workers to planned relocation

were based on similar

Equally
from
away.
moving
upset
emotional

important is the degree of social attachment of worker to

He is part of the community; he is a memberof

surroundings.
different

local clubs and sports associations;

he may be a father

and a husband; a memberof the tenants association.
a councillor

his

and may be, a local political

have relatives,

leader.

He is a voter,
Besides, he may

children and grandchildren who live a couple of

been
have
an
In
the
might
man
away.
many
ways,
working
streets
build.
to
helped
have
in
he
may
a community which
established man
Within this community he is surrounded by a web of social relationships.

For such a man, the knowledge that his firm is pulling

of the area and the threat of uprooting from this familiar

out

environment,

are enough to cause him much anxiety.
The Survey of Migrant Firms' offered workers the opportunity
of a subjective
which they lived.

assessment of the importance to them of the area in
As it will

be observed, workers responded in a

variety of ways, (through answers to questions and personal remarks)
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be affected by moving or

which indicate how they think they will

if they moved. These assessments are based on the extent to which
respondents are physically
socially

(biologically),

attached to the area.

First,

psychologically

5% of the workers have lived

in the present area at the time of the proposed relocation
lives;

and

all

their

61%have lived there over 10 years; 17%have lived there

between 5 to 10 years; 18%have lived there between 2 and 5 years
2
6
lived
between
19%
have
there
years.
and
months
and only

Thus,

78%of the workers can be said to be reasonably well established
in the area in which they were living

at the time of relocation.

Second, asked what they think of that part of London and the street
in which they livedi
it here"; "it's

the response varied from: "It's

O.V; "we like

decent"; "we have good neighbours and we hope toVaj

but
now
be
"well
it
to
respectable.
to:
and
quiet,
used
nice,
, &a*!;
If
the
longer
we
druftken
It's
same.
full of wogs and
no
people.
have a chance, we shall move". Third, on a clear-cut
respondents were asked to indicate
area.

how satisfied

evaluation,

they are with the

The response is as indicated in Table 11 below.

log
TABLE 11.
ASSESSMENT
OF OWNAREA/STREET
Base N=150

Al 1 (%)

Movers

Non-Movers

Very satisfied

39

20

52

Fairly satisfied

38

43

34

A bit dissatisfied

11

18

6

Very dissatisfied

11

17

8

lB

2

-

100

100

100

Dont know

Source: Survey of Migrant Firms (New Towns Project)
Of particular

interest

respondents were satisfied
the time;

and that

their

explored

with

the area in which they were living

If

at

of Movers were satisfied

the majority

in Chapters Four and Five.

It

of Non-movers (86%) with

may have contributed

significantly

is also possible

family and to the community by their

has been
that

the area in which they live

to their

Workers demonstrated the significance

relatives

77% of all

area, why then did they move? This question

satisfaction

migration.

that

up to 63% of Movers and 86% of Non-movers

expressed satisfaction.
with

is the indication

decision

to stay behind.

of attachment to the

attitudes

toward planned

Respondentswere required to indicate whether they have
living

within easy reach, when last they saw and talked
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to them and their
nearby.

assessment of the importance of relatives

"Relatives"

refer to Mothers, Fathers, Brothers, Sisters,

Grown-up Children, Mother-in-law,
contrasting

living

with a last

Father-in-law,

category described as "none of them".

workers have relatives

living

Asked whether

within easy reach, the responses are

broken down in Table 12.

TABLE 12
RELATIVESLIVING WITHIN EASY REACH

Movers (n

All

Base N=150

Non-Movers

Mother

12

9

4

Father

9

7

3

Brothers

17

13

20

Sisters

25

23

23

Grown-up Children

is

6

15

Mother-in-law

14

12

7

Father-in-law

9

10

3

None of them

26

20

25

100

100

100

Source:

Survey of Migrant Firms (New Towns Project)

Although 26%of the workers have no relatives
74%of them had, mostly brothers, sisters

relatives

nearby,

and grown-up children,

mothers and mothers-in-law within the area.
kept in touch with their

living

Moreover, respondents

quite regularly.

So that when

asked to indicate the last time they saw and talked to relatives,
the picture obtained showed clearly

that there were frequent

ill
-

-

contacts (See Table 13).
TABLE 13
FREQUENCY
OF CONTACTS
WITH RELATIVES

Base N=150

All (%)

I-lovers ID

Non-flovers

Last 24 hrs

36

40

35

24 hrs - One week

33

26

39

One week

One month

14

9

13

One Month

Oneyear

8

9

9

Over I year

5

6

4

Don't know

4

10

-

100

]Do

.

Source: Survey of Migrant

What significance
relatives

living

100

Firms (New Towns Project)

did respondents therefore attach to having

nearby.

In Table 14,56% (more than half)

that it is important to have relatives

living

said

nearby, 41%said

it is not, and 3%did not know. For the Movers, 32%said it
was important, 62%said it was not (and 6% had no expressed view).
But up to 72%of Non-movers said it was important to them to have
relatives

living

nearby while only 28%said it was not important.

It would appear that Movers were less as attached to their
relatives

as Non-moverswere, a fact which was likely

the movementof the latter

to constrain

more than it did to the former.
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TABLE14

Base N-150

IMPORTANCE'
OF'RELATIVES
LIVING NEARBY
,
Movers M
' All (%)
Non-movers-U%

Very important

27

11

39

Fairly

29

11

33

31

9

22

31

19

3

6

-

Too

100

important

Not very important
Not at all

19

important

Don't know

100

Source: Survey of Migrant Firms (New Towns Project)

It is important also to draw attention
workers' earlier
to satisfy

responses. An outstanding need of the working man

within a work-organisation

Since the official
that there will
natural

remains the monetary reward.

announcementabout relocation
be earlier

jobs.

axe was relatively

and fearful

of possible

For the older workers and the unskilled,
much nearer;

manual and the professional
continuity

carried the warning

retirements and redundancies, it was

that workers should be uncertain

loss of their

to the economic base of

in career.

and for the younger,

the skilled

workers, their concern was to ensure

During the period of economic depression,

the need to stick to one's job is generally pressing.

The survey

took place at a period of economic recession, a situation
workers generally reacted with concern and anxiety.
the economic situation,

the

the lack of skill

new towns, respondents were naturally

to which

Worried about

and of alternative

jobs in

aware of the consequencesof
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their failure

to relocate with the employer.

It was in this context

that the notion of attachmentio the employer had circumstantial
influence on migration decision in the sameway that attachment to
a locality

had been shown to have. Thus, attachment, defined in

terms of relationship
constraint

with the employer or a locality

acted as a

on mobility.

The second level of reaction of workers has been described as
'Orientation

to the realities
earlier

As workers start

Response'.

of relocation,

the instantaneous reactions and

emotional outbursts began to settle
Orientation

calculations.

an adaptive reaction -a

into more thoughtful

response is the preliminary

stage of

behaviour pattern which marks the end of

a simple emotional outburst.
to settle;

to reconcile themselves

It occurs when the dusts are beginning

and when the actor needs and asks for information that

enables him to adjust his behaviour.

There is an unmistaken desire

to learn more about the new situation

and willingness

the actor at this stage.

confronting

It is at this level of reaction that workers

sought for more information and greater communication with management
about relocation;
situation

in

a level at which they began to interpret

the

which they found themselves in terms of the gains or

losses from moving or staying behind; and a level at which they began
to attach meaning to the imminent change in their working lives.
Orientation
managementstimuli

response in this context is partly
(Official

a response to

announcementof relocation,

preliminary

114
and secondary conditioning,

etc. ) and partly

an induced response

from managementas a result of the perceived and actual demandsof
In other words, orientation

workers.

the cause and the effect

response of workers was both

of managementstimuli.

was both a response and a stimulus.

In other words, it

As the attitudes

of workers

were undergoing reasoned change (whether in favour or against
relocation),

managementstimuli

of those attitudes

increased
directed
to
conditioning
were

in favour of relocation

contacts (meetings and interviews);
the new location.

and by familiarising

Whenthe maximumeffect

worker's response and managementstimuli
response was translated
becamemore interested

by meansof personal

of a combination of the

was reached, the worker's
The worker

into an adaptive reaction.

in knowing more about the new location:

harbour him,

and government of the new community that will

concern over the education and training

of the kids and the possible

influences for developing the usual and familiar
of urban living.

social institutions

How to adapt into the institutions

environment becamethe primary hurdle that a potential

of a new
migrant

final
the
For
this
was
worker must overcome.
most movers
to overcome. Indeed, for all
transition

problem

the workers in this situation

of

(perhaps more so for the Mover),, the very anticipation

of change was enough to trigger
Toffler

its

of the family,

work and social environment, the comfort and interests
the polity

workers with

the adaptive reaction.

said: "The (very) need to alter

migration and relocation

one's way of life

As Alvin
- which

involves - and the need to trade an old
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environment for a new one, the social pressures, status shifts,
life

and anything that forces us to confront
58 Management
the unknown, can switch on the adaptive response".
style modifications

stimuli

ensured that the effect

of the adaptive readtion is neither

underestimated nor delayed beyond the appropriate stage in the
migration process.
the inter-link

This level of the response of workers demonstrates

between the vatious stages and between one level

and another.
The third

level of workers' response is referred to as the

'Rational Response': a level at which workers actually

make up

their minds one way or the other about moving. Rational response
refers to vital

reactions of the worker.

level able to determine what he will

First,

he is at this

gain or loose by moving or

staying behind (i. e. his goals, needs and aspirations).

Second,

based on the determination of such goals, he chooses the meansfor
achieving them, namely: either Moving or Staying.

Third, the

the
decision-making:
is
in
rational
then
manifested
choice of means
exercise of judgement which is relatively

the most crucial

and

central to migration process.
In Fig. 6, the arrow connecting Rational Responsewith
ManagementStimuli
different

indicates

that although both reactions occur at

levels,, managementremained the central source of generating

58 Alvin Toffler,

FutUre Shock, p. 301.
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the stimulus to which workers responded. The connection also
demonstrates the extent to which the preparatory measures of
management,in spite of their
in influencing

limitations,

nevertheless,

succeeded

the determination of goals,, the choice of meansand

the actual decision&.fn6king.The decision-making process itself
linked indirectly

is

with how workers rated the new location as a

suitable alternative

environment to adjust-hto,

of the new location

reactions of workers to the basic institutions
and the ease or difficulty

the adaptive

with which workers can or cannot be

assimilated into the social and cultural

matrix of the receiving

community. What these linkages demonstrate is that the various
stages in the migration process cannot be segmented into the
water-tight

comparmentsof events Before and After.

each process is one link in a chain.

For descriptive

purposes, it has been necessary to differentiate
response from the other so as to bring out clearly
attitudes
controlling

On the contrary,
and analytical

one level of
the appropriate

and behaviour generated by management'spreparatory and
mechanics.

Events During-the__(Migration) Process
The model (Fig. 4) shows that,
activities

in planned migration,

three major

take place during the process, namely: the official

announcementof movement, orientation
to condition attitudes

stimuli

whose dual purpose is

and prepare workers for change,, and decision-
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Except the decision-making process itself

making.
during

the planned migration

behaviour:

planning,

activities

as wdll

by workers, events

process are dominated by managerial

stimulating,

organising

and controlling

of workers themselves.

as the reactions

keeping with managementphilosophy of introducing

In

change through

careful planning, events during the migration process took place
in the three stages noted above.

An important function of the

future
it
the
is
that
during
the
reconciles
process
migration
events
The greatest anxieties of potential

with the present.
uncertainty

and the inability

to predict

the future.

migrants are
Familiarisation

processes are by and large directed to reducing such uncertainties
and anxieties.

The effectiveness

process has earlier

familiarisatibn
the
of
or otherwise

been assessed.
Fi g. 6

Factors influencing

Stages
in the
migration

process

BEFORE

1.1
.

migration decision-making

DURING
MIGRATION
L

AFTER

40,
ýý
L-OCýATmN
LCýAT,

1111nPit-

FERV6141-OT100
ATIC

Adaptive
Response
of
mr; Wror§041
Workers

IIANAGEMENT's
ORIENTATIOn
STIMULI

ItA, "wrION6

kEsp ONS, J-

e,
'":,
ýoc,
vet
Y%
pMIGRATION
DECISION-MAKING
PROCESS

Adapti ve
Responý,
Of
Worke
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In spite of their
crucial

limitations,

they nevertheless played a

part in helping workers to prepare for the move. Beyond
it remains to consider the decision-making process

that point,

how workers took the firm decision to move or to stay after

itself:

obtaining all

the facts and information.

It is unlikely

that no

loose;
had
to
the
to
nor
nothing
move
single worker who wished
make
had
be
to
that
there
no regrets.
stay
who
a
wished
could
worker
Inevitably,

therefore,

the worker's decision-making must be based

on some kind of cost-benefit
opportunity

analysis:

cost of moving or staying.

a calculation

of the

The process must reflect

and take into account all

the reactions and information generated

from the time the official

the
throughout
made,
was
announcement

imminent
for
the
themselves
that
workers were preparing
period
change. It is a process which responds to actual needs and
of those that make the decision.

aspirations

making is a rational
structure

response.

and determinants will

(See Fig. 5).
be fully

Thus, migration decisionIn chapter 4, its

discussed.
and
explored

Events After
Events 'after'
activity

migration must not be regarded as a separate

is
pace
takes
completed.
movement
after
which

It should

in
the
three
last
the
the
to
stages
be
to
of
refer
understood
rather
process which deals with settling,
new environment.

into
the
adapting
and
adjusting

Before this point was reached, it has been shown
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that the potential

migrant had been making some adaptive responses

long before actual settlement occurs.
about the new location,

From the time he first

he had been constantly comparing it with the

old surroundings, and evaluating its suitability
environment for living

surroundings are used to.

the

and the adequacy of the social
that migrants from urban

amenities, and facilities

things for himself:

as an alternative

and working: its physical qualities,

expected community and family life
and cultural

knew

He had visted the new location to see
himself

an opportunity not only to familiarise

with the area but also to make an on-the-spot assessment of the
of the basic institutions

availability

which make adaptation
institutions.

meaningful: schools and other educational and training
the world of work, family comforts, religious
organisations,

political

and professional

and adjustment are as crucial
into the new environment.
of re-socialisation

and cultural
Adaptation

associations.

as getting acculturated and assimilated

For effective

assimilation

the importance

Stacey's
Margaret
be
cannot
over-emphasized.

study of the impact of new industries

and the influx

to Banbury, an expanding Town, draws attention
changes imposed on the social and cultural

life

of immigrants

to the
59
of the town.

especially

Banbury, once an old established country town with deep-seated
traditions,

becamean expanding town with new industries

and

immigrants who brought with them new ideas and ways of life

59 Margaret Stacey, Tradition
Press, 1960).

that

and Change (London: Oxford University
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Migrants, therefore,

challenged old tradition.

norms, values and other ways of life

bring with them their

which they must reconcile with

those of the receiving society by the process of re-socialisation.
In a new town situation,
totally
society,

the values and styles of life

determine the dominant culture eventually.
like

The receiving

Banbury, faces the task of absorbing the newcomers

and coping with the challenge to local tradition.
to a new town presents a different

But, migration

problem of adaptation and

Migrants import into the new environment social and

assimilation.
cultural

imported,

patterns of life

already known and enjoyed by them.

Migration from the large conurbations implies

the export of

a culture which not only grows with the newcomers

the urban culture:
but also persists

as the predominant way of life.

Although most new

towns were designated by a combination of core and existing

villages,

developlines
these
towns
do
the
they
urban
of
yet as
grow,
so along
in
Partly
because
is
urban
the
town
experiment
a social
ment.
new
development and partly

because it is developed in such a way as to

familiar,
kind
the
are
of environment with which migrants
provide
the new town can, with justification,
the large city itself.

Adaptation and adjustment for new town migrants

meansgetting used once again to all
urban surrounding.
cultural

institutions

be comparedto the suburbs of

the basic characteristics

of an

Migrants expect, in a new town, those social and
and amenities which have formed part of their

urban lives.

They expect to have schools, education, and training

institutions,

some kind of community life,

and recreational

facilities,

telephone, libraries,

facilities

cinema, hospitals,

someassociations,

leisure

like shops, transport,
etc.,

at the new location.
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They expected the new town to be a replica
Effective

adaptation

the availability
environment

and assimilation

of those social

a naturil

habitat

for

of the urban surroundings.
the new town migrants

investments

means

that make the urban

for urbanities.

What kind of image workers hadabout the new towns was important
in their decision to move to live and work there or not.
formed their

Workers

opinions about the new town by learning about the town

through management,visiting

the new town privately

information from friends or relatives

already living

or gathering
there.

The

live
to
town
the
seem
a
place
as
evaluation of
new

more realistic

to have been madeby further

consideration of what is available

new town, the environmental quality
of relationships.

in a

and, perhaps the expected quality

The image of new towns that repondents had was

4;
in
Chapter
'Reasons
Moving'
for
Moving
and not
considered under
the
after
the
assessed
as well as when
experiences of migrants were
conducted tours and the completion of the move.

3.4

The Attitudes

of Workers to Planned Migration

The preceding

paragraphs of this

descriptive

devoted
to
the
were
chapter

analyses of the migration process.

provide a descriptive

The aims were to

account of the migration process: something

that migration studies have hitherto

taken for granted; and based on

that account, to determine the attitudes

and behaviour of a sample

of the people involved in this process of change. So far,

it has
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in general,

been noted that,
involved

the attitudes

to-making

the move (Movers) and those that

to stay behind (Non Movers).
more closely
action

and the determinant

feelings

However, when attitudes

as predispositions

examine a variety

anxiety,

of the imminent state

of feelings
structured

attitude

is,

It

workers.

which attitudes

interpretation,

to planned migration

factors
relatively

rate.

It

the general
reluctance

is usual to explain
belief

clearly:

reluctance
analysis.

itself

stimuli

that man is fundamentally

as a given innate quality

of man.

has never qualified

and resistance.

feelings

ran high:

The feelings

ways in

the migration

the attitudes

reactions,
drop-out

and the over-all
reactions
resistant

of workers

to change by

to change.

The

is necessary has always been taken
For this

reason, the phenomenon of

as a subject

As the news about the relocation

the workers,

reached by

manifested.

the initial

away the initial

to make a change when it

which

decisions

appear to explain

responses to management orientation

of any

to examine any specific

of workers were more concretely

the following

towards

indication

Looking back to the events "Before-during-After"
process,

(emotive)

Yet, the sum total

of transition.

important

for

to the acceptance or

predisposition

to be drawn about ultimate

therefore,

prefer

to

and hostility

resistance

capable of analytical

can enable conclusions

becomes pertinent

cannot give any clear

and reactions

rather

are viewed much

from the initial

of workers reactions

to the more rational

rejection

it

between

the spýingboard

which provide

of behaviour,

of shock, worry,

relocation,

divided

have been sharply

with a planned migration

those inclined

of a sample of workers

of inquiry

of the firm were broken to

anger, shock, anxiety,
of resistance

and

worry,

and reluctance

hostility

were shared
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between potential
not just

represents

the reluctance

a response to the fear of loss that
It

ment that

it

reactions

of workers represent

impose.

will

change which affected
roots as well

or will

as the social

with his physical
earlier

reactions

At the same time,

This initial

movers and non-movers. alike.

bring

has been demonstrated
an adaptive

and the adjustthat

and psychological
of the individual

and economic relationships
surroundings.

More than this,

they explain

the root and the strength

why man is usually

so resistant

the

of the workers.

the needs and the aspirations

reflect

the initial

response to a fundamental

the biological

affect

and social

menon of reluctance:

to change, but also

and resistance
change will

reaction

of the pheno-

to change.

On the other hand, an important part of the attitudes

of workers

can be accounted for by the'effects

in
doing
was
of what management

order to modify existing

to change them or to hold them

attitudes,

steady according to need.
the attitudes

In other words, a significant

aspect of

these
the
of
by-product
responses
the
of
of workers was

workers to the orientation
ioning attitudes
workers financial

stimuli

of managementdirected to condit-

in favour of moving.
and other incentives,

It was hoped that by offering
for example, they would have

been induced to change their minds in favour of making the move.
Except for those already pre-disposed to moving (Movers), the extent
to which financial

familiarisation
the
incentives
and
assistance,

processes changed or modified attitudes

significantly

making the move, remains highly speculative.

in favour of
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It would seem that

the most significant

of workers to planned migration
fested

itself

way in which the attitudes

can be said to have concretely

is in the rate of drop-out

that

occurred

mani-

in the firms.

The rate at which workers dropped from making the move has a lot
tell

about the effect

of the preparations

a large part of the work-force

The drop-out

of the workers as a whole with
In Table 15, the average drop-out

staying.

was about 60%.
higher

made by management to retain

and to modify or change the attitudes

of those who appeared to be undecided.
the attitudes

In Firm B, the drop-out

than the firm's

internal

to

estimate

rate summarises

regard to moving or
rate for

the four firms

rate of 60.6% was Just slightly
of 57%.

Firm C was the only

one in which the number of workers who moved exceeded the

number of those who dropped out.
movedwhilst

From a total

work-force of 86,46

40 did not: a drop-out rate of 46.5%.

Firm D, out of a total

Comparedwith

labour force of 621, only 74 movedwhile 547

did not: a drop-out rate of more than 77%.
firms are taken together,

Whenall

the four migrant

the picture that emerged in terms of the

volume of movementthat took place, seemsquite interesting.
firms involved in the planned migration process had a total
than 900 workers.

Industrial

of more

Of this number, only about 200 movedand 700 elected

to stay behind, a drop-out rate of more than 77%.
between them a total

The four

of about 30 employees recruited

Selection Scheme.

The fi rms shared
through the
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TABLE 15
The Drop-out

I

Firms

rate of workers in the Migrant

Labour Force No. of

Before Move

Movers

No. of NonMovers

Fims

Drop-out rate
(Percehtage)

Firm A

42

20

22,

52.4

Firm B

160

58

97

60.6

Firm C

86

46

40

46.5

Firm D

621

74

547

77.5

Total
All Firm
A-D

909

208

706

59.25%
(Average for
all firms)

Source:

Original
Project)

Table 1-

Survey of Migrant Firms (New Towns
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Going by these figures alone, many questions can be raised.
Why, for example, was the drop-out rate so high?
rate is a trend that can be relied

If the drop-out

upon, how do fi ms survive after a

move has been completed with more than half of the work-force staying
behind?

Or could it be that both the fi rms and the workers involved

in the migration process studied, were a-typical?
fact that the firms studied,

In view of the

though by no means representative

migrant firms, were drawn from manufacturing and distributive
they can hardly be a-typical

simply by the method of selecting

The figures shown by the table, must, therefore,
significant

phenomenonrequiring

of
sectors,
them.

be a pointer to a

a closer examination.

Since workers

are reasonably free agents in making a choice between staying in the
cities

or moving to the newer communities of a new town, a significant

factor that must necessarily affect either

the volume of movementor

the drop-out rate in making such a move to a new town must be the
individual

decision-making process.

the structure

In the next chapter (Chapter 4),

and the determinants of the individual

making process will

be examined, and will

person's decision-

be followed in Chapter 5 by

a closer look at the frame of reference on which that decision is made.
It is expected that both would have thrown adequate light
rate of movementto new towns from the large cities
relatively

3.5

on why the

tend to be

slight.

Summary
The primary aim of this

account of a typical

chapter has been descriptive:

to give an

planned migration process, and of the attitudes

and behaviour of both managementand workers to the change involved
in relocation.

Against the background that migration is a fundamental
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social

change, the descriptive

the meanings that

management and workers attached

For the management of a migrant
better

as the most rational

directing

firm,

the change.

work, was a management function

For some of the workers,
to satisfy

involved

into

a journey

involving

leaving

a life-time

the city

aspiration

the unknown; but for others,

they had to pay by abandoning valued familiar
much to make migration

of the fi rm: and to
planning,

and manajing the tensions

controlling

was an opportunity

of the fi m to a

of the new town was construed

to ensure the survival

action

and stimulating,

to the transition.

the transfer

premises in the clean environment

make relocation

out have been based on

analyses carried

to a new town

even though it
the price

surroundings

(i)
(ii)

was too

have been

as:

The period and the events 'before'
The period
process,

(iii)

that

worthwhile.

Three stages in the planned migration process itself
distinguished

of

and the events

'during'

the move
the migration

and

The period and the events 'after'

the move.

Corresponding with the three stages are three levels of adaptive
by
the orientation
from
generated
workers
responses
managementin the efforts

stages in the vital

of the

to prepare, condition and change the attitudes

of workers in favour of relocation.

These adaptive

Response and Rational

Response, Orientation

stimuli

responses (Initial

Response) represent

different

decision
lead
the
to
to
that
ultimate
processes

move or not to move.

However, each stage in the migration process
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does not represent events segmented from and unconnected with those in
the other stages.

The events are, indeed, so closely linked as to

be taking place simultaneously:
chain.

It is to demonstrate this link that the Migration Model

(Fig. 4) has been used.
fallacy

each stage is merely one link in a

Additionally,

the model demonstrates the
migration by showing

in the dichotomy of 'before-and-after'

cuts out the vital

not only that the reference (before-and-after)

event

'during the process itself'

but also that there can be no sharp contrasts

between the events 'before'

and those 'after'.

Lastly,

the attitudes

and behaviour

of workers to planned migra-

tion have been manifested in three specific
initial

and adaptive responses which reflect

aspirations)bY

ways, namely: by their
their needs and

demonstrating the root of their

reluctancc and resistance)by their
ment to condition,

responses to the efforts

modify or change attitudes

in favour of relocation;

and by the rate at which workers indicated their
i. e. the drop-out rate.

of manage-

rejection

of relocation,
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Chapter 4
DESCRIPTIVEANALYSISOF MIGRATIONDECISION-14AKING

4.1

Migration

Decision-making

as cost-benefit

analysis

Decision-making is a process of the exercise of judgement in the
resolution

of problematic situations.

It requires the decision-

the
information
have
knowledge
situation.
to
about
of
a
maker
good
The process itself

involves the sifting

one aspiration

cost of satisfying

one of equal importance.

In organisational

often madebetween organisation

in preference to another
analysis,

by constant reference to the total

takes the view that the individual

as he is a problem solver.
maker originates

decision-

The former takes the view

that decision-making is a managementresponsibility

later

exercised

organisation.

The

is a decision-maker insofar

The view of the individual

as decision-

from the work of March and Simon60. who, taking

view of the social psychologist,
which impinge upon the individual

interest

is

distinction

decision-making and individual

making of people within the organisation.

invariably

information,

the
of
the
assessment
careful
and

the weighing of alternatives
opportunity

of the available

the

themselves with the influences

humanbeing from his environment

inside
the
influences
organisthose
he
to
the
that
responds
and
way
ation.

60.

March and Simon believe thqt the behaviour patterns of man

J. G. March and H.A. Simon, Organisations (New York: Wiley 1958)
Chapter 1.
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in a work organisation

are determined by the attitudes,

goals that they bring into work.
sociological

work as the springboard of their
(external)

behaviour.

This view has very much influenced

actions and the determinant of their

Just as the organisation

decisions that promote the actualisation
individual

in the satisfaction

of migrant owrkers; in a position
that promote their

aspirations,

itself

takes

of its goals, so does the
Putting our sample

of his apsirations.

in which they have to take decisions
bring
they
that
the
values
and
needs

into work, they assumethe position
make the worker simply a selfish

that men bring into

to the orientations

analysis relating

values and

calculating

machine only interested

in the pursuit of his own goals in the organisation?
may not be the case in the strictest

Does this

of problem solvers.

interpretation,

Although this
nevertheless, each

in
a
decision
to
to
engaged
was
stay
migrant worker making a
move or
creative action not limited

simply to the sifting

also in the weighing of alternatives

of information but

and in working out the opportunity

cost of choosing to stay behind or to move.

The potential

migrant

he
he
information
decision-making
has
the
needed;
time
the
all
of
at
had been coaxed and induced, he had been conditioned and re-oriented
to moving; and he has gone through the familiarisation

processes that

put him in a position

to make a movementaway from homeless painful.

What was his verdict,

and how he balanced the advantages of moving

kind
by
disadvantages
of costa
the
achieved
against
of staying, were
benefit analysis.
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Theodore D. Graves developed three models as bases for the study of
61
In one of the models (Decision Model), he
urban migration.
demonstrated that migration
elementary

He was, in fact,

is based on a rational

decision-making

which enables the decision-maker

to increase

would gain but at the same time,

reducing

possible

losses that

puts the potential
gives him greater

in a position

explaining

choice of strategy

the advantages that

to the greatest

he

minimum

Acceptance of this

he expected to sustain.

migrant

to the

conforming

are rational,

of the game theory.

principles

that migration

decisions

theory

in which the choice of moving

advantage than when he rather

chooses to stay behind;

and vice versa.

That strategy was developed by Kingley Davis
as: a cost-benefit

view of migration

which keeps under perspective

process itself.

decision-making

the specific

decision is madeand the subjective

62

conditions

and referred to
(my underlining)
in which the

nature of the decision-making

Kingley Davis holds the view that:

"the decision

to migrate rests (then) upon a rough calculus in which the relative
in
that
He
thought
migrabalanced
the
cost".
against
advantages are
there is, as a rule,

tion,
arising

an element of emotional and economic cost

from leaving behind one's friends,

relatives,

a familiar

61.

Theodore D. Graves, "Alternative Models for the study of Urban
Migration", in HumanOrganisation, 25j 4(1966) pp. 295-299.

62.

Kingley Davis, HumanSociety
1967)-, p. 587.
Editions,

(New York: Collier-Macmillan

Student
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surrounding and one's employment in order to take up residence in a
The advantages seem greater than the cost

strange environment.

before a decision to move is taken, and vice versa.

Applied to the

case of the workers of the migrant firms being dealt with here. whereas the potential

migrant workers have got everything fixed up by their
declined to take the advantage.

employers, many still

In Tables 16

and 17 below, the rough calculus on which the ultimate decision was
based is demonstrated.

The tables particularly

'draw attention

to

the fact that for the Movers there are reasons for moving as well as
reasons why they could also have considered movementunnecessary.
Similarly,

the tables show both basic reasons for Non-Moverspreferring

to stay behind, as well as reasons why they would have also considered
moving worthwhile.

The process of trading off the reasons for with

the reasons against, and balancing the advantages of moving or staying
against the disadvantages for doing so in order to secure the maximum
relative

advantage, give a clear indication

benefit analysis that the potential

of the kind of cost-

migrant engages In before arriving

at the ultimate decision to move or to stay.

Taking the Movers first,

Table 16 shows that whilst

new town environment, family considerations,

housing need,

the state of London,

work/career and other personal circumstances were the determining
influences on the decision to move, there were factors which were
equally important but which had to be sacrificed
For example, 12%of movers still

in favour of moving.

valued attachment to their

community,

26%had family and personal problems, 15%feared the loss of valuable
cýontacts by moving, 18%had reservations on the effect

of the move on
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11%were unhappy about the lack of

their career and profession,
amenities and facilities
cost of living,
new town.

in the new town and 18%were worried about

the type of houses and problems of adapting into the

Yet, Movers consider the relative

advantages of those

reasons given for moving to be greater than the losses they would
sustain by the constraining

influences.

Non-movers, on the other hand, found themselves in a similar
situation

in which they had to balance advantages against disadvantages.

In Table 17, Non-movers arrived at the decision to stay behind because
of their

attachment to their

community, family and personal problems,

the fear of loss of valuable contracts,

lack of alternative

in new towns, perceived

new towns, lack of amenities and facilities
high cost of living

in the new town, dislike

houses, and the perceived difficulty
a new environment.
cleaner and healthier

jobs in

its
town
the
and
new
of

in resettling

into
adapting
and

At the same time, someNon-moversadmired the
to
town
the
as
conducive
new
environment of

the upbringing of children,

somewould have avoided redundancy and

the loss of benefits and continue their

career under the sameemployer;

deteriorating
London's
that
are
surroundings
others were aware

and

they would have considered getting out into a better environment, but
they could not uproot from London, nor had they the courage to break
away from friends and relatives

and to abandon those facilities

amenities which have becomepart of their

urban lives.

and
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The cost-benefit

analysis implicit

making is not necessarily a clear-cut
of preparing "a profit-and-loss
sheet".

in planned migration decisionprocess comparable to the process

account" in order to draw up "a balance

Nevertheless, the principles

are the same: both processes

involve the evaluation of assets and liabilities

and the assessment

of profits

and losses, before arriving

affairs.

However, whereas the accountant assembles the facts and

figures on paper before striking
sifts

at a satisfactory

a balance, the potential

state of

migrant

in his head (often consulting the wife or the husband and other

membersof the family) massive information,
situation,

taps his knowledge of the

and draws upon his experience to be able to reach a decision.

Nor can we simply assumethat the process is carried out with clear
absolute or reasonable rationality.

While many workers were calculating

and clear in their minds as to the best line of action (moving or
staying) others either jumped onto the bandwagonor took the wrong
decision.

Thus, migration decision-making of the workers, whilst

fundamentally based on 'a rough calculus'
on a combination of emotional and rational
and aspirations.

In a majority

of gains and losses, rests
desires
needs,
of
expression

of cases, these considerations were un-

connected with the tasks they perform in the work-organisations,
connected with aspirations
4.2

but rather

they brought into work.

Structure and Determinants of Migration Decisions
What then were the factors which determined the final

decision for moving or staying?
the ultimate relative

advantage?

choice/

In other words, what factors decided
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(a)

Movers
From Table 16, the first
hehlthier

cleaner.

surroundings;

quiet,

and for

ness to retirement

was an important

the upbringing

of children

conducive-

these
qualities
-

This figure

is the weighted

the Movers who said that environmental
Housing need came next:

reason.

respondents mentioned it
movers);

suburban and respectable

and serene appeal and its

decision.

of their

of 23% of all

equivalence

its

for 48% of respondents who mentioned the factor

were enough attraction

factor

peaceful

its

is New Town Environment:

and modern outlook;

its

as a determinant

factor

as a determinant

(equivalence

(36% mentioned it,

then Work/Career/Profession

44% of

of 21% of all
equivalent

to 17%of all Movers); Personal Circumstances, etc. (32%mentioned it,
(30%
Children
Family
15%
Movers);
and
an equivalence of
of all
mentioned it,

an equivalence of 14%of all Movers) and the Declining:

state of London:(20%mentioned this,
all

the Movers).

tell

me as fully

which is an equivalent of 10%of

Workers were responding to the question: "Can you
"
decided
to
move?
as possible why you've

It seems

evident that the reason that respondents gave are a reflection
subjective
opportunity

interpretation

the
to
they
that
the
attach,
of
meaning

for moving: their motivation,

knowledge of the situation

of their

their

needs and aspirations,

in
judgement
terms
their
and a summaryof
It is especially

important to under-

of residual relative

advantage.

line the significant

determination
in
factors
the
of
environmental
role

of migration decision.

The "environment" refers to a variety

of

things: from the physical state of the immediate surroundings to the
strange elements in the street;
activities

from traffic

build-up to the social

going on around, and from "the way it was twenty years ago"
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to the feeling

that

"everything

environment is people;

it

any of these attributes

is attitude,

or match their

expectation

possesses the obnoxious stress
pollution,

provides

i. e. moving

that must be avoided:

undesirables,

healthy,

quiet,

respectable

In other words, London has "push'influences"

etc.

Londoners.

environment"

dirt,

congestion,

forced Movers out and the New Town has the "pull

attract

into

and the New Town

etc.;

clean,

fits

London, to the movers,

aspirations.

the alternativesattraction:

and peaceful
that

the socially

When

is changed, destroyed

by avoiding,

to which people react

The

is perception.

They move away to another environment which either

away.

air

and it

the environment

suffers,

or undergoing a stress

their

has changed for the worse".

It

is,

therefore

determined the migration

clearly

evident

factors"
that

that

"the

of as much as 23% of

decision

Movers.

This finding

confirms

empirically

(decision)

migration

behaviour

stress.

Oased on an ecological

implications

of locational

groups under strain

Julian

Wolpert's

is an adjustment

theory that

to environmental

model, Wolpert demonstrated the

(migration)

decisions

by individuals

and

forces.

Emphasis

caused by noxious environmental

to
in the model is given to the urban environment, and most especially
63
decision is
migration
situations
of urban threat and stress
and
,
63.

According to Engel, "a stress" may be influenced,
whether it arises
from the internal enil-ro-nm-e-nTor the external environment, which
interferes
of basic needs or which disturb
with the satisfaction
or threatens to disturb the stable equilibrium.
This operational
definition
of "stress" was cited by Langner, and
Julian quoted by Wolpert "Migration as an adjustment to environmental Stress", in Journal of Social Issues, Vol. 22 (1966) p. 93.
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triggered

fluctuations

action

impetus.

Wolpert concluded that environmental

whether generated by inter-personal

stress,
lable

by stress

off

in the physical

space of individuals

decision-making.

ecological

and its

This conclusion

world,
effect

relations

or by uncontrol-

is always present
play some role

would therefore

validate

in the

in migration
the

view that the environment determines h0manbehaviour.

64

What type of migrants, it may be asked, should be expected to
exhibit

this behaviour, namely: a clear determination to avoid a

surrounding that is perceived to be deteriorating
This question has been examined in detail
Migrants".

In general, they are likely

impatient risers

and stressful?

below under "Typolo2y of
to be the working class

aspiring to improve their social status by residential

location and those membersof the middle-class who seek for retreat

into

the suburbs as a meansof status-maintenance.

Housing need was a second important factor that played a significant role

in the migration

decision,

confirmed that it influenced their

twenty one percent of Movers having

decision to move.

But is it the

case that Movers were much more badly housed than Non-movers?

6ý.

Louis Wirth, "HumanEconoly", in Richard Sennett ed., Classic
Essays on the Culture of Cities (New York: Appleton-CenturyGretts. 1969) p. 177, quoted by Michelson, Ibid, p. 25.
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TABLE 18

Tenure in London - Movers and Non-movers (Percentages)

Tenure

Non-Movers

Movers

20

29

From local authority

33

36

From private landlords
(unfurnished)

31

23

From private landlords
(furnished)

2

6

From housing associations

2

4

2

2

Owner-occupier
Renting:

Rent Free

100

Source:

N

152

Surveys of Migrant Firms (New Towns Project)

100
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Table 18 shows the tenure of the London housing of movers and nonmovers.

It indicates

that differences

in tenure between movers and

non-movers are not very great, except that more non-movers were owneroccupiers (indicating

that they may have felt

security and a big enough financial

they had sufficient

stake in London) add rather less

of the non-movers were furnished tenants.

All the same, about one-

third of both groups were council tenants and 20%of the movers were
owner-occupiers (four households in this group actually
housing outright).

owned their

Thus insecure tenure is not a sufficient

tion of the motivation to move.

explana-

Moreover, Table 19 shows that in

terms of amenities the housing conditions of movers and non-movers were
About one-quarter of both groups either had no

remarkably similar.

inside lavatory or had to share one, and about three-quarters

of both

groups had exclusive use of both an inside lavatory and a bathroom.
The only difference

between the two groups worth remarking on is that

rather more of the movers had no bath or shower.
this lack of difference

However, despite

in tenure and amenities between movers and non-

movers, it is clear that the movers were rather more overcrowded than
the non-movers.

Thirty

living
the
were
percent of
movers

at more than one person

per room comparedwith only 16%of the non-movers.

Seventeen percent of the non-movers were living
persons per room comparedwith 10%of the movers.

at less than 0.5
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TABLE 19
Amenities

of London Housing - Movers and Non-Movers (

Non-movers

Movers
Amenities

Total

(Weighted
Total
Percentages)

(Weighted
Percentages)

Without Exclusive use of inside
W.C. 22

15

25

17

Without Bath or Shower

20

14

12

9

8

7

8

7

Shared Bath

12

9

13

10

Exclusive use of Bath and
inside W.C.

78

55

75

57

140

100

133

100

Shared Inside W.C.

Source:

Survey of Migrant

firms

(New Town Project)
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But, despite the fact that there were some considerable similarities
between the movers and non-movers in terms of objective
the movers were on the whole far more dissatisfied
accommodationthan the non-movers.
satisfied'

housing conditions,

with their London

Only 22%of the movers were 'very'

with their accommodationcomparedwith 55%of the non-movers.

Conversely, 26%of the movers said they were dissatisfied
were 'very dissatisfied')

(14% said they

comparedwith only 15%of the non-movers.

Twenty-four percent of the movers - comparedwith only 7%of the nonmovers - mentioned that amongst the features they disliked
accommodationwas the poor ventilation

about their

and damp, and 24%also mentioned
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inadequate bathing facilities.

Interestingly,

a similar

(20% and 22%respectively)

proportion of movers and non-movers

mentioned over-crowding, but 34%of the non-

movers said there was nothing they disliked
comparedwith only 6% of the Non-movers.

perception of their

dissatisfaction.

There are two points to be

is that the movers seemedto have had very

madehere: the first
different

about their accommodation

housing need and had more heightened

The second point is that this greater dissatis-

faction may have sprung from the fact that they were intending to move
away and had come to view their

current accommodationas merely

temporary and worthy of rejection.

heightened perception

Thus their

of housing need may have been a 'post hoc' rationalisation.
then one could argue that housing conditions,

If it was,

even subjectively
I will

perceived, have not been established as a major 'push' factor.
return to this when I come to look at the reasons people gave for
moving, but suffice

it to say that housing conditions figured importantly

amongst these reasons and thus it seems that the movers were most
probably more dissatisfied
the possibility

before
housing
the
than
their
non-movers
with
Thus it can be said tentatively

of moving arose.

that while objective

housing conditions were not a major push factor,

the perception of bad housing was.

Even so, neither perception of

bad housing, nor insecure tenure offer sufficient

explanation to

housing need being an important determinant of migration decision.

It

is,

therefore,

must be the availability

strongly

suggested that

of relatively

a complimentary

reason

newer and modern houses located
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in what must be socially

respectable,

cleaner and healthier

ings of the new town with its suburban appeal.
housing certainly

surround-

Perception of bad

extends into the notion of "neighbourhood", so

that getting away from an area that is thought to have lost its
original

is as much an important aspect of

magic and respectability

'housing need' as seeking for housing in a new town where 'it
conducive to bring up children'.

is

For both the young Mover with

young children to bring up and the older Mover nearing his retiring
age, housing need meansmore than a house with facilities

and a garden.

Indeed, the remark of an older Mover sums up the wider notion when he
I will

said: "After manyyears of hard work, I need to slow down.
do this when I retire

into the countryside like

...................

(name of a new town)".

Finally,

it

is important

respondents attached
is surprising

to their

to find

work, occupation

only 17% of all

that

reason for moving, the need to continue
This figure,

firm.

of course,

given about different
either

motivated

examine what importance

to briefly

or profession.

Movers gave, as their

in employment with the migrant

is comprised of a number of reasons
present job which

aspects of the respondent's

Thus, 8% of the

him or compelled him to move.

workers decided to move because they liked

job and more closely

their

5% moved because they did not wish to

attached

to their

interrupt

their

benefits;

2% decided to move because they feared they will

and would find

employer;

career with the employer and so risk

difficulty

in getting

an alternative

the loss of their

job;

2% decided to move because they were proud to move into
liodern factory

It

and because they were satisfied

with

be redundant
and another

a nice and

the conditions

of
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service.
motivated

is reasonable

It

to make the move for

Jobs and continuing
employers.

to assume that

with

But this

17% of Movers were really

reasons connected with holding

their

career and profession

percentage of the workforce

with

provides

basis for a sharp contrast with Michael Mann's study

65

their

their
the

In a

comparable study of the movementof General Foods Limited (formerly
Alfred Birds and Sons Ltd) from central Birmingham to Banbury (an
expanding town), Mannfound that the majority

of his respondents

dependedvery highly on their employmentwith the migrant firm for the
preservation of their

family and community ties.

environmental factors

(including

But on the contrary,

housing need) stand out as the

determining influence on the migration decision of the majority of
respondents of the migrant fi rms from Central London to new towns:
attraction

of new town environment (23%), availability

in new towns (21%) and the deteriorating
of 54%.
attributed
differences

(10%)
London
of
state
-a

It is possible that the difference
to the differences

of new housing
total

in the finding can be

in the circumstances of the moves; or the

between the two conurbations of'London and Birmingham; or

the differences

between the respondents of the migrant fi rms in both

places; or perhaps in the difference

in the managementof the relocation.

Nonetheless, the analysis of determinants of the migration decisions Of
relocation

in new towns consistently

point to an unmistakable prominence

which respondents attach to influences outside work environment.
65.

As

Michael Mann, Workers on the Move: The Sociology of Relocation,
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 19/3) especially Cha--pTer
3, pp. 40-67.
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Michael Mann concluded from his study that

there is a growing importance

of employment dependence in the preservation
ties

of the working man in advanced industrial

of Migrant Firms'

invites

the conclusion

tendency for out-migration
mental quality

(b)

of the family

from the cities

which has little

that

societies,

and community
the 'Survey

there is a growing

to be motivated

by environ-

bearing on work.

Non-Movers

Table 17 summarises the factors which determined, for the Nonmovers, the relative

advantages that mademoving either unnecessary or

madestaying behind more preferable.

Family andPertonal

Problems

#MS mentioned by nearly half of the"Non-movers (42%) as the major
determinant of the decision to stay behind (i. e. an equivalence of 28%
in weighted score); the fear of Lost of Contacts with membersof the
family,

community ties,

friends and relatives,

social and professional

networks, and with

was mentioned as the next important determining

factor by 29%of Non-movers (a weighted equivalence of 16%); Attachment
to the Communityand Work and Career each was mentioned by 23%and 19%
of Non-movers (which are the weighted equivalence of 15%and 14%
respectively)

as a determinant of their decision not to move; Lack of

Amenities and facilities

in the new town was important for 17%of Non-

movers; perceived high cost of living in the new town was a constraint
7"
to moving for
Non-movers. Dislike for the layout and houses in the
new town prevented the movementof 10%; and problems of adaptation and
adjustment into a new environment discouraged the movementof up to 7%.
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Respondents were answering the question:
fully

as possible

move?"

"Can you tell

me as

why you have decided not to take the opportunity

The responses were broken down into

workers mentioned as having determined their

Factors which scored highest definitely
community and social relationships:

eight

factors

which

choice to stay behind.

have high content of familial,
Family and Personal Problems,

Loss of Social Contacts, and Attachment to the Community.
16, and 17, Non-movers indicated the relative
attach to relatives
them.

living

to

In Tables

importance that they

nearby and the frequency of contact with

The extent to which Non-moverswere so close to their family

is demonstrated by 14%of them rejecting

movementbecause somemembers

of the family had jobs in London; and 4% of them said that other members
of the family rejected outright

the idea of moving, whilst

had personal problems which increased the constraint

on mobility.

remarks of non-movers brought homethe significance

Different
familial

and social relationships.

think it right
kids.

10%of them

For example, one said:

to move from London and dislocate

Weare Londoners with all

up with valuable connections.

of these
"We do not

the education of the

our roots here - borne and brought

There is even a small family business

we cannot abandon."

There was a definite

concern over the iminent

from an established homeand community.

danger of uprooting

The degree of physical

attachment was measuredby the open admission by respondents that by
moving away they would have lost both "a sense of place" and "physical
interdependence" with a locality
day lives.

which had becomepart of their every-

"I have lived here all my life

and have fallen

in love
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with the streets

and the bricks

appears to explain

on the walls",

the biological

and physical

was a remark which
attachment

rather

vividly.

The problem of adaptation and adjustment into a new town was one
which involved the considerations of different
influences.

and complex factors and

For some Non-movers the problem revolved around age:

either they considered themselves too old to move or they thought the
movewas not worthwhile as they were near the retiring
like:

age.

"At my age, I cannot uproot from London and go to start

A remark
a new

life

in a new place
If you know what I mean, I can't make new
.......
friends now," pinpoints the problem of age.
But for others, the problem
was rather based on the concern for children still

at school; the poor

image they have about the new town which they thought too quiet,
cold and above all,

lacking in the basic amenities and facilities

are part of an urban environment.

It is not surprising,

hear a Non-mover saying: 11Idon't like new town.
or "I don't want to go there.

too
which

therefore,

to

They are lifeless";

I cannot be a pioneer or a guinea-pig".

It is perhaps important to draw attention

to one of the fears of Non-

movers which turned out to be unfounded, namely: their perceived fear
of high rent.

Table 20 gives a direct

comparison between the rents

that respondents were paying in London with the rents they will
a new town.

Weekly Rents/Rates for similar

and the new town were strikingly

similar.

pay in

accommodationin London
The table shows that Movers

paid an average of E5.50 a week (minimumE3, maximum17) in London,
whereas they have to pay an average of E6.50 per week in the NewTown
(MinimumE3, maximumE8).

For those who moved, it was certainly
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TABLE 20
Comparable Rent and*Rates paid in London and the New Town

Weekly Rent/Rates

il

il 99
.
U. 99

to

12
0
E4
15
16

3
10
7
17
24

15
5

9
17

-

-

9
20
11

5.50

5.50

6.50

f6.99
17.99

Average weekly
Rent/Rates
Source:

8
13
13
25
18

13.99
E4.99
15.99

U
18 and over

New Town
floversT%7-M-n-Movers(%)

London
Movers(TT--Non-Movers(%)

Survey of'Migrant

5
14
36

fi ms (New Towns Project)

TABLE 21
Length of Service with migrant
How Long
Employed

TotalZ
of respondents
employed

firm

Movers(Z)

Non-movers(Z)

0-5 years
6-10 years

56

62

47

15

16

16

11-20 years
21-30 years

15

8

18

9

12

15

5

2

4

100

100

100

Over 30 years

Sburce:

Survey of Migrant Fi ms (New Towns Project)
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of far better
It

standard,

is obvious that

difference

firm

with their

the new town the description

jobs,

of "a place

jobs and career with

of Non-movers toward their

to their

If

employers so much as to have decided to move
be said to be less attached.

Non-movers can logically

by the crude index of length

with the firm,

to the firm

then attachment

to the migration

decision

cannot offer

an acceptable

of the length

of Movers. and Non-movers Oth

the migrant

8% of Movers had spent the same length

Similarly,

In fact,

firm.

18% of Non-movers had spent up to 20 years in their

while

of service

of both Movers and Non-movers

Table 21 gives an indication

based on job and career.
of service

the

17% of I-lovers can be said

Yet when we measure attachment

explanation

the

the remarks of a Non-mover.

following

are prohibitive",

leaves room for speculation.

to be attached

surrounding.

El a week could not make all

an additional

The attitudes

a modern accommodation

in a desirable

with modern amenities

that earned for

where the rents

migrant

El a week for

to pay an additional

satisfactory

firms,

only

of time.

whereas 15% of Non-movers had been with their

fi rms for

30 years and 4% had spent more than 30 years only 12% of Plovers had
For some Movers who were

spent up to 30 years and 2% over 30 years.
conscious of the effects
survey,
hardly
that

fully

and others

of the rising
aware that

job if

get a similar

to stay behind.

it

to move, it

But for

is surprising

The explanation

of them were actually

because of their

they failed

they opted to make the move.

the same position,

unemployment at the time of this

that
lies

made redundant,

age they could
is understandable

the Non-movers who were in

they rather

took the decision

not only in the fact

that

some

but also because some who were
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nearing retirement
preferred

age took earlier

to spend within

labour market offered

a familiar

them sufficient

Indeed, some of those who took their
alternative

jobs that

(voluntary)
environment,
alternative

which they

retirement
and it

was also because London's

employment to go to.

redundancy money, also obtained

kept them going in London.

Having sketched through the main determinants of the decision to
stay behind, it seemspertinent

to explore the sort of people within

the broad category of Non-moverswho are likely
of leaving the inner city

to reJect the opportunity

to relocate in a new town.

to be, according to Gan's typology: the cosmopolities,

They are likely
the unmarried

the deprived and the trapped
the ethnic villagers,
66
inner
include
the
bound
to
downward
These
types
and
are
mobile.
and the childless,

city returnees who are influenced or affected by the process of gentrification.

In class terms, they are most likely

class locals or burgesses;

to be either the middle-

they could be the typical

working-class

London.
East
Greeners
Bethnal
to
the
of
residents comparable
typologies have been dealt with in much greater detail

66.

These

below.

in
Life"
of
Suburbanism
ways
as
H.J. Gans, "Urbanism and
Pergamon
(Oxford:
Pahl
E.
R.
Readings in Urban Sociology, ed.
Press, 1968) pp. 99-103.
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4.3

The Decision-Making Unit and the Propensi

to move

The Decision-making Unit
The question that needs asking is: who makes the decision?
from the eyes of the distant

Seen

observer, the answer seemsobvious, namely:

it is the worker, the employee of the migrant firm.

But as one reviews

all the events of the migration process and evaluates the strength of
the factors menti6ned by respondents as the basic determinants of the
decision-making process, the decision-making unit that emerges appears
to be more than one single individual.

An understanding of the

composition of this unit is essential
implications

for the quality

Second, it gives an indication
sense of responsibility

First,

for two reasons.

it has

of the decision that was reached ultimately.
of the degree of commitmentand the

with which the migration decision was made.

To be able to determine the decision-making unit,

it is necessary

to take into account the composition of the household and those of its
membersthat work in the same (migrant-employing-fim)
reactions of membersof the household to relocation
respondent, and the response and attitudes
to ManagementOrientation

to relocation

of membersof the household

an account must also be taken of

and the particular

household decision-making process.

other than the

Where there are membersof the

Stimuli.

household working in the migrant firm,
theirattitudes

the initial

influence exerted on the

Table 22 (a and b) summarises the

household sizes and type of both Movers and Non-movers.
tables show a general tendency towards a similarity

Although both

in the household

size, and household type between Movers and Non-movers, yet some
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interesting
pinpointed.

dis-similarities

implications

can be observed and their

Majority of Movers (76%) and Non-movers (74%) have house-

holds composedof 2-4 members.

Of households with 5 members, Movers claim 8%, whereas Non-movers
claim up to 10%.

But as the household membership increased from 5 to
Looking at

6 and 7, it is Movers who claim the greater proportion.
the household type also, the similarity

is apparent;

in distribution

but Movers have a greater number of larger adult households (35%)
comparedwith Non-moverswith only 23%.
implications

These differences

must have

for both perceived and actual need for larger accommodation

(i. e. housing need) and must have therefore determined the decision
to move, especially

for Movers: a decision which membersof the house-

hold must have influenced either as a collectivity

or as individuals.

TABLE 22(a)

Household Size of Movers and'Non-movers (Percentages)
Nos. in household

Movers

Non-movers
11

16
2

25

31

3

27

23

4

24

20
10

58
662
741

2

8+
100

100
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Perhaps of greater importance in influencing

the household's migra-

tion decision is the fact that somemembersof the household were, in
fact,

workers in the migrant firm.

There were instances where, apart

from the Head of Household (who may also be the respondent) being an
employee of the firm,

a wife, a son or daughter, and other relatives
In such cases, the migration decision was

also worked for the firm.

influenced it

such that each memberof the household had directly
relatively

in

important senses.

In answer to the question:

"Does anyone else from your household

(name of firm)? ", the response revealed
work at ....................
that: 10%of Movers and 4% of Non-movers had membersof their household
working in the same firm with them; and that these were madeup of
houseMovers'
(2%)
from
the
(6%)
and others
sisters(2%). mother-in-law
S)%W
itA-Iftw
6%
in
And
Non-movers.
households
from
the
hold,
4%remR&_
of
and
LZ
response to the question: "And how interested was your wife/husband
told her/him that the firm was going to ..............
(name of new town), and you had a chance of moving too? ";

when you first

TABLE22(b)
Household Type of Movers and Non-movers (Percentages)
Household Type
Individual
under 60
Small adult households
Small families
Large families
Larger Adult households
Other small households

Source:

Total

Movers

Non-movers

6
20
21
12
27
14

4
20
25
8
35
4

7
19
22
14
23
16

100

100

100

Survey of Migrant firms (New Towns Project)

N= 152
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the reactions of the spouses of Movers were similar
Non-movers.
interest

That is, spouses of Movers were more inclined

than those of Non-movers.

of Movers were 'Very interested
interested",
interested'

to those of the
to showing

Thus, whereas 59%of the spouses

in moving' and only 7%were "Not very

14%of the spouses of Non-movers said they were, 'Very
whilst

as many as 43%were 'not very interested'.

was, therefore very likely

that the attitudes

It

of membersof the house-

hold working in the same firm and of those of the spouses of the
respondents might have been taken into account in the ultimate decision
reached.

Responsesof workers to ManagementOrientation
madewithout the knowledge and full

participation

At the meetings, exhibitions/displays,

household.

Stimuli were never
of membersof the
film shows and

conducted tours organised by managementto condition attitudes

and

induce workers to move, there were spouses, mothers, brothers and sisters,
children,

relatives

and 'others'

in
household
from
the
'someone'
or

attendance with the respondent.

If all

these people did not influence the decision to migrate or

to stay behind, they were either consulted or the decision was made
with their

interests

fully

taken into account.

However, when respondents

I-lovers
82%
household
said
the
of
was
moving,
whole
were asked whether
'Yes': and the remaining 18%had already arranged to leave behind
brothers and sisters,
and 'others'

mothers and fathers-in-law,

fathers and mothers,

who could managevery well on their own.

The high

proportion of Movers who were moving with most membersof the household
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suggests that the probability
hold who will

was high that those membersof the house-

be moving might have influenced the decision for the

household to move.

And when respondents were asked to give the

reasons why they took their decision,

4% of Non-movers said that one

of the reasons for choosing to stay behind was because membersof the
household rejected the idea of moving.

In order, particularly

to ascertain not only the process through

which the household decision was madebut also the specific

contributions

that Spouses made, provision was made, so that a spouse was present at
the interview wherever possible.

Interviewers were specifically

requested to make a note of the views and remarks of the spouse. The
following

recorded remarks summarise the attitude

the process through which the final

of most spouses and

decision was reached:

"We had argued long and hard about the decision.
didn't

come to blows but we certainly

We

argued for hours

and days".
And

"I'll

have to go if it meansmy husband losing his job;

he has promised I'll
but I don't relish

have a new washing machine, etc,
the idea unless the fi rm provides

us with a nice house".

The consultations

and arguments that went on in the household

generally centred around family welfare and concern over the younger
and older membersof the household, about decent accommodationin
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decent surroundings, the social status of the household, and about
jobs and continuity
livelihood

in employment as the basic source of earning
standards and ties.

and maintaining existing

The household needed relevant and adequate information

to enable

it to take a balanced and responsible decision which was bound to
affect
vital

of the need for

A recognition

the future of everyone in it.

information explains why membersof the household invariably

participated

in all

the information

management. But the quality

organised by

- giving activities

and the adequacy of the information

obtained were subjects of severe criticism

by workers from both camps.

Although this point has been raised earlier

in the course of evaluating

the way managementprepared workers for the change implicit
tion, yet the following
'difficulty

remarks from respondents point to the

that the household faced in influencing

without the desired quality
"Lack of information
disillusion
built

migration decision

of information:
is causing a lot

among the entire

up a suspicion

in danger.

in reloca-

staff.

of confusion

Some of them have

capable of putting

I cannot even tell

and

the whole transfer

the wife what's

going on. "

and another said:
"This firm (named) tells
Personnel Officer

us nothing, only asking us to see
Even when we had a meeting

.........
'No'
'Yes'
just
Personnel,
they
answers.
and
wanted
with
My family thought the firm is being really

unhelpful".
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It is clearly

evident that the decision-making unit is not just

the respondent (the worker), but indeed the entire household of which
the respondent is only a member.

The fact that the decision-maker is

far from being a single individual

person but the entire

has implications

for the commitmentimplicit

the degree of responsibility

in the decision and in

with which that decision was made.

other words, the decision marks the point of 'no return'
household: a fact which may have a decisive effect
difficulty

household,

In

for the entire

on the ease or

with which the household adapts and adjusts into the new

location if

it moved, or if

it did not, the stability

and solidarity

of the family may have been greatly strengthened.

The Propensity to Move
Are certain individuals,
inclined

households of families,

to move than others?

and groups more

Weshould have to look at least at,

two variables to ascertain the broad dimensions of the propensity to
between 'cosmopolitans' and 'locals' has
68
67
been used to study residential mobility.
Brown and Belcher
who

move.

Merton's distinction

carried out the study concluded that the latest

roles of cosmopolitanism

or localism were more important in determining the propensity of
physicians in Georgia to move.
to professional

skills,

Cosmopolitans refer to those committed

having little

loyalty

to the community in

which they lived and having reference groups which were not specific
67.

Robert Merton, Social Theory and Social
Jackson, lbid, p. 64.

68.

L. A. Brown and J. C. Belcher, "Residential
in Georgia" in'Rural Sociology 31.4(1966)
quoted by Jackson MigraM-n, p. 65.

Structure,

quoted by

Mobility of Physicians
p. 439-448; also
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to the community.

Locals or Burgesses, on the other hand, refer

those who developed strong
the social

achieved their

of the area, especially

career progression

based on residential

based on personal

the same locality.

the propensity

life-cycle

to move for

of the population;

study carried

out by Clifford

were matched with
highly

and this

is

to move has been
F. flusgrove,

and career.

69

class

was confi med in the Bristol

Jansen in which he showed that when
residents

by age, employments, status,
differences

significant

(measured by occupation)

it

tend to be of a higher social

that migrants

than the rest

there were still

Thus,

whereas for the locals/burgesses,

characteristics:

drew the conclusion

they have

after

Another means of measuring the propensity

negative.

migrants

within

characteristics,

is positive,

cosmopolitans

in an area and are predominant in

roots

lives

and political

to

in the social

of the two groups: 69.3% of migrants'

etc.,

class
compared

were in career - type occupations, while 27%
70
Furthermore, the 1961
than migrants held manual jobs.

to 44.1% of residents
more residents

Census showed that

the rates

of migration

was three times higher among

than among semi-skilled
professionals
workers; and Friedlander and
71
lived
found that less professionals,
Roshier
and
executives
managers
much shorter
again pointing
69.

period

in their

to the fact

locality
that

F. Musgrove, The Migratory

people in occupations
Elite,

70-. Clifford
Jansen, "The Bristol
Jackson, Ibid, p. 70.
71.

than the unskilled

and the semi-skilled:
carrying

higher

(London, 1963).

Study",

in Migration,

for a

ed. J. A.

D. Friedland and R.J. Roshier "A Study of Internal Migration
in England and Wales", in Population Studies Part 1,19,
3(March, 1966) p. 239-79; Part 11, zo,-T(TuTy 1966) p. 43-59
Dorothy Thomas, quoted by Jackson, Ibid, p. 65.
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There have also been

social status are much more mobile than others.
of direct

indications

relationship

between types of careers taken up

and migration.
at a certain stage in the life-cycle
72
Dorothy Thomas reached the conclusion that the only differential

by individuals

that has held with some consistency in several contexts and over a long
period of time is that persons in their
thirties

late teens, twenties and early
Other variables like

were more migratory than other groups.

life-cycle
the
to
single persons and newly-weds which are related
have an important influence on the propensity to move.
Richardson's study of residential
attention

on the combined effect

migratory intentions.

mobility

in Lafayette

of life-cycle

pattern variables and residential

mobility,

Leslie and
73 focussed

and career-ppttern

They found a high correlation

pattern,

on

between career

and thus demonstrated that

career can be a determinant of the propensity to move.
factors into consideration,

also

Taking all

it seems evident that life-cycle

and career-

the presence of higher social class, and residential/personal

characteristics

inclination
the
do
determine
are associated with and

It has also been shown that Motivation

to move.

(as indicated by the

Reasons to Move and Not to Move), forms another significant
ascertaining

meansof

the propensity to move.

Against the background of the above review, it is possible to
identify

the factors or influenceswhich determine the propensity to

deals
this
for
with.
the
research
respondents which
move

The

72.
73.

G.R. Leslie and A. Richardson, "Life Cycle, Career Pattern and
decision to move " in American-Sociological Review 26 (December
1961), pp. 894-962.
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propensity to move will

be measured by the expressed intentions

of

our sample; by any previous action taken by respondents to move before
the employer's decision to relocate;

and by past history

of mobility.

Respondents to be examined will

be from both the migrant firms (migrant

workers) and from the Islington

survey (stress area sample).

focussing attention

By

on the two samples, we are not only comparing

them but also raising questions as to whether or not it is possible,
and fruitful

to classify

an analysis of their

our respondents in such a way as to promote

characteristics

which can be valuable to the

employer, the policy-maker and the planner.
a)

Survey of Migrant Firms Sample
Indications

decisions
for
the
the
of
migrant
of
motivations

the respondents from the migrant fi rms have been summarisedin Tables
16 and 17.
and intentions

The same respondents have further

amplified their

reasons

in a number of ways.

Asked the question: "Apart from the possibility

of moving to

(firm), have you ever
(new town) with
...... * .......
............
thought about moving from here?, 75%of Movers said 'Yes', 24%said
"No-never", with 1%giving other answers, comparedwith Non-movers:
41%of whomsaid 'Yes', 58% 'No' and 1%of whomthought they will
eventually be movedby local council.
you first

Whenfurther

asked: "Whendid

think about moving?" 43%had thoughtof moving two years

before the period of the survey, 30%had been thinking of moving since
2 to 5 years before the survey, 10%since the past 5 to 10 years and
14%have had the intention
of the survey, 79%were still
offered by relocation
of moving.

to move for over 10 years.

And at the time

considering movinh before the opportunity

comparedwith only 21%who were no longer thinking
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TABLE 23
Intentions

for recent

contemplated

changes of residential

i ocati on

Intention for the attempted move

Preference

for'the

country
Wanted to get out of London
pace of life too fast; needed fresh air,
etc, for health reasons; other answers
Dislike for the particular
area of London
Wanted to get out of the house/flat
'for health reasons; poor conditions damp, roof leakage, overcrowing and
lack of privacy (wanted self-contained
flat)

Total number Percentage
making the
mentioning
the intention
attempt
6

6

14

12

5

5

20

17

29

25

4

4

2

2

8

8

18

16

Housing Need
Present accommodation too small; (needed)
better place to live;
a house not flat);
in
getting married; lack of facilities
inadequate
and
accommodation
present
bathroom,
lack of cooking facilities,
toilet.
Recent Accommodation too large (need
family house)
Rent too high
Problems with landlord/Affected
Redevelopment

by

Noise in London, Needed garden for
UTTUr-en
Traffic,
pubs, neighbours and children of spouse and
noisy; for the interest
better schooling needed, better
children,
atmosphere

To be near relatives,

*friends and

To be nearer place of work
Because firm was moving
Thinking of the future: retirement,
Children growing up, etc.
Other answers
Don't Know/Not stated

22
11
22
44
66
22
113

Source:

Survey of Migrant Firms (New Towns Project)

100
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It

is questionable

whether these expressed intentions

evidence of the propensity
of the desires

If they are not,

perhaps evidence

for moving or not moving might lend some weight

to

Thus, when respondents were asked: "why were (are) you

propensity.
thinking

to move.

are sufficient

of moving"?,

show high correlation

the responses which are summarised in Table 23
with

the motivations

by the reasons for moving or staying

of respondents as measured

already

considered.

More than 70%(U=113) of the respondents have had expressed
intentions

to move away from their present residence before the opportunity

arose for their employers to relocate.

From Table 23, respondents

who have previously considered moving did so mainly because they intended
to satisfy

'housing need'; because they wanted to get out of their

their

unsatisfactory

housing conditions;

because they wished to get away from

noisy London and from its fast pace of daily life
other desires of relatively
dislike

for countryside,
respondent lived.

etc.

There were

less important nature, such as preference

for a particular

area in London in which

Once again, the desire to satisfy

housing need and a growing desire to be residentially
desirable and respectable environment have consistently

respondents'
located in a
emerged as the

major determinants of the propensity to move.

Propensity to move. however, is associated with the exercise of the
choice of area to which a migrant would, under normal circumstances,
like to move.

Table 24 shows, in broad terms, the various areas to

which respondents would like to move.
expressed choice of a particular

It should be assumedthat the

area carries with it the implication
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TABLE 24
Choice of Area to which respondents wished to move

Area of choice

Any area within

Total No. of
respondents
exercising
the choice

Greater London (GLC)

.

Percentage of
respondents choosing
choosing the
areas (weighted%)

8

An area outside London:
Within 15 miles radius from London
11 15-30
of
go of
11 31-50
is
of
11
go 51+
01
of
11

13
13

No particular place - Just outside London:
Somewherein the country

46

13

3

No particular place: anywhere, any area:
Any nice, respectable street or quiet place;
any place where we can get a nice flat or
house.
11

18

East Anglia

Standard Region:
Essex and Lincolnshire;
including
Canvey Island, etc.

Westcliff,
10

17

Berkshire, Oxfordshire,
Buckinghamshire,
Bedfordshire,
Hertfordsh ire

5

9

Surrey,

6

10

Southwest Standard Region and Hampshire

5

9

Elsewhere in UIC

-

-

Other answers

3

5

3

5

Sussex, Kent

D/K, Hot stated,
Never carea-

Never thought of it,

- Mr-

Source:

Survey of fligrant Fim. s (New Towns Project) Q. 59

100
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that such area provides what the respondents are looking for.
Interestingly,

13%of those expressing the choice of area prefer

to remain within the Greater London area; and although 18%did not
specify any area, they of course indicated that they are looking for
a nice, respectable place.

Nevertheless, there was an obvious prefer-

ance for East Anglia Standard Region (17%) and for Surrey, Sussex and
Kent (10%).

The areas immediately outside London were of less attraction,

but East Anglia, Sussex/Surrey/Kent appear to be great favourites.
all,

In

the tendency is that all areas of popular choice are approximately

within the distance of 50 to 80 miles from London.

By implication,

they include the area in which most London new to%,
ms are located.

With the exception of a relatively

significant

ment to the South-West Region (including

preference for move-

Hampshire), the choice of move-

ment within a given radius from London is indicated by 9%of the
respondents who expressed the desire to move up to Berkshire, Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire.
choice add to our knowledge of 'flight
retreat'?

Does it indicate

looking to identify

from cities'

the direction

Does this

and the 'suburban

in which planners should be

possible future population concentration?

These

questions must direct

attention, to an important area of future specul-

ations in the overall

population concentration growth in Britain,

especially

from the older cities.

Apart from expressed intentions,
it is pertinent
to realise

their

desires and inclinations

to examine what practical

to move,

action that respondents took

desires- whether they had any history of mobility

whether there were specific

or general constraints

and

on those desires to
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change residential

location,

Whenrespondents were requested to

indicate what they did to find a place to move to,, it was obvious
(See Table 26) that they have, in fact,
would have, if successful,
on the Industrial

taken practical

steps which

led to a move. Someof them had registered

Selection Scheme(now the Newand Expanding Town

Scheme)for a job; others had madeenquiries for council housing;
others visited

new towns and other places in search of a job and/or a

home; and others have, for the same purpose, embarked upon housepurchase schemes.

Of the 19 people who registered on the Industrial

Selection Scheme(N. E.T. Scheme)slightly

less than half (42%) had been

on the schemefor up to 2 years; 16%had been on it

for up to 4 years;

indeed, 21%had been registered and waiting for the best for up to 6
years; and 11%had been registered

for over 6 years.

Registrants

generally agreed that the schemewas not much helpful as a recruiting
In order to avoid the frustration

mechanism.

of being on the scheme

for years without finding a job and a home, those who were desperate to
move used other means.

Thus, about 5% of respondents joined the migrant

firms about 6 months before their move in order that they could avoid
recruitment through the schemeand yet ensure that they movedout of
London.
Sufficient
of mobility

data are not available

can be deduced.

from which respondents' history

However, at the time of the survey, over

60 respondents (41%) had lived in their

(present) address for over 10

years; 18%(N=27) had lived there for between 5 and 10 years and 17%
(N=26) for up to 5 years.

Before coming to their present address, they

had lived in other places which have been summarised in Table 26.
Taking the longest period
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TABLE 25

Respondents' practical'tteps'toward
Practical
steps taken
to move to a new area

moving

Total number
taking the
step

Percentage that
took a particular
step

Employment
Registered on GLC Industrial
Selection Scheme.
Applied for every Job that came up
on the list.
Applied for jobs in a new town
through Labour Exchange.

13

Council Housing
Went to see Council Housing Manager and
registered for council housing.
Also went to County Hall (GLC) and
inquired about housing,
Asked for GLC transfer.
Visiting

18

New Towns

Went to new towns to see about job and
housing
Visited

16

33

other'places

Went to look at other places.
Looked round and walked down many
streets.

78

to buy a house
Saving money for deposit.
Made enquiries through estate agents for
houses in and out of London.
Looked through papers and advertisements

45

Planning

NO/Not really/Not
yet/Nothing
No attempts so far made to move

38

Other Answers

67

Don't Know/Not Stated

11
86

Source:

Survey of Migrant Firms (New Towns Project):

45

100
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that residents have stayed in their present address as the base
(10 years),

number of respondents (35%) on

it seems that a significant

average, may have changed residente once or twice within the past 10
years.

Since this is a crude calculation,

it cannot be a reliable

index for measuring the propensity to move.

But it best indicates

sometendency towards geographical mobility.
TABLE 26

Residential

Location of Respondents before present address
Total No. of
Respondents
who changed
address

Previous Residential
Location

East London Postal district

Percentage of
Respondentswho
made the change
by mo ing (%)_

28

South East London Postal district

20

96

district

38

24

North/N. W. London Postal district

13

9

West London Postal district

12

8

South West London Postal

64

Essex
Middlesex

18

12

Surrey

18

12

Elsewhere in England

3

Scotland/Wales/Ireland

1

Abroad
Address Not Stated/Insufficient

21
loo

Source:

Survey of Migrant Firms (New Towns Project):

loo

Q.I(b)
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If respondents
with their

failed

it

employers occurred,

the effort,

This,

respondents

Indeed, as Table 25 shows, of the 86 respondents

who expressed the desire
steps to find

45% (N=38) either

to change location,
a place,

But of all

took the necessary steps to look for suitable
obvious reasons which prevent

those reasons previously

identified

those, who, in fact,

locations,

them from eventually

influences

summarises the constraining

took no

or they had not yet made any efforts

to do so at the time of the survey.

with

to relocate

was not because they did not make

does not imply that all

of course,

took steps to move.

practical

to move before the opportunity

there were

moving.

which show significant
earlier

Table 27
correlation

which worked against

movement.

influence is connected

Once again, the outstanding constraining
with housing: failure

to rent or buy the desired accommodation.

Factors connected with employment appeared to be the second constraint:
lack of jobs in the new town, lack of skill

to get onto the new and

expanding town schemeand unsuccessful application
towns for other reasons.
constraining

It is interesting

to note that most of the

influences coincide with those reasons given by Non-

movers for taking the decision to stay behind.
that the majority
residential

for jobs in new

It seemsmore likely

failed
tried
those
and
who
respondents
of

to change their

location by moving may have been drawn from the group

described in this study as Movers.
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TABLE 27
ConstrAints

Constraints

on previous

on;,efforts

Inability
to find
Accommodation

attempta

to charige residence
No. of respondents
making efforts

to move

satisfactory

Couldn't
too far
get a place;
offers
away; not in the area wanted.
Unable to buy a house or to rent
house.
suitable
Financial

48

Reasons

Places too expensive - did not have
deposit
the money; couldn't
afford
for house to buy
Reasons associated

Council

with

7

connected

with

36

EmDlovment

Lack of jobs in new towns: fear of loss of
job and unemployment;
failed
to obtain jobs
by applicationcouldn't
get on the Scheme
because of lack of skill.
Reasons connected with continuitv
Career with present employer

16

of

firm
Wanted to stay with same employer:
move us.
wouldn't
Did not wish to commute from London
Dislike

of

Education

(particular)
Problems

Difficulties
schools.
Health

Source:

24

New Towns

of Children

of changing

with living
completely

the children's

2

in London
in London

5

up efforts
down

36

10

Reasons

follow
Just didn't
Arrangements broke
Don't

24

Problems

Content
Settled
Other

14

Housing

housing:
Applied for council
no success,
for council
Still
to move us.
waiting
Council couldn't
give us any other place.
Reasons

Percentage
of respondents

know/Not

Survey

stated

of

Migrant

Firms

15

30

100

100

(New Towns Project)
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It seems also probable that before the opportunity occured for our
sample of migrant workers to consider relocation

with their employers,

someof the membersof the group described as Non-moversmay have
madesimilar

efforts

to move from their

Movers and Non-movers, therefore,

present residence.

relocation

For both

would appear as a unique

opportunity to reconsider the desire to change residential

location.

It is suggested that at any time that respondent were confronted
with migration decision,

both current predisposition

history

invariably

of mobility

will

significantly

to move and past

influence that

decision.

(b)

The Propensity

of Inner City

Residents to Move

In order to draw some valuable conclusions about the general
and to ascertain their

propensity to move of residents of large cities
attitudes

to moving to new towns, a comparison between the sample of

workers of migrant firms just reviewed with a sample of the residents
of an inner city area is necessary.

Workers of migrant fi rms represent

by
imposed
dwellers
relocation
undergoing a change
a group of city
which, amongother things,
of livelihood

in

there is the danger of a loss of a source

future.
better
the
time,
a
a promise of
and at
same

On

the other hand, the residents of an inner city area are undergoing a
different

kind of change: possibly a deteriorating

environment and

housing
increasing
accommodation.
of
shortage
and
an
neighbourhood
How far does the predisposition

of the latter

that of the former already sketched?

to move comparewith
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* r,The inner

parts of which are included in the

city area was Islington,

A survey (Islington

GLCdesignated "stress areas".
on the attitude

Resident Survey)

of residents to movementto new and expanding towns

was carried out as the second (major) aspect of the NewToims Project.
The Survey was conducted in the north east of the borough in the area
designated as Tollington,

in the CommunityPlan.

predominantly of late Victoriaft

his friends,

intended

terraced housing, originally
somewhatdepressed - if

for occupation by single families:
pretentious

The area consists

less

once inhabited by Mr. Pooter and

- cousins of the villas

a mile or so to the West.

These houses have mostly declined, over time, into multioccupation, either

in flats

forward lodging houses.

through token conversion or as straightHowever, they are supplemented in the

important function that they still
dation,

perform, of providing cheap accommo-

by a number of smaller artisan cottages, someof them still

rented for single family occupation.

More recently,

numbers of both

kinds of houses have been demolished to makeway for local authority
housing, of a straightforward
kind - others await a similar

depressingly
if
unimaginative rather
fate, shrouded in corrugated iron.

Occasional bright splashes of paint show where the odd dwelling has
local
to
group, or simply
a
property

been handed over, as a 'short-life'

squatted in, without benefit of formal arrangements.
the environment is drab; exteriors

But in general

mostly long unpainted, except where

has
from
the
painstakingly
overseas
of
owner-occupiers
one of
new wave
picked out the decorative stucco with fresh colour.

Litter

(Islington
the
the
play
children
where
along
pavement

has less

*

F.jcý,

lcft4

gý

lie

ss

(ZC

gef

swirls

rit4

-f-lyW KJ
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Inner London borough).

open space than any other

recreational

But, despite its depressed outward appearancemthe area has enjoyed,
in the past at least,

assets: reasonable access to

two substantial

Only comparatively recently

employment, and cheap and secure housing.

have these two assets been threatened by the processes of change now
In this respect - as in others -

taking place in the inner city.
the area seems sufficiently

typical

of the less privileged

part of

the Borough to enable us to draw valid conclusions about the situation
in which the inner London working class lives,
there are realistic
improve their

alternatives

and the extent to which

to
in
to
them,
attempting
open

situation.

The sample was drawn from a population of four polling

in

The sampling frame

the Highbury and Parkway wards of Tollington.
employed for selecting

districts

addresses was the Electoral

Register.

A sample

interviews
512
drawn,
704
usable
after adjustments;
addresses was
of
There have been important

(a 73%response rate) were obtained.
changes recently in the area as a result
urban renewal which make the Tollington

of population mobility
district

a significant

and
area

of social transition.

The most visible

landscape
local
dominate
the
these
changes
of

in the shape of new municipal tower blocks in north Highbury and in
the Station ward adjoining.

This is the location of over a third

of

C.
G.
L.
borough
by
the
the
house-building
since these new
and
new
authorities

it
1965
in
into
and
existence
came

of the properties

in the Tollington

district

is forecast that 30%

will

have been redeveloped
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by them by 1981.

One of the positive

here is the relatively

advantages of redevelopment

low density of much of the older residential

areas where there is a good deal of small terraced housing in single
family occupation.

Rebuilding can provide a significant

density of dwelling units -a windfall

gain in the

which is increasingly

rare in

the inner city.

The other major process of change is through migration.
already noted, Islington

has experienced a sharp fall

due to outward migration,

accelerating

As

in population

over the past decade.

high degree of mobility

has also affected the Tollington

Population of Islington

has fallen

This

district.

from 261,232 in 1961 to 235,440

in 1966, to 201,875 in 1971.

The extent of the social changes that have resulted from the twin
processes of urban renewal and selective
graphic findings

migration were amongthe most

in our survey, and a bried summaryof these provides

for more detailed analysis of groups within the sample

a setting

which follows.

First

of all,

the sample showeda pronounced biad

towards working class households in social classes IV and Vpart-skilled

and unskilled

the

42%of all heads of households

occupations.

were in these two social classes, comparedwith only 26%of all London
households in 1966.
slightly

Amongthe economically active the figure was

but
lower
39%.
appreciably
at
not
-

wards where gentrification
are very clearly
representation

has occured, Parkway and North Highbury

areas of working class settlement with a marked undernot only of the professional

but, to a lesser extent, of the skilled
structure.

Unlike some of the

and intermediate workers,

'middle-mass' in the class
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The sample had been a very mobile one.
had moved into their
and two-third

Half of all

households

present accommodationin the previous five years

had movedat least once in the past decade.

The local working class now includes a very substantial
of ethnic minorities,

as a result

element

of post-war immigration to London.

36%of househol heads were born outside the United Kingdomand, with
formed 46%of the total

their families,
sample.

in
the
recorded
population

The most important ethfiic groups were migrants from Eire

(11%); Greek Cypriots (6%) and West Indians (5%).
TABLE 28
group of stress area and Islington_Residents
Migrant Fims Survey (Percentages)_

Socio-economic

G.L. C.
1968

Islington

Stress Area
Residents

Migrant Firm Workers
1972

1972

1966

Movers
Employer/
professional
Non-manual
Personal service
Foreman,
manual
skilled
Unskilled manual
Armed Forces etc.

17.2
23.1
14.3

8.4
18.4
18.8

3.3
23.3
27.4

4
14
18

2
28
12

34.1
8.1
3.2

37.9
13.3
3.2

27.6
16.5
2.1

39
22
4

37
16
5

100

100

100
Source:

Non-movers

Survey of Migrant
and 1966 CensUs

100

100

Firms and Islington

Survey (New Towns Project):
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The remainder included a large and miscellaneous population of
European and African
could itself

and Asian origin.

be split

into

The British

two categories;

natives

born population
born in the inner

London Boroughs who formed 35% of the sample and the 'non-locals'
from Outer London and the provinces

who made up the remaining

29%.

TABLE29
Birthplace

area sample and Islington
(Percentages)

of stress

Stress area Residents

Islington
England

residents

71.5

Migrant Firm
Workers

63.6

Rest of U. K.
Eire

6.4

11.9

West Indies

3.6

7.0

Cyprus

3.9

5.3

Rest of NewComonwealth 3.7
6.7
Others
-Tw-

1.8

7

10.3
-MT-

3

Source:

27

-Tu(T-

New Towns Project

The majority
and 90%originated
mobility

3.8

of last moves (66%) had been from within
within

inner London.

appears to be the result

Islington

This extensive but localised

of upward filtering

in the housing

stock, stimulated by the exodus of the indigenous population to the
suburbs and by redevelopment in Tollington.

What were the attitudes

of the Islington

ment to new and expanding towns?

residents

towards move-

Table 30 summarises the response

of respondents to whether or not they would personally move to a
new town if

they had the opportunity.
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TABLE 30

Stress area residents'

attitude to tWO&O"m moving to
Ne-w-To--wns

Opinion
Yes, we would definitely
move
Yes, we would probably move
No, we don't think we would move
No, we definitely
Don't know

15.8
21.3
20.6
37.5

would not move

4.7

100.0

(253)

It is obvious from the table that many people simply do not like the
idea of themselves living

in a new town and that is a very good reason

for not wishing to move to one.

The undernoted is a list

of the

uncoded* reasons why residents did not wish to move to a new town
taken from answers to the open-ended question "What are your reasons
for saying that you are not moving"?
Reasons*:
Roots here/have lived here a long time/too old to move.
Friends are here/too difficult
to
to make new friends/prefer
be with people I know.
Used to London/prefer it here/couldn't
settle elsewhere/
would be a stranger.
New Town soulless/lacks
character/unfriendly.
Lack of amenities/poor
of
shopping facilities/lack
entertainment/transport,
etc.
Too far from work/don't want to change jobs/prospects
and wages
better in London/other difficulties
connected with work.
Could not leave aged relative,
prefer to live near family.
Other reasons connected with family.
Criticism
of planning.

UncodedReasons: Due to coding error, these reasons were not coded
as in previous cases.
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But it is also true that'a

substantial

(37.1%) would consider moving if

number of the residents

the opportunity

For this

occurred.

number, reasons connected, again, with housing need and an escape from
a neighbourhood that was changing in a negative way - these two
influences more than any others, were the push-factors.
interesting

It is

that the stress area residents contained a substantial

numberof working class.

The fact that the sample as a whole has been

seen to be very mobile and the attitude

of 37%confirms also a pre-

disposition

to moving, would suggest that there are obvious unfulfilled

aspirations

of these residents that can only be satisfied

by moving to

Compared
town,,
a new
with the respondents from migrant firms,
reasons given for moving and not moving are virtually
Environmental factors,

the

similar:

Housing,

and reasons connected with work, being the most

important for movers; while familial

and community connections, other

social networks and the abundanceof urban facilities
constrain the movementof stayers.

and amenities

Thus, if the opportunity to move

to a new town is presented to the residents of an inner city area what
is the likely

pattern of decision that will

emerge? There will

Movers as well as Non-movers: but the typology is likely

be

to be deter-

mined by the propensity of the various groups of residents to move.
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4.4

Migration Decision'as an adaptive response - The Socio-Spatial
modeI
1.

Social Changeby adaptation

Adaptation is response induced by changes and the meansbu which
the change is accommtdatedand internalised.

The first

stage of an

adaptive reaction takes the form of a homeostatic response.
as a change occurs in the environment to alter
ment interaction,

That is,

the organism - environ-

the organism makes a physiological

adjustment in

order to adapt into the change and to return to a state of equilibrium
in its relationship
individual

with the environment.

In a similar

way, an

adapts to a change by personally responding to that change

in various ways: protesting,
opposition.

accepting, expressing anxiety, anger or

Whenthe imminent change of the relocation

of the migrant

firms was announced, workers reacted in the ways indicated.
organisation as a system adapts to changing situations
its internal

and external structure,

and distribution;
itive.

An

by re-organising

modifies its methods of production

or increases its efficiency

so as to be more compet-

In the very case of the migrant firms under consideration,

the adaptive responses open to them in the face of growing threat of
financial

losses and decreasing profit-margins,

included the decision
Thus as a change

to relocate so as to re-organise their activities.
becomesmore persistent,
work organisation)

the organism (as well as the individual

moves beyond a homestatic response to develop more

permanent modifications

in order to adjust into an enduring change.

Workers of migrant firms modified their
orientation

and

and rational

responses until

initial

reactions by their

they settleý

down to the stable

state of making the ultimate decision to move or to stay behind.
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The adaptation process takes place in (three) stages.
a new set of stimuli

First,

when

hits us within our environment, the brain and the

body respond to the change by refleý
nervous system.

action based on the working of the
(emotional)
Wehave already noted a similar
reaction

from workers on learning about relocation,

(the stimuli

input).

Fi g. 7
Stages and CompOnentsof Adaptation Process

ORIENTATION
RESPONSE

ADAP VE
Physical,
Physiological
a
and
Behavioural
modifications

Homonal Change
Neural/
Homeostatic
change

+
Accommodation
and
Adjustment

Adaptive
Response

1

2
3
Stages 1:

Neural/Homeostatic

Response

2:

Orientation/Homonal Response

3:

Adaptive/Enduring Response

The stimulus, whether it
of information,

triggers

is a sharp noise o)Ya threatening piece

off what experimental psychologists call
This response which starts

"Orientation

Response".

of returning

the body equillibrium

the stimulus

is novel and does not match any existing

(homeostasis)

the mini-process

takes place because
neural model of
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the body, the organism or the system.
into

the affected

in or/and

taking

(see Chapter 3, para 3.5).
for

reaction's

it

change: by way of modifying

at which change causes stress
the view or pattern

stimuli
prepares

behaviour

attitudes,

to new ideas and provides

tunes the object

or

the opportThe point

with a changing situation.

Responses

is reached when Orientation
of life

in

announcement

Response therefore,

Orientation

to accommodate and adjust

challenge

the official

and in the wake of management's orientation

about relocation

the object

Responses sensitizes

asking for more information,

the same way that workers did after

exactly

unity

Orientation

in the pre-conceived

world of

the individual.

It

Second, the next major stage is the Adaptive Response.
provides

a much more potent

O. R. (Orientation

uncertainty

in which the workers of migrant

into

reaction

A. R. (Adaptive

and modifications

environment.
tive

found themselves),

firms

and fear produce external
to begin to adapt

responses which enable the individual

the new situation.

response.

there is an intermediate

and sociaL

of a change can tHgger

7 is a diagramAtic

Between Orientation

of adaptation.

Response) is a continuous

to meet change.% in our phsyical

The very anticipation
Fig.

(a comparable

and conflict

homonal changes in the body caused by anxiety
(emotional)

are forced to face a

When individuals

Response).

of change involving

situation
position

and sustained

thrush of energy than the

illustration

the adap-

of the process

Responses and the Adaptive

stage which is partly

a continuation

Response,

of the

the begin-

neural change necessary to promote adaptation

and partly

ning of the more enduring response epitomised

by accommodation and

adjustment.

It

is my view that

relocation

is a stimulus

in-put

of
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change.

Given this,

migration

of the socio-spatial

a shift

of geographical

Whenwe migrate,

another.
things,

and live

again.

social

physical

in Fig. 8 (Socio-spatial

with
geo-

environment.

Interaction

society

and his work-organisation

This interaction,

and the
illustrated

Model) demonstrates the nature of
habitat.

it

is particularly

to the composition of a typical

to draw attention

developed

so that normal everyday

with both the physical

the attachment of human beings to their

environment.

to

and ideas in order to adapt

That relationship

and social;

a constant interaction

of an industrialised

in

The need to adapt arises because our relationship

aspects of the total

essential

of those involved

we make and break relationships

tie learn new information

and grew at two levels:
implies

namely:

space from one surrounding

with the old environment was altered.

life

trail,

As vie move through the organisation

places and people.

graphy of society,

relationship

and social

must be an adaptive
in its

brings

response to the change that relocation
an alteration

itself

decision

environment

individual
both
the
in
to
the
which
ways
and

the
the
of
linked
aspects
various
are
with
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Fig. 8
The Socio-Spatial

Interaction

Model

SURROUNDINGS

The
Family
(C Ses' a]
In
tments
nd recreation Facil
ities

_J
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Polity and
State agents
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The
Economy
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Markets.
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A)

The Physical Aspect
of the Environment
The physical surroundings - space
streets, fields,
parks, trees,
rivers;
Physical symbolic objects
houses,
buildings;
and historic
and
statues;

Man-madethings - bridgeS, roads,
street lights, communicationq
facilities,
etc.

B)
Environment
I. The family - as an institution
agent.
and as a socialising
for education,
2. Institutions
training and socialisation.
3. Socia4 Religions and Cultural
Institutions.
4. The EconoMyand Market - work
Organisations, etc.
S. The poli*
and State Agencies legal
Government, politics,
institutions,
etc.
6. Social and Welfare amenities hospital
Street lights, libraries,
and health services, museums,
halls,
roads.
concert
galleries,
market and shops.
7. social investments and Recretation
Hospitals*
transport,
facilities
IJ --liMPOPMEY"
theatrest
cinemas,
.
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The PhysicalAspect

of Environment

This refers to the physical surroundings within which humanbeings
build homes.

It refers to space around; to the community and the

neighbourhood; the streets and roads; the fields
woodlands and forests;

and the rivers

and the parks; the

and the oceans.

It includes

the aero-space and what is generally called the "atmosphere".

Human

surroundings include physical symbolic objects - as aspects of human
heritage: houses, historic buildings, churches, parliaments, statues,
The environment refers to man-madethings also: bridges,

works of art.
street lights,

communication facilities.

Humanattachment to the

componentsof physical environment is complete not only because they
are mostly man-madeor gifts

of nature but also because humanshave

come to depend upon them for existence and survival.

The Social

Aspect of the Environment

This is as important

of way of life,

are an expression
institutions.

The social

inter-related
depend.

institutions,
weifare

An individual

beliefs,

and essential

is the presence of basic social

and training

institutions,

and other social

Religious
the politY

components

is composed of
them also

of a human environment

(at least

institutions:

the

and Cultural
and state

agents,

investments.

(in this case, the working man) in a humanenvironment

is comparable with a lower organism existing
(the protoplasm).

Indeed, its

of humans within

the Economy and the market,

amenities

aspect.

aspect of the environment

The basic characteristics

education

values,

on which the lives

parts

in a western society)
family,

as the physical

Survival

of all

in its

own environment

human beings and the organisations
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they create is possible through constant interaction

with the components

Interaction
the individual's
VN9with the community and the physical space on,Lýhand and with the various
social institutions
on the other hand must be seen as a complete and
of the environment.

In particular,

nomal way of life.

The threat of detachment from this environment bY migration induce from both 1
the individual

and his firm a set of responses.

The responses were

it.
the
they
rejected
or
change
adaptive since
either accepted
mover was responding to a loss of interaction

with an old environment

he
into
will
to
the
where
milieu
a
new
and
problems of moving
facing the task of building
success of the later,

The

up a new process of interaction.

be
To make a

he needed to ensure that the environment into

which he is moving is, for all

intents and purposes, a replica of the
It

is for this reason, that the Mover

old and familiar

environment.

was particularly

anxious to ensure that the new environment contains

all

the basic institutions,

terise

the old habitat.

facilities,

On the other hand, part of the Non-mover's

adaptive response was partly
of its failure

a rejection

of the new location,

because

human
to
the
that
things
character
those
give
to provide

surroundings he is used to, and partly
was completely

and amenities which charac-

negative.

adaptive response.

because his response to moving

In other words, he withdrew his positive
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3.

Maladaptation:

is manifested

Maladaptation

behaviours which indicate

that

in a set of conscious and unconscious

person is therefore,
in a state

described,

in a new environment.

the victim

of a complex disorientation.

and social

to some extent,

might be reacting

A maladapted

to factors

He is

from environ-

things,

among other

of anomie and suffers,

mental alienation

change (c) Unable to realise

into

(d)
Unable
to
and
a
change
make
wished

the goals for which he initially
adequately

is (a) overwhelmed by change

the subject

(b) Unable to accommodate and adjust

to relate

and New Town Blues

Alienation

Environmental

His behaviour can be

disorganisation.

in the one major sense that

as deviant

he

response which failed.

to his own adaptive

the
rootof
review
valuable
and
produces a rich
74
causes of maladaptation based on environmental over-stimulation.
Alvin Toffler

The modern, (industrialised)

society contains striking

confusional breakdownswhich are clearly
of the individual
the spreading

use of drugs,

and nostalgia,

nihilism

within

the rise

range":

Professor

-remarked that:

the sick

organisms,

the "adaptive

too high.

stimulation.
Alvin

violence,

that

a level

"the central

It will
Toffler,

and many more.

adaptation

of stimulation

Berlyne of the University

of

of the impact of

studies

successful

the recurrent

the politics

apathy of millions

occurs only

neither

too low nor

of Toronto once

is
higher
animal
a
of
nervous system

designed to cope with environments

74,

of mysticism,

have shown, in their

Psycho-physiologists
change on various

examples of maladaptation

under conditions of environmental over-stimulation:

of vandalism and undirected

outbreaks

signs of

naturally

that

produce a certain

not perform at its

Future Shock, especially

rate of

best in an

Chapter 16.
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75
environment that over-stresses or overloads it.,
.
similar

This remark and a
stress the

one madeabout environmental under-stimulation

significance

of maladaptation taking place as a result

stimulation.

Above the adaptive range the individual

tense and irritable,

violent

of overeasily becomes

or with-drawn, anxious and restless,

etc.

Studies of humanbehaviour when people are thrown into conditions of
high and rapid change and novelty have been carried out in times of
fire,

flood, eatthquake and crises.

These studies cited by Toffler

and including the outbreak of tornadoes, combat situations
disasters have been used to demonstrate the inability

the individual

can be so psychologically

whelmed by a high level of environmental stimulation
finds familiar

objects and relationships

formed beyond recognition.
anxiety,

irritability,

to adapt into

For example, in disaster

change brought about by too much novelty.
or combat situations

and other

over-

that he suddenly

with the environment trans-

His response is marked by confusion,

distrust

into
bewilderment,
withdrawal
and
and

apathy.

All
tutive

these behaviours

disrupt

or at least

order of the on-going activity;

or at least

they precipitate

threaten

therefore,

the consti-

they are themselves

dis-organisation.

The underlying phenomenonin the whole problem of adaptation
is that the change which precipitates
"deviant from the norm,".
75.

Toffler,

pp. 305-306.

the process of adjustment is

Thus, successful adaptation means fitting
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squarely into the prescribed norms and maladaptation would refer to
TO adapt into a new situation

the opposite situation.

requested to re-programme oneself in order to fit
drop the old ways and to pick up new ones.
decision-making; it

towards the most difficult

the later,

to

Once more this involves
behaviour which
and creativity.

combination of routinisation

In other words, newness disturbs

That decision,

into novelty,

involves some kind of rational

always includes an intricate

is to be

the decision-mix;

it tips the balance

and most costly form of decision-making.

can be the right

or the wrong decision;

and if it

is

to adapt and to live again;

it marks the end to the fight

and at the same time marks the beginning of maladaptation.

Can maladaptation be determined to any significant
psychological state and personality
people more likely

extent by the

of the individual?

trait

Are some

According to Brody adapta-

to adapt than others?

tion in the psychological sense, is the process of establishing
and maintaining a relatively
stable reciprocal relationship with the
76
It has been shown in Fig. 7 that adaptation process
environment.
is not an automatic process but, in stages.
determined, at least in part,

by talent,

Adaptation therefore,

social context and the degree

to which the immediate consequences, for example, of moving, fit
pre-migratory

fantasies and motivations.

The initial

important.

between our defensive and adaptive responses, is there-

fore, a function of our past history,
mental circumstances.
76.

the

encounters with

newness in a new environment are bound to be especially
The interplay

is certainly

experiences and present environ-

As Brody puts it:

"a person's repertory of

Eugene Brody, Behaviour in new environments, p. 14.
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defensive and adaptive devices stem from his early socialisation
experiences and their

use is re-inforced
77
sanctions and prohibitions ,

societal

OWA4

or extinguished by current
So, a maladaptive behaviour

although easily observable externally,

eg. by withdrawl or violence,

yet it is likely

masked by the various talents

to have been hitherto

or strengths of the individual.
attacks,

Similarly,

the person with anxiety

phobic fears, depressive episodes or obsessive thoughts -

qualities

that c-elate to the individual's

be identified

total

personality

in a new environment as a casualtity

of maladaptation

a public behaviour which draws attention

unless he also exhibits

people willing

or the expected; and their

to

Thus, somemigrants may simply be by

himself, e. g. help-seeking.
nature risk-takers,

- may not

to go a step beyond the ordinary

vulnerability

to maladaptation under stress

Others are merely geographical escapists-people who

remains moot.

deal with personal and environmental disaster by physical flight.
They carry their problems with them, anyway.
the escapist can be related to a pre-existing

A move over space for
psychiatric

illness.

However, escapists have, in Wolpert's study been shown to have acted
rationally

in fleeing

the city

for reasons based on "environmental

stress" comparable to the kind of environmental over-stimulation
Alvin Toffler

himself has competently emphasized on.

of the victims of maladaptation (risk-takers
personality
Specialists,

traits

Reversionists

15-16.
Brody,
pp.
-77--,
78. Alvin Toffler,
p. 319.

Brody's typology

and escapists) based on

Deniers,
with Tofflerls:
78
Denier
The
Super-simplifiers.
and

compares interestingly

that
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'blocks out' unwelcomereality
adopti tonly

In the face of obvious tides of change,

after crisis.

the Reversionist sticks

to escape from change but forced to

to his old ways - previously programmeddecisions

and habits with dogmatic desperation.

outlook is re-

His soclil

gressive and shocked by sweeping changes, the reversionist
last-minute desperate efforts

does not 'block out' novelty but

keep pace with change though only in a limited

enthusiastically
While he sticks

to novelty in a limited

via intellectual

or youth takes to drug-taking:
amphetamine tablets
the daily

becoming pregnant.
of directing

by providing

typology

tangle

and vandalism.

of any suggestion

for understanding

to their

that

but has no means
These
the psycholo-

is the determining

responses and behaviours.

to return

unable to

takes the dramatic way out by

of maladaptation

also has implications

Dextro-

Dexedrine,

Or the teenage girl,

of stresses,

to

solution"

and anxious student

Or the youth who is over-stimulated

of the victim

who are likely
to adapt.

or the heroin.

the energy takes to violence

for his maladaptive

"a global

the L. S. D. Methedrin,

emphasize the validity

state

who searches for a unitary solWon

Thus, the bewildered

an overwhelming problem.

gical

out

In a sense, he is an escapist;

rationalisation.

one who wishes to escape reality

typologies

spectrum, he copes well.

lag".

There is the super-simplifier

cope with

area.

obsolete in the sense that he is caught

he soon finds his speciality
by 'tultural

by demanding for a return to past glories

The specialist

of yesterday.

makes a

place of origin

More than this,

factor
the

the kind of migrants
because of failure
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Perhaps the best index of maladaptation is the extent to which
the victim failed
environment.
ities,

to achieve the goal for which he moved into a new

The migrant, although excited by new stimuli

etc, yet he was also fearful

of new threats and the unknown

when he set out to change his environment.
his fantasies,

expectations,

dreams.

down to confront the new situation
decision,

he may fail

Aspirations

to face the reality

of his migratory

Why? Someof the reasons have

or succeed.

broader impact of anomie and the failure
to the NewTowns Project,

apart, he had

But when eventually he settles

been discussed above and need not be repeated.

briefly

- opportun-

Wemust examine the
Returning

of motivation.

Migrants,

the Survey of Islington

contained an assessment of the experience of Movers, particularly
their assessment as to whether or not they took the right
move out of Islington

to new towns.

those who thought they took the right

Table 31 summarises the assessment of
decision,

the assessment of those who thougFtotherwise.

cation,

and Table 32 summarises
In effect,

decision and 8.3% regretted their own decision.

the right

8% of Movers were likely

to realise

their goals.

decision to

to return to Islington

91.7% made
By impli-

for having failed

Two of the migrant firms were also revisited

6 months after move: Samuel Jones & Co. Ltd, and Brown Brothers Ltd.
In thirty

interviews covering the two, migrants were asked to evaluate

the decision they took to migrate.

Majority of the migrants (82%:

N- 25) thought that they took the right decision to move; 8% thought
they took the wrong decision and 10%were uncertain at that time as
to whether or not they took the right decision.

In Brown Brothers,

two migrants were reported to have returned to London comparedwith
three from Samuel Jones Ltd: a returnee-rate
and_an average for both firms of 7%.

of 10%and 4% respectively;

In 1972, the national average of
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TABLE 31

Reasonsgiverl'foe making the right'd6cisim'to

m6ve

% of respondents
who mentioned
this reason

Reason

Better house here/own house
Freedomfor children/good place to
bring up children/children
happier/
space to play
Happier in ourselves/peace of mind
Other answers
Better environment/better place to
live

Weighted
Percentages

35

19

301
23
21

16
13
11

health
Better for health/children's
doing well/
Schools are better/children
better prospects for children
Cleaner/fresh air
Better jobs here/happy in Job

15

9.5
8

13
12
10

6.5
6
5

Have made friends/people are very
friendly/friendly
atmosphere
More open/near coast/out of London
Have spare room/visitors can stay here

6
5
1

3
2.5
0.5

18

100
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Right decision-makers - 91.7%
TABLE 32

Reasonsgiven for making the wrong decision to move
Reason

A miserable place/has unhappy
memories/has caused unhappiness
Other answers
Low wages/poor pay
Scarcity of jobs/restricted
choice
of work
Loneliness/miss friends/relatives

Wrong decision-makers

- 8.3%

% of respondents
who mentioned
this reason

Weighted
Percentages

6.0
5.0
4.0

31
25
19

3.0
2.0

14
11

17.0

100
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returnees was given as 3%.

But the success story of the relocation

of Bassett and Findlay from Southwark to Wellingborough (an
79
expanding town) recorded a returnee rate of 10%which compares
favourably with the rate from the Migrant Firm Survey.

The inter-

views on the experiences of migrant workers of the two firms mentioned
above revealed that although the majority of workers thought that
decision, yet almost all of them expressed dis-

they made the right
satisfaction

with the poverty of the new environment in providing

such amenities that had formed part of the urban life
transport,

of origin:
facilities,

hospitals and doctors, and so on.

lack of these urban facilities

to and interaction

a direct

correlation

yet, as already indicated attachment

with the urban environment depend very much on the

of these amenities and facilities.

availability

between the

and the propensity of somemigrants

to return to the place of origin:

that they were partly

declining

leisure
and
entertainment

shopping facilities,

It is not possible to establish

likely

of the place

It is, therefore,

accountable for somepotential

migrants

to take the plunge as well as in causing others who migrated

to return to the place of origin.

It is probably adequate to explain maladaptation by reference to
the migrants' disappointment with the Inadequate provision of social
to get what they expected in

facilities.

They may have also failed

a new town.

In Table 33,31% were disappointed by the image of the

new town, for example-,zand another-11% felt
79.

lonely.

On the whole,

Report by technical correspondent in Chartered Surveyor
11, Vol. 104 (May 1972), p. 539-544.
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migrants found less in the new environment to relate to.

The migrant

found himself in a state of anomie and faced a possible failure

to

realise his motivations and expectations as he confronted an unfamiliar
and the vagueness or ambiguity of a social and physical

situation

space that has little

It is

relevance to what the old one offered.

this state that produces what the popular press refers to (in the new
town context),

The concept of "new town blues"

as "New Town Blues".

find it so difficult

refers to the notion that in-migrants
friends,

to settle

and to adjust into their

new environment: and that

consequently, they becomedisappointed,, bitter
Blues" is the distant

observer's interpretation

constructed (disappointing)

to make new

and lonelys "New Town
of the

of the effect

image of the new town to the maladapted

"islands
town
the
of
as
composed
which views
new

in-migrant;

an-,
-image
blue
bus
by
by
moon,
every
once
surrounded
a
mud, serviced
of estates"
and of "cheerless community centres" that are regularly
teenage vandals who are 'environmentally

smashedup by

understimulated'.

These

of maladaptive behaviours even

notions may be accurate descriptions

though they do not explain the causes of such behaviours.

Basically,

"new town blues" are maladaptive behaviours exemplified by apathy,
withdrawl,
behaviours.

lonliness.

violence and vandalism, and other neurotic

Their explanations are based on disappointed expectations,

dreams and fantasies;

and the failure

to realise more concrete

aspirations.

They are also caused by alienation
a consequent loss of socio-spatial

from a familiar

interaction,

co-munity" and "a sense of place"; alienation

environment and

the loss of "a sense of
from friends,

relatives,
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valuable associations and networks;

reference groups and associations,
alienation

from the comfort of those urban amenities and facilities

that make life

in the cities

unique.

is caused by the in-migrant's

NewTown Blues (or maladaptation)

state of anomie.

Having lost the

is
he
that
he
unable to
support of an old system,
confronts newness
relate to adequately.

Because he has not established any roots
A combin-

(having lost the old ones), he is neither here nor there.
ation of alienation
cultural

largely to the state of

and anomie contributes

shock of which 'new town blues' are only one manifestation.

As an adaptative breakdown, cultural

disorienis
a
profound
shock

tation suffered by an in-migrant who plunged into migration without
destination.
into
the
the
of
place
culture of
adequate preparation
A move from London to Milton Keynes may not imply necessarily a journey
into a distinctive

'alien'

Yet, in a significant

culture.

way, it
The

Keynes.
Milton
to
from
London
meansan export of urban culture
migrant from London is still
make real efforts

in a situation

left

to find his feet,

first,

in which he has to
In 30

on the ground.

interviews of the migrants of two of the firms that relocated,

conducted

six months after the move, to find out how migrants were settling

accepted by the 'natives'

as part

Asked how long they estimate it will
put it,

at about 20 years time.

of

to become

it difficult

83% (N-25) confirmed that they were finding

the

in,

community.

take them, majority

(67%: N=20)

One respondent summedit up by

saying: "I suppose I am going to be just a countryside cockney".

And

the feelings of the natives themselves are summedup by the following
here".
their
do
Londoners
"We
problems
with
remark:
not want
is. a clear sense of apprehension of cultural

conflict

There

on both sides.
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As demonstrated by the Banbury Study, as the influx
grows, urban cultural
'natives'

of urban population

ascendancy becomesa reality.

Thus, the

who protest against the presence of in-migrants are adapt-

ively responding to an imminent cultural

shock, to the in-migrant,

On the other hand, cultural
of personality

invasion.

is a form

maladjustment which is a reaction to a temporarily
To

unsuccessful attempt to adjust to new surroundings and people.
some, it is subjective
loneliness.

feeling

will

It is, therefore,

withdrawal.

that both risk-takers

in migration,

and

To others, it can be viewed as a response to stress by

emotional and intellectual
likely

of loss, and a sense of isolation

and escapists can either fail

most
or succeed
Much

in terms of adequately adapting or maladapting.

depend upon their personality,

their motivation,

their social

experiences and perhaps the circumstances of the move.
for Deniers, Specialists,
may be successful whilst

Similarly,

Reversionists and Super-simplifiers,
others may not.

some

These typologies are valuable

only in putting migrants in categories for purposes of discussing the
notion of maladaptation.

It is still

the typology to draw the specific

much of a problem to utilise

line between failure

(psychological)
to
personal
migration without recourse

The causal explanation of maladaptation is likely
misleading impression that all migrants automatically
to maladaptive breakdownsat destination.

to the place of origin

traits.

to give the
becomeexposed

On the contrary, what

the preceding analysis has shown is the probability
returning

and success in

of a migrant either

or manifesting somemaladaptive
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behaviours as a result

of the failure

to fit

into the new environment.

Between these two extreme probable situations,
invariably

most migrants have

developed coping mechanismsthat enabled them to settle

adapt successfully

into the host environment.

and

Clustering of in-

migrants to certain areas within

the new environment is a universally

acknowledged tendency especially

during the earlier

Partly because of resistance,
from the natives and partly

part of settlement.

prejudice and discrimination

rejection,

because of the need for psychological,

emotional and economic support from kith and kin already present in
the new environment, clustering
with alienation

4.5

and Typology of Migrants

Objective Characteristics

So far,

the best mechinism for coping

and newness.

Objective Characteristics
1.

pffers

of Migrants

a broad classification

Noninto
Movers
and
respondents
of

movers has been used in the foregoinng analysis and discussions.
has all along been essential
opportunity
life

between those who took the

to move to a new town and those who preferred continued

in the older city.

even if

to distinguish

It

limited

The classification

purpose of facilitating

understanding of the attitudes

has served the useful,

the description,

of both categories.

examine what kind of people are most likely

analysis and

In order to further

to be Movers and Non-movers,

it is relevant to take into account both the psychological and objective
(statistical

aggregation) of the migrants.

In the preceding paragraph

(see 4.4), someof the basic psychological characteristics
were briefly
characteristics

described.

of migrants

It now remains to examine the more objective

of respondents under the following

Sýcial Class (S. E. G.), Education, Ethnicity.

headings: Age,
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Age Structure

of Migrants

Table 33 compares the age-structure
of migrant
residents

firms

Colum,
1)
with
-

those of Islington

to six London new towns.

and migrants

18% of the respondents falling

that

(i. e. workers

of respondents

GLC

residents,
It will

be observed

the 25-35 age bracket were

within

Movers compared with 34% who moved to six London new towns in 1969
(cf.

Ray Thomas's study).

For those between 35 and 45 years old,

of the respondents moved compared with
These figures
mobility

indicate

conformity

i. e. those within

trend which shows that

this

older

But the table

migrant

firms

(63% did not)

age,

London for
and the

behind the older

trend for the

very interesting

For those between the age 45-65,58%

people.

also

people of youthful

numbers leaving

also indicates

of greater

It

have been leaving

same age bracket,

new towns in disproportionate
infirm.

observation

the 25-40 years age bracket.

of people within

confi rms the current

movements in 1969.

17% of total

with universal

14%

moved from the

17% from the same age bracket

compared with

who moved to new towns in 1969.

This represents
of people of this

two reasons.

because it

the question

raises

is increased with relocation
from new towns.

in the age structure
firms

First,

because this

age group is

accepted as less mobile than the younger age group.

generally

directly

in the proportion

age group who moved in 1972 compared with the

in 1969 for

proportion

difference

a very significant

relocating

as to whether or not overall

of firms

of those who move if

in a new town?

great deal of difference.

It

mobility

compared with when firms

In other words, does it

recruit

make any difference

movement is the result

is suggested here that

In recruitment,,

Second,

especially

it

of
makes a

through the ISS

202
(New and Expanding Town Schemes), the employer usually goes for the
yound and the professional;
workers.

In relocation,

the technicians and the skilled

the employer is much more obliged to take

those who decide to move regardless of their
say that relocation

manual

That is not to

skill.

has not been shown to provide an opportunity

rid the migrant firm of its inefficient

labour.

to

Neverhteless, it

is

depends on some of its

also true that the migrant firm invariably

established workers (often referred to as "key workersl) to make
relocation

a success.

are invariably

For this reason, in particular,

older, skilled

and experienced workers who have been
Thus, if we compare in Table 35

with their employers for a long time.
the age structure
the crucial

the movers

of respondents with that of registrants

difference

on the ISS,

underlined by these commentsas far as recruit-

ment is concerned, clearly

emerges.

The ISS registrants,

are drawn largely from the 25-34 and 15-24 age brackets.

for example,
These two

age groups account for 58%of recruitments by employersAn new towns,
which tallies

almost with migrants to six London new towns in 1969

drawn from these age groups, and accounting for 58.8% of the total
population of migrants.

The proportion of movers from the migrant firms drawn from the
45-65 age bracket is interesting

for a different

suggests that one possible way to recruit

Indeed, it

to new towns the much needed

older people to bring about a better (social)
is by attracting

reason.

balance in the population

more firms to relocate in new towns.

Thus, planned

migration must provide an exception to the rule in migration which
holds that much more younger people are more likely
older ones.

to migrate than the
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TABLE34
Age of heads of householdt Miprant firm workers, ISS
fix
registrants, mlý2-LainTsto
London new'Towns. G.L. C.
residents (see Table 33)

M

Age

(ii)

Survey of
migrant firms
from London
(1972)

ISS registrants
1971

(iii)

Married heads of
household who
movedto 6
London new towns
(1969)

(iv)
Greater

Londor
residents
(1967)

Movers Non-movers
0-4
5T14
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64

8
18
14
28
30

1
5
20
32

2

31
11

TOTAL 100

100

65+

23.7
34.7
17.9
13.5
10.0

24.4
34.4
17.4
11.4
5.9

0.2

6.6

100

4. o
17.0
17.0
20.0
21.0
21.0
100

100

Social class of Migrants (S. E. G.)
Table 35 Column 1 gives a breakdown of the social
respondents of migrant
is compared with

firms

by socio-economic

the S. E. G. of those registered

class of

groupings.

The column

on the selection

scheme, migrants to six London new towns in 1969, and with the S. E. G.
of GLCresidents for 1966.

It is important to note that (in Column 1)

whereas 14%of foremen, skilled

manual etc.,

decided to movewith

their employers, as many as 28%of this same group decided to remain
in London.

Yet, 43%of the ISS registrants

wishing to move out of

London in 1971 and 37%of migrants already resident in new towns in
1969 (see Columns (ii)

and (iii)

come from this social group.
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TABLE3S
Social Class'(by tocid-economic grouping) of Migrants

(i)
S. E. G.

Survey
of migrant
fi rms (1972)
M

Professional
Managerial
Skilled
manual
Non-manual
and personal
service
workers
Semi-skilled
and
agricultural
Unskilled
manual
Armed forces
and others
TOTAL

(ii)
ISS registrants
(1971)

(iii)
Migrants to 6
London new
Towns (1969)

(iv)
Greater London
residents
(1972)

N-M
9.7

5.4
11.8

37.0

34.1

4

2

0.8
3.0

14

28

42.5

17

12

17.1

39

37

16.8

16.4

14.3

22

16

19.9

3.5

8.1

4

5

-

100

100

100

23.1

3.2
100

100

NOTESTO TABLE
1.

M and N-M stand for Movers and Non-movers in Column I (Survey of
Migrant firms).

2.

The
See note 4 to Table 33for source and the six new towns.
gaps in column (iii)
marked * arise because the data cannot be
disaggregated into the same S. E. G. groupings as used for the
The figures included refer to the same S. E. G.
other columns.
categories and are for employed heads of household.
Column (iv) (Greater London residents)
refers to economically
active or retired males aged 15 and over.

3.

- 205 It was to be expected that,

following

the general trend, more

workers from this group should have moved.
the case?

It has been indicated earlier

and professional

workers whilst

generous incentives
to relocate,

attracted

and financial

that the more skilled
to new towns by the very

assistance from their employers
also fearful

were nevertheless,

Why then was the reverse

of the effects

of lack of

jobs to go to in the event of a loss of the present job.

alternative

TABLE36
Social Class of Migrants - Heads of Households
(by socio-economic grouping)_(Percentages)
(i)
Surveys of Migrant
fi rms (1972)

S. E. G.

Movers
Professional
Managerial,
Ownemployers
(3.4,12,13)
Non-manual
Personal
service/semiskilled
(7,10,15)
Foremen,
skilled
manual and
own account
(8,9,12,14)
Unskilled
manual (11)
Armed forces/
inadequately
described

(iii)

Islington stress
arearresidents
(1972)

NewTown migrants
from Islington
(1972)

Non-movers

4
14

2
28

3.3
23.3

2.9
10.0

39

37

27.6

58.8

17

12

27.4

22.9

22

16

16.5

4.1

4

5

2.1

1.2

100
Source:
,

(ii)

100 (152)

Stress are a survey.
Islington Migrants
(NewTowns Project)

100

(512)

100

Migrants Firm survey, and Survey of

(201)

206-The new town was judged not to possess the potential
labour market in which skill

a big and flexible
highest bidder.

of providing

can be sold at the

It was this cautious approach which dampenedthe

enthusiasm of many skilled

manual workers, technicians and profess-

ionals who could havetaken the opportunity

to move.

Thus, it was

not only job and housing considerations but also the prospect of
decision
to
the
influenced
location
jobs
the
move.
which
changing
at
new

On the other hand, the difference in the proportion of Movers
SOC40and Non-movers from the, ýconomic groups described as managers and
17%of
Non-manualworkers (4% of movers and 2% of Non-movers'
and
0
Movers and 12%of Non-biovers), is not entirely surprising, following
the general trend already noted.
skilled

Almost the samepercentage of semi-

(38%
did
compared
that
there
those
not
was
workers movedas

with 37%).

But the more surprising

finding was that more unskilled moved

(22%) comparedwith those that did not (16%). This is a second case in
which the general pattern seems to be reversed.

It has been noted

elsewhere that evidence exists that the unskilled

are generally less

mobile than the skilled

and the professional.

In the new town

context, the preference for the recruitment of the skilled,
professionals

and semi-skilled

technicians,

has been demonstrated by the Selection

Schemeand the composition of migrants to six new towns in 1969.
in the case of the relocating
opportunity

But

firms in which workers were given the

to indicate whether or not they wish to leave the city to

(the
the
town,
the
class
unskilled
to
working
preference of
a new
move
and the semi-skilled)

is demonstrably one of enthusiasm to move.

Although only 22%of the unskilled wished to move or actually
a still

(16%)
decided
to stay.
smaller percentage

In fact,

moved,
if the
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traditional
skilled

working class group represented, occupationally,

workers, are taken together,

group was willing

to move or actually

by un-

then 61%of the working class
moved, comparedwith only 53%

who did not.

of this conclusion by comparing the

Let us check the validity

decisions of our respondents from the migrant firms with those of
respondents in the Islington

Stress Area where respondents were

largely drawn from the working class group.

Table 37 summarises the socio-economic grouping of the Islington
Stress Area Residents and the S. E. G. of Islington
Both groups (Columns ii

and iii)

Migrants to new towns.

are comparedwith the groupings of

workers of migrant firms shown under Column i.

The percentage of the

working class group described as 'Personal Service/Semi-skilled'
left

Islington

as 'Unskilled
This total
(61%).

for the new towns in 1972 was 59%; while those described
Manual' was 4% a total

of 63%from the working class.

compares favourably with the total
The differences

migrants from Islington

in the characteristics

from migrant fi ms
of the working class

and the Migrant firms are not at all signifi-

cant since they are limited
'semi-skilled'

to the proportions of them that were

and 'unskilled'.

But the difference

working class migrants that ultimately

in the number of

moved to a new town remains

fundamentally a function of the method of recruitment,
either

in this case

through the Selection Schemeor through a Migrant Firm.

is much more likely

It

that a greater number of the working class wishing

to move to a new town will
Yllocating

who

in a new town.

do so if and when their employer,-,is
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The Ethnic Origin of Migrants
TABLE37
Place of Birth of migrants and Stress Area H/H (
Place of Birth

Migrant firm
workers

Islington
Migrants

Islington

48.3

Elsewhere in London

19.9

Elsewhere in the U. K.

Islington
Stress
Area Residents
26.2
19.8

88.0

76.0

19.8

17.6

5.0

4.5

11.9
5.3

West Indies/Caribbean

8.0

0.5
3.0

7.0

India/Pakistan/Africa

4.0

2.0

1.8

7.0

2.0

10.4

Eire
Greece/Cyprus

Elsewhere outside

U. K.

100.0

(152)

(201)

100.0

100

Source:

New Towns Project

N.B.

Asterisks*
indicates that corresponding figures are merged
into "Elsewhere in the U.K. " in order to adjust into the
other columns.
Majority

of the migrants

from Islington

(88% and 76%, respectively)

are natives

5% in each case is of Irish

descent;

from Greece/Cyprus,
Islington

who moved from their
This finding

Approximately

of Great Britain.

of Greek/Cypriot

origin

India,

Pakistan,

Africa,

employers compared with 7% of those from this

their

fi rms

from

On the other hand, 12% of those from

the New Commonwealth (West Indies,
with

(512)

and whereas no migrant workers come

only 0.5% residents

moved to new towns.

and the migrant

63.6

place of residence

again leads to a similar

of the working class.

locating

in a new town, the probability

same group

drawn about the

that where a firm
that
-

it

moved

to the new towns.
already

conclusion

That is,

mobility

(Islington)

etc)

will

is re-

move with a

209
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larger proportion of workers drawn from various ethnic groups than
when these workers are directly

by employers, is relatively

recruited

high.

It was, however, expected that a larger proportion of black and
brown workers within the migrant firms would have taken the opportThis expectation was based partly

unity to move to a new town.

on

the fact that one of the migrant firms employed a large proportion
of

West Indians (more than 25%of the total

of West Indians) and the firm itself
workers will

move; and partly

work-force was composed

had hoped that many of its black

because the assumption that black/brown

workers are unable to move out of London because of lack of skill
been demolished.

The 1966 census figures,

45%of West Indians in London are skilled

for example, show that
manull workers.

most Indians are craftsment and professionals,
of Africans are highly (professionally)

Similarly,

just as a good deal

qualified.

Given this picture,

a much higher proportion of black/brown movers was expected,
the figure achieved was much lower.
has not been easy to answer for

has

But

Why? This Js a question that

Years as it becomesincreasingly

black
less
that
the
towns
and
grow,
noticeable
as
population of new
brown faces are seen.

The survey of migrant firms found only that

black/brown workers were discouraged from moving because of "perceived
Although perceived fear of hostility

fear of hostility".

could be

both unreal and exaggerated, yet it does point to obvious obstacles
rooted in ethnicity
already noted.
unfortunately,

which are additional

These specific
not spelt out.

to the general constraints

obstacles whatever their nature, were,
Moreover, the number of blacks/browns

inyolved in the process of planned migration was so small that any
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further

analysis was likely

to lead to no valuable conclusions.

Further research was necessary in order to identify

any such obstacles.

It is in order to increase knowledge in the mobility
ethnic minorities
minorities

in Britain

to new towns of

that the study on "Opportunities

in new and expanding towns" is being currently

for ethnic

undertaken

by the Commissionfor Racial Equality for and on behalf of the
Department of the Environment.

Educational Attainment of Migrants
Table 38 shows the educational qualifications
from the migrant firms.
(78% and 82%respectively)
further

Majority

of the respondents

of both Movers and Non-movers

have no formal qualifications

education after leaving primary school.

obtained from

The proportion of

that madethe movewas

those with Diplomas and other qualifications
higher than that of Non-movers.
TABLE 38
Educational
Training

Attainment

or qualification

University

(Percentages)

Total No. of
Migrants obtaining
the qualification

Apprenticeship
Professional

of Migrants

qualifications
Degrees

11

Non-movers
(Percentage)

48

I-I
I-1

Diplomas

341

Other qualifications
(Unspecified)

662

from further
No qualifications
education
Don't know/refusals,
etc

Movers
(Percentage)

117
13

142

78

82

85

100 (152)

100
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But it is interesting
higher qualifications

to note at the same time that those with

or longer training

degrees and professional

e. g. Apprenticeship,
seem to have exercised

qualifications

preference to stay behind instead of moving.

Managers, Skilled

cautiously opted (significantly)
of changing for alternative

2.

This would seem to

that those in the S. E. G. described as

correlate with the finding
Professionals,

University

Manuals, Foremenand Technicians
to stay in London, where the prospects

jobs at will

were greater.

A Typology of City Migrants
The question that must be examined is "who are most likely

choose to move out of the older city at the earliest

an attempt will

be made to produce a typology of migrants, primarily

based on the attitudes,

the psychological trAits

location of city dwellers most likely
as those that would (likely)

a)

opportunity
In this paragraph,

prefer to stay behind"?

and who would most likely

to

and the residential

to move to a new town as well

prefer to stay behind.

The Working Class Aspirants

Some"Movers" are likely

to be found amongthe working class

higher
to
inner
the
social
a
aspiring
residents of
city who are
status by a change of their

present residential

location.

Often

"impatient
the
"downwardly
the
to
risers",
or
referred
as
mobile"
group, by occupation semi-skilled

and unskilled,

this

seeks for environments

in which a reference group of a higher social status is located and
which match their own aspirations.

Such environments of their

choice

are usually associated withm for example, the middle class and therefor-enhance the social status of whoever moves in to live there.
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Thus, an in-migrant

to Hampsteadis easily associated with middle-

class intellectualism.

the mover is expected

In addition to this,

to own a car, to be an owner-occupier and to adopt the middle-class
style of life

that is a norm in this area.

In other words, a movement

into a middle-class environment is for the working class a status
enhancing act: a significant

process of working class embourgeoisement.

To the working class residents of the inner city,
improves their
pot effect

social status;

in a new town

and the new town provides the melting

that enhances the social standing of a working class in-

migrant. Osborn--andWhittick were, apparently,
pot effect

life

referring

to the melting-

and the embourgeoisementof the working class when they

described new towns as "answer to megalopolis".
It Is therefore,

understandable why someworking class movers

saw the move to a new town as "of far greater momentthan future
80 This
conclucareer or pension rights, or immediate cash in hand".
sion summarises the meaning that the working class respondents
attached to relocation:

an opportunity

work; by far the most significant

Not all

motivation for the decision to move.

to move out to a new town just to improve their
There are still

the infi m and theee are still

the poor and the trapped, the old and
the urban villagers

epitomised by Bethnal Greeners.

80.

outside

the working class residents of the inner city can be said

to be enthusiastic
social status.

to realise aspirations

NewTowns Project - SSRCReport, 1973, p. 363.

and natives
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b)

Middle Class Escapists

Other movers may be found predominantly amongthe middle class
inner city residents who anticipate

or experience disharmony and

dissonance from the implied status of their
they perceive the social

of their

respectability

As

present residents.

neighbourhood and

the social status of the residents correspondingly diminishing,
too seek for life

in environments within which they will

maintain the status quo.

they

resume and

In occupational terms, this group of

middle-class movers are Managers, Professional people, Foremenand
Well

Supervisors and the upper segments of non-manual workers.
educated and middle class in their

style of life:

homeowners, car

owners, possession of domestic gadgets and affluent

in the pattern of

these mobile inner city dwellers are

bringing up children,

etc.,

usually residentially

located in pockets of classy environmental

kind.
their
live
by
in
they
own
side
side with
which
enclaves

of Bethnal preeners; so there are

just as there are urban villagers
urban villagers

of intellectuals,

stockbrokers,

property dealers, export and import financial
and film-stars.

In their

they first

legal practitioners,

magnets, entertainers

search for respectable, quiet,

healthy environemtns with their

So,

clean and

homes,
family
country
and
semi-detached

from
the urban villages
in
to
for
homes
move
or seek
search

to the city suburbs or/and then direct
the green belts in new towns.

to the healthy environs beyond

They dislike

the deterioration

of

familiar environment.

Thus, whenever the environment

of healthiness,
groups escape.

cleanliness,

is seen to be loosing

respectability,

its

qualities

etc, these middle-class

It is this phenomenonwhich fundamentally explains
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the trend referred to as the "suburban retreat"
the city"

by which the "migratory elites"

or the "flight

from

escape from the congested

to the suburbs and the country.

older cities

However, leaving the city

is by no meansautomatic for all

the

There are those whomMerton refers to as
middle class people.
19
cosmopolites" who include students, artists, writers, musicians and
as well as the intellectuals

entertainers,

and professionals.

live in the city so as to be near the special cultural
usually located in the city.

They

facilities

There are those politically

referred

to as "Locals or Burgesses": those who developed strong roots in an
area and are predominantly in the social,

cultural

and political

of the area after they have achieved their career progression

activities

usually within the same locality.

There are also "returnees" to the

city who are affected by what is currently

known as "gentrification".

For these Non-moversgroup of the middle class, the suburb or the new
town can only at best be possible alternatives

but not substitutes

for the urban environment of the city which more than provides for basic
and traditional

c)

on which their existence depends.

The Home Seekers

Majority
residents

needs and facilities

of movers must remain.

in continuing

expectations

in living

inevitably,

need of housing.
standard and level

gardens',

'clean

surroundings'

Only the new towns have the potentials
need of city

residents;

a fact

city

In these days of rising
of decency, the concept of
space' into

housing need extends beyond mere 'living
'beautiful

the inner

the realm of

and 'good neighbourhood'.

of satisfying

which underlines

this

fundamental

the contributions

that

- 215 new towns will
retiring

continue to make for a long time.

In particular,

workmanaspiring to spend the rest of his life

the

in a peace-

ful country cottage, as well as the young couples (perhaps with
young kids) in the early stage of family building,
find the new town attractive.
opportunity

d)

continue to
is an

For such persons, relocation

that must be seized.

The Spiralitts/Organisation

moved for Job reasons.

men

(17%) of the respondents of migrant fi rms

A reasonable proportion

On average, majority

of the workers of

migrant firms had put in, at the time of relocation,
service.

will

ten years of

Others were simply young technicians and skilled

workers who can be described as affluent

manual

workers mobile enough to

movewith their job in order to keep or maintain a career progression.
i. e. those who move geographically in order

These are the Spiralists,
to move up socially.

Except that they are muchyounger, they are

as well 'migratory elites'
typically

and in terms of career-orientation

lorganisation-men'.

are also likely

They movewith their jobs; but they

to return to the inner city

if it offers greater

prospects for career advancementand increased social status.

4.6 Summaryof main findings and Conclusions
Main Findings
1.

To the migrant firms relocation
ensure the survival

was interpreted

as a meansto

of the firm as an on-going social system.

To the migrant workerso migration was an opportunity
the city in order to satisfy,

to leave

mostly, non-work aspirations.

Only 17%movedfor reasons connected with work and career; 83%
movedfor non-work reasons.

For those who preferred to stay
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behind, attachment to London: familial
availability

of alternative

in urban facilities
2.

jobs, and the poverty of new towns

and amenities, were in the main constraints.

The drop-out rate was 59%; which means that the firms achieved
on average, the transfer

3.

and community connections,

of only 41%of their existing

staff.

More older people moved than did the younger ones; and more of
the working class employees movedcomparedwith those of them
who preferred to remain in London.

Except in the case of the

semi-skilled

where the proportion of movers and non-movers

was similar,

had
in
Non-manual
a
who
the
workers
and
case of

slightly

higher proportion of movers than non-movers, more

professionals,

foremen and superyisors and the skilled

manual

workers tended to prefer to stay behind.
4.

Contrary

to the general assumption.

the decision-making

unit

is the family and not just the respondent/head of household.
5.

Migration decision itself

is the product of cost-benefit

6.

Migration decision-making is an adaptive response to a change

analysis.

of environment.
7.

The inner city residents most likely

to move to a new town

to
the
middle-class
aspiring
class
of
working
are: members
status by moving into a typically

middle-class environment;

deteriorating
from
a
the
away
middle-class who move
membersof
environment-to retreat

into the suburbs in order to maintain

the status quo; the young couples in the early stages of familybuilding

and the retiring

lorganisation-man'

who wishes to
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enjoy his old age in a country cottage; and the spiralists
movewith his job to enhance his social position
a career progression.
likely

who

and maintain

And those who stay behind are most

to be cosmopolites, the locals and the burgesses of the
the trapped natives and the ethnic villagers.

urban villages,

By occupation, they could be anything from the Manager and '
business owner, to foremen and supervisors,
the technicians and the skilled
entertainers,

the semi-skilled

the professionals,

manual workers, artists

and

and the unskilled.

Conclusions
Humanbeings, like lower biological organisms, dependupon and
interact with their surroundings in order to survive.

As a result of

this attachment to the environment, the humanbeing showsreluetance
to changethat environmentby a shift to a newone. If he has to
move, it is usu&lly as a result of strong motivation.

This situation

explains the nature of migration decision both as a process and as
an adaptive responseto changeof environment.

Thus, any decision

to moveover physical and social spacemust be based (inevitably)
on a rough calculus of costs and benefits.

Migration decision is

often comparedwith the decision to get married although there are
important differences.

Nonetheless, in both cases, the decision can

be reversed: by divorce or by returning to place of origin if
maladaptation is experienced.

The rational deliberations which

ensured the avoidanceof wrong decisions by our migrant workers are
demonstratedby the exhaustive preparations described in Chapter 3.
Here, it is necessary to observe that the migration decision of our
migrant workers were basedon considerations associated with
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environmental factors,
of the family,
circumstances.

housing need, work and career, the future

social and community network, and personal
These considerations seem to suggest that migrant

workers were responding in the first
in abandoning a familiaý

place, to the change implicit

environment to adapt Into a new one.

For the inner city residents offered the opportunity

to move to a

new town, the strongest motive for moving was the chance of satisfying
somesocially

generated, yet non-work, apsirations.
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CHAPTER5
ACTION FRAMEOF REFERENCE
IN MIGRATIONDECISION-MAKING

5.1

Migration Decision-making: a unit of Social action
Men construct a sociAl world to which they attach meanings:

meanings which they derive from shared expectations and values, and
from knowledge and experiences that developed out of interactions
others.

In humansocieties,

experiences provide individuals

symbols, expectations,

with

values and

with frames of reference which shape

their

actions and with which they make sense of other people's
81
Within this context, every unit of social action must
actions.
include all humanbehaviour when and in so far as the acting individual
attaches a subjective meaning to it.

Action in this sense may be

either overt or purely inward or subjective,
positive

intervention

from such intervention

in a situation,

it may consist of

or of deliberately

As

or passively acquiescing in the situation.

Weber said, action is social in so far as, by virtue
meaning attached to it,

reframing

the acting individual

of the subjective

(or individuals)

takes

in
its
is
behaviour
thereby
the
oriented
account of
of others and
82
Men, therefore, define their situation and act in certain
course.
ways in order to attain

certain ends.

In other words, the action of

men stems from a network of meanings which they themselves construct
from given situations;
81.
82.

the ends that they are concerned to attain,

the

David Silverman, The'The6r of Organitations: a Sociological
Framework (London: Heinemann, 19/U) Lhapter 6 especially pp. 131-132.
Max Weber, The Theory of Social and Economic Organisation (Oxford,
Oxford university Press, 1964). Trans. into English by- HFhderson
and Parsons, p. 88-94; quoted by Silverman, Ibid. p. 129.
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actions that they perceive to be available

range of alternative

them; and the choice of meansmost likely

to be effective

the given ends, bearing in mind the likely

to

in attaining

reactions of others to

their actions.

It follows that social action has an internal

logic by virtua

of the fact that people assign meanings to situations

and to the actions

of others and then react in terms of the interpretations
those meanings.

It is therefore,

clearly

siggested by

conceivable that a group

of people (e. g. our migrant workers) could respond differently
the same situation

or the same objectively

cash assistance and incentives
given to the same situation
of variations
situation.

defined stimulus, e. g. the
The different

to move.

to

responses

by the samepeople explains the function

in interpretations
It is the subjective

and meanings attached to the same
understanding of the actions of men

which Weber regards as the fundamental distinguishing
sociology comparedwith the natural sciences.

He declares that:

"we can accomplish something which is never attainable
sciences, namely: the subjective

feature of

in the natural

understanding of the action of the

component individuals",

and argued that sociology must be concerned

with the interpretation

83
of action in terms of its subjective meaning.

Migration decision-making is, for all
instance of social action.

Earlier

(Chapter 3) it was demonstrated

that workers were acting in a particular
was an opportunity
83.

intents and purposes, an

situation.

That situation

to choose between leaving the city or staying behind,

Max Weber, pp. 94 and 103.
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following

the decision of their

employers to relocate in a new town.

To beýable to decide one way or the other, workers first

defined their

in terms, not only of what meaning they attach to moving

situation

or staying behind, but also what alternative
realisation

of the interpretations

meansexisted for the

suggested by the situation.

As soon as they entered the stage of exercising a choice, involing
the weighing of the pros and cons of staying or moving their actions
approximated to the expressions of motivated men.
that workers attached meanings to relocation.
was an opportunity

to enhance their

and through residential

location

This demonstrated

For somemovers, it

social status by better housing

in an environment that is associated

with thigher social standing: and for somenon-movers, staying behind
confi med the extent of their attachment to the familiar

urban

environment.

The meanings attached to relocation
groups of our sample of workers.

were different

It was different,

for different

for e. g. between

the older and younger workers; between the working class and middle
class workers; between ethnic minorities
terms between the unskilled
different

and natives,, and in occupational

and the professionals.

It was also

for the single and married, males and females and so on.

Migration decision is as much a function of the meanings that migrants
attached to the situation,,
attain:

their needs, their

as it is the ends that migrants wished to
aspirations,

their hopes and expectations.

Such meanings are social facts which are socially

given, e. g. better

housing in a better environment wins social approval from respectable
people in society.

And meanings are also socially

sustained by the
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institutional

isation

and internalisation

of roles and expectations,

and by taking the actions of others into account through the process
of interactions.

The motivations of our migrant workers are demonstrably essential
interpretation

to their

However, as-,,.
we observed the workers in a

making their decision.
process of transition,

to say whether they were

it was difficult

'behaving' or 'acting'.
whilst

as well as in actually

of the situation

between 'behaviour'

The distinction

and 'action'

it may appear unimportant, does underline the problem of

situational

interpretation

point in time.
whose objective

and rationality

in the actions of men at one

Behaviour usually refers to response to a stimulus
characteristics

that
by
the
so
observer;
are perceived

the reaction of the observer to the stimulus can be analysed and
conclusions drawn from the reactions.

Observable patterns of behaviour can be deduced from reactions
to stimuli,
reliable

which then provide the social scientist

source of data.

it was demonstrated

Following from this,

that Management,in order to orientate

with his most

and condition workers to

accept and respond favourably to relocation,

offered them cash
familiarise

assistance and incentives and madeserious effortsto
workers with the new location.

The measures constituted

differently.
but
to
of
course,
which workers reacted,
put
'behaviour'.
of
a
are
clear
example
reactions

and 'behaviour'

These

But they show that

behaviour is an expression of motive or intention;
'action'

stimulus in-

suggesting that

are both generated by motive.

In the above

incentives
to
the
assistance,
cash
workers
example on
reactions of
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and familiarisation,

the behaviours of workers were partly

the expectations of managementand partly

rejecting

reflecting

them; and partly

demonstrating that the motives of workers were something superior
to cash assistance and incentives.

Nevertheless, it is also true to

say that by concentrating on behaviour itself

without interpreting

the meaning of that behaviour, it is possible to miss its significance
(in this case, its meaning) to the people involved and to the people
to whomthe behaviour is directed.
therefore,

and 'Behaviour' can,

'Action'

be used interchangeably with no inconsistency because

although 'action'

itself

occurs not as a response to an observable

stimulus but as a product of a system of expectations yet it is
generated by the desire to attain

given ends.

That is probably what

Webermeanswhen he defined social action as all humanbehaviour
when and in so far as the acting individual

attaches subjective

meaning to it.

The understanding of the migration decisions of workers and the
frame of reference on which those decisions were mademust begin
with the observation and the interpretation
of mind of the workers (as actors),

of the subjective state

demonstration
the
as
with
well
as

of the way they defined the situation.

This approach has meant a

close examination of meanings that workers attached to the opportunity
to leave the inner city:
motives of our typical

in turn, this means looking for typical
migrant workers which would explain their

migration decisions in that given situation

within which they acted.

It has been shown that our sample of migrant workers were highly
motivated people whose divergent aspirations
io,terpret

the occasion of relocating

led them to define and

in a new town differently.

-
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They showed that the action they took (i. e. decision to move or
to stay behind) was related closely to the meaning they attached to
the opportunity of leaving the city.

The,, way they defined the

the meanings they attached to it and the ends they hoped

situation,

to attain - all

this providedthevehicle

for action.

That action,

represented, in this context by thedecision-making
shown to be characteristically
14A4fLsituation
..,,,

rational;

process, has been

that is, workers were not OKIý

meant to them, what they could get out

ITY
of it and what the consequencesof acting or remaining passive or
acquiescing will
alternative

be, but also weighing the relative

meansof achieving the ends defined.

effectiveness

of

Indeed, as it was

shown in Chapter 4, decision-making is the product of cost-benefit
analysis.

This deliberate

Weber calls

'Rational'

and calculating

('Zweckrationall).

shown to be goal-orientated

kind of social action
Where an action has been

as in the case of the migrant workers, it

is hardly necessary any more to demonstrate rationality.

The rational

action of migrant workers is explained when the meanings they attach
to their migration decision are apparent and manifest.
say, as soon as it clearly
particular

way, either

sufficiently

rational

That is to

demonstrated that the actor acted in a

in order to or because of, then such action is
being backed by concrete motive and supplying

adequate information about the situation

within which the actor

acted.

Not all workers were, however, purely rational

in their behaviour.

There were migrant workers whose actions were guided by their emotional
feelings

towards the 'governor' or the employing firm.

Someworkers

hue come to be emotionally attached to the migrant firm after so
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manyyears of unbroken service.
ships with the proprieter,

Others have such personal relation-

or head of department as to regard them-

selves as membersof the family.

Thus, somemovers may have

decided to move purely for sentimental reasons what Pareto calls
'derivations'
or what Weber calls laffectual orientation of action'.
It has been shown that part of the decision not to movewas the
result of emotional attachment to London.

It is likely

that some

of our Movers motivated by long service and attachment to the employer
might be heavily drawn from the typical
more inclined

to make progress, maintain their

their social status by sticking
migrant workers, their
'Traditional

organisation men or spiralists
career and improve

to one employer.

For this group of

action approximates to what Weber calls

(Social) Action'.

A fourth type of (ideal) social action
Owr
which probably defines someof the behaviours ofL2ample of migrant
workers is what Weber refers to as 'Wertrational':
guided by a conscious belief

action
ethical

aesthetic
,

behaviour entirely

or religious

and independent of any prospects
difficult

the later

that

migrant

is valued for its

workers (especially

goal turns
own sake.

value of some
for its
It

success.

from Wertrational

can be an amplification

For example, where the actor's
thing

of external

to separate Zweckrational

sense that

in the absolute

that is, a rational

action

is perhaps
in the one

of the former action.
out to be a desire

for a

This was the case with our

Movers) part of whose goals for moving was

the satisfaction

of an aspiration

beautiful,

and quiet environment of the new town'.

fresh

own sake

to live

in a 'modern house, in the
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The implication

of this aspiration

is that movementto a new

town for somemigrant workers was construed as a social value to
which they were aspiring to achieve.

5.2

The Action frame of reference of migrant workers
So far it has been demonstrated that men's motives, emotions or

sentiments, their

desire to conform to rules and expectations of

others and occasional pursuits of value and belief,
a frame of reference for their

social action,

provide them with

including

(in the

present context) the unit act of deciding whether to migrate from the
inner city to a new town or to stay behind.

Goldthorpe, and his

associates have shown how the action frame of reference can be
usefully

applied to the sociological

In explaining the social behaviour

workers within work organisations.
and relationships
as the initial
situations

of affluent

analysis of the behaviour of

workers of the car industry,

basis of that explanation,

the way workers defined their

and demonstratdd that the orientations

brought into work determined their
and relationships

attitude

that the workers

to work, their behaviour

which they formedwith the firm and their

In examining the situations

they took

colleagues.

it
workers,
of our sample of migrant

maYhow be asked.: what considerations (or action frame of reference)
_
provided the basis on which their migration decisions were made?
The considerations
follows: -

implicit

in those decisions can be summarisedas
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Environmental Quality

2.

Housing and Neighbourhood

3.

Community, Social Ties and Association

4.

Family and Private Life

5.

Work and Career

The Social and Physical Environment
Respondentshave demonstrated, in their migration decisions,
the subjective meaning that they attach to environmental factors.
They have made continuous and direct

comparisons between the new

town environment and the urban environment of the inner city areas.
They have made continuous assessment of the quality

of social relation-

ships that prevailed in the inner city environment and speculated on
what life

could be in a new environment in which all the developed

and valued ties,

associations and connections would be lacking.

Respondents

have also considered the extent to which they can live in a new environment which is different
their

from the natural habitat for urbanites.

frame of reference in thiir

based on relating
inner city

In other word

migration decisions were mainly

the contents of the familiar

environments of the

to those of the new town and asking themselves questions

about moving or staying whose answers at best emphasize what aspirations they would wish to satisfy.

Against this background, some respondents, in their

reasons for

moving expressed an unambiguouspreference for the cleaner, healthier
and desirable physical surroundings of the new town whilst
the deterioration

deploring

of the London (urban) environment which was

perceived as having lost its respectability

and glamour.

But at the
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sametime, the lack of basic amenities of an urban environment in
new towns severely constrained the desires of many to move away from
the older city.

And the kind of socisl relationships
(including

expected to develop at destination
for adapting and adjusting,

that respondents

the ease of difficulty

making friends and generally resocialising

once more), also featured prominently in the underlying considerations
in their migration decisions.

Thus, the new town environment, for

example, its cleaner, healthier

and modern outlook; its suburban and

respectable surroundings; its quiet,

peaceful and serene appeal; and

its conduciveness to bringing up children or for retirement formed
a significant

frame of reference for 48%of Movers who mentioned this

factor as a determinant of the decision to move.

The concept of the 'environment' discussed in Chapter 6, poses
The general and more narrow meaning given to the

its own problems.

environment is its association with the physical space around, whereas,
in its wider context, it refers to the physical and social space to
which, through daily interactions,
meaning.

men in society relate to and attach

Viewed in this wider context, the significance

of the

be
the
discussion,
the
must
to
the
concept of
present
environment
value that men attach to 'environment'.

The comparisons between the new town and inner city environments
that
in
respondents
the
terms
values
subjective
are meaningful only
of
attach to each of both kinds of environment: their contents, their
qualities,

and their

would, therefore,

useful and social grading.

The environment

include the physical surroundings, the social

heritage of a community, the richness and quality

of social interaction,
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the amount of social investments for welfare and comfort; hospitals,
cinema, sporting and social club facilities,

transport,

It is,

so on.

thereforepot

surprising

shopping and

that the evaluation which

Non-moversattach to their environment was a frame of reference for
23%who decided not to move because they were unable to abandon the
London environment; and the significance
ties,

social connections and professional

that 29%attached to community
associations.

The comparisons that respondents madebetween 'the old' and 'the
newl environments reflected

on both the differences

between the two

choices that different

and the likely

city residents could madegiven
r4t
But it does ean that, in absolute
the opportunity to move out.
Lý
terms, the inner city environment is inferior to the new town environ-

ment or vice versa.

What it means is that both environments are
to different

categories of city residents within
84
life
different
their
they
styles.
and
preferred
which
can pursue
alternatives

available

For example, appropriate environments within

the city have created

ghettos - ethnic ghettos, class segregation, or professional

separatism.

These environmental enclaves promote the pursuit of preferred style
of life

which either

of a particular
identify
of life

conforms with the shared expectations and norms

social group, or enables a particular

with an ethnic,

social or professional

picked up which enables the individual

tion of belonging to the group.

individual

to

grouping; or the style
to satisfy

the aspira-

Our sample of migrant workers have

demonstrated in the analyses of preceding chapters that moving out to
a new town or staying in London was an expression of conformity and
Identification
84.

with, or aspiration

to pursuing a way of life

which,

According to William Michelson, life style is a composite of those
aspects of the r.oles that a person strongly emphasizes. It refers
but
to
living.
furnishing
dress
rather
to
styles
of
or
syles of
not
'Nstyle of life can be picked up, imitated, acquired or ascrobed.
'role'
'role
'image'
in
and
and
is
basically
it
rooted
However,
See W. Michelson, p. 63.
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only the choice of moving to a new environment in a new town or
staying in the old but familiar

environment of the inner city,

could help to achieve.

Housing and Neighbourhood
The concept of housing in the present day means6ore than a
building with a number of rooms and spaces for different

to the single person, the married couple or

whether we are referring

a family with children and grouwn-ups.
beyond 'shelter'

purposes

Housing need has extended

and 'accommodation'. to include central heating$

low-density accommodation, gardens at the rear and front of the
house, and a desirable,

respectable environment that wins the approval

of decent and civilised

people.

housing need) moves in direct
standard of living

The definition

(and
housing
of

proportion with the growth of decency,

and environmental health.

Therefore, any form

of overcrowding, any kind of congestion and any perception of the
deterioration

of the surroundings would have increased the perception

for bad housing.

This fact explains why 48%of Movers mentioned

housing need as a determinant of their decision to move; and it also
explains why someNon-Moverswere content to stay in London where they
appear to be satisfactorily

housed.

Where the emphasis in housing choice revolves around modernity,
quality

and residential

area satisfying

location,

the potentials

such growing demandwill

of the inner city

be obviously limited.

On

the other hand, the new town stands out capable of meeting that need.
It is for this specific
towns have been and will

reason that historically

the creation of new

continue to be functionally

justified.

- 231 to be extended in view of the fact that

This function is more likely

the demandfor single family houses (low-density

and purpose built)

has continued to rise and cannot be met by any possible increases in
Respondents,

the provision of hous4ng stock in the older cities.
demonstrated their

therefore,

not only to the growing

sensitivity

trend in the extension of the concept of housing from simple 'shelter'
to the 'wider neighbourhood', but also in the potentialities
new town in fulfilling
A significant

their aspirations

in terms of housing need.

frame of reference in migration decision-

aspect of their

making was the desire to satisfy
concept has currently

of the

housing need however widely the

been interpreted.

The Family, Life Cycle and Personal Circumstances
A great deal of serious considerations
family:

welfare

and comfort,

and for personal

children's

education

problems, e. g. health,

the frame of reference

for

the family

decisions

the migration

and children

and upbringing

etc.,

formed a substantial'part

of

of our respondents.

of 14% of all

In the case of Movers, 30% (equivalence
concern for

for the future of the

Movers) mentioned
of the decision

as a determinant

to move; and 32% (15% of Movers) mentioned Personal Circumstances
(health

reasons,

consideration
moving for
related

for moving.

Similarly,

the same reason that

to concern for

particularly,
while

conditions

of other dependents, etc)

'Family

lion-movers were constrained

they were motivated

decided to stay.

by considerations

and Personal Problems'.

other members of the family

other members rejected

as important

had their

moving outright,

Because,

jobs in London

28% of Non-movers

from
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On the positive

side, there were respondents who were less

in their

protective

thinking

as in being rather adventurous in their

outlook in order to provide greater security

for the family.

different

cycle: the,lyoung and

people in different

childless,

stages of life

the young child-raisers,

the elderly

For

and the retiring

working man.- the family and personal future of each of these, must
be affected by the environment in which they are located at a crucial
point in time in their
direct
raising

life-cycle.

As William Michelson has observed

access, for example to the outside, maximises control in child
under conventional parent-child

can be effectively

achieved only if child-rearing
85
Similarly,
much more open-spaced environment.
family housing units,

the type that will

in new towns, also promote child raising
inhibitions.

ering of children's

before and after the child-raising
childless)

frequently

takes place in a

be more likely

to be available

by minimising parent fost-

On the other hand, only adults
stage of life

(as well as the

with growing children.

any planning policy for the provision of

amenities in a new town based on "neighbourhood accessibility"
likely

to encourage those in the child-raising

than others.

stage of life

is
more

In the sameway that ownership and use of private motor-

cars promote family centred life
bourhood concept.
85.

single

self-contained

rate access to consumer goods and services more

highly than do families

By implication,

This control

relationships.

so will

accessibility

based on neigh-

Nevertheless, the aged and the retiring

Michelson, p. 109-110.

workman
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will

in leading a much mote secluded and less

find great satisfaction

rushed life.

For all

these people, the new town is demonstrably a
And the awareness of what the new town can

source of attraction.
offer in the realisation

dreams, provided a frame of reference

of their

decision to move out of London depended.

on which their

Community, Association and Social Ties
Community is not just
attitude,

a geographical

at various

values and contacts
sense of place"
attachment.

that

levels;

in the typical

of the binding

communie"ies

is

Community
of developed

Community is a form of
bonds that make one a member
life

and relationships

London,
in
East
End
Green
Bethnal
of
of

filrrý-star

Ethnic Ghettos in America and the

in Hollywood,

enclaves
86
d4wntown
Lagos in Nigeria.
The inner
of
same position

it

Community means "a

by social

West End in the United States,

professional

means the quality

it

and "a sense of belonging".

The strength

is people,

associations.

bind people together.

of a community has been illustrated

Boston's

ties,

a network of relationships,

means interactions

area; it

as these various

communities,

city

or the 'Ekol villages
area stands in the

especially

to city

residents.

Moving away from such communities must be a painful experience and
a challenge to an established tradition.
much of parts of one's heritage;

it implies giving away so

deal
it
take
of
a
great
must
and

compensation to be able to make the break-away.

The rough calculus,

wUch respondents made in order to decide on whether or not the
86.

Michelson, p. 63-75.
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break-away was worthwhile has been described and discussed in
Chapter 4.

Although for vaieious reasons, many Movers decided to leave

the inner city,

yet they

did so by acknowledging the significance

of their attachment to their

community (12%) and the obvious amount

of valued contacts they would be loosing by moving (15%).
other hand, it was obvious that a substantial

On the

number of Non-movers

could not make the move mainly because they were unable to uproot
from their

community/home(15%); they did not want to break up valued

contacts, associations and ties

(16%); or did not want to separate

from other membersof the family who would be left
move was made (28%).

behind if

the

In other words, as a result of the subjective

meaning that 59%of Non-movers attribute

to community bond (including

related social ties and valued associations),

they decided against

moving.

Work and Career
Only 17%of the Movers confi med that their decision to movewas
motivated by the desire to keep their Jobs and to maintain their
As indicated above, the

career progression with the employer.

remaining 83%decided to move for reasons connected with environmental
quality
so on.

family
the
future
housing
the
the
town,
and
of
of
need,
new
For the Non-movers, their job and the pursuit of career with

the migrant firm occupied an inferior
preferences.

position

in their

scale of

At least most Non-moverswere content to stay behind

in London confident that another job will

be found much more easily.

It is strange that only such a comparatively small proportion of the
migrant workers could interpret
as a means of promoting their

the opportunity
future career.

to move to a new town
Why this should be so
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will

remain a matter

is available

in view of the fact

for speculation

which indicates

that evidence

work in new towns in the past seven years or so were motivated
twin motive of getting

So that

a job and a house.

which a job and a house are secured (a situation
it

migration),
that will

shouTd be expected that

rush to pick up the opportunity

Perhaps part

of the answer may lie

sample of migrant
Fig 9 indicates

workers,

to

that most people who were recruited

as well

by the

in a situation

represented

the proportion

by planned

of workers

would have been significant.

in the age and aspirations

of our

as in the method of recruitment.

the various dimensions of respondents'

frame of reference.

Fig. 9
Componentsof workers frame of reference
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5.3

Social Status, Life Style and Residential

Location

Data on the reasons for moving or not moving and on the determinants for the decision madesuggest that clear motive for improving
the social positions

More so, an

of our sample of workers existed.

examination of the componentsof the frame of reference on which their
migration decision-making was bated (see Fig. 9), would further
that there was a tacit
taining

belief

by our sample of migrant workers in mainby choosing their

or achieving social respectability

location

in an environment that fits

respectability

complimentary imperative of adopting a fitting

This section is, therefore,
of social status,

residential

the social image to which they

Tied to residential/environmental

aspire.

suggest

is the

style of life.

devoted to discussing the phenomenon
route through

its determinants and the particular

which our mogrant workers sought to maintain an already achieved social
status or aspired to achieve it,

namely: by residential

suburban house within a socially

desirable environment.

Social

status

means a man's 'general'

members of the society

comeswith it
In addition,

or some section

standing

of it;

the notion of superiority

location in a

vis-a-vis

and like

the other
5-ti;

social

or/and inferiority.

it deals with the way in which two people in the society

regard each other; that is, reciprocal attitudes expressed in
87
reciprocal behaviour.
In other words, social status derives from an

will

assessment of one's relative
position in the society; it deals with
4-c87. T. H. Marshall, Sociology at Cross-roads (London: Heinemann, 1963),
p. 181-207.
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power and influence,

the way others assess your social worth: one's rights,

one's wealth or education, and the amount of respect that a person
Social status or position

commandsamongothers.
'accorded' or 'subectively

derived'.

carries with it certain attitudes
from others.

individual

in each case, a social position

and role and behaviour expectations

Thus, we can distinguish

as accorded by the attitudes

be

can either

between 'actual social position'

the
behaviour
those
whom
among
of
and

lives and moves, i. e. personal social status, e. g. the

respectability

and gentility

of a good doctor; the social position

accorded by the conventional values current in the society to the group
of which the individual

is a representative,

i. e. positional

social

e. g. the general worth of a memberof parliament; and one's

status,

in the society derived from the social stratification

position

system

in
or
person;
e. g. a working class or a middle class

prevalent,

occupational terms, a teacher, a factory worker, a bank clerk.
birth

and culture,

or profession,

So,

wealth and material possessions, education, occupation

as well as subjective

pation in certain social activities

assessment of status, particiand status

and relationships,

derived from the judgement of others are basic determinants df social
status.

Certainly,
society,

varies from society to society,

differences
India,

in
the
determines
the
a
person
of
social position
what

group.
-11c-

according to

in emphasis in the underlying system of evaluation.

for example, for all

generally reflects
further

particularly

distinctions

In

intents and purposes, social status

though
there
be
could
even
membership;
current caste
local
within
a
caste
status
of personal social

In parts of Boland (Nigeria),

the hierarchical

ordering of
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persons in the society begins with Chieftaincy

there are distinctions
(non-natives;

the second category (the subjects)

But within

with subject persons.

(Ndi Eze), and ends

of 'amala' (real natives) and 'mbiarabial

foreigners,

including

And even within

slaves).

the

lamalas' who pride themselves with being both the 'real natives'
'noblemen', there are further
superiority
the ruling

distinctions

of inferiority

and

and

based on wealth, material possessions and relationship
In Britain

class, etc.

with

and Continental Europe where the

estate system has influenced or survived into the age of (social)
rights

and privileges

Mobility.

gentility
88
social status.

from birth,

class,

prestige from wealth and culture of

and respectability,

education and profession determine

In each of these examples, it

is important to note

that it is the underlying system of assessment that determines the
In India,

ultimate social grading.
in Britain

and Africa,

and Continental Europe, it

is birth

whereas in, say, America, it is the idealized
to talent and enterprise

-a

belief

the climate within which individual
positions.

Nevertheless, inspite

underlying system of evaluation,
social status within

it is certainly

and culture of4obility;
picture of a world open

in fundamental social equality
talents

and so on.

as

can determine social
in the

of the basic differences
it is impossible to identify

a person's

the society by looking at him in the street unless

there are commonfeatures by which vie can easily identify
thýe_African chief,

birth;

the middle class person in Britain

the Brahmin,

or in America,

It may be the way such persons dress or speak; the way they

T. H. Marshall, quoted by K. Thompson and J. Tunstall,
eds,
SoCibloLy Perspectives:
Reader (Milton Keynes:
An Open University
Upen University
Press/Penguin Education, I<eprinted 1973), p. 289-294.
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live:

special houses, special possessions, the use of someequipment;
perhaps the way they regard themselves and as others

and above all,

In short, the attitudes

react to them.

and behaviours of people are

very important indices by which the distant observer can recognise
In recent years, people'sattitudes:

other people's social grading.

derived from the way they grade themselves (i. e. subjective

especially

behaviours: what they do in order to be identified

grading), and their

with certain social status89 - have been used as the basis for (social)
theorising

about status identification,

enhancement.

status maintenance and status

Debates on these related issues have led to significant

academic contributions

to social mobility

and the embourgeoisementof

the working class.

Research and the debates have focussed on whether or not one's
social

status

- whether accorded,

or worsened by means other than the advan-

can be improved, maintained
tage of birth
although

or the inheritance

he points

ascribed

determined,

or subjectively

Marshall's

of wealth.

the means and routes

out that

answer is

through which it

'yes'.
can

on one hand, and have been the subjects
90
is
Social
hand.
mobility
the
other
on

be achieved have been varied
of protracted

controversy,

a term which has been used to refer
from one social
and therefore
of social

90.

only meaningful

satisfaction.

moves within
89.

position

to another,

his own social

to the movement of individuals
linked
being
such movement

by reference

Mobility
class,

to the prevailing

can be horizontal
or vertical

with

system

where an individual

where he has moved from

Goldthorpe et al, The Affluent Worker in Class Structure (Cambridge:
Cambridge University
Chapter.
Press, 1963) especTaPffy-tTie Introauctory
Perspectives,
Thaompson and Tunstall,
Sociological
p. 292-293.
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So, while social mobility

a working class to a middle class position.
may be inter-group

and intra-group,

and intra-generational;
(maintained).

as it can be upwards, downwardsor static

It is usually assessed in relation

categories, partly

to occupational

because occupation tends to be closely correlated

with income, consumption patterns,
of life

it can also be inter-generational

educational achievement and styles

which are important determinants of social ranking; or partly

because occupation provides a good meansof social ranking (in terms
of socio-economic groupings) and an objective
In some societies

social stratification.

index for research into

too, intra and inter social

class marriage provide one valuable meansof climbing the social ladder,
although in the present day, for most societies,

routes to enhancing one's

possessions and education remain significant

Education has been recognised as having increased its

social status.

importance in social mobility

such that Turner9l, in his comparison

between the American and British
econtest' mobility

societies,

and 'sponsored' mobility

each of the two societies.

to reflect

between

on the effect

mobility:

American education reflects

a system in which elite

an open contest based on the aspirants'
whereas British
in which elites

education reflects
are recruited

agents who accord elite
criterion,

has distinguished

have
in
the
on mobility
can
system
emphasis
education

that different

of 'contest'

wealth and material

e. g. certification

9-1, Ralph Turner, Sociological

in
in
the
prize
status

own talents and efforts;

the norms of 'sponsored' mobility:

by other established elites

position

the norms

or their

on the basis of someeducational

after prescribed examinations.

Perspectives, p. 316.

in
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While many have moved from one social position

to another by

better education, wealth and material possessions, or by better
occupation, others have moved in a different
adopting styles of life,

direction,

behaviour patterns and other identifications

and imagery which put them into a social circle
by subjective

namely

within which they can

assessment and by the evaluation of others, be identified

as people of higher social standing.

To take this route is to

recognise that enhanced social status comesby the improvement of one's
general respectability.

Correct attitude,

accent and adoption of the prevailing
stocks-in-trade.
life

behaviour, manners, right

ethos must be the aspirant's

In other words, adopting the appropriate style of
Thisý,
e

might win the respect of others already in the circle.

thinking,

fundamental as it

is, does not always consider whether

adopting the appropriate style of life

washes one clean of his dirt

from

the group lower down; nor does it consider that the new style of
life

does not necessarily automatically

change the attitude

of the iý

reference group into one of absolute acceptance of the self-recruit
into the fold.

However, the strength of the tendency towards

enhancing social status by way of adopting the appropriate style of
life

has been persuasively argued by Goldthorpe and his associates

in their

thesis on the "embourgeoisementof the working class",

demonstrated by both the study of the affluent
attitude

and

worker's industrial

and behaviour; and in the study on the changing voting

behaviour of the working class (e. g. working class conservatism).
92.

92

Mark Abrams, "New Roots of Working Class Conservatism". in
Encounter (May 1960), S, M, Lipset, "The British Voteru, in New
Leader F 7th and 21st November, 190.
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The study on the soliology

worker by Goldthorpe

of the affluent

and his associates was directed at testing empirically

the widely

accepted thesis of 'working class embourgeoisement': the thesis that,
as manual workers and their

families

high incomes

achieve relatively

is
and living standards, they assumea way of life which, more character"
istically
'middle class' and becomein fact progressively assimilated
into middle class society. 93
This thesis is the product of a debate on the working class which
has its origins
prediction

Given Marx's

in the work of Karl Marx and Engels.

of the revolutionary

overthrow of capitalism as a result
of the British

and given Engel's recognition

working class evolution;

worker's craving for 'respectability'

of

and 'enhanced social status'

indeed eagerness, to accept beurgeoise
94
ideas",
the authors of the
styles and political

which lead (him) to "a willingness,
social values, life

study directed their attention

to demonstrating (empirically)

the

versions of working class embourgeoisementthesis in the several contexts
of work, sociability,

industrial

examining their

reached by this

of their
93.
94.

voting

outside

behaviour.

that

conclusion
for respec-

the desire

work, determined the social,

to work to their

social

as reflected

The significant

of life.

study is the confirmation

attitudes

in terms of their

and behaviours

attitudes

- an aspiration

and political

and imagery and so on, by

aspirations

in adopted styles

specifically

tability

social

and family

relationships
Particularly

Goldthorpe et al, The Affluent
Behaviour, p. 1-2.
Goldthorpe et al, The Affluent

mates and their
life,

on the last

Worker: Indusirial

economic

employers;
and in terms

point

(voting

Attitudes

Worker in Class Structure,

and
p. 1-3.
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behaviour) at the inquest on the 1959 election,
tators including David Butler,

many academic commen-

Richard Rose, Mark Abrams and S. M.

Lipset, saw a connection between working class affluence,
of a middle class outlook and the drift
Party.

Additionally,

the spread

of support from the Labour

there have been studies which, indeed, confirm

the fact that a large section of the working class in Britain

are

moving towards new middle class values and middle class existence.

95

They do so by adopting middle class values, middle class styles of
life:

house ownership, car ownership, pattern of consumption, the use

of leisure and holidays,

child-rearing

patterns,

and educational/

occupational choice, and so on.

In this study, on migration to new towns, I have tried

to show

that there is, at present, another route by which the working class
people seek to improve their social grading: this is by residential
location

in a desirable environment usually associated with the middle

class.

I have also tried

to indicate

that those middle class people

who change residential

location ensure that they move into a similar

environment which fits

into their

That this choice of residential

already acquired social status.
location

our respondents were aspiring to attain

is a social value to which
demonstrated
been
has
or maintain

by the reasons given for moving or staying behind, by the frame of
reference for the decision taken and by the cost-benefit

analysis

which preceded those decisions.

95.

F. Zweig, The Worker in an Affluent Society (London, 1961), p. lx,
"The NewFactory Worker", in The Twentieth Century (flay 1960)
Josephine Klein, Samples fromi-English ul ure (London. 1965).
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5.4

Conclusions
set out to test (empirically)

This study originally
thesis that:

the hypo-

"the decision to move or to stay behind is fundamentally

an instrument for the achievement of non-work aspirations

have been shown to be the concern for

workers".

Those aspirations

the family,

environmental quality,

housing, community association
Except for the last,

and ties and occupational progression.
Other major aspirations
with work environment.

are certainly

needs that were totally

the
unconnected

be claimed that the hypo-

It can therefore,

thesis has been reasonably (successfully)

It seems clearly

tested.

apparent from this study that the craving for the quality
environment is increasingly

of migrant

of the

becoming a social value to which many

working class people aspire as a means of improving their social status.
On the other hand, the social investments of the new town and the
expected quality

of social relationships

that migrants can develop, must,

for a long time remain major constraining
of inner city

influences on the decision

residents to move to live there.

planners and sociologists

It follows that

into
take
find
and
out
must of necessity

different
to
learn
how
they
respond
about
account what menwant,
of housing, neighbourhood and totil
attach to the contents and quality
social:

and then reflect

new communities.

they
the
values
environment,
of their

community - physical and

these needs and aspirations

No doubt, as sociologists

the question they must direct

(given the nature of the particular
the final

society's

product ought to be "a melting-pot

habitat which provides for different

when building

and planners ponder about

how to build new and meaningful humanhabitats (call
or $newtown'),

kinds

it

attention

'community'
to is whether

system of social grading)
community" or "a human

kinds of persons" within the society.

PARTTHREE

THEORETICAL
ANDPOLICYIMPLICATIONS
RAISEDBY PLANNED
MIGRATION.
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PART THREE
THE BROADER
SOCIOLOGICALIMPLICATIONSOF PLANNEDPOPULATION
MOVEMENT

ChaOtor 6
THEORETICALISSUES
MIGRATION
RAISEDBY PLANNED

6.1

The Environmenti-'Il a Sociological
To the physical Scientist,

reality

Concept

the environment is purely an objective

separate from humanbeings: a kind of physical world of its

own which we cannot experience.
one who is primarily

especially
interactions

But to the Social Scientist,
concerned with humansociety,

and the web of inter-relationships,

social

the environment

must refer to the social space and the entire surroundings: the
totality

of the physical and the social habitat within which man
Within

lives and works, and to which he reacts and attaches meaning.
this space, a complexity of social processes take place.
constructs his world and its social realities;
heritage and all

the properties

by his experiences.
an integral

of his life

works of humanrelations,

coloured and interpreted
be said to be

It is kept alive by net-

social conventions and institutions;

it generates in its occupants a structural

sense of 'place',

and
'belonging'

and 'community': a sense of attachment that can only be a function
of his socio-spatial

interaction.

man

he locates his entire

The environment can* therefore,

part of the social structure.

In it,
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In the experiences of the social being, the environment must be
a complex totality

defined;

of many aspects, sometimes physically

and at other times only viewed in terms of on-going social relationships.

In this regard, aspects of the environment must include

the streets and the houses in which we live,
schools as social institutions,
will

the shops and the hospitals.

also include the farms and the fields,

the hills,

and the bridges, the social and recreational
and the theatres,

the churches and the

the rivers

facilities,

the museumsand the parliament.

It

the cinemas

Within the

community and the neighbourhood, the corner shop and the local market,
the parks and the jubilees,

the pubs and the libraries:

gives character and meaning to the total

each of this

surroundings.

They

generate both physical and emotional attachments in residents,

in the

sameway that the London Palladium and the Royal Albert Hall,
Westminster Abbey and the Winchester Cathedral give Britons a sense
of national pride and represent aspects of their social heritage
symbolically

expressed.

It is therefore,

not possible to separate

the physical from the social aspects of the environment.

The Church, for example, is

blended in every concrete reality.
revealed in an edifice;

Both are

the Parliament and the TownHall are both

symbols of government and power politics;

social relations

and net-

works are expressed in social groups involved in all sorts of social
activities
variety
beliefs,
habits,

and processes; literature

and arts are expressed in a

of ways displayed in galleries,
value and life

libraries

and museums;

styles find expression in social and cultural

in the choice of housing and residential

in patterns of congumption.

neighbourhood, and

Thus, the physical is at the same time

247
the symbol of the social and the environment is characteristically
and humanvalues,

charged with humanmemories, humantraditions,
often expressed in concrete and symbolic forms.

The basic concept of the environment just outlined has been
adequately reflected

in two most recent publications.

and his associates emphasize that:

"the environment meansmore than

hedgerows, road or bricks and mortar; (that)
pollution

.....

Peter Cowan

it meansmore than

(and that) it meansa whole nexus in which life

is

included people's expectations, their hopes
It
must
.........
96
Professor ThomasBlair, in his specific
and their aspirations".
lived

reference to the urban environment describes it as: "a total

area,

land
its
styles,
social and spatial systems,
97
Indeed, the growing concern over
and linkages".

its peoples and life
uses, activities
the quality

of the environment, especially

in the more technologically

advanced parts of the world, is both recognition
the environment on life

of the influence of

the
that
demonstration
expectancy and a

contents of our physical surroundings are a vital
humanhabitat.

In America, for example, environmentalists

becomeone of the main lobbies in national politics.
the combined functions of a number of earlier
as separate bodies.
originally

componentof the
have

They now exercise

movementswhich operated

One of these was the conservation movement,

degradation
the
19th
a
century protest movementagainst

health
the
movement,
the
public
of natural environments; and
other was
96.
97.

Future of Planning (London: Heinemann,
Peter Cowan, ed.,,
IThe
1973) p. 167.
L-Blair,
Thomas
The'P6verty of Planning: Crisis in the Urban
-Traic-Fonald, 19/J), p. 64.
Environment (Londo-57.
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originally

concerned with the philosophy of Ouisance abatement in

industrial

cities,

which later widened its concepts of health to

include concern with the complex relationship between physical and mental
98
In Britain, the Country-side
well-being and the environment.
Commissionis similarly

functionally

concerned with preservation and

conservation of the natural environment.

All over the industrialised

parts of the world, there are growing

and sustained protests against air,
noise from factories,

water and land pollution;

against

motor vehicles and from supersonic aircrafts.

There is a growing anxiety to preserve the green belts and historic
buildings.

These protests simply confirm that our surroundings

are not only parts of our heritage,
of the total

aspects

environment to which we attach meaning and react.

terms of content, any classification
reflect

but they are also vital

that is sufficiently

the broader concept outlined

above, must first

In

balanced to
demonstrate

the inter-dependence between the social and the physical aspects of
the environment.
partially

satisfied

much more interested

this basic characteristic.

He was, however,

to demonstrate the physical aspect of the

environment, and whilst
nevertheless,

(See Fig. 10, p. 249)

Bernard's classification

is
there
that
also a social aspect,
showing

he said very little

about it.

Although it is import-

ant to emphasize that the environment is composedof the physical
and the social aspects, it is relatively

much more important to

demonstrate that the environment is something that men attach meaning
98.

William Solesbury, "An Environmental Alphabet", in Built
Environment, Vol. 3, No. 4 (April, 1974)9 p. 177. -
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and react to.

It is only in this way that the so6ological

concept

of the environment becomesrelevant to the analyses of this study.
Apart from the classification
at an entirely

different

of the environment based on content,

level,

other classifications

madebased on stages of industrial
and the degree of sophistication

have been

development, prevalent life
of existing

social

Based on this second level of classification,

styles,
"
investments.

'urban environment'

and 'suburban environment' have been distinguished

for purposes of

comparison between the inner city area and the new town surrounding.

A sociological
relatively

concept of the environment must look beyond the
and emotive concern for the quality

simplistic

physical surroundings.

of the

It should probe into the realm of the

philosophy of space, to examine how space takes on meaning for its
occupants.
significant

This meaning should be established in terms of the
relationship

between the individual

and 'things'

around

on one hand; and the relationship

between himself and his connections

with people, on the other hand.

Approached In this way, social

space becomesa combination of physical things,
individual

feelings

the complexity of

and images developed in the normal courses of

social processes and of reactions towards spatial symbolisms which
100
Thus, the meaning attached to social
surround people in society.
99.
-

Social Investments -I have used this expression to describe the
in an urban environment,
supply of so-c-i-al'amenities and facilities
such as: Hospitals, Transport, Shops, Social and Welfare
amenities, Entertainment (Cinemas, Theatres, etc. ) Recreation
and Sports, and Libraries, Arts, Museumsand Social Clubs, etc.

100. David Harvey' Social Justice and the City (London: Edward
Arnold, l973;. -p. -3-4-.
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space reflect

the value placed on its physical contents, its

the existing

culture,,

social order, and the aspirations,

fears of its occupants.

Although it could be said that man creates

his own environment, it
biologically

parasitic

environment.

need and

is also true that over time he becomes
on and less fitted

to live without his own

This interdependence between man and his environment

indicates that any behaviour environmentally determined can be
explained by reference to stimulus-response process.

The relation-

ship is also fundamental to the development of that sense of place and
spatial

attachment which constrain the individual's

from one environment and to adapt into another.
inter-dependence of the individual

capacity to uproot
The nature of that

with his environment and of the

work organisation with its own environment was explained in Chapter 4
when the individual

and the firm were both likened to an organism.

In this analogy the protoplasm on which the organism depends for survival
is likened to the physical and social environment within which the
individual

lives

(See. Fig. 11).

Both the individual

person and

(say) the factory in which he works have the need for survival
ultimate goal.
effective

as an

Consequently, they share the commonproblem of

interaction

with and adaptation into their environment,

without which the fundamental need will

be unattainable.

Suppose, for

example, the protoplasm of the Amoebais removed, the organism soon
dies from lack of support from its environment.
pulled out from water (its
is quickly put back.

And, if fish is

natural environment), it also dies unless it

Similarly,

in
the climatic
change
a
under

temperature of the environment, trees shed their

leaves to avoid loss

of heat and moisture; and birds migrate to other environments more
conducive to continued existence.

In each case, a change of the

252
FIG. 11
BASEDON ORGANICCONCEPT
THE NATUREOF HUMAN(TOTAL) ENVIRONMENT

Pi g.

(a)

The Amoeba:

A living
Organism
surrounded by
its protoplasm
the
organismic
environmefit.

The nucleus of
Organism

The
Nucleus

j

.

'.

-

, I-,

,%I,.

ý

The Protoplasm
(The Organism's
Environment)

Fi g. II (b)

The individual
as Organism
surrounded
by his
human
environment
The
Individual
as
Organism
e4;

The Individual's
total Environment (ie ; the
Organism s
protoplasm)
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environment invariably

generates an adaptive response from the

organism manifested by sudden death in the case of the lower organism
less adaptive to changes; or the adaptation into a newsenvironment
of certain organisms through structural
and evolution.

specialisation,

modification

Extending the analogy to humanbeings, I have

demonstrated through the Socio-Spatial

Model, that

Interaction

migration decision-making is a form of adaptive response to a change
of environment.

Humanbeings are distinguished

of organisms by the fact of their

from other types

capacity to adapt to environmental

changes through the exercise of choice between known alternatives.
Therefore, when humanbeings are forced or induced to abandon their
familiar

environment, they respond to this change in two major ways:

they resist

hemeostatically

the threat to their

posed by the disturbance of the interaction
and, in order to survive,

and survival

with their environment;

they respond to the change by trying

adapt into a new (but similar)

An outstanding

stability

to

environment.

weakness in the study of the environment

is the

problem of a lack of rigorous definition

based on which its dynamics

can be subjected to critical

There is hardly any one

study, which seriously

analysis.

attempted to provide a definition

of the

environment based on a clear concept.

There are, of course, obvious

problems in trying

the all-inclusive

to do this.

First,

the notion of the environment is a problem in itself.
may be compared to what Americans call

nature of
The environment

the "motherhood issue": some-

thing everybody claims to know; something nobody is against; and yet
something nobody could neither define nor could properly actually
qp-
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Too often,

understand.

the environments are said to refer to the

immediate physical space; at times, it is synonymouswith influence
or a situation

conducive to achieving a given goal.

For example,

often refers to creating an environment in which to

a strategist

In many cases, the environment is used very

achieve an objective.

loosely to mean anything around us: the temperature and the air we
breath; the natural scenery around; or the wild life.

In this

confusion, the invaluable analytical

missing.

Second, many, if not all,

concept is totally

organisation

theorists

write and comment

on the environment with a great deal of assumption.

In particular,

protagonists of the open system theory, whilst emphasizing that
organisations,

like organisms, have needs of stability,

survival

and

adaptation into their environment, they tend to leave the environment
A. K. Rice, for example in his

to be defined by the reader.

invaluable study of the enterprise

and its environment camevery

close to providing a working definition.
that the enterprise

Based on the hypothesis

must be related to its physical and social

environment If it must survive,

Rice developed the 'Import-Conversion-

Export' model to illustrate
organisational dependenceon its environ101
However, in explaining the componentsof that environment
ment.
he said: "For an enterprise
political,

the environment consists of its

total

social and economic surroundings; for a part of an enter-

prise the environment includes the other parts and the whole".
this statement, the physical aspect of the environment is clearly
considered an essential
be actually

component.

In
not

Instead, the emphasis seems to

placed on factor influences.

101. Rice, Enterprises and its'environment,

The basic concept of the
p. 15.
I
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environment on which the definition
to have been reflected
definition

should be based, does not seem

in the statement.

It is my view that any

of the environment must essentially

derive from the hypo-

thesis that the environment is the social and physical space within
which life

is lived and to which man reacts and attaches meaning.

To understand its componentsand to explore its dynamics, especially
in so far as they determine humanbehaviour, the functional
action of man with his entire surroundings (social

inter-

and physical)

should provide the necessary guide.

6.2

Environmontal Deteminism
Can the environment determine humanbehaviour in the comparable

sense that our motives (and goals) can direct
ways?

a)

us to behave in some

In order to give a balanced answer to this question, we must:

examine the stimulus properties

determine
the
and
of
environment

how man responds to them (stimulus-response action).
b)

examine the various

ways by which man makes and changes his

own environment and how these changes affect
C)

his behaviour.

if
there
to
from
the
see
examine evidence
environment
studies on
is a case for and against environmental determinism.

of the environment, has
102
been adequately described by Rene Dubos.
He observed that in

Humanresponse to the stimulus properties

obscure ways, humanlife
102.
A."

converts the physio-chemical processes of
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biological

into

existence

actions,

problems not found in the same

which pose to the science ofv**A
degree in the study of other
irritating

materials,

human fabric;

just

derive

from geographical
fire,

the irritants

that

stimuli

lunar

floods.

Add to this

of the urban environment

human beings in terms of the possible
an avoidance behaviour
behaviour.

by Wolpert's

residents

experience

environment,

a great deal of stressful

by escaping (migrating)

town blues),

responses to environmental

in which factors

I have demonstrated earlier
adaptive
U-itself

such as vandalism,

also provides

in the environment

indirectly

that migration

to a

on the other
(new

withdrawal

under-stimulation.

an example of the way
affect

decision

response to a change of the environment.
demonstrated empirically

as an

elements in their

I have argued earlier,

under-stimulation

is provided

which he described

behaviours

Environmental

It may be

which leads to mala-

hand, that maladaptive
are parly

on

That is to say, as urban

stress.

environment.

and the

effects.

induced response.

decision

they avoid the situation

more favourable

has its

An example of avoidance behaviour

to environmental

adjustment

stimuli

there is a duldrum,

or a sensory deprivation

study of migration

tornado,

lead to stressful

Each situation

monotony and under-stimulation.

hurricane,

noise levels

this,

- all

Other

nature of man

the artificial

Yet, where they are absent,

over-stimulation.

daptive

list,

the rising

and water;

transmit

forces.

the physico-chemical

affect

on

and seasonal periods

hazards of the earthquake,

in the air

congestions

act directly

of the cosmic and solar

effects

physical

Mechanical stresses,

organisms.

and temperature

as the daily,

direct

lightning,

living

radiations

to humans the distant

and aspirations

representations

by the migration

human behaviour.
itself

is an

This proposition
decisions

of

-
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Movers and Non-movers alike.
facilities

While Non-movers feared that lack of

and amenities in new towns may under-stimulate

Movers were actually

(partly)

them,

motivated by the clean, fresh and

respectable features of the new town environment.

The chain of indirect

importance
indicated
the
shows
responses

of man's propensity to symbolize everything that happený to him and
then to react to the symbols as if

they were actual environmental

As Dubos remarked
"all the perceptions and inter.....
of the mind becometranslated into organic processes.

stimuli.
pretations

For this reason, the actual effects
man commonlybear little

that the environment exerts on

if any resemblance to the direct effects

that

could have been expected from the physico-chemical nature of the
stimuls.

The body machine reacts not only to the stimulus itself

but also to all

the symbols associated with the experiences of the

past and the expectations of the future,
into effective
man's ability

stimuli

by particular

symbols which are converted
103
day
Every
we witness
events".

to create a physical environment and to develop communi-

ties within which he can express his needs of association and ordinIn this creative action, we also watch the natural

ary living.

interactions
destroyed;
defaced
and
environment
and often
relationships

and social

often grow complex, impersonal and meaningless.

As

these things happenj we congratulate ourselves for the social progress
we attain
changing.

is
environment
the
our
speed with which
and protest at
Weadmire the architectural

and aesthetic beauty of the

is
behaviour
how
debate
issue
the
changed by
our
of
and
-s-urroundings
103. Dubos, ManAdapting, p. 5-7.
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the designs.

There is no doubt that town planners, architects

designers have tended to be social

idealists

thinking and the zeal to transform society,

and

who, led by utopian
have envisaged the

creation of ideal communities in which people can live the good life.
They believe that such desirable social aims can be secured by the
design of the physical environment.

effective

developed into strong sense of architectural

This orientation
determinism - the

simplest idea that a good physical environment will
produce the good life.

necessarily

In other words, the beautification

of the

Physical environment by application

of the most up-to-date archi-

tectural

generate the good life,

and design techniques will

including

the most desirable behaviour.

The essential
tectural

feature of the philosophy that underlines archi-

determinism is the implicit

the achievement of

belief

in the use of design in

rather generalised and multiple

social goals.

Nonetheless, the pursuit of such aim has achieved its own success
the unique knowledge of cultural

especially
ment.

preservation and enrich-

Indeed, the designer has been challenged to create a design

that fulfills

specific

functions,

talents

to represent symbolically

cultural)

meanings in building

whilst

at the same time using his

somedeeper (e. g. social and

and other spatial

arrangements. The

studies considered below contain evidence that demonstrate the power
of architectural

design to influence behaviour.

The conclusions that

the studies reach pose more questions than they have answered.

It

is, for example, now doubtful whether the purpose of a building

still

remains that of giving us shelter against the weathers protecting

us
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against enemies and dangers, and shielding

us from the terrors

dwell in the anonymousdarkness and distance beyond.
as a professional,

the architect

himself with functionalism

Parly because

designer is increasingly

(based on the belief

that

concerning

that 'form follows

function')

and with expressionism (a demonstration of aesthetism,

controlled

and sanctioned by politicians

the

and administrators),

power to shape the physical surroundings has continued to be
concentrated in the hands of small (professional)
The way they alter

architect-designers.

the behaviour of men within it
professional

advertiser

- the

the environment and affect

can be comparedwith the way the

introduces a new product, sells

it and induces consumers to want to buy more of it.
reflected

minority

by A. E. Parr when he said that:

it,

popularises

This analogy is

"to calm our fears and make

us feel secure in our surroundings is no longer the purpose of
The proper aim (now) is to glorify

architecture.

inforce our anxieties,
design of our millieu.,,

instead of trying
104

However, the designer has a problem.
functioned in an artistic

and thereby re-

to ease our tension by the

Having traditionally

framework, the environmental designer finds

himself generally operating outside the social and behavioural scientific

community; and consequently,, his knowledge of the techniques

of objective

analysis and the organisation

standably minimal.
people and their

of humansystems is under-

Yet, he has to make design decisions involving

behaviour; he needs to communicatewith people to

104. A. E. Parr, "City and Psyche", in The Yale Review 55 (1965)
p. 71-85.
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understand their

In mostý-:
cases he relies

needs and requirements.

as a designer to make decisions that turn out

on his professionalism
to be inappropriate,

clumsy and irrelevant

but which are accepted,

A simple example of the consequencesof this kind of

nonetheless.

imposed design solution

comes from the attitude

of migrant workers to

someof the houses allocated to them in a new town.

of the way the houses are clustered and arranged

general criticism
like

'barracks'

There was a

(in their description);

which make them look like
'monotonous look'.

in the shape of the houses

'square boxes'; and in their

general
about the

There were other general criticisms

size of the kitchens ahd the apparent lack of privacy that the
It is

of doors and staircases brought in their trail.

positioning

true that to accommodateall

designing
in
the
human
needs
and relevant

be
backgrouns
houses
for
from
would
of
various social
various people
a most difficult

task.

But the crucial

point here remains that the

designer's expertise and aesthetism took precedence over the needs of
householders; a point which underlines the seriousness of the
critical

houses.
the
the
of
commentsabout
shape, size and arrangement

Does the response of householders indicate
determine and generate behaviour?
buildings

that architectural

Does the existing

and spaces make some forms of humanactivity

more difficult

designs

arrangement of
and movement

or even impossible while encouraging others?

Can we

large
that
householders
scale and
from
on
a
the
conclude
response of
if so desired, design can be an instrument of change in a particular
direction

which produces profound effects

on humanbehaviour?
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"We shape our buildings,

and afterwards our buildings

This statement, made by Winston Churchill

shape us,

105.

on the occasion of the re-

opening of Parliament (House of Commons)after

its wartime damage,

determinism.
106
A study of army barracks by Robert Blake and his associates,
showed
sums up the conclusions of many studies on architectural

that the installation

of partitions

at regular intervals

influenced the formation of strong friendship
bound by the partitions

whilst

has reported similar

groups within the areas

at the same time it

formation of social relationships

over awider

results.

lessened the

area.

studies on school libraries,

residentes with similar

within barracks

Robert Sommer107

cafeterias

and

Apparently, the most significant

of the studies carried out by Massachussetts Institute

of Technology

dealt with the extent to which environmental factors (in this case,
homesfor veterans of the SecondWorld War) influenced

prefabricated
the friendship

patterns and opinions of the residents of these homes

located in two areas - Westgate and Westgate West.
was clearly
friendship

a factor that influenced friendship

Physical distance

formation; and

patterns influenced the way opinions were moulded in the

Westgate community.

Further, it was later discovered that spatially

determined friendship

behaviour
the
of
consumer
affected
networks

those within

the clique,

conditioners

in their

appliances.

especially

in the installation

of air

domestic
in
the
of
major
purchase
apartments and

Results of the M.I. T. study enabled the researchers to

105. William Michelson, Man and his urban environment, p. 168.
106. Robert Blake, Clifton Reade, et al, "Housing Architecture and
Interaction",
in Sociometry, 19 (1956), p. 133-139.
107. Robert Sommer,"Designed for Friends", in Canadian Architect. r
(February 1961). p. 59-61.
108. L. Festinger, S. Schacter, K. Back, Social Pressures in Informal
Groups (Standford University Press, 1950) Michelson, p. 170.
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distinguish

between physical and functional

friendship

patterns and opinion-formation,

A more detailed

illustration

distance which determined
respectively.

of the significance

of functional

distance to behaviour was pursued by a study of the friendship
of university

students living

in dormitories

In four separate storey buildings
element that contributed
the toilet
building.

(University

in which students lived,

to functional

relationships

of

throughout the

The study concluded that in one dormitory.

friendship

the crucial

distance was the positioning

which were not decentralised

facilities

patterns
109
of Princeton)

70%of the
factors

were determined by architectural

while the proportion rose to 76%in the second dormitory.

Leo

Kuper's survey of postwar housing outside Coventry gives yet another
dimension to the M.I. T. studies.

Kuper found that more intensive

between neighbours took place in cul-de-sacs than in long

interaction

terraces of houses.

In another study of post-war university

Caplow and Forman"O (University

friendship
found
that
Minnesota),
of

formation was a function of the positioning
village
attention

housing.

community,

of doors in a University

Robert Merton's study in Craftown'll

directs

(between resi112
confirms
and a review by Beshers

to intensive contact growing from proximity

dents living

across the street);

on. F. DuncanCase Jnr. "The Influence of Architecture on Patterns
University,
Princeton
Paper,
Junior
Social
Life",
of
unpublished
Department of Sociology,, 1967.
110. T. Caplow and R. Forman, "Neighbourhood Interaction in a Homo15
Vol.
Reviewq
Sociological
in
American
Community",
geneous
(1960), p. 357-366.
111. Robert Merton, Crafton Study: Friendship Across the Street,
see Michelson, p. 177.
112. James Beshers. Urban Social Structure (Chicago: Glencoe 111,
Free Press, 1962) Chapter 6.
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the tendency for marriages to result

from residential

Indeed, studies about commuting patterns (cf.
movementfrom large connurbations (cf.

proximity.

Ray Thomas), industrial

Keeble and others),

and topical

issues about neighbourhood units and the provision of amenities,
transport and accessibility,
the notion of functional

are partly

distance.

There is, therefore,, little
of the (physical)

but fundamentally based on

doubt that both the physical stimulus

environment and the architectural

designs of the

physical planner can and do influence humanbehaviour within the
environment.

The city planner does have the power to determine the

nature and intensity

of social interactions

does shape the length and shape of streets,

and lives.

He can and

city blocks, the size

and arrangement of estates and can decide the distribution

But what he cannot do is also

tion pattern of people's residente.
to determine the nature and the quality
matter which belongs to attitudes,
tions of people of different

of those interactions

determinism becomeapparent?

-a

values, emotions and the percep-

social and cultural

A case for environmental determism exists,
of conditions are observed.

and loca-

backgrounds.

but only if a number

Under what conditions does environmental
Considering friendship

have been the subject of many studies;

patterns which

it is immediately recognised

that the people studied were homogenousgroups: Veterans in barracks,
students of Westgate and University

Village

(Minnesota), the working

class people badly in need of housing in Kuper's study.
developed intensive contacts or finally
thelir residential

Those whp

got married as a result

proximity are more likely

of

to be people who have certain
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things in common:may be social class, life
Particularly,

style,

life

cycle etc.

in the case of veterans, there was the added extraneous

circumstancesof having returned after years of absence in combat.
More than any other social group, they needed the association of
Further, whether it

others.

is the university

community, the

tenants of council estates,, or veterans of the second world war in
fabricated

homes, homogeneity was an important element by their

circumstance, as residents and in terms of the results
be achieved for them as groups.

intended to

It is also important to take into

account the element of personal contact from personality
intensity

of such contact.

personal contacts are likely

friendly,

Where people are naturally

to grow deeper, more intensive and

The intensive personal relationships

enduring.

and the

of Bethnal Greeners

in the East End of London underlines both the influence of homogeneity
and the relatively

more important factor of the quality

action than the effect
only limited
of life,

of architectural

Homogeneity is not

to commonsocial grading; it extends into commonstyle

commonbelief

and value and commonperception and attitudes.

I have demonstrated earlier
is,

designs.

of inter-

that attachment to a familiar

for Non-movers, the product of their

bio-psychological

and that for Movers the choice of residential
environment that raised their

environment
perception;

location within an

social status, was vital.

Towardt a theory of the environment
People relate to an environment both mentally (the mental map)
The mental perception of the environment exists

and experientially.
if an individual

thinks that a particular

p,Qrsonal characteristics,

values,

styles

environment fits
of life

into his

and aspirations.
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Thus, if by moving into an area generally regarded as socially
able (by physical appearance of the area and by the quality
one is seen to have been socially

of social interaction)

then such a perception is by itself
of that environment.
tial

This will

if people believe that families

and type

upgraded,

an example of the enabling power

be the direct

congruence between the location

desir-

effect

of an experienSimilarly,

and a social status.

can best be raised in a suburban

environment, the state of mental congruence between 'familism' and
113
'suburbanism' transforms the environment into a social fact.
Research in the United States of America based on 'Social Area
114
Analysis
has been utilised to illuminate the theory of mental
perception of a neighbourhood.
gation and urbanisation,

By isolating

and relating

social rank, segreto census

them analytically

data, Social Area Analysis has promoted a greater understanding of
what and why different

social variables cluster

it explains substantially
residential
ethnic,

For example,

in space.

those processes in the city that lead to

and social segregations and to the development of ghettos -

religious,

social class, and the professions,

Following

etc.

Oohassenll5 in his'study of migration from one part of New
,
York City to another by Norwegian Americans, showed that the original
this,

choice of Brooklyn by these people was, consistent with their
nautical

background.

The choice of an environment tells

story and conveys its meaning - stories

its own

and meanings which confirm

113. Wendell Bell, "Social Choice, Life Style, and Suburban Residence",
in The Suburban Community, ed. W. Dobriner (New York: Ritnam,
Sons, 1958), p. ZZb-Z4/.
114. E. Sherky and W. Bell, Social Area Analysis (California: Standord
University Press, 1955)7.
115. C.T. Johan, in "Cultural Variables in the Ecology of an Ethnic
Group", in American Soc. Review, Vol. 114 (1949). p. 32-41.
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Evidence from environmental

that the environment is a social fact.

determinism; evidence from the general social concern about human
environment and the growing number of pressure groups that lobby for
the preservation,

conservation and beautification

of our environ-

ment; and the evidence of the increasing tendency for many people
"fleeing

the cities

into the suburbs": these are

and retreating

indic&tions-ý

that the concept of environment is likely

the attention

of plannersý&, sociologist

to attract

in the future and that

concern for 4' environmental quality will tend to increasingly
becomea social value to which many will aspire-',
Within the context of this broad concept, any theory of the environment must both bridge the gap between the notions of the social and
behavioural scientists,,
and reflect

and designers and planners-ý--

architects

,

Geographyhas long dealt with

a broad generalisation.

the stimulus properties of the environment, producing a generality
vision perhaps at the expense of precision and insight.

Psychology

has tended to ignore the physical environment, although it has studied
intensively

the perception and symbolisation of discrete stimulus

often with precision of insight
isability

of results

obtained at the expense of generallaboratory experiments.

from controlled

it seems that a successful study relating
environment can, indeed, emerge.
pattern from architecture

men's behaviour to their

However, the influence on behaviour

if
denied
be
design
we make
even
cannot
and

allowances for certain caveats.
therefore,

The process of bridge-building,

calls for an amalgamation of the contributions

these various elements, and especially

injecting

madeby

some intellectual

content into making the behavioural sciences and the architect
relate
.

Yet

planner

adequately to humanneeds in the process of creating the ideal

humanenvironment.
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The central task of the social and behavioural sciences in the
study of the environment is, therefore,
properties of the (physical)
manifestations,

to relate the stimulus

environment to their

symbolic human

and in turn to define the stimulus properties

the symbolic environment that men create.

of

In other words, the study

of the environment must takeninto account elements in the two aspects
of the environment: the physical and the social.

It must examine

the various instances in which the physical environment is both a
dependent and an independent variable,

as well as the cases in which

man in his environment can be both a dependent and an independent
In explaining

variable.

the way the environment determines human

behaviour and vice versa, there must be a two-way causation.
has reflected

this view by using what he calls

Michelson

the Intersystem

CongruenceModel drawing on the analysis madeby RaymondStuder.
I have myself used a model which demonstrates the contributions

117
of

the two sides of the environment to explain the point that human
interaction

with and interdependence on his environment explains environ-

mental determinism.

That model is the Socio-spatial

Model.

the environment must be seen as humanhabitat to

Essentially,

Interaction

which humanbeings react and attach meaning.

116. Michelson, p. 25-26.
117. RaymondStuder, Environmental Fit and Dynamics of Living System:
Some Methodologi-car-T-ssues.
Paper read to the H. A. G. Conf-e-rence
on Design Methodology, Boston, May 6th, 1967.

116
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6.3

Organitational
Relocation

Analysis: Systems Theory applied to Industrial

I. - Managerial Behaviour in Relocation
An important advantage in the study of industrial
is the opportunity
organisational

it offers to the industrial

behaviour.

relocation
to monitor

sociologist

It enables him not only to record the

processes, the reactions and responses of those who work and act on
behalf of the organisation,

but also to offer more empirically-

based explanation to observed reactions.
contribute

to the study of organisational

theories of organisational

It has been possible to
behaviour by applying

analysis to industrial

relocation.

A more recent approach in the study of organisation behaviour
adopts the systems model which looks at the organisation
The assumption is that

system.

set of inter-dependent
it

parts;

behaves and takes actions

approach therefore.
which stresses

that

it

has needs for survival;

through its

management.
First,

emphasizes two things.

between a biological

the similarity

is composed of a

similarities

A systems

functionalism,
and a social

of processes occurring
Functionalism

implies

that

pattern

to their

the various

social

system are in much the

environment which they satisfy

of inter-dependence

of the

within

parts

same way as organisms because they have needs of survival
ation

and that

and second, a general systems ýtheory which emphasize the

structure;

whole.

the organisation

as a social

between their

and adapt-

by means of a particular

parts.
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A system approach therefore regards the object of study in
organisational

behaviour and analysis as that of analysing how an

on-going system of parts functions in order to persist
its stability.
to survive,

and to maintain

As Talcott Parsons points out, for an organisation
it must cope with four functional

problems of adaptation,

goal-attainment, integration and tension-management (pattern
118
This implies attributing
maintenance).
actions to the organisation.

It is logical

needs to satisfy,
needs.

to infer

that since such organisations

have

they must take the necessary actions to realise

Managementpersonifies

on its behalf especially

the

the organisation and therefore acts

in taking strategic

decisions.

The decision to relocate a fi rm is a perfect example of the kind
of strategic
ment.

decisions taken by an organisation

When, therefore,

through its manage-

Lawrence Haworth'19 discusses whether

organisations do act, he was not doubting that organisations can act;
the mechanics by which

he was, rather concerned with explaining
organisational

behaviour takes place.

of the migrant firms,

in making relocation

as aspects of managerial behaviour.
behaviour, for all

In Chapter 3. the actions
happen, have been described

In all migrant firms, managerial

intents and purposes, followed the samepattern.

Having taken the strategic

decision to move the firm, managementwas

in each case committed to managing the transition
settles

into its new environment.

until

the firm

Managementplanned, controlled

118. Chandler Morse, "Functional Imperatives" in The Social Theories
of Talcott Parsons, ed. Max Black, especially p. 113-57.
119. Lawrence Haworth, "Do Organisations Act? ", in Ethiics, 70(1959).
f-

- 270 and directed all

activities

They contained all
were inevitably
the various

and operations that were necessary.

tensions, anxieties

and the disorganisation

necessary patterns

together

of the organisation
of relationships

the

and maintained

The

the organisation.

within

main concern was to maintain the quasi-equillibrium
organisation

They kept

generated by the processes of change.

parts

that

position

of the

inertia
it
temporary
through
of
as
passed
a state

and instability

until

it returned to a state of complete stability.

Each of the Parsonian imperatives was a challenge to the management's overall
organisation

to ensure the persistence of the

responsibility

at the end of relocation.

On the basis of the

general managementideology about the nature and the needs of the
its
firm
to
took
prepare and condition
working man, each
steps
workers to accommodatethe change and to make the move.
through the familiarisation

processes, the firms also prepared

their workers for adaptation, adjustment and assimilation
The validity

new environment.
effectiveness

And

into the

the
ideology
and
of management

of the managementorientation

stimuli

are judged by

the extent to which they succeeded in shaping and changing attitudes to moving.

Managerial behaviour in relocation

to have been directed towards the overall
persistence through the specific
four functional

problems.

can be seen

goal of the organisation's

routes of coping with Parson's
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6.4

Workers' Motivation and Frame'of Reference in Migration
Decisions
Except when we act under emotion, it is believed that our

behaviour is generally determined by motive.
of motivation directs

attention

Maslow's theory

to four dimensions of humanneeds;
But organ-

psychological and safety needs, social and ego needs.
isational

behaviour can also be either

the result

of promoting

efficiency

(cf. Weber's study of bureaucracy); or as the meansof

protecting

one's or group interest

(cf.

Sayles and his study of wild

cat strikes).

A particular

relevant source from which the behaviour of the migrant

workers can be explained derives from the thesis of March and Simon.
In their explanation of organisational
grouped propositions
That organisation

as follows:
members, particularly

passive instruments,
directions,

2.

employees, are primarily

capable of performing

but not initiating

any significant

behaviour, they put out three

action

work and accepting

or exerting

influence

in

way.

That membersbring to their organisations,

attitudes,

values and

goals; that they have to be motivated or induced to participate
in the system of organisation
parallelism

behaviour; that there is incomplete

between their personal goals and the organisation

goals; and that the actual or potential
power phenomena,attitudes,

goal cofiflicts

and morale centrally

the explanation of organisational

behaviour.

make

important in

- 272 3.

That organisation

members are decision-makers

and problem

solvers, and that the perception and thought processes are
120
central to the explanation of behaviour in organisations.

They were taking

are) and directing

the viewpoint

and how he responds to

-these

opment in industrial

sociological

rise in the present days.

(which they

humanbeing from his environment

influences",

of the propositions

psychologists

to the assessment of "the infl6ences

their attention

that impinge upon the individual

significance

of social

The

in an organisati on.

can now be evaluated by the develstudies to which they have given

It is particularly

important to refer

to the work of Goldthorpe and his associates which is fundamentally
an empirical verification

of proposition

2 and through which the

foundation of non-work Sociology has been firmly
theoretical

The

established.

value of Goldthorpe's study lies in its specific

appli-

cation of the unit action theory; i. e. a demonstration that the action
frame Of-, reference can be the basis for the explanation of
behaviour and social relationships

within a work Organisation.

on the action frame of reference which, in particular,
attention
strial

to the variety

Based

directs

of meanings which work may have for indu-

employees, Goldthorpe and his associates sought to establish

(and indeed, established)

empirically

that:

120. March and Simon, Organisations, p. 6.
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a)

the wants and expectations which men bring to their employment
and the interpretation
the attitudinal

which they thus give to their work, shape

and behavioural patterns of their working lives

as a whole.
b)

the values and motivations

that lead workers to the view of

work they have adopted must be traced back, so far as this
is possible,
C)

life

to typical

situations

that in modern 'mass' society,

and experiences.

the enterprise

is often not

lives
in
influence
the
of
of any normative

an organisation

its manual labour force; and consequently, that the attitudes
be
better
understood
workers can

and behaviour of industrial

when related to the roles they occupy and the goals they
pursue in the wider society than when related to their tasks
and roles as employees.

These conclusions
of social
other

psychological-based

things,

maintain

School (influenced
fundamental

determines
and outside

attitude,

to the notion

to work, because it
behaviour

standing

and explanation

of behaviour,

inside

in the enterprise

and managers; relationships
and relationship3

and activities

and community lives.

that

that actually

of relationship

Relationships

image of the enterprise

family

of the orientation

is the later

and patterns

trade union involvement

future

man is less

very much by Elton Mayo) of the social

to those with mates, supervisors

from their

among

the assumption of the Human Relations

the work organisation.

based on their

their

that

verification

The authors,

proposition.

(though important)

the worker brings

refer

mean more than a simple empirical

arising

and the way they plan

In other words, an underattitudes

and social

relation-
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ships of workers in an organisation
to the structure

does require an ultimate reference

and processes as well as the social values of the
Putting it yet

wider society within which the enterprise operates.
in simpler terms, behaviour and attitudes
be socially

and behaviour of affluent

ant respect, the study of the attitudes

and empirically

that the goals of the individuals

proposition
organisation
parallel,

the validity

In one more import-

sustained.

generated and so socially

workers, highlights

within an organisation must

establishes the

and those of the
As a

analysis must necessarily diverge.

in the final

and behaviour of our sample of migrant workers

the attitudes

have been shown to be a function of the needs and aspirations
they pursue but which, nevertheless,

are not directly

which

related to the

firm.
in
the
tasks
they
they
the
migrant
perform
roles
occupy and
Instead, they are needs and aspirations,

the satisfaction

of which

would have conferred on them improved social respect and regard,
i. e. the satisfaction

6.5

of the social need for self-esteem.

Community and Urban Theory - The Relevance to planned migration
By moving to a new town the migrant

much of the old habits,

style of life,

certainly

attitudes,

carries

traditions

social background, occupation, experience and personality,
perhaps, the special circumstances of the move.
culture does the (city)

export to the new town?
culture"?

and values.

depend upon his age, sex, ethnic and

But how much of these will

city

with him

and,

Howmuch of the

invisible
him
take
as
an
with
migrant

Can we rightly

talk about "the new town

If we can, what exactly is it and where does it come from?

Can it be the urban culture of the city;

or could the new town

interactions
from
the
developed
have
rather
culture

and social
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relations

of the residents of a new town over a period of time?

These questions can onky assumetheir

right meaning when they are

discussed against the background of a clear understanding of the
concept of 'community' and 'urbanism';

when migration decision is

related to community attachment and urban networks and associations;
and when the pattern of social interactions
new town can be traced back to a similar

between the (inner)

1.

and other connections

city and the new town ought to be established.

The Concepts of 'community'
Colin Bell

in the

pattern in the city from

In short, cultural

where migrants moved.

and relationships

and 'urbanism'

and Howard Newby have given a very stimulating

review

of the literature

on both the concept of community and community
121
study as a research method.

In this review, Bell and Newbyprovide a valuable summaryof the
protracted
various

debate by sociologists

on what makes a community, the

types of community, theories

best
how
the
and
community
of
From the very many

a community could and should be studied.
contributions

to the debate,

community appears to consist

of 'common' elements among which are: a territorial
of institutions

within

social

identifications

entity

of the local

area, a complexity

an area, a sense of belonging,

of human aggregates with shared perspectives
and interactions,
living

and working people,

an organisation

and culture,

a place,

of a number

a set of

a geographical

and so on.

What

121. Colin Bell and HowardNewby, CommunityStudies: An Introduction
to the Sociology of the Local Community(London: Allen and
Unwin, 1971), p. 13-20.
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then is the community: is it all

these namedelements; is it a combin-

ation of them; or is, it just one all-embracing element?

George Hillery's
though inconclusive,
which other wtiters

definitions

ninety-four

have provided a considerable amount of elements
have mentioned as basic in the understanding of

the concept of community.
namely: Social Interaction

Hillery's

definitions

contain four elements,

in an area (mentioned in 55 definitions);

presence of somecommoncharacteristics
Ecological:

122
of the community,

(mentioned in 21 definitions);

physical and place relationships

(contained in 3 definitions)

and Type of Community- e. g. Rural (Contained in 15 definitions).
In other words the presence of a group of people interacting

within

an area, and having some commonties or bonds are necessary elements
in community.

Marvin Sussman, in his own definition

has emphasized

on these elements when he said: 'A community is said to exist when
interaction

between individuals

has the purpose of meeting individual

needs and obtaining group goals ...
another feature of the community.
structures

for the gratification

a limited

is
area
geographical

The feature of social interactions,

of physical,

social and psychological

needs and limited geographical area are basic to the definition of
123
individual
introduction
the
Sussman's
of
achievement
of
community".
and group goals as the source of interaction
establish
isation

is not only difficult

to

but also suggests that community is comparable to an organdeliberately

such as organisation

brought into existence to satisfy
and individual

goals.

certain needs

Unless one refers to the

"Definitions
12T. George Hillery,
of Community, Areas of Agreement".
in Rural Sociology 20 (1955) See Summary: Bell & Newby p. 27-29.
123. Marvin Sussman, ed., Community Structure and Analysis (new York:
Cropwell, 1959), p.
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new town as a purposely-built

complete community pursuing the definite

goal of developing into a balanced and self-contained
work and living,

community for

and long-standing communities did

other traditional

However, Harold Kaufman's
not develop with given ends in view.
124,
definition of the community
takes Sussman's emphasis further as
he emphasized that community is a place, that it indicates a
configuration

as to way of life,

both as to how pe6ple do things

and what they want - that is, their
goals.
attention

Kaufman's interactioni

institutions

and their

collective

model of the community directs

to three elements: community participant,

community groups

and associations and the phases and processes of community action.
He argued that the processes were moving towards centralisation,
specialisation

and to increased impersonal relationships

develop-

ments which are hastening the decline of community.

The relative
of interaction

importance that sociologists

and social relations

has been consistently

reflected

attach to the element

in the definition

in Hillery's

of the community

definition;

and in the

work of Sutton and Kolaja and Talcott Parsons.

Sutton and Kolaja

refer to the community as: "a number of families

residing in a

relatively

small area within which they have developed amore or less

complete socio-cultural

definition

imbued with collective

identifi-

cation and by meanswhich they solve problems arising from sharing
125
an area";
of
and Parsons calls the community: "a collectivity
actors sharing a limited

territorial

area as the base for carrying

124. Harold Kaufman, "Towards an Interactional Conception of
Community", in Social Forces 38 (1959).
125. W. Sutton and J. Kolaja, "The Concept of Community", in Rural
Sociology, 25 (1960).
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Out the greatest
definitions,

share of their

the interaction

given locality,

daily

activities".

126

of people pursuing some ends within

appears to have received relatively

without

of belonging and a sense of place cannot constitute
element that creates a community.

Ecolojists

emphasize two main elements of community: the physical

consequences of social

analogy, the ecological

organism.

in the life

live;

and the

Using the biological

on one of its major premises

patterns

organic forms.

of all

"the community has often been likened to an individual

So intimate

and so necessary and the inter-relations

its parts e. g. families,
corporate units,

organisation.

approach relies

that there is continuity
As Hawley wrote:

essential

of ecologists.

nature of the neighbourhoods in which the residents
spatial

a sense

a sufficient

It seems, therefore,

focus the contributions

a

more emphasis.

Yet, there are many who would argue that interaction

to bring into

In both

territorial

associated corporate units;

categoric

neighbourhood associations,

units

- age, sex, class;

etc ...

of

cliques,

that any influence

felt

clubs.
at one

Point is almost immediately transmitted throughout.
If not an orqanism,
it is at least a super-organism" 127. It would appear that Hawley
Was not only providing

a sharp and accurate description

aspects of the community but also discussing
spatial
that:

structure

on social

in their

i6-tems

of its

habitat

the consequences of

he
behavioumwhen
remarked
processes and

"the question of how men relate

to live

of the spatial

themselves to another in order

of community structure
128.
Thus, ecologists
overt and measurable features"
yields

a description

126. Talcott Parsons, "The Principle Structures of Community". in
Carl Friedrich,
Community (New York: Liberal Arts Press, 1959).
'
127. Amos Hawley, Human
EcoloSy: A Theory o Community Structure
(New York: Rd,
1950) p. 5U.
128. Ibid, p. 73.
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have shown less interest
within

in attitudes,

sentiments and aspirations

the community because they regard any solidarity

interests

of community members as a function

In other words, they tend to regard spatial
pendent variable
foreq disregard

of their

members that determine social

commonresidence.
as the inde-

structure

Ecologists,

that determines human relations.
and deny that it

and shared

is the interactions

there-

of community
within

processes and relations

the

community.

There is certainly

no end to the attempt to define the community.

But a review of the continuing
what it

that to study a community can be a fruitful

cannot be indicates

What seems to have emerged is that theories

exercise.

community must reflect

structure,

as those processes inside
change.

debate of what the community is and

the community which make it

Whenwe particularly

again a variety
classification
a traditional

form, organisation

refer

and different

both tick

factors

classifications.

which distinguishes

between urban and suburban communities, for
and functional.

ways of life

by settlement

may be influenced

and social

129
cOmmunity.

into Rural, Urban and Suburban communities.

example, are both geographical

yet ways of life

and

There is Tonnies's

community from the modern urbanised and rational

The distinguishing

interactions

and type* as well

to types of community. there are

of Gemeinschaft and Geselleschaft

There is the classification

believe,

of the -

Thus, even though
patterns

can also be a function
reactions.

ý-ight in
emphasizing the influence

as ecologists

of the nature of

Louis Wirth is therefore
of interaction

still

from density)130

129. F. Tonnies, Community
Newby
by
Bell
and
Society
summaries
and
lbid, p. 24-=.
130. Louise Wirth, "Urbanism
Journal
in
American
lifew,
of
as a way
Of Sociology 44 (1938).
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even though, Gans, has argued that class distinctions
Cycle are rather

determinants

the valuable

of ways of life.

Gans's

argument suggests that the concept of 'urbanism' is a substitute
131
for a settlement pattern called 'urban'
This in fact, should
not be so.

Urbanism must refer

mode of interaction,
People relate

compel people to cluster

together

actions and relationships,
In this way. settlement

to the fact

The question then is:
Wirth's

theory of city

of 'urbanfiess'.
social

life:

is almost irrelevant
life

defined area.

appears to give the clearest

attitudes

found whenever people settled

large,
in
permanently

dense and heteroGans, Pahl,

Although many people, including
R. Morris and Peter Mann132 have challenged Wirth's

theory on different

life
described
of
that
a
way
urbanism as a concept

to have survived.

When a migrant from the rural

he may not absolutely

certainly

indication

be
to
tend
behaviour
would
which
and

genous groupings.

city,

Louis

urban?

To him urbanism should be understood as a set of

institutions,

grounds, yet,

except that it

being described takes

life,
of
a
way
what makes

life

those inter-

an urban community.

within

that the social

Place in a given geographically

That is to say, that

the social

which exist
pattern

process of industrialisation

in cities.

urbanism is a concept that describes

ways by which

life,

method of conducting social

to each other as the larger

draws attention

kind of process,

to a particular

rid himself of his rural

he modifies his attitude,

UP behaviour patterns

area moves into

that will

life;

seems
the

but

he
and
picks
others
with
associates

fit
to
him
enable

into city

life.

11T. Herbert Gans, See Ray Pahl,
Sociology.
in
Urban
Readings
ed.
P. 115-116.
132. Peter Mann, An Approach to Urban Sociology, (London: Routledge
& Kegan Paul, 1965). R.N. Morris, Urban Sociology (London:
George Allen & Unwin, 1968).
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Similarly,

when the city resident moves into the country (rural,

suburban etc. ), what does he do?
or does he drop it,

Does he carry with him city

modify it or go into seclusion?

he needs some re-adjusting

to do suggests that after

adapting into a new environment, normal life

urbanism is a culture and not a territorial

The fact that
the process of

is likely

Given this-,, it seemsplausible

within urban ethos.

life

to continue
to conlude that

symbol.

Urbanism - The Culture of New Towns?
As the sample of city residents were deciding whether to move
from the city

to the new town, two influences

advantages from attachment
the relative
of the city
'pushes'

to the city

had to be weighed against

by the 'pulls'

were made difficult

residents

influences

were sufficient
on the other
city

environment

on which the decisions

the first

time)

and other attachments,

considerations

to get away from a deteriorating

in the clean,

healthy

and from different
skilled

family

and desirable
status

that

these
were compelling
-

Those who finally
social

But

unattractive.

of having a house and a garden

to the entire

were drawn from different

were

social

- associations,

of a new town, and the improvement in social

reasons to leave the city.

professionals,

life

that made migration

the prospect

the move would bring

class,

family

hand, the aspiration

environment,

(perhaps for

imposed by city

and networks,

to and the

was demonstrated by the decision-

As it

making process and the frame of reference
made, the constraints

decisions

Migration

advantage of moving to a new town.

from the city.

connections

were at work: the

moved to the new town

groups - working class and middle

occupational
and semi-skilled,

groupings

- managers,

and the unskilled.

Based
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on their different

social backgrounds, and experiences, migrants may

have comefrom the different
city - but all,

communities and sub-communities of the

heading for the new town, where, as a result

deliberate public policy,

there will

be

one community.

of
This would

and could, in due course, develop

suggest that the new town is likely

into a social melting pot: a communitywith no class distinction;
with no cultural

and without any ecological

variations;

into sub-communities based on, for example, differences
life

indeed,
homogenous
a
community.
-

groupings
in styles of

And yet, the general character

of the new town population shows that the professionals

and skilled
What

manual workers form the greater proportion of migrants.
implications

for cultural

professional

and skilled

Unfortunately,

development of the new town has the apparently
'bias'

of the social structure?

there is no available

data from the 'Survey of

Migrant Firms' which can be used to make any predictions
development.

on cultural

is possible to infer that in general,

Nevertheless, it

the urban culture seems to have taken strong grip on the new towns.
As in the larger cities,
of social life

so it is becoming inereasin§ly

and interaction

for migrants to belong to social

clubs. to be membersof professional
and so on.

associations,

political

parties

The general, low level of social investments in new

towns (cinemas, hospitals,
transport

the pattern

facilities

shopping facilfties.

museums,

for
dependence
increased
)
the
has
need
etc.

on the use of private motorcars.
require each family to provide

To be sufficiently

can, therefore,

mobile, it will

their own private car.

the cost of even a small car is now fairly
number of families

libraries,

Since

expensive, only a limited

afford to buy one.

The effect

of
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this can be far-reaching.

Many potential

migrants have apparently

decided to stay behind in the city because they could not afford
to buy and maintain a private motorcar.
situation

One possible effect

of this

in a new town is the possible development of privatised,

rather family-centred

life.

If the process becomesa pattern,

then

the new town undoubtedly becomesmore suburban than urban.

6.6

Sumary and Conclusions
The theoretical

of a typical

issues that emerge from the descriptive

analysis

planned migration process and the frame of reference on

which migration decision of a sample of (migrant) workers were based,
have to be seen in the broad context of social change.
Migration Model: Before-During-After,

facilitates

the various processes involved in the transition
different

The planned

understanding of
as well as the

kinds of phenomenawhich are at work at the same time.

On

the other hand, the Socio-spatial

Tnteraction Model, directs

to the nature of the relationship

between the migrant and the environ-

ment or community in which he lives,
to migrate so as to re-adjust
from the city

attention

and from which he was compelled

into a new one.

to a new town is, therefore,

The change of location

seen as a crucial

social

change for the migrant firm and for the worker: the later being, at
the same time, a family man, a city resident,
a social animal with silent
at an opportune moment.

aspirations

an organisation man and

that can only becomemanifest

The opportunity was the choice between

leaving the city or staying behind: and the worker's choice is better
understood when he is regarded as an actor in a given situation.
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In explaining

the worker's migration decision,

attached to the situation

the meaning he

and the ends that he hoped to achieve,

provided the vehicle for action.

The details

are demonstrated by the multi-dimensional

of his motivations

nature of the action frame

of reference on which the ultimate decision was made.
fore a fallacy

It is, there-

to think that only one single theory can explain ,

adequately the planned migration decision of the city worker.

Yet,

in broad terms, what this study has demonstrated is that a sociological

study and explanation of 'planned' migration decision-making

can be fruitfully

undertaken through the application

action theory: in particular,

of the social

the action frame of reference.
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Chapter 7
POLICY IMPLICATIONSOF PLANNEDMIGRATIONTO NEWTOWNS

This chapter

discusses

the policy

of urban population to new towns.

implications

It will

of planned movement

specifically

examine the

various ways in which planned migration policy impinges on, promotes
or hinders the realisation

of those needs and aspirations

residents already identified.

Attention will

of city

be focussed on the

achievement of new town development as an instrument of social policy,
of planning policy on the selection of the population of

the effect

new towns and, by implication,

the bias in favour of some social

categories and the exclusion of others.
lations

on size and structure

2000 and the implications

It will

include specu-

by
the
towns
year
the
population
of
new

for future social and economic planning.

to do and what have contributed to the poverty

What they have failed

of new towns and whether they can be regarded as substitutes
alternatives
Finally,

to the (parent) older cities,

I have briefly

reflected

will

or

also be examined.

in this discussion the current

debate on the future of new and expanding town developments in terms
of whether or not resources should be directed to the revitalisation
of the cities,

dispersel
the
of
in
policy
terms of whether or not
and

and decentralisation

7.1

should be reversed.

Successes and Failures of NewTowns
The success of new town development as an instrument

policy

original

can be measured in different

ways.

of social

Looking at the new town's

function as conveyed by Edenezar Howard, it seems reasonable
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to infer

that new towns have functionally

congestion in the older cities

They have also utilised

deliberately

limited

in size and population,

of the well-known specialized
occupations, diversity

the

While new towns are

older cities.

achieved some balance and self-containment

they have nevertheless
to be able to sustain some

functions of a city such as variety

of humaninterests

of

and an accumulation of

resources which smaller units of settlement cannot encompass.

In addition,
possibility

new towns seem to have successfully

demonstrated the

of combining urban with rural facilities,

economic balance, as the rational
cluster

the

of modern technology without necessarily sacrificing

social advantages of the historic

capital

of

with the maintenance of a balance

between the town and the country.
facilities

combined the relief

equivalence of the sprawl and

of the metropolitan areas and conurbations.

the older city

social and

The link between

and the new town has been so reasonably established

that it is correct to say that new towns are, in fact,
and corrective

the alternative

to city overgrowth and congestion and to unduly

scattered humansettlements.

As Lewis Mumford puts it,

the wider

success of new towns is in their serving: "As an alternative
133
functionless congestion and formless sprawl"
.

to

Between 1946 and 1974, twenty-nine new towns have been designated
and developed.

They have not only created new centres of growth,

they have also developed new communities and new areas of population
concentration.
re.dUtribution

This is an innovation in social evolution affecting
of settlement pattern and acting as an instrument of

133. F. J. Osborn and A. Whittick, NewTowns: Answer to Megalopolis
(London: Leonard Hill, SeconMMion,
1969), P. Z9.
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regional development.

Table 44 indicates

that at the end of 1975,

the population of London NewTowns grew from 300,000 at time of
destination

to 700,000.

transferred

from London to expanding towns.

This figure does not include population
Table 45, similarly

shows the population of other new towns in England, Scotland and Wales
having increased from a total
over a million

of 600,000 at destination

These figures do not also take

at the end of 1975.

into account population of the cities
moved to expanding towns.

to slightly

in those other areas that

Purely from the point of view of relieving

congestion in the large cities,

particularly

London, the loss of

population to new and expanding towns confi rms that new towns are
certainly

performing one of the major functions of their creation,

namely: the relief

In Chapter 1, paragraph 1.2,

of congestion.

it was shown that new towns up to 1972, had significantly
to the relief

of housing need of London.

1970 and 1974, the contributions

The estimates of housing need in

is hoped should be satisfied

towns are indicated in Table 50.

towns.

Industries

will

also by new and expanding

The findings of this research

point to a trend by which industries,
home-seekers are likely

Table 49 shows that between

to London's housing by new and

expanding towns were maintained.
London which it

contributed

to continue to

aspiring city residents and
move from the city

to new

continue to move out from the cities

as a pre-

requisite

to planning for expansion and competitiveness which are

essential

for their survival.

land and facilities

New towns provide them with low-cost

for expansion; and the inner city areas, still

congested and lacking in space for efficient
impose high rents on organisations
commuters and house buyers.

operation.

do not only

but also increase costs for

Environmental quality

seem to have
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increasingly

in modern living

becomea factor of consideration

Thus, as the environmental quality
ment from the cities
increase.

standard.

of the inner city declines, move-

to new towns and adjoining suburbs is likely

It is-, therefore,

to

to be expected that city residents

who wish to improve their social status through association with a
high class residential

location,

and others who wish to maintain

their status by moving into an environment socially

citiei

Given

in the future to move to new towns.

respectable, are most likely
this likely

accepted as

trend and given the fact that the housing problems of
for a long time, continue to be met by new towns, they

will,

(new towns) are likely

to provide an invaluable instrument of social

and planning policy.

Viewed as an instrument of planning, new town developments have

inner

that would also help to revive

should take on other functions
cities

and generate in them better

example, writing
sively

quality
of April

population

by absorbing

of the larger

as noted earlier,
broad planning

1,1965,

cities.

perspective.

proportion

the functions

However, John Barr's

problem which has hardly

of the planner,

namely: racial

for

argued persua-

function

of acting

of ethnic

Osborn and Whittick

were also putting

an area of social

imagination

increasing

the

John Barr,

of life.

that new towns should add on the specific

as anti-ghettos

lines

in the New Society

the

advocated that new towns

Many have consistently

cities.

to de-congest

purpose of helping

served more than the original

minority

in their

book,

of new towns in a
suggestion

under-

appealed to the

integration.
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The belief

that the integration

of ethnic minorities

society is fundamental to good race relations
desirable objective,
a long time.

and therefore a socially

has dominated community relations

thinking

for

Yet opinions are deeply divided as to what ought to be

the most appropriate and effective
such a goal.

into the British

mechanic for the achievement of

Within the last decade, voluntary dispersal of ethnic

been
has
the
settlement
minorities
concentrated patterns of
134
most passionately discussed and, in fact, currently recommended.
from their

Without any doubt, however, the word dispersal has stirred
feelings

up ill-

both
from
the
fear
deal
suspicion
and
of
and generated a great

ethnic minorities

themselves and the indigenous population.

most ethnic minorities,

dispersal is a deliberate

To

policy of forcibly

the
to
and
from
their own established communities;
uprooting them
indigenous population it generates a fear that an ethnic minority
spread into the hitherto

predominantly white areas amounts not only

to a calculated invasion of the majority's
forcing

them to share residential

environment but also to

neighbourhoods with strangers.

this context, a policy of dispersal in racial

In

terms, is bedevilled by

obvious and formidable contradictions.

Nevertheless, new towns have been looked upon, as alternative,
environments within which both ethnic minorities,
trapped city residents could live decent lives,
prefer.

the poor and the
but only if

A policy of voluntary dispersal must, therefore,

they so
provide

-734. Ministry of Housing and Local Government, Cullingworth Report:
Council Housing, Purposes, Procedures and P-r-rorities (London:
RRW 1969) especially recommendationi-on dispersal, J. 130-136.
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for choice between life

in an enriched, revitalised

inner city and the suburban new town.
that poor city

It has always been assumed

working class city residents and ethnic

from the cities

minorities
towns.

residents,

and renewed

are unable and unwilling

to move to new

Both the NewTownsProject and the present research have

confirmed that these assumptions are unfounded.
city residents of all

categories are willing

On the contrary,

and often enthusiastic

to move but are blocked by a number of obstacles, including
official

selection mechanismdiscussed in this chapter.
there are the additional

special case of ethnic minorities,

In the
handicap

and the fear of the unknownwhich together tend to

of discrimination
explain their

the

insignificant

presence in new towns.

discover the nature of the barriers
or to encourage ethnic minorities

To be able to

to their movement, to remove them
to move to new towns, a special

is
Environment
by
Department
the
currently
the
study commissioned
of
135
being undertaken.
Encouragementto move to new towns from the
cities,

viewed as an alternative

choice to living

pursued concurrently with the renewal of the city,
the most effective
the revival

way for dealing with anti-ghetto

in the inner city,

and

would seem to me,
development and

of our cities.

The Poverty of NewTowns
It seemsalso necessary to briefly
failed

to do.

of NewTowns.

The failures,

have
towns
the
new
what
examine

I have chosen to describe as the Poverty

For a long time now, critical

commentsabout new towns

135. This study, entitled: Movementof Ethnic Minorities to New and
Expanding Towns, was initiated an-Ulaunched by the au-tt-For-76-r
the CommunityRelations Commissionon behalf of the D.O.E.
The fieldwork is undertaken by the Social and CommunityPlanning
Research. The study has been taken over by the Commissionfor
Racial Equality and will be completed in the early part of 1978.
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have been concentrated on the achievement of balance and self-containment,
on the issue of the provision of social facilities

and amenities, the
scheme, the

recruitment of new town population through the selection

absolute powers of the development corporations in the recruitment
Of new town population,

and the bias in favour of the professional

manuals in the recruitment process, to the exclusion

and the skilled

commentson these issues will

in this thesis,

However,

the aged, and other social groups at risk.

of the unskilled,

be only as consistent

as they are with the empirical findings.

the
the
and
procedure
evaluate

It is important to critically
criteria

for

actually

determines who moved to a new town.

selecting

the new town population

since this

machine

As the selection

procedure itself

has been described (Appendix 4), it is only necessary

here to indicate

the inherent deficiencies

selection process and its effects
and the volume of
the scheme, it
constraints,

movement .

and limitations

on the characteristics

of migrants
of

In terms of the primary obJectives

can be said to have operated satisfactorily

especially

of the

in the relief

within

its

Londoners.
housing
of
the
needs
of

defined
been
have
to
housing
For the purpose of the scheme,
need appears
in a rather

much more simplistic
to establish

particularly
of suitable
towns.

applicants

by the actual

confirms

a scheme of priorities

for

the selection

is determined by the need of the industry

housing need appears to be defined

not necessarily

but
head
rather,
the
for
a roof over
need

ments of a Job namely: skill,
this

and straightforward

for employment vacancies in new and expanding

Since suitability

and the employer,

way in order,

point.

experience,

From the analysis

industrial

by the require-

expertise.

of more than 2,500 people

Table39
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who registered

for jobs in new and expanding towns through the scheme

in 1972, the table shows that the registrants
in the professional
and Great Britain
and semi-skilled

deficient

are relatively

and employing classes, as comparedwith Greater London
The proportions of non-manual, service,

as a whole.

workers are roughly the same in all

categories,

with

the exception of a greater proportion of non-manual workers in
Greater London.

However, it is the highly skilled

It can be seen that

groups that show thfit most marked differences.
registrants

and unskilled

on the schemeshow someover-representation

in the skilled

Britain
Great
London
Greater
and
manual category, as comparedwith
a whole, but this over-representation

is even more marked in the
This is due to the high

migration population to Expanding Towns.
proportion of technologically

in N.E. T. s

industries
"growth"
advanced

which employ a high proportion of skilled
Conversely, the registrants

average.

as

workers than the national

higher
proportion of
a
contain

for
looking
in
housing
(presumably
those
need,
unskilled workers
better housing conditions)
Britain

as a whole.

than N.E. T. s, Greater London, and Great

But this occupational category is the least

less
they
towns
are
in
since
successful
moving to new and expanding
needed by employers.

Turning to the age structure
the scheme's registrants

show a much greater

age group than average, and that
population
children,

in Table 41, it can be seen that

this

is also a feature

to N. E. T. s, which also contains
and a lower proportion

London and Great Britain

proportion

in the 20-29
of the migrant

a higher proportion

of teenagers and over-45's

as a whole.

This tallies

with

in Tables 42 and 40(b) showing a much higher proportion

of

than Greater

the figures
of married
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persons amongthe registrants,

and also amongmigrants to Expanding

Towns, than the national average.

These facts confirm the general

impression of N.E. T. migrants as mainly young couples with young
children,

and a better

looking for better career opportunities

Furthermore,

environment in which to bring up their children.

records held by the Department of Employmentshow that only a small
proportion

-( 15%) of those nominated by the G.L. C. to the Department

as suitable

for employment in N.E. T. s are infact

submitted to

employers for consideration and also that only a small proportion
(again 15%) of those submitted are in fact placed in employment in
N.E. T. s.

This, together with the fact that only a small proportion of
highlights
for
in
for
N.
E.
T.
Londoners
men,
vacancies
s are
unskilled
the general picture of the schemeas a procedure whose successful,
operation is primarily
in N.E. T. s.

dependent on the structure

Moreover, its significance

flow of migrants from metropolitan
supposed for obvious reasons.
areas of Britain

of the labour market

in relation

to the total

is
less
than
is
commonly
much
areas

First,

in none of the metropolitan

for which the schemeis also in operation does the

for
by
planned
average proportion of out-migrants per annumaccounted
the
Glasgow,
10%,
where
the
of
migration exceed
exception
with
136 Second, the
schemecannot make any very
proportion is nearer 20%.
material difference

to the effects

of out-migration

on the socio-

in
London
that
bearing
mind
economic composition of metropolitan areas,
136. These figures-are extracted from an anlysis of the New and
Expanding TownScheme(then known as the Industrial Selection
Scheme)by Charles Thomsonfor the Centre for Environmental
Studies, 1972.
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control is maintained than anywhere else, not mote than

where stricter

75%of migrants to Expanding Townsmove through the N.E. T. s., and
not more than 30-40%in the case of the NewTownswhich are not
formally tied to the exporting authorities

137
as are the Expanding Towns.

Third, since manymore Londoners move through the schemeto Expanding
is that the schemeaccounts for about

than to NewTowns, the result

000
(i.
25;
Londoners
about
e.
of
planned movement

half of the total

(about
total
10%
the
is
less
than
movement
persons per annumwhich
of
138
300,000 persons per annum).
Its contribution to the total volume
from London can therefore only be marginal, as it

of out-migration

in the contribution

it makes in the satisfaction

is

of the needs of the

Job market in New and Expanding Towns.

Another important criterion
potential
built

for determining the suitability

migrants is derived from the elements of social selection

into the selection procedure.

ability

of

For the employer, the reli-

of the prospective employee is regarded as a significant

contribution

of the work-organisation.

to the overall profitability

And to the Housing Manager of the new and expanding towns, cleanliness
and financial
the suitability
financial

stability

determination
for
the
both
of
conditions
are

of potential

stability

tenants.

are qualities

determined, and less directly

Reliability,

that are rather broadly socially

Job.
the
the
to
of
requirements
related

Yet as important determinants of suitability
--influence
137-138.

cleanliness and

they underline the

"gate-keepers"
housing
the
as
the
manager
of
employer and
These figures are extracted from an analysis of the New
and Expanding Town Scheme (then known as the Industrial
Selection Scheme) by Charles Thomson for the Centre for
Environmental Studies, 1972.
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TABLE40(a) and (b)
(a)

Age structure of N. E. T. S, registrant
to new growth
sample,
-immigrants
areas in 1961 Greater London, Inner London, Outer London, and Great
Britain

Age

I. S. S.
7Z-eg-ls-Trant
Sample
TF-=-7689)
%

0-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45.49
50-54
55-59 1
60-64
65+

(b)

Imigrants
to New
UroWth Areas TlTff
Lowest
Highest
Prqýfion
Proportion
%
76

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.7
22.0
21.6
13.1
10.3
7.6
6.9
6.6
6.3
3.7
0.2

9.1
7.0
3.6
1.9
8.1
6.9
6.5
4.7
3.1
1.5
0.7
0.3
0.0
0.5

24.9
14.5
11.0
11.0
23.1
18.9
14.5
10.7
9.4
7.5
8.9
5.5
4.3
6.0

Greater Inner
Outer Great
r-on5o-n ro-5-3-on l-onTo-n F-F-Main

7.7
6.5
5.9
7.6
7.6
6.5
5.9
6.2
6.7
6.5
7.2
7.2
6.1
2.2

%

%

7.8
6.2
5.6
7.4
8.6
7.3
6.2
6.2
6.6
6.4
7.0
6.8
5.8
12.2

7.6
6.7
6.2
7.8
6.9
5.9
5.8
6.2
6.9
6.7
7.4
7.5
6.3
12.2

Cwpounded age structure of N. E. T. s registrant
sample, initial
to 8 N. E. T. S, Greater London, and Great Britain.

Age

I. S. S.
Andover
Reg'is-Ir-ants IMT-'-O
%

0.14
5.19
10-24
25-29
40-44
55-59
60+

0.0
1.7
22.0
21.6
31.0
19.8
3.9

HuntinqWellingBletchley
don 1991- borough ' -1968-69 76T9 M-

%

%

34 6: 0 9! 1)
13.8 20 9 ý
17.2(26: 0
ý6:
93 29.3 1
8 10 3
i)
2.9 4.

36 2 ;
:
5 3 81.3)
13.8 21.6)
14.1(22.1)
17.6(27 6
70 ý11: 0
5: 3 8.3

N. B. Figures in brackets refer
to allow better comparison with
N. E. T. s

%
39
6:
4 6
15 5
13: 7
14.9
9.
5.0(

migrants

ý*our N. T. s Great- Greal
ro-ndon ýain

%

%%

)
37
8
-)
: - 3)
33 5
7 3)
.
. ý 14.2 22.8
24 6
1
21: 7 1,25.4
23.6 ý 11: 0 17.7
4.8 7.7
7.9) 4.1 6.6

29*2 1
5.6 7.9)
17.4 24.6
13.3 18.8
19.1 27 0
:
8 8 12 4
:
669.3)

to population 15 years and over,
the N. E. T. s sample.

= New and Expanding Town Scheme (formerly

9.4
7.7
7.0
7.8
6.6
6.0
5.9
6.3
6.7
6.3
6.6
6.4
5.7
12.3

I. S. S. )

%
20.1
7.6
7.6
6.5
18.8
20.9
18.3
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TABLE 41
Sex and Marital

status composition of N. E. T. s registrant
sample, Greater London, and Great Britain

Sex

I. S. S. Samele
(N
Z/09)

Greater
Mai-ital I. S. S. Samele Greater Great
Great
Uo-nTo-n BTTFafn -S-t-atus (N
2676)
London- B-riTain

m

94.4

47.9

48.4

S

8.1

41.3

41.6

F

5.6

52.1

51.6

m

89.6

50.5

50.7

2.3

8.1

7.7

11

D/Sep

TABLE 42

Numberof children at home(N. E. T. s registrant sample)t
and household size (five E. T. s, Greater London, and
England A Wales)

No. of Children
at Home

I. S S. Registrant
*
Sample
(N= Z31

Household
Vsize

Five E. T. s Greater England
Iondon W-R-51-es-TTý-

0

34.5

1

4.1

18.9

15.2

1

27.4

2

27.0

31.0

30.8

2

22.7

3

28.6

20.8

21.3

3

9.6

4

23.5

16.2

17.9

4

3.4

5

10.2

7.6

8.6

5

1.3

6

4.3

3.6

3.8

6+

1.1

7

1.7

1.1

1.3

8+

0.6

0.9

1.1
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in the recruitment of the population for new and expanding towns.
The professionals,
and the technician,
skilled

manual

status-conscious,

the managers, the non-manual workers, the skilled
and the "respectable working class" (ie.

the

for example), are preferred.
For those who are
,
those that are more likely to take seriously the

dichotomy between the 'roughs' and 'the respectables',

and for those

who might look on immigrants from London as strangers with strange
ways; social selection

can be another significant

moves to new and expanding towns.
selection

is based not on explicit

acceptability,

determinant of who

Although this element of social
ideology
but
the
of social
on
rules

it has becomean acceptable criterion

As an administrative

of selection.

machinery for selecting new and expanding

town population as well as the mechanismfor monitoring planned movement out of the cities,

This

the schemeis generally inadequate.

point re-emphasizes the need for more information on the contributions
of unplanned movement.

It is, however, administratively

and reasonably effective

in the attainment of the objective of giving

relief

to London's housing need by distributing

available

in new and expanding towns.

convenient

the housing stocks

As a meansof recruiting

the

labour needs of employers moving to new and expanding townss the scheme
is also inadequate, contributing

only about 15-20%of those needs.

Yet, without doubt, it promotes the satisfaction
by serving as the process of selecting suitable

of industrial
(potential)

needs

employees.

A-number of studies have, nevertheless, pointed out that part of the
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innefectiveness of the schemeis the result of tying up job with
housing, and especially

the insistence that to secure housing, a
139
Job must be obtained first.
The ineffectiveness is also partly
because the selecting process itself
and frustrating

to both potential

is cumbersome,time-consuming

migrants and employers.

It was

to remedy the last weakness that the London Dispersal Liaison Group
Commissioneda study designed to make recommendationson how to
improve the operation of the scheme.141 The result of the study is
142
The report concentrated more in
contained in Frances Gee's book.
demonstrating the various ways in which the schemehas been, indeed,
inIffective,
indicating

cumbersome,frustrating
how it

can achieve more.

schemehave led to many potential
alternative

(unofficial)

Employers recruit

of the

migrants and employers using other

from the cities

and other areas by advert-

migrants get on to jobs through private

recommendationsand introductions
living

The general limitations

meansof moving to new and expanding towns.

directly

isement; and potential

and time-consuming, and less in

in new/expanding towns.

from friends and relatives

already

SomeLondon Boroughs (e. g. Lambeth

or Brent) have entered into "Special arrangements" with somenew or
expanding towns in order to ensure a continuous flow of migrants.
Shelter Housing Association (SHAC)in London are known to be working
with some new and expanding towns under special arranqement, probably,
139. Sheila Ruddy, Industrial Selection Scheme:An Administrative Study
(Birmingham: University of Birmingham, Centre of Urban a
Regional Studies, 1969), Occasional Paper No. 5, p. 34-38.
140. Frances Gee, Homesand Jobs for Londoners in New and Expanding Towns
(London: H11SO
1973, especially p. 1-4).
141. London Dispersal Liaison Group: This is a Committee of Officers
representing the GLC, the 9p-t. of Employmentand the Dept. of the
Environment, established to reconcile various conflicting
interests
in London in the dispersal of population to new and expanding towns.
It was found in 1966 under the inspiration of Bob Mellish, then
Minister of Housing and Local Government. The group sponsored the
survey on which the Frances Gee report was based.
142. Frances Gee, Jobs and Homesfor Londoners see
16,
fn.
p.
,
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These various ways by which the official

on a much smaller scale.

machinery (N. E. T. Scheme)is by-passed, indiactef
is widely regarded as unsatisfactory

By far

the most serious

recruitment

to their

relative

in very important ways.

indictment

groups, who, by their
poverty

and pressing

benefitted

most by moving.

of socially

disadvantaged:

unskilled,

pensioners,

one-parent

families

of this

among aspiring

Shakland report,
and low-paid

is that

the unskilled,

The report

confirmed that many unskilled

studies,

a major shift

elderly

to better

Most reports
and ethnic

the large-scale

-reports

skilled

to move the socially

jobs and housing (Reported:
attribute

minorities

manual workers,

Evening Standard

the pool of the unskilled,
left

increasingly

exodus of manufacturing

new and expanding towns with,
active

(London, Liverpool,

in the balance of the population

(of both London and new towns) by helping

12.1.77).

the Graeme

because of the acute shortage of housing and unskilled

urged for-

disadvantaged

One of the

and some old

Recently,

workers are trapped in the cities

Birmingham, etc)

large families,

there is a demonstrated enthusiasm

for new towns.

based on forty

the

mobile working

age.

retiring

categories

old people,

women), potentially

working class people,

people to leave the city

the following

people with

minorities,

(especially

research

housing needs would have

the poor and the infirm,

ethnic

exclusion

and due

own preferences,

They include

class people and those who are nearing
findings

the scheme in the

against

to new and expanding towns is its

of population

of the very social

that the scheme

industries

poor,

behind in London, to
t!

1449-0-0

to

for example, London's most economically
technicians

hardly mention also that

this

and professionals.

These

exodus is encouraged by the

Jobs.
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selection process of the Newand Expanding Town Scheme.

As already

noted. the stream of migrants to new and expanding towns shows a
marked degree of self-selectivity
the labour markets.
are for skilled

which re-inforces

the dictates

of

Over 80%of vacancies for London6rs in N.E. T. s

men, coupled with a preference on the part of employers

for younger men.

As many studies have shownmigrants are, in general,

better educated, of a higher social class, and have-higher,. status
They are also more likely

occupation than non-migrants.
family-building

stage of the life-cycle.

to be at the

These characteristics

are

confirmed by both successful migrants to new and expanding towns and by
registrants

on the scheme.

They show a greater than average

proportion in the 20-29 age group and in the skilled

manual occupational

categories, which are predominantly composedof married heads of household, with 2-3 children.

It seems apparent, therefore,

that, on balance, the more relatively

new and expanding town population both

successful method of recruiting

in absolute number and by social mix, is obviously by meansof transfering workers during the course of relocation.
requires only an indication
either

In relocation,

of how many workers are transferring

to

a new town or an expanding town, to enable housing allocation

be made to the migrant workers.

It is more straightforward

cumbersomecomparedwith the processes involved in recruiting
the scheme; although it

is still

before housing allocation'.
on their

it

staff,

nearing retiring

based on the principle
If,

therefore,

to

and less
through

of a 'Job

migrant firms ideally

have

a good proportion of unskilled workers, elderly workers
age, one-parent families,

black and brown workers - all

Of-whomare prepared to move to a new town. a much more balanced
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population is likely

to be achieved at destination.

Unfortunately,

it does not happen like this in practice.

The migrant

firm may have to force an earlier

decide who moves and who does not.

generally

the development corporation
The determination

place.
itself

that

the product

which generally
to do with

the legal

But as a rule,

and may
it

is

decided which firm moves in the first

of which firms move to a new town is

of somewhat curious

control

retirement

arrangements in planned movement
It

the movement of people and industry.

arrangements between the 'exporting'

(e. g. the GLQ and the 'receiving'

has

authority

(e. g. the new or expanding

authority

These arrangements allow for movement of people and industry

town).

to new and expanding towns to be conducted on a purely

voluntary

basis

that allows

the new or expanding town to take the people and industries

it

Thus, new and expanding towns are known to have refused

wants.

relocation
their

of factories

area; or refused

of unskilled

with high risk
the relocation

of air

or river

pollution

the

in

of a firm employing large proportion

workers.

And yet, since public funds are provided by way of subsidies for
setting

up housing and industrial

it would have seemedright

estates in new and expanding towns,

that a greater control by central government

should be exerted over the determination of what industries
these towns.

move to

If this were done, it would have been possible to direct

the kind of firms that will

provide, for example, unskilled

city residents to relocate in new and expanding towns.
freedom, given to the receiving authorities
them a sense of responsibility

jobs for

However, this

have apparently induced in

towards creating a successful community
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that can provide for the needs of local unemployedmen first,

and other "key" workers

teachers, firemen, local government officers
that are unavailable from London.

such as

The general lack of willingness

to accept 'London's problems' is also compensatedfor by their
Schemes"

acceptance of the operation of "Special Housing Allocation

people in hosuing need,

by which houses are allocated to unskilled

and for pensioners who normally have relatives
etc.

living

in those towns

The extended purpose of such a schemeis to enable a further

balance to be achieved in the demographic and socio-economic structure
These schemeshave not been

of migrants to new and expanding towns.
(relatively)

successful (being limited

stock), particularly
town authorities

to about 15%of total

housing

because of the desire of the new and expanding
their welfare services.

not to strain

Even if

the

been
have
would
the scale of operation

schemehad been sjccessful,

rather inadequate to make an impact.

7.2

New Towns Population

by the year 2000

From Tables 44 and 45, it
population

rose from a total

above 850,000 in 1975 and will

by the year 2000.

will

be noted that London's New Towns

desýnation
324,000
at
of

Other NewTowns in England increased their

total

to 783,500 in 1975, and will

rise to above 1,200,000 by the year 2000.

will

of

to more than one million

be increased

population of 550,900 at desijnation,

rose from a total

to a total

Scottish NewTowns population

6f 47,100 at designation,

rise to 498,300 by the year 2000; whilst

towns in Wales would have risen from a total

to 231,000 in 1975, and
the population of new
of 17,500 at desýnation,

to 52,500 in 1975, reaching 91,100 in the year, 2000.

Thus, London's

less
than
London
from
one million
have
not
towns
neW
absorbed
would

of
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its population;

other parts of English large cities

(Midland North,

North-East, Merseyside, etc) would have lost another one million
their population to new towns; and large cities
would have lost a total
there.
cities

in Wales and Scotland

of 283,550 of their populations to new towns

Approximately, 3 million

of the population of the large

in England, Scotland and Wales would have moved to resettle

new towns in these areas by the year 2000: that is one million
than the number that was originally
total

of

of target population).

in

more

planned (which is 1,850,000, the

The total

figure for expanding towns

which must be much higher than that of the new towns has not been
included in arriving

from
losses
the
these
of
population
at
estimated

large cities.

Although the losses in absolute number have been felt

in London,

Manchester, Birmingham and Glasgow etc, yet the imoact has been partly
reflected

in the number of jobs that the migrants take with them.

The combined effects
in the total

of a reduction in the size of the population and

number of certain categories of jobs available

who did not move, have attracted
the justification

a great deal of critical

of the current functions of new towns.

to those
commentson
Table 46,

shows that as industry and people move out to new towns, Jobs are lost
to the exporting authorities
new towns for the migrants.
have been relatively

and jobs are correspondingly created in
The Inner City areas of the large cities

jobs
loss
by
the
although
of
muchmore affected

they were meant to benefit more from planned outward movementin terms
of relieving

congestion and rehousing their residents in new towns.

From the tables, London NewTowns, by the end of 1975 created in new
towns a total

of 442,700 jobs; NewTowns in other parts of England
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created 340,700 jobs; and New Towns in Wales and Scotland created
110,300 jobs.

By the time when new towns in Britain

have achieved

their target population (probably around 2000) more than three million
people would have movedout of the large conurbations, for whomnot
less than two million

jobs would have been created in the new towns.

Taking into account the fact that the cities

also loose population and

Jobs to expanding towns in much higher proportion than new towns (the
ratio,

is approximately 4 to 5), it is reasonable to infer

Present trend continues, at least five million
the cities

to hold not less than four million

towns by the year, 2000.

Limiting

that if

the

people would have left
Jobs in new and expanding

this speculations to the

consequencesfor new towns, it seemsprobable that new towns would have
been well established as growth centres; and the aim of redistributing
the working population of the large conurbations through a policy of
decentralisation,

would have made a significant

new towns assumefull

active life

would have becomea living

achievement.

As the

as mature towns at that time they

example of an innovation in social evolution.

Their value as instruments of economic and regional planning would,
also have become, if not fully
however, is difficult

realised,

at least,

apparent.

What,

to forsee is the scale of social planning

required in order to provide the kind of social investments usually
associatdd with urban cities
residents moved.

-W-

from where the majority

of the new town
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The large

exodus of industries

and people from the cities

to new

(and expanding) towns seem to have had, perhaps, unintended
consequences for

the cities

themselves.

New Towns are blamed for having

caused the exodus and for having impoverished,

They are said to have creamed the cities

cities.
active

(both by occupation

elderly,

racial

and age), leaving

minorities,

who are described

the inner

especially
of their

economically

behind the unskilled,

the

the sick and the infirm,

and generally

New Towns, as

as trapped and unable to move out.

noted above, are also said to have caused the loss of the more skilled
and semi-skilled

jobs from the cities;

have hastened the further
they attract

decline

such industries

away.

British
direct

It

cities.
result

population

of dispersal

the value of new towns is that
of economic recession,

creating

have been such woeful failures

diverted

are

the impression

of

as the result

of the public

the

are partly

and decentralisation

they reach their

of

of

debates on

peak during periods
that new town developments

that any more planned developments

As many argue, resources should now rather

be

away from new town development to the renewal of the cities.

Are these critical

.-C

these effects

A feature

as

these things

about the future

to new towns; and partly

influences.

industries

as many more reports

painted

is perhaps true that

and industries

must be withdrawn.

is true that

indeed,

is often

of the policy

economic and social

It

they

especially

of the manufacturing

have been happening to the cities;
publishedm a gloomy picture

and that,

comments actually

Justified?
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As a vital

mechanismfor social reconstruction

new towns were not originally

intended to provide all

the problems of the inner city.
relief

and development,
the answers to

Their success in giving continuing

to the housing needs of city residents has often been under-

valued; so have their
and their

contributions

providing an alternative

zeal to live

in cities.

significantly

British

to economic and regional planning,
habitat for those who have lost the

All this apart, the very new town idea,

not seem true to say that new towns have failed,
ation of the (inner)
from the cities

It does

as it is, has becomea national pride.

cities

nor can the deterior-

be wholly blamed on new towns.

to new (and expanding) towns will

Movement

continued whether
is reversed,

or not the policy of dispersal and decentralisation

What might happen if a change in policy occurs

modified or scrapped.

is not necessarily a sudden end of the movementto new towns but at
best rather a reduction in the volume of movement. Apart from the
fact that employers will
the cities

for economic reasons, the flight

suburban retreat
from the cities

will

from the cities

and the

Someof the findings of this research

that a continuing flow of migrants to new towns is

in the future.

Given the new towns population forecast for

the year 2000, based on current trend in movementfrom the cities,
question that needs asking is what the implications
social structure

outside

continue to account for the loss of population

for a long time.

already indicate
inevitable

continue to make decisions about relocation

will

of new town population at that time.

the

be for the
Will new towns

becomeestablished suburban communities for the middle class: Managers,
Professionals,
'affluent

Technicians, Supervisors, Skilled

and semi-skilled

manual' workers, possibly adopting middle class style of life

and behaviour patterns?

Will new towns have becomesocially

balanced
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TABLE45
Jobs Created in British
NewTown

Year of
Designation

NewTowns up to 1975
Jobs created or taken
away from cities upto
1975

*Total cost of
development
upto 1975 (im)

London New
Towns
Basildon

1949

39,500

E102.0

Bracknell

1949

24,500

45.4

Crawley

1947

42,000

*67.1

Harlow

1947

34,500

60.9

Hatfield

1948

26,500

*67.1

Hemel Hempstead

1947

37,000

*67.1

Stevenage

1946

36,000

66.3

Welwyn Garden City

1948

28,000

*67.1

Milton

1967

36,000

99.1

Northampton

1968

80,000

41.6

Peterborough

1967

58,700 - 442,700

59.0

Aycl if fe

1947

10,500

25.2

Central

1970

124,000

27.2

1950

25,500

29.3

Peterlee

1948

7,200

33.3

Reditch

1964

25,000

58.3

Runcorn

1964

19,500

64.9

Skelmersdale

1961

14,500

70.0

1968

42,000

89.6

1968

66,000

39.9

1968

16,500

Cumbernauld

1955

13,000

67.8

East Kilbride

1947

30,500

*48.2

Glenrothes

1948

14,000

38.5

Irvine

1966

22,000

29.5

Livingston

1962

8,000

55.6

1973

1,800

Keynes

- E742.8

Other Towns in
England
Lancs

Corby

Telford
Warington
Washington

340,700

48.8 - E486.5

New Towns in
Scotland

Stonehouse
/cont'd

88,800

*48.2

- E287.8

313
NewTown

Year of
Designation

Jobs created or taken
away from cities upto
1975

*Total cost of
development
upto 1975 (Em)

NewTowns in
Wales
Cwmbran
Newtown

1949
1967

16,500
5,000 - 21,500

Total

36.8
7.6 -f

44.4

fl, 561.5

904,700

*EI, 332.4
*NB For purposes of easy reference, Table 45(a)will refer to Column4
of this table (i. e. total cost of new town development up to 1975).
Notes on Table

*Figures marked with asterisks, have been obtained by estimates based on
average cost for new towns in each of the four regions (London, Rest of
England, Scotland and Wales).
the figure marked with
Under 'total'
None of the
asterisks is the total without the estimated figures.
totals is, therefore, statistically
accurate, but each is relatively
accurate in indicating a reasonable picture in general costs of
developing the new towns from designation to the year, 1975, i. e.
approximately over a quarter of a century.

through a good mix of the social

classes,

groups,

sexes, age and racial

'social
Howard's
Ebenezar
have
becoming
to
to
so as
come nearer
In the preceding

paragraphs it

the demands df industry
satisfy

the labour

recruitment

has become apparent that by virtue

of new town population
into

machinery for

the

and by the very nature of the elements

the recruitment

processes,

the social

of social

selection

structure

of the new towns has tended to become characteristically

Young, male-orientated,
"%A.

of

by
by
the
which employers
manner
and commerce,

demands through the official

built

city'?

professional

and skill-orientated.

Studies

314
and statistical
analyses of the new town recruits such as those of
143
144
Ray Thomas,
Brian Herand,
the GLC, the Department of the
Environment and DevelopmentCorporations, demonstrate this fact.
long as the elements of selectivity

in the recruitment of the population

of new towns continue to receive the blessings of official
present social structure
situation

prevails,

is likely

then it

the

policy,
If such a

to be perpetuated.

is probable that by the year 2000, new

towns might be dominated by technologists,

skilled

affluent

manual

In terms of age,

in occupational terms.

workers, and professionals,

As

new town population while remaining fundamentally young and economically
active, might also have its first
migrants from the cities
retired

or second generation of urban

If the process of self-selection

organisation men.

and new towns have becomeincreasingly

exclusive,

to new towns, will

the cities,

increase.

They will

continues,

the probability

identified

people with the population characteristics
attracted

population of

and perhaps a slowly rising

that

might be

comepossibly from
As a

the outer metropolis and from other areas too.

type of community, new towns could then be likened to the American
suburbia in which family life

is relatively

self-centred;

transport are based on private motoring and the quality
relationships

is built

on interest-based

associations.

mobility

and

of social
In addition,

the clean, healthy physical surroundings of the new town may give it
the social respectability
environment.
British
143.

that is usually associated with middle class

Thus, in all probability,

new towns in the twenty-first

the social structure
likely
is
century

of

to be over-

Ray Thomas, London's NewTowns: a Study of self-containment and
balance., (London, PEP, 1969), p. 420 (Jable 10).
144. Brian Herand, "Social Structure of new towns", in Urban Studies
(1968).
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of life

middle class style
left

groups most likely

by homogenous socio-economic

represented

and behaviour patterns.

the new town aim of 'social

The foregoing

balance'

the background of an implicit

social

away from realisation.

further

against

assumption that new towns by the 21st

century would have become mature "melting
in which different

This would have

have to be evaluated

and forecasts

speculations

to adopt

That is,

pott".

and occupational

classes

communities

groupings would

have been so mixed as to have produced a homogenous, one-class
Yet,

community.
expressly
different

which states
created,

at least,

referred,
social

balance must be seen to have

the concept of social

to the attainment

in the Reith Committee Report

classes as reflected
"If

that:

of

of a mixture

homogenous community is to be

a socially

policy

a conscious and sustained

be needed

to that end will

local
leaders
the
of
and of
145
"
activity.

on the part of the agency itself,
and commerce and of social

Development Corporations
to adopt a policy
population

that

social

If

relations.

logical

is a creation

balance would be achieved.

socially

mixed

that come to new towns; by

in those social

and encouraging participation

expectation

been given the freedom

by
towns;
to
and
to
new
move
groups

that develop social

the skilled

in attracting

can result

by the choice of industries

encouraging different
developing

have, apparently,

activities

these measures were adopted,

the

of a community, in which a social

Nevertheless,

manual, the technicians

the over-representation

and the professionals

suggest the emergence of a dominant group of technologists,
qlass orientated,

industry

able to adopt a style

of life

and pattern

would
middle
of

of
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behaviour that will

becometypically

In this way,

middle class.

the chances are that new towns would have becomea melting-pot
for example, child-rearing
becomesa way of life;
and the like;

pattern is the same; conspicious consumption

sports and leisure concentrate on golf,

town residents.

becomepart of the style of life

It appears, therefore,

in new towns can, in the future,
seemsmore likely

that whilst

and the existing

that continuing influences will

attitude

provide a further

policy measures

tend to develop new
The needs of industry

recruitment mechanismprovide reliable

such development.

for new

it
balance,
also
social
achieve some

towns into middle class suburban communities.

fall

cricket

and the use of private motoring as well as a tendency

towards family centred-life

political

where,

There is also a possibility

evidence for

that a change in

through voting behaviour of new town residents may
evidence, following

the suggestion in 1955 that the

in Labour votes from 48% to 46%in the General Elections was most

marked in those areas of the country most prosperous and economically
146 The
in
voting
including
change
towns.
apparent
progressive,
new
behaviour is said to be correlated with rising

income, rising

the
skilled
improved
from
of
grouping
occupational
status

social

manual

themselves
middle
as
from
rating
people
working class people; and
live,
in
they
because
the
which
area
class
of

because they now own

their
to
send
because
they
afford
can
cars and are owner-occupiers; or
children to Universities
Specifically,

a shift

and go on holiday abroad every summer.

in voting behaviour - from voting for the

Labour Party to voting for the Conservatives is construed as a means
of assessing oneself in class terms.
146. D.E. Kind and R. Rose, The British

Since the working class
General Elections of 1954.
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traditionally
implies

vote labour,

that

the working class voter now regards himself

class person.

An increase

that give their

votes to the Conservative

an indication

of the extent

backgrounds are increasingly
think)

middle-class,

To the extent

that

major political
significant

becoming (at least

and political

It

composition

the planner
that

complexity

of the two

undergo very

and could be
of new towns in the

for social,

economic

movement to new towns

to be§in now to measure.
these spec6lations

are drawing

to.

Re-appraisal

by the structural

Policy:

of the Decentralisation

As a long-established

industrial

city,

The Case of London

London has been affected

changes which have been taking place within

generally such as nationalisation,
patterns.

the fortunes

The implications

too complex for

outlook.

In other words a political

imposed by population

is the nature of this

attention

7.3

planning

be far

political

is a possibility;

from the social

of a century.

provide

as they subjectively

in the new towns might probably

balance in the House of Parliament

will

in their
is valid,

specOlation

parties

one that might result

therefore,

could,

to which people from working class

and conservative
this

as a middle

in the number of the new town voters

changes by the 21st century.

next quarter

for Conservatives

to voting

a shift

industry

automation and changing distribution

Firms which set up in the heyday of London's industrial

expansion have reached the point where their plant and buildings
becomeobsolescent, with the need to modernise and expand.

have

About

25%of the loss of manufacturing employment to London has been due to
firms moving out.

It is estimated that most of it has arisen from

clzsures or from reductions in activity,

partly

associated with the
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transfer of work to plants outside London.
1974, a total

of 809 firms moved to London-related New and Expanding

Towns; 652 (81%) of these originated
London.

in London, 414 of them in Inner

One hundred and fifty-seven

areas or were new firms setting
Newand Expanding Towns.
elsewhere.

In the eight years to

firms cameeither

from other

In 1974,98 firms relocated in

up.

Of these, 78 originated

in London and 20

about 70%of the firms moving from London

Currently,

are engaged in manufacturing industry.

This movementof manufacturing

firms to New and Expanding Towns represents about 8% (10% in Inner
London) of London's total

loss of industrial

including
employment,

loss by closure as well as migration. *

Amohgthe main effects

of the rapid changes which have resulted

from the high levels of net migration is the unbalanced employment
situation

The more people that continue to leave London

noted above.

for growth areas-; elsewhere, the greater will
in those areas to attract

firms.

to such areas, the larger will
greater the attraction

be the labour supply

In turn the more firms that move
be the range of jobs available and the

to people to leave London, thus re-inforcing

the decline and the lack of balance between labour supply and demand.
Firms leaving London tend to be the more technically

advanced, with

other firms often depending on them, and often with the potential
for growth which is needed to suttain
The scale and rapidity

industrial

employment in London.

industrial
in
decline
the
of migration and of

employment leave groups of workers in London who no longer have a skill
Note:

Figures quoted in this paragraph and in most parts of this
(SPB44)
GLC
Report
from
(7.3)
on
section
are extracted
"Planned Growth Outside London" of 22.12.75.
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which is in demand and who find
particularly
Those left
social

employment as satisfying
behind will

require

The decline

services.

equivalent

often

in obtaining

difficulty

sector

investment

The new effect

increases

support

additional

from the

does not produce

Furthermore,

urban renewal remain as highm or even rise,
private

paid as before.

and well

in population

savings in these services.

employment,

while

the costs of

the burden on the public

of these changes in London was a total

loss of loss of 396,000.

This is not reflected

sector.

employment

in unemployment

rates for Greater London as a whole since it was paralleled
overall

in

the decline

by the

Even so, the total

drop in the Greater London population.

number of registered male unemployed (aged 16 and over) in London by
July 1975 was 87,072.

This compareswith figures of 96,774 in

Scotland and of 49,789 in Wales.
not reflect

the unbalanced internal

Overall Greater London rates do
situation

that has resulted from

such large and rapid changes in population and in the structure
employment.
particularly

The decline in manufacturing employment has borne
heavily on the older,

workers ahve traditionally
livelihood.

industrial

areas of London where the

looked to this type of employment for their

Male unemployment(aged 18 and over), expressed as a

percentage of the resident labour force, has been consistently
significantly
office

of

and

60
20
the
in
employment
the
of
average
above
regional

areas in London, mainly in Inner London.

It is particularly

high in four areas: Stepney, Poplar, Brixton and Canning Town, where
it has consistently

been more than double the regional rate.

this is generally true of skilled
cannot be entirely

and unskilled workers alike,

due to the concentration of unskilled

Since
it

workers
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living

in Inner London.

London's population,
dropped by over half
with the decline

between 1961 and 1971 to 7.45 million,

a million

over the period and continuing

accelerating

By 1974 the figure

so since.

of these movements and changes,

as a result

was 7.17 million

for the three years since 1971 of nearly

6.34 million

by 1981.

the population
this

fall

100,000 a year):

rates

the latest

between 6.54 and

Between 1961 and 1971 the proportion

of

of working age dropped from 65% to 62%: two-thirds

was due to an increase

Activity

(an average loss

based on past trends would give a figure

projections

to do

in the proportion

people.

of retired

of those of working age also changed - downwards for

men, from 88% to 83%, and upwards for women, from 46% to SO%.
number of the economically

was heaviest

unskilled).

falling

active

proportion

from 31% to 27%.

from a complex pattern

the gross out-migration

outside
(This

outside

Great Britain).

male workforce
rises

Movement into

comprised 73,000 from the rest

region;

region;

In 1970-71,

(This was made

from London was 355,050.

the South-East

in the

in London's population

of movement and changes.

up of 166,040 to the rest of the South-East
of Great Britain

manual workers was

of the total

The net decline

This

semi-skilled;

There were some off-setting

numbers of non-manual workers.
results

men was about 335,000 (13%).

The drop in the number of skilled
their

(about

between 1961 and 1971 in the

among manual workers (skilled;

almost 200,000 with

increase

While there was a slight

10,000 in the number of women), the fall
number of economically

The

(those employed or seeking employment)

active

dropped by about 325,000.

fall

of

81,010 to the rest

and 108,000 to areas

London in that year was 245,000.

of the South-East

region;
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68,000 from the rest of Great Britain

outside the South-East region;

and 104,000 from outside Great Britain).
to London was of the order of 110,000.

The net population loss
Less than 5%of the total

from London consists of those moving under the officially

out-migration

sponsored New and Expanding Towns Scheme(NETS) - formerly Industrial
Selection Scheme- operated Jointly with the Department of Employment.
80%of those moving to NewTowns and about 30%of those moving to
Expanding Towns do not move under the aegis of the NETS, their own
employmentneeds having been met by other means (e. g. transfer with
fi rm, or securing their own employment) or because, as with pensioners,
they do not require employment.

The total

flow of migrants from London to local authority

dwellings in London-related and Expanding Towns (whether or not
moving under the NETS) is less than 10%of the total
migration.

(gross) out-

This flow contrasts sharply, in terms of composition,

as well as numbers, with the unplanned movementfrom London (Table 8).
As the Table shows, the great majority

of those leaving London, mostly

under their own arrangements and mainly to private houting, have
consisted predominantly of non-manual workers who are likely
higher incomes and less housing need.

to have

The unplanned migration stream

is larger in absolute terms and therefore has more far reaching
effects

on London.

Its bias in favour of high-skill/high-income

more serious in its effects

than planned migration,

even though this

also has so far shown somedegree of bias in the same direction,
a high proportion of skilled
outflow.

and semi-skilled

is

with

manual workers in the

The way in which London's employment structure

has changed

cpmparedwith that of the rest of the South-East region and the country
.
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as a whole is shown in Table 47.
proportion of total

In particular,

employment has been falling

manufacturing as a
much faster in London,

and slower in the Rest of the South-East Region (ROSE), than in England
and Wales.

This trend carries a threat that London's working

population and economywill
in the service sector.

becomeover-dependent on a narrow range

With the changing industrial

is

structure

associated an equally marked change in the occupation structure,
from operative towards office

away

employment.

Between 1961 and 1974, London's manufacturing employment fell
489,000 -a

decline of 34%, with the rate accelerating

by

throughout the

Between 1961 and 1966 the average rate of loss each year

period.

was 1.7%; it

increased to 3.3% from 1966 to 1971 and, in the three

years from 1971 to 1974, it rose to an annual rate of loss of as much
as 4.7%.

This rapid decline in London has not been part of a general

pattern.

Over the sameperiod from 1961 to 1974, the drop in

manufacturing employment in England and Wales as a whole was only 5%
(compared with London's 34%), while in the rest of the South-East
region outside London there was in fact a 21%increase during the period.
of 489,000 in manufacturing between 1961 and 1974 was partially

The fall
offset

by an increase of 338,000 (28%) in certain "growth services"

(insurance,
including

banking and finance; professional
teaching; public administration

and communications).

and scientific

services,

and defence; air transport

At the same time the fall

by a drop of 245,000 (14%) in other industries

was further
and services.

accentuated
The

increase of 28%in "growth services" in London is comparedwith larger
increases of 50%for the rest of the South-East region and of 42%for
Eng_Iandand Wales; while the decrease of 14%in "other industries

and
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aervices" is comparedwith a much smaller national
than 2% and a large

increase

decrease of less

in the rest of the South-East

Region.

(See also Table 46).
TABLE 46
PERCENTAGE
OF EMPLOYMENT
IN THREEINDUSTRYGROUPS1961 AND 1974
1961

1971

32.6%
27.1%

23.6%
38.3%

40.3%

38.1%

100.0%

100.0%

30.5%
25.5%

28.8%
29.8%

44.0%

41.4%

100.0%

100.0%

36.5%
20.4%

32.7%
27.3%

43.1%

40.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Greater London
Manufacturing
'Growth'Services
Other Industries
Services

and

Rett of SE Renion
Manufacturing
'Growth' Services
Other Industries
and
Services

Enqland and Wales
Manufacturing
'Growth' Services
Other Industries
and
Services

Sources:

1961 Census of Population,

corrected

for bias.

1974 Census of Employment, adjusted to Census of Population
data.
1971
basis
the
of
equivalents - on
NOTES:

"Growth" Services comprise: Insurance, banking and finance,
including
teaching;
service,
professional
and scientific
public administration
and defence; and transport and
communications.
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TABLE 47
EMPLOYMENT
BY INDUSTRYGROUPS,GREATER
LONDON1961-74
Number (thousands)

Manufacturing
Operatives
Office workers
Others
TOTAL

1971

877
385
167

623
354
116

TOTAL

1974
(est)

20.0
8.8
3.8

15.3
8.7
2.8

32.6

26.8

2.7
14.3
10.1

3.0
19.1
12.9

27.1

35.0

11.6
8.8
19.9

10.1
9.6
18.5

1,560 1,522

40.3

38.2

1,429 1,093

"Growth" Services
Operatives
Office workers
Others

119
630
441

940

123
781
527

1,190 1,431 1,528

Other industries
Operatives
Office-workers
Others
TOTAL
All

1961

511
389
867

414
392
754

1974

23.6

38.3

38.1

and Services

Operatives
Office workers
Others

1,507
1,404
1,475

1,160
1,527
1,397

34.3
31.9
33.7

28.4
37.4
34.2

TOTAL

4,386 4,084 3,990

100.0

100.0

Source:

Employment

and Services

1,767

industries

Percentage of Total
1971
1961

1961 Census of Population, corrected for bias
1971 Census of Population
1974 Census of Employment(Department of Employment), adjusted
to Census of Population equivalents on the basis of 1971
data.

"Growth" Services - Insurance. banking and finance; professional and
scientific
services, including teaching; public administration and
defence; air transport and communications.

100.0

- 325 More than thirty

years from the designation in 1946 of the first

new towns, the policy of planned dispersal of population and industry
from London has been vigorously pursued with firm public support.
But the above review of the exodus of population and employment to
new (and expanding) towns during this period gives cause for concern.
The fear that unless planning strategies

are modified or reversed to

London and other cities

stop out-migration,

will

decline faster than

experienced in America, sparked off a public debate which was intensified
from 1975 when the effects

became
the
recession
of
present economic

As it has already been noted, many have argued that

more apparent.

the gradual decline of the cities

Others point out that because there are many influences which

towns.
Jointly

is the result of the growth of new

affect

the decline of the cities,

examine possible change in policy direction
measures.

Whilst movementfrom the cities

encouraged by dispersal policy,

it

to

is much more rational
or somealternative
to new towns has been

is wrong to regard oUt-Miqration as

the absolute consequenceof that policy.
industries

it

As it has been shown*

normally move to where adequate and cheap premises enable

them to expand, to modernise and re-organise in order to persist

and

to compete effectively.

provide

the best opportunity

New towns rather than congested cities
for expansion.

Therefore, whether or not dispersal

policy is reversal or modified, firms will
out of the cities

most likely

purely for economic reasons.

continue to move

r have earlier

demonstrated also that it is a world trend that people tend to move out
of the city centres into the suburbs and beyond the green-belts.
particular,

a large proportion of our sample of potential

In

migrants

from London expressed the desire to move out of London when they had an
opportunity

to make a choice between staying or moving out.

This finding
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in cabinet

was re-affirmed

by John Silkin,

of Planning

Minister

Local Government when he expressed the view that London with
is still

present population,
of small households,
thought that

housing shortages will

different

New towns, therefore,

move out of cities.
functions
Of city

to fulfill

replanning

stress

by a sustained

Resources from Urban Aid,
are in comparative

And it

redevelopment of Tower Hamlet or inner Liverpool
a disaster.

up to 1975, it

that

at least

a century,
to their

present

took 17 million
central

By 1975, English

in rents

and other

good return

is in the field

new towns continue

policy.

may seem that even the
can be described

as

(see Table 45)

the last

quarter

of

and Welsh new towns alone

income; and paid about E5 million
for Exchequer investment.

seen as tools

of providing

to play vital

The contributions

make in solving

for renewal programme,

to the GLC Report (SPB 44), new and expanding towns

programmes: "are now essentially
Perhaps, it

of

and to develop the new towns

E1,500m. to establish

stage.

the relief

forgotten

has cost the country within

government -a

According

that

is often

On the other hand, it

step towards

and decentralisation.

for example, available

terms, inadequate.

congestion

of renewal and

policy

of dispersal

comparable to that

revitalisation

of relieving

Unfortunately,

and revitalisation.

has not been followed

the aspirations

as the first

important

to

waiting

housing and satisfying

is still

He

have some maJor

still

the primary function

Further,

in the cities

and stress
city

in providing

residents.

to grow.

continue

show that people are still

studies

its

because of the growth

and that

overcrowded,

and

that

of housing policy".

housing for

role

in social

city

and planning

they have made and will

London's housing problems speak for

residents

continue

themselves.

to
In

to
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the five years to 1974 (see table 48) it is estimated that the New
Townsand Expanding Towns contributed
to the total

about 33,000 lettings

(12.4%)

to the boroughs and the GLCfor new

of 264,000 available

tenants inside and outside London.

Over the same five years, about

36%(13,000) of all

dwellings completed (36,000) to which the GLC

nominated the first

tenant were in Expanding Towns (this

excludes housing association property).

calculation

There are no nomination

to the NewTowns and the number of new tenants allocated to

rights

Londoners (15,000 in the five year period) were in addition to the
construction

figures given above.

terms, these figures

In quantitative

by the Newand

represent a considerable and important contribution
Expanding Towns.

As far as actual housing need is concerned, only 25%of those moving
to New Towns and 32%of those moving to Expanding Towns contributed
directly

to relieving

high priority

housing need of London will

of new and expanding towns.

of about 157,000 in 1976

In addition to this overall shortage, there is a mis-

match between available
size nor the distribution

supply of housing and demand- neither the
of the existing

stock corresponds sufficiently
The existing

closely with the current needs of London's population.
stock is also inadequate in another way.
total

Even if

supply and demandwere closed by new building,

the gap between
the problem of

increasing obsolescence in the present stock would still
dlWculties.

It is

be a shortage of housing in London, measured

as an excess of households over dwellings,
(Table 50).

continue to be

continue to grow and will

met by the future contributions
estimated that there will

But even so, total

housing need.

The GLCStrategic

present major

Housing Plan, a consultation

document,
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in urgetneed

the number of dwellings

suggests that

of attention

double between 1971 and 1981, and redouble in the following
a total

of 400,000.

stock is taken,

Th.is sector

by
the rapid
is
being
generated
problem

a particular

terms of dwellings

which declined

rented sector,
in the sector

available

of the market has traditionally

decline,

unfortunately

inner areas, where overcrowding
Furthermore,
provides
not,

are concentrated.

decline,

which local

of a modification,

policy

.....

inner parts

years
have

authorities

in the foregoing

and dispersal?

of decentralisation

.. the increasing

of the n*tropolitan

the implications

comments, what

a change or even a reversal

Report of the House of CommonsExpenditure

recognises

carefully

and poor conditions

arising

on the deprived

disproportionately

of the issue stressed

are the prospects

Thirteenth

The pressures

been able to make good.

In the light

the existing

cheaper housing for

in homelessness over the past five

the steep--rise

another symptom of this

so far,

fall

by 24%, in

between 1961 and 1971.
provided

poorer Londoners and newcomers to the city.
from its

decade to

of the existing

Even when a close examination

of the privately

shrinking

will

of

The recent
Committee

concern for the problems of the older,
"to
the
consider
need
areas" and
....

of the New Town investment

programme, in

from
these
existing
to
the
resources
relation
claims on
alternative
147
for
the
tone
the
.,.
large
To
this
sets
point
areas
a
extent
attitude

that both the GLC and the Government currently

agree on the need to renew and revitalise
that

new and expanding town resources

the cities.

adopt.

Both

The GLC suggests

could be switched for use in

147. Thirteenth Report of the House of Commons(Environmental
Committee), 1973, para. 40.

Sub-
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TABLE 48
HOUSINGPERFORMANCE
1970-74

A

ALLOCATIONS

Niellings

available

to new tenants

Agency:

from London
ý
1972
1971'

1973

49,804

44,031

43,803

3,365
1
4,562 111,099

2,462

1970

GLC and London Boroughs (a)
London New Towns (b)
Expanding Towns ** (b)

49,881

.

2,694

1974

44,000* 231,519

2,934
3,462
14,917
'1
566 3,103rl, 1'0;
O

Sub Total flew and Expanding Towns 1970-74
TOTAL - all sources 1970-74
Notes:

Sources:

B

1970-74

(32,724)1
264,243 1

Estimated
Since 1970, Expanding Towns data has not been available on a calendat,
year basis.
1970-73
(a) Annual Abstract og GLCStatistics
(b) DoEM288 tables : Migration of Londoners to New and
Expanding Towns.

C011PLETIONS
AND ACQUISITIONS(New dwellings)

Agency:
London Boroughs
GLC: in London
out London
Expanding Towns
London needs
(local needs)
London New Towns (b)
TOTAL
Sub-totals

by Agency:

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1970-74

21,965

18,126

15,131

11,473

13,859

80,554

4,339
758

4,256
469

3,115
580

3,468
817

4,172
1,147

19,350
3,771
112.883

3,820
(424)

3,322
(369)

2,531
(281)

1,938
(215)

3,168

3,166

2,847

3,550

1,27
(14111
4,996 17 727

34,050

29,339

4,304

21,246

25,447 134,283

London Boroughs
19,350
'GCM=nondon
3,771
out London
Expanding Towns 12,883
New Towns

80,554
36,004
17,727
134,283

Notes:

Expanding Towns: The total completions in Expanding Towns have been
notionally split 90: 10 between London needs and local needs. Local
needs figures are not included in the column totals.
Sources: Annual Abstract of Greater London Statistics,
Department of
the Environment.
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TABLE 49
LONDON: HOUSEHOLDS
AND D14ELLINGS
1971-1976
Units Thousands
DWELLINGS

HOUSEHOLDS

BALANCE

1971 POSITION
Censusenumerated households
Adjustments for:
(a) 1-person households underenumerated
(b) 'concealed' families in
enumerated households
DoE 1971 estimate of 'reasonably
separate' dwellings
Less dwellings vacant at Census
1971 TOTALS

2,66Y. 0

+

46.0

+

40.00

2,554.6
100.0
2,454.6

2,755.0

300.4

ESTIMATED1976 POSITION
Households projections
(GLC
Research Memorandum456)
high estimate
Dwelling stock: DoE 1973
estimate (latest
available
estimate)
Plus annual net gain at 16,000
&-eTlings p. a. for 2J years
Less vacancies (allowed at 6%
of-total
stock)

1976 TOTALS

Source:

GLC Report:

2,642.9

2,604.5
+

40.0

158.7
2,485.7

SPB 44 of December, 1975.

2,642.9

157.2
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city

That decision

renewal.

it

sorts of reasons,

lies

with the government but for
that such a decision

seems unlikely

For example, response to GLC's report
which suggests,
of existing

local

commitments with

town developments,
opposition.

things,

among other

148

that although

There is a general

London needs extensive

can be taken.
London

on planned growth outside
limitation,

down

or running

scrapping

in new and expanding

authorities

from cautious

has varied

all

to outright

reception

by local

recognition

authorities

resources for urban renewal, yet

these resources must not be found at the expense of meeting essential
London, including

needs outside

the problems of the city

is likely

the problems of the country
local

authorities

have their

Solution

new and expanding towns.

to be considered

therefore,

Within

as a whole.

to

vis-a-vis

themselves,

the cities

for renewal.

share of the responsibility

London, for example, the problem is being approached from

Wi-hin
different

ways.

The Strategic

proposes a co-ordinated
eliminate

aims at providing
1981 population
recent

programme of action,

the qualitative

for a household distribution
The Secretary

to the need for a substantial

present

employment and population
resources.

achieved,

associated

with

would

The Plan
a projected

of State for the Environment's
that

the Plan should

the
the
as
order
same
of
commitment

programme, at the same time accepts that

kept under review in relation

if

by 1981.149

statement on the GLDP, while noting

policy

refer

which.

shortage of dwellings

of 6.85m.

document

Housing Plan consultation

this

to the changing position

will

need to be

on industry,

in London, and the availability

The White Paper: Policy

for

of economic
150
the Inner City,
contains

148.

Planned Growth Outside London (Report
Appendix B.

149.

Strategic

150.

Government White Paper, Policy
(London: HMSO,1977).

22.12.75),

Ref. SPB.44,

Housing Plan.
for

the Inner Cities,

Cmnd 6845,
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proposals for revitalising

which indicate not only

the inner cities

awareness of the problems but also a commitmentto tackle them.
Fundamental to the change in policy are the long-term amendmentsto
the population targets of the six,
total

original

aim of 1.5 million

third generation, NewTowns.
people will

Their

be reduced by 38,000.

At best, this is apparently a token gesture since it does not go far
those that favour running down (albeit,

enough in satisfying

the new town developments.

In fact,

gradually)

this reduction might have a minimal

but even so not before the next eight years, during which time

affect

the momentumof population movementto new towns would remain the same.
It is. perhaps, in the fiscal

help that the inner cities

the near future that the effectiveness

The White Paper confirms

lie.
may
the
change
policy
of

the increase

in the budget for urban
The priority

programme from E30m a year to E125m in 1979/80.
are Liverpool,

Birmingham, Ilanchester,,

and Docklands.
details

before

Shortly

of the allocation

obtain in

will

Salford

areas

and in London, Lambeth

the publication

Paper,
the
White
the
of

of a E100m aid for inner

cities

in

provided

the March 1977 budget were announced showing that of the E83m due to
Manchester..

England, E17m goed to Docklands, Ellm each goes to Liverpool,
Salford,

Inner
London
f2m
to
Lambeth
f5m
to
Birmingham;
and
and
goes

Education Authority
other
will

(for

Docklands and Lambeth also).

Inner City Areas,

than those named above have been asked to put forward schemes which
qualify

generally
preparation
In addition,

for a share of the remaining E26m.

intended

for

of industrial

the reclamation
sites

encourage and possibly

attract

inner
in
land
urban areas,
of

and the rehabilitation

the White Paper gives local
industries

is

The expenditure

authorities
to their

of older
greater

the

houses.

powers to

areas by offering
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loans to companies at commercial rates
purchase, building
Offices
original

to new towns from the cities

will

industries

areas.

city

and factory

now reverse

of

Centre at the GLC whose

as the Industrial

role was to encourage office

to the inner

The location

or improvements.

construction

Bureau (LOB) as well

to cover up to 90% of land

that

Jobs to be decentralized
role

and attract

In the short run, it is a matter for public debate as to whether
or not these measures, in support of a change or modification
policy,

will

go far enough.

of

doubt that the

But there is little

measures mark the beginning of a continuing process in the revaluation
Nevertheless,

of the wi9dom and incidence of dispersal from the cities.
it

is doubtful whether firms, which invariably

move out of the urban

areas for commercial and economic reasons, will
to these areas for sentimental reasons.
provide the facilities
arrive?

now be attracted

Will the inner cities

for expansion required when prosperous periods

Does the White Paper consider seriously

providing jobs for the unskilled,
inner cities?

back

the problem of

the poor and the trapped within

the

The aim of the inner city policy must not lead to the

mistake of concentrating resources on these areas so much that proper
balance in national economic and social development will
With this in view, the revitalisation

of the cities

be affected.

and the continuation

of new town development must be kept in step with each other.
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7.4 Summaryand Conclusions
If

it

positive

is necessary that new towns should continue

doubt

from Table 43 that a good number of new towns have got the

potential

for further

capacity

the cities.

developments and population

Yet, a continuing

from the cities

exodus of population

The problem,
and balancing

alternatives

therefore,

alternative

at the same time,

become by deliberate

The suggestion

that

for city

habitat

can make obsolete

Authorities.
policy

into

more than thirty
the attitude

analysis'

such powerful

be reversed,

commitments that

to the effect

residents

out differently

and Local

are at best,

fails

the

that

to new towns should,

after

the reflections

down
to
public
calm
anxious

January 12,1977),

measure

and prescriptive

the long-term

of economic recession

to move by city
carried

ignores

"Get out of Town" plea for

(Evening Standard:
decision

it

newspaper reports

of politicians

Even the recent

they do not

they were created to serve.

the cities

and decentralisation

years,

the general effects

residents,

bettieen Development Corporations

Similarly,

of dispersal

or

the new town developments should be scrapped or/and

in that

have been entered

the decline

is one of developing

act of policy,

run down is not only too much of a simplistic
but also irrational

from

devices that would ensure that while

new towns provide

magnets that

in-take

and employment

danger of hastening

holds the potential

death of the cities.
policy

those

argued, there is little

for which many have persuasively

roles

to perform

of
about

anxieties

their
fate
the
of
and

cities.

low paid workers from London
to recognise

that

the

is the product of 'a cost-benefit
by people from various

social

groupings.
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When all

the factors

appear that

increasing

of the cities.

for work and living
society.

therefore,

the best way into

developments whilst
revitalisation

are,

taken into

the future

account,

is to continue

the resources for
By so doing,

it

would

new town

the renewal and

alternative/

are thus provided for different

environments

sections of the

PART FOUR

DEVELOPMENT
OF SOCIOLOGY
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PART FOUR
Chapter 8:
SOCIOLOGY
OF PLANNEDMIGRATION

8.1

Sociology

of Planning:

The application

A Functional

of sociological

Evaluation

is
intricately
to
planning
analysis

interwoven with the understanding of the function of the sociologist
in planning.

Defined as the application

making, planning implies two things.
efforts

of scientific'method

First,

directed to increasing the validity

the present and anticipated

to policy-

the presence of conscious
of policies

in terms of

future of the environment; and second, the

existence of underlying ideas or notions, based on which such policies
have been developed.

is an attribute
151
This
of that process by which (planning) decisions are made.
As Faludi points out, validity

process involves advisers. suppliers of scientific
and assessors, interpreters

intelligence,

of humanneeds and aspirations,

analysts

expetts

in social behaviour and environmental design and decision-makers.
a social scientist,

the sociologise-

As

usually claims to be a neutral

observer; but when he becomesan adviser, he joins the ranks of activists
and participants;
neutrality

ends.

so that his social responsibility
In planning the sociologist

social philosopher providing information
observations and ideas about the society;

begins where his

must be seen partly

in various forms from his
as a critic

and partly

assumptions of planning and the ideologies and beliefs
public interest.

as a

The functions of the Sociologist

of the

of the monitors of

in the planning

1ý_1.Andreas Faludi, A Reader in Planning Theory (Oxford: PergamonPress,
1973), p. 1.
-
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profession
he brings

ought,
into

Eric

the substance of the sociology

Reade states

with urban or rural

concern itself

To understand the knowledge, it

planning.

to review briefly

from a body of knowledge that

to derive

therefore,

that:

sociology)

"the Sociology

is essential

of planning.

of planning

is as yet underdeveloped

(by contrast
It would

.....

with the social assumptions which underlie planning

"
the
profession.
planning
concepts, with the planning process, and with

152

By examining the general conceptions of the nature of planning, specific
planning objectives

itself,
the
profession
planning
and

Reede concludes

that "sociology of planhing should be involved with the study of those
ideologies which dominate the activities

of planners and the reasons

why they hold them; that it involves the study of why specific
objectives

are often rooted in implicit

planning

S4Y,
doctrines
of,
social

that
the
the
involved
be
way
it
with
that
advocate planners, and
should
Planning profession broadens its orientations
other disciplines.

with

and relationships

It is, for example, believed that British

planning

leaves its underlying assumptions unstated and that there is a
reluctance to study the nature of its ideology-153
the outstanding weaknessesof British

If these seem to be

the
that
it
seems
planning,

and
self-consciousness
areas of continuous questioning which promotes
the advancementof knowledge in planning ought to be both the planning
doctrines and philosophies and their

ideologies and assumptions.

Eric Reade, "Somenotes towards a socioloqy of planninq - the case
Institute
Planning
Town
the
in
Journal
of
of self-awareness",
Vol. 54, No. 5, (May, 1965), pp. 2TT--718.
153. D.L. Foley, "British Town Planning: one ideology or three? ",
in British Journal of Sociology, X, No.3 , (Sept. lq60), pp. 211-231.
152
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A planning ideology seen as a system of ideas may simply provide
for the profession and the basis for

a general operating rationale
Justifying

a particular

These ideas are not systematically

activity.

set out, neither are the assumptions on which they are based empirically
verifiable

by the self-

except that their operations are legitimised

evident truths of their protagonists.
ideology provides an essential
its self-evident

As Foley suggests: .... "While the

kind of concensus supporting the activity.
nature may also contribute

and self-justifying

to

outlook and discourage a healt self-awareness
154 With
re-examination".
particular regard to new

a smug and tradttional
and sceptical

towns Orlang has rightly

asserted that much of the ideological

content

the intellectual
155 Indeed,
school of social reformers.

of the post-war new towns development reflected
orientations

of a particular

the ideological

contents of the new towns development represent partly

the translation

transformation
dreams
the
the
of
social
philosophy
of
of

and reconstruction;

pointing to the fact that ideologies,

doctrines

hypothesis
framework
and
the
and social philosophies provide
contextual
on which planning ideas are based.

Yet, paradoxically.

the ideas

become
long
in
the
by
often
run,
the
expressed
guiding philosophy,
anachronisms and 'ideas fixes'.

For example, although the social

transto
directed
social
19th
the
philosophies of
century reformers,
formation, were basically the reflections of the social conditions of
44ve
becomepart of the ruling ideas in planning for
that period, they
the present.

This fact explains the need for ideas handed down from

thq. past to be subjected to re-assessment in the light

of present

154. Foley, Ibid, p. 212.
155. H. Orlans, Stevenage: a sociological stud of a NewTown (London:
Routledge & KeeganPaul, 1952), pp. 85-95.
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Sociology

conditions.
itself

with

of planning

must, therefore,

asking searching questions

continuously

is relatively

easier

products

in the construction

to identify

are visible

planning

in buildings

It

and to demonstrate that

is,

planning

sociology

the critical

examination

Slum clearance,
improving

of planning

promotion of a healthy

that

Judgement of planners
people.

and social

relationships.

ought to direct

its

activity

also to

strategies.

based on the idea that

of the environment is essential
156
But opposition
life.
and civilised
to the opposite

direction,

ideas and conceptions

often

for

the

against

and often
reflect

the

the needs and aspirations

and not necessarily

of

with the problem of distortion

Norman Dennis deals excellently

and interpretation

nature of

quality

planning

Yet,

change.

of the consequences of planning

redevelopment plans do point
demonstrates

to argue

the physical

structure

for example, is invariably

the physical

difficult

is a process of social

as the social

designs,

of the

ordering

however, rather

planning may produce such changes which affect
the environment as well

as an activity

and architectural

of roads and in the spatial

immediate surroundings.

Given this,

not Just about

that precede those ideas.

orientations

because its

concern

but also about the intellectual

the assumptions and ideas of planners,

It

partly

of needs of the ordinary

people by the planner who,

both to political
processes and to his
157
has
Planned migration,
similarly,
own Judgement as a professional.
as he puts it,

its

is responding

own ideologies

156. Foley,

and assumptions about social

benefits.

But as 1

Ibid.,

p. 217.
157. Norman Dennis, PeoRle and Planning,
especially,
pp. 212-Z90.

(London: Faber and Faber, MO),
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have shown, when they form the basis of public policy,

for bringing about changes in demographic structures,

potentialities
are significant

even though they are surprisingly

or evaluated.

It seems, therefore,

influences,

their

not always appreciated
the social

essential that all

the doctrines and ideas on which planned migration was

developed must similarly
sociological

be sibjects

analysis of planning.

Viewed as an ideology. planned
evaluated for its validity.

migration needs to be equally sociologically
The test for such validity
ment of its contribution

will

evaluation in the

of critical

depend partly on the cri-tical

to planning policy,

and partly

assess-

through an

developed
were
which

empirical examination of the planning strategies
through it.

One of the most original

and significant

to the

contributions

development of the sociology of planning has been made by Ruth Glass.
her approach can be summedup by the following

Basically,
"It

is in the appraisal

main contribution
Although

it

evaluate

social

of sociology

is not necessarily

philosophers,
interprete

of planning

policy

remarks: .....

and processes that

yet as social

qualified

to

of sociologists

analysts

to evaluate

the purpose of developing

and

policies,

concepts and by and large carry out studies
is based.

the

be
made".
should
and
can

the prerogative

they are professionally

planning

for

to planning

and administration,

Judgements on which planning
studies

principles

158

of value

They may also undertake
and applying

criteria

of appraisal.

158. Ruth Glass, "The Evaluation of Planning: some sociological
Andreas
Faludi,
Theory
in
Planninq
in
A
Reader
ed.
considerations",
(Oxford: Pergomon Press, 1973). pp. 45-67.
159. Ruth Glass, Abid,
p. 46.
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Glass says that such studies should constitute

a continuing process and

should have several branches, promiinent amongwhich will
The social

history

In planning

of those ideas which are implicit
An awareness of their

policies.

is essential

for making the planning

for preventing

kept in constant
the social

can be better

historical

conditions

the prevailing

content

such concepts from becoming 'ideas

habitats

social

and

fixes'.
'Social

or/and

at least,

generated the ideas;

.dý^

philosophies

and genesis,

Thus,
City'

as
if

understood and appreciated

perspective,

that

or explicit

process self-conscious

for example, the concept of 'Garden City'
alternative

be the following:

XV
ad

in terms of
in terms of

ideas
these
time
the
were
of
Lzý

developed.

2.

An investigation

changes relevant to particular
particular

areas.

planning principles,

that test specific

say, to the distribution

relating,
and size.

and also to

be necessary here, for example, to make

It will

continuous investigations

least,

evidence for, and socio-economic

of the factual

planning principles

of urban settlements by types

A systematic study of planned migration can test,

at

the influence of planned migration on demographic structure

and patterns of settlement in new towns.

Other relevant studies

could include assessment of the effects of migration on structure
of population and industry;

location and use of amenities, often

discussed under the neighbourhood theory; journeys to work; and
land uses and activities.

transport and linkages between different
3.

Studies
underline

on the administration

of planning.

the importance of evaluating

agencies in the way that policy

This group of studies

the influence

decisions

of planning

are made as well

as in
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identifying

how such agencies interprete,

policy directives.

administer and control

In the case of new towns, for example, such

studies may direct

to the interpretation

attention

that a

DevelopmentCorporation gives to the planning principles
"self-containment

of

and balance"; or the way that the GLCinterpretes

'housing need' in implementing the policy of providing housing for
those in need.

Similarly,

in pursuing a policy of helpinq Londoners

to migrate to new towns, such studies need to examine the
necessary and sufficient

in the recruitment

for selection

criteria

of new town population.

What ought to be the goals of planning

is a question

That is whether,

provoked much comment among sociologists.
should be concerned with

example, planning

or whether or not it

should be directed

appropriate

environment

needs.

physical

Accepting

planning

changes in our environment,
as the by-product
change affects
desired

the pattern
intended

social

of settlement.

arrangements.

satisfy

It matters

are easily

the structure

is not

social
influencing

conceived

less whether that

nature of the surrou6dings;

It

design;

of an

or a mechanic for

the goals of planning

to bring about the re-allocation

distribution

to the creation

to be a process,

relationships,

for

land use or physical

can optimally

of planned change.

the physical

to alter

that

which has

important

whether it

was

of the population
whether it

of land for various

and

was

uses, the

of national income or the re-ordering of institutional
Paul Davidoff and ThomasReiner160 have shownthat a theory

160. Paul Davidoff

and Thomas Reiner,

See Faludi,

Ibid.

p. 11.
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of planning directed to the problems of EffectucAtion
the divergence

of opinions

on planning

a process for determining
of choices,

they hold the view that planning
directed

or action

other words, as a method, planning
to satisfy

problem of defining
planning

can by adopting
change.

Planning

of planning

to provide

choosing appropriate

prefer

to explain

and Reiner emphasize that
and skilfully

can, for example, be usefully

town planning,

a consistent,

influence
employed to
goals

the widening

In discussing

the goals

162 distinguishes
Donald Foley

which planners

competing claims for

the planner

conditions,

include
to
be
as
can
extended so

between three major functions
To reconcile

and rather

to enable choices to be made.

in British

In

ends.

They, however, avoid the

the range of choice of future

This function

of opportunities

is a type of behaviour

method, effectively

process,

widen and to publicise
or means.

first,

Davidoff

the right

ends.

as

through a sequence

action

is concerned with

certain

objectives

as an act.

planning

general ends to particular

to relating

course of action

can reconcile

By defining

goals.
future

appropriate

161

tend to pursue namely:

the use of limited

balanced and orderly

land so as

arrangement of land

uses,
(2)

To proviote a good (or better) physical environment: a physical
environment of such good quality
a healthy and civilised

is essential

for the promotion of

life.

161-;--Effectuation
has been used by Davidoff and Reiner to refer to the
the
development
and
exercise
programmes
administ
planning
n of
The
the
(officers
use
of
by
agencies).
or
of controls
executives
flew and Expanding Town Scheme to administer and control planned
devise their rules and
migration is an example. The administrators
forms of control.
The N. E. T. Scheme, for example, is an administrative
machinery in the control and monitoring of population movement to
in
its
the
it
has
procedure
and
towns;
rules
own
new and expanding
Selection of migrants.
162. Donald L. Foley, Ibid.,
pp. 216-218.
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(3)

Providing
ideals

the physical

basis for better

is to strive

toward which town planning

(a)

The provision

of low-density

(b)

The fostering

of local

(c)

The control

urban life.

The main

are:
areas

residential

community lifes;

and

of conurban growth.

Foley maintains that these functions are ideologically
are derived from, basic ideas and beliefs
which planners seek to put into operation.

based, i. e. they

of dominant groups of people
The existence of goals

presupposes that there is a consensus (and no conflicts
in the determination of such goals.
functions of planning are invariably

On the contrary,

of interest)
the goals or

based on the normative Judgements,

ideologies and values of those people in Society who exercise political
and economic powers.

JamesSimmie in his book: Citizens in Conflict,

aims at exploding the myth that town planning is an objective,
XPolitical

professional

activity

163

rational,

conducted in the public interest.

He argues that instead of the normative assumption that underlies planning
goals pursued in public interest,
the acquisition

there is the continuous str6ggle for

of scarce resources and power reflected

ideologies of different

interests.
opposed
with
groups
or
social classes

Planning, as Simmie points out, in this situation
why someobjectives

in the conflicting

becomesa problem of

for.
be
than
sought
others should
rather

question that needs asking is, therefore,

Sociologist
how.
-the

make an impact in planning in which he is relatively

The
could

a new-comer.

The Sociology of Town
L63. James M. Simmie, Citizens in Conflict:
Planning (London: Hutchinson Educational Series. 1973), pp. 14-15.
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It is in the interpretation
with that

demonstrates

attitudes

be regarded as "outsiders"

of what they profession is concerned
of planners

an amalgam of several
(including

public

that very much affects

- an attitude

recruitment into the profession.

The planning profession,
design,

old ones - architectural

health),

organisations

Institute,

Town and Country Planning

of their

engineering

high professional

estbalished

and strong

structure

Institutes

operating
guard their
relations
carry

experts.

specialisation
nor even question

out which are usually

"owever,

the reasons for
comfortably

they need not question

so as to produce scientific
The attitude

curiosity

them; and

in

functions

specialists

and recognised

As can be expected,

and show little

and

administrative

they jealously

urge to estbalish

new

the instructions

they

explicit.

underlying

assumptions of their

since, as Ruth Glass says: "these disciplines

activities

typically

departments in their

They have become established

as technical

standards

and Associations,

and machinery which give credence to their

town planning.

Each

The Royal Town Planning

own.

other Planning Movements have encouraged and recognised
Governments have always included

basically

has a long history.

and surveying,

of these branches has already

towards those that may

and a scientific

of planners from these disciplines

are not taught
164
attitude".

to sociologists

is

to regard them as those who supply information of a factual

kind, which have unambiguousimplications

for policy.

Thus sociologists

have, in the main, been engaged to carry out social surveys: sometimes
164. Ruth Glass, See Faludi,

Ibid.,

p. 54.
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to provide
inventory

facts

depend; sometimes providing

on which plans will

for plans already produces& and often

and appraisal

called

upon to evaluate (post facto) the social implications
of planned
165
projects.
Although Physical planners have obviously engaged in
significant

piecemeal social

of the lack of relevant

information

phenomenon which are linked
who are best qualified

not all

their

Yet sociologists

activity.
crucial

in terms of handling

dictu*j'survey-before-policy'
tend to credit

with

peripheral

issues.

The

which planners
Many, if

to perform in planning.

the master plans for new town development can at best be

regarded as the product of the kind of preliminary
associated

with

Particularly

pointed

Middlesborough
neighbourhoodst

to possible

study,

technical
provide

advised on the location

study of Middlesborough
guidance that

and theoretical

the physical

theoretical

sociological

interdiciplinary

righment of the dialogue

of services

of transportation

namely: the importance of a theoretical
the need for

surveys usually

The

planner.

for example, recommenddd the delimitation

and suggested the directions
raise

But Ruth Glass's

sociologists.

such surveys could additionally

selves,

are invited

information

sums up the only function

the sociologist

aware

problems and social

about social

to supply this

to do so only generally

they are invariably

engineering,

These, in themfor planning,

backing to planning

approach to planning;
that

and institutions,

lines.

implications

of

decisions;

and the mutual en-

the approach can generate.

165.

Jean Forbes, ed., Studies in Social Science and Planning
(Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1974), p. 106.
166. Ruth Glass, Middlesborough: The Social Background of a Plan,
(A Report).
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things

architecture,
typically

even though planners

considered,

information

most valuable

it

making',

seems that

of the social

by Glass as: "the sceptical

His contributions

to planning,

pr6cess;

can bridge

of sociology

to planning.

their

sources,

planning

ideas,

validity

of planning,

administration,

iihich

social

systematic
eventually
1-67.
168.

the sociologist

and relevance

the ideology

without

policy

is directed

at the

in the

must constantly

question

before they are translated
"It

is undoubtedly

far more than techniques

of design and

out:

into

needs to be considered and advanced.

Planning

does not make sense, and social

without

policy

thought and research is liable to become meaningless and
168
theorising
Validity
social
needs
unacceptable.....

of Planning, p. 215.
Ruth Glass, Evaluation of Planning, p. 67.

Eric

theories

and planning

influences

or at the social

As Ruth Glass points

policies.

ought to

is basic to the contribution

Whether the evaluation

the principles,

of planning

therefore,

ideologies

the gap between planning

The process of evaluation

history

of thought

habits

and the evolvement of satisfactory

practices.

philosophy,

has

system for re-assessment of

the development of a monitoring

the planning
that

of the sociologist

sciences which might help to advance self-consciousness

planning".
include

own assumptions and hence

necessary to planning

the kind of self-awareness

been described

already

the sociologist's

must be seen in terms of the assistance

he can give to the profession to examine its
167
to advance its theory.
The potentialities
in stimulating

as one of 'providing

of the sociologist

for policy

contribution

may have

geography and surveyors,

engineering,

seen the function

factual

drawn from

Reade, Sociology

in
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and empirical
activities

testing.

And the need for monitoring planning

and their results

imply that the profession must have a

meansof assessing its work, of welcoming appraisal,
receptive to findings

and by being

and responsive to trends and opinions.

Planning

as a profession can achieve more, makeprogress and gain greater
if it

credibility

is not monopolised by one branch of knowledge no

matter how much relatively
An inter-disciplinary

longer a branch has been estbalished.

approach is more fruitful

advantage derived from a continuing dialogie
disciplines

and the mutual
between the various

involved in the pursuit of the same interest

is certainly

a necessity.

8.2

Development of Socioloqy of Planned fligration
The ultimate aim of this research is to delineate and develop a

distinctive

area of knowledge within

known as Sociology

directed
general

government intervention

social

years.

By definition,,

rational

and systematic

national

population,

sponsored,
measures.

planning

offices

It

is therefore,

measures which have been
and to improving
at least,

planned migration
for dispersing

and industries

encouraged and backed by clearly

within

refers

control

is an example of 'planned

the

and decentralising

from cities
defined

to new towns,,

public

and combines public
and central

the

to

policy

a method and a process in planning

by government intervention,

measures with administrative
migration
Z.-

surroundings

of people in society,

conditions

of the history

from an examination
and policy

at changing the physical

past fifty

influenced

follows

to be

of planning

The development of the

of Planned Migration.

concept of planned migration
of thought,

the sociology

direction.

change' whose goalAas

policy

and
directly
and

Planned
been globally

349
defined

in terms of social

masses.

It

is this

reference

in migration

transformation

ambiguity

in goal-definition,

decision-making

been demonstrated that

the planner's

defined only in terms of creating
believed

quality

and civilized
aspirations

decisions.
in creating
be defined

nor could the aspirations

of people.

development with social

development it

process:

the creation

differentiation,

contains

but its

objectives.

all

it

and diffusion,

of human settlements

As

growth and

and self-selection;

and the

developments and general

act of dispersing

is possible

combines

the main elements of a revolutionary

of that growth towards further
By the rational

it

reconstruction.

of new community with internal

continuity

economic activities,

-. Nr--

The notion

of new town development is that intrinsically

a social

pattern

residents

has not only been shown

from the declared

to benefit

the processes of social

progress.

of city

has also adopted methods which tend to exclude the very

poor who were intended

A feature

migration

design is not enough

density.

the population

good as an aim of planned migration,

administration

direction

of migrants

the needs and aspirations

of planned migration

in
their
expressed

happiness;

with

the

markedly from reality.

demonstrated that physical

conflict

has

of some

when matched against

Migrants

in terms of reducing

of public
to

These prescriptions

the preferences

It

the promotion of a healthy

for

becomes more apparent when the ideology

is compared with

the frames of

good hat'been

environments

and needs of people have differed

This point

to the

to expose.

of public

notion

benefits

that

have tried

physical

to be essential

life.

that brings

to alter

national
at will

but also redistribut-e,

population

and

not only the
more evenly both
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present and future
the population

By the same token,

population.

at the new centres

planned migration,
a process of social

away from the highly

change,

urbanised

large

Movementout of

revolution.

centres may indeed be regarded as a behaviour characteristic

of city residents in the post-industrialised
partly

Thus,

a new phenomenoncomparedwith the

migration of the industrial

rural-urban

of

and a method in planning.

evolution

of the world is relatively

the city

of growth can be changed.

has been used as a mechanic for social

The movement of population

cities

the structure

societies.

associated with the image of the cities

It is

as places of

overcrowding,, poverty and crime; and as places where the social
conditions of living

are rejected by the well-to-do

in terms of their

in
decline
physical
their
rapid
and unhealthy surroundings and

insanitary

The squalor and the ugly faces of the cities

attraction.

pre-occupation of many critical

commentsby writers

were the

as well as the

concern of many 19th century social philosophers and utopian reformers
who were so movedas to propose the transformation of society by physical
re-planning and the building of new and decent alternative

settlements.

The works of Robert Owen, JamesBuckingham, Edwin Chadwick, Sir Benjamin
W. Richardson, W.H. Lever, George Cadbury and others, represent
beginning of physical and social reconstruction
effects

of industrialisation.

prevailed,

the

as a result of the

While the doctrine of laissez-faire

in
homes
the
new settlewith
few
lucky
the
provided
who were
only

ments built
deteriorating

by industrialists
conurbations.

and the rich,

could escape from the
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Ebenezar Howard shares one commonquality
planners

and social

of rational

The new town idea,
metropolitan

it

for example, may carry with
yet its

implicit

a basic antiin the virtues

belief

the first

for heroes";

called

communities for work and living";

Apparently

in social

romantic,

and rather

elusive

have persuasive

But as links

in the same chain,

they re-inforce

of British

of cities

-a

to the social
belief

said to be based on the firm
environment

directly

so that physical
universally
This ideology

valid

determines

reconstruction

that

feature

town planning

the physical

human character

quality

and social

of the environment

the

is

of the

structure,

is regarded as a

life.
the
happiness
good
and
that
promotes
measure

is believed

to have-apparently
of dispersal

based on the need to de-congest

more open plans,

with

held as a central

cdrrently

belief

of new towns because the policy
firmly

problems associated

appeal.

in an

the belief

In other words, British

town planning.

to interpret

difficult

nevertheless,

congestion

and balanced

and urban development".

these descriptions,

design solution

Lord

Cities";

see new towns

and urban planners

practically,

absolute

"homes fit

them "Social

Reith Committee wanted them to serve as "self-contained

as "experiments

its

Lloyd George,

World War viewed new towns as providing

Ebenezar Howard himself

of

the different

The same argument holds for

Purposes which the new towns were thought to promote.
after

change.

ideologically
is
development
urban

small scale and controlled
strength.

for

backed by ideas and convictions

philosophy,

Persuasive

namely: the possession of the power

philosophers,

persuasion

advocate

with utopian,

and for

their

influenced

and decentralisation

the cities,

excess industry

the development

to rebuild

and population

is
them on
to be
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better

offered

Nevertheless...
a full

accommodation in decentralised

altering

the structure

Attention

of the physical

ties

people than the physical

design.

in the

of city

is reached is that new towns are the

that

of ideologies

some

more than

features

the needs and aspirations

converge with

the conclusion

expressions

for

However, whether or not the goals

on the man-made alterations.

residents,

in some

that

Even those who showed interest

focussed on the natural

of the environment

of

by planning.

are more important

and linkages

cases, community, social

of Planned migration

environment

has blurred

implications

of the social

research to the fact

has been drawn in this

quality

basic ideology

the. complete acceptance of this

and comprehensive understanding

in new towns.

situations

associated

and philosophies

with social

reconstruction.

8.3

The Substantive

Issues in the Sociology

of Planned Migration

What issues, pursued on a continuing basis, should provide
Sociology

of Planned Migration

distinctive

area of knowledge within

terms of function
sociology
addition
broadly

of planning

to thsoe functions
deals with,

The critical

outlined

the following

industries

above which sociology

concern of sociology

evaluation of the historys

to new towns.

of the implications

In
like
In

evaluative.

are the issues which,

of dispersal and decentralisation

a

gy
of planned miqration,

must be essentially

itself,

that make it
of planninq ?

sociolog

and approach, sociology

ought to be the specific

1.

with

the features

of planning

I propose,

of planned migration:

ideology and philosophy

of urban population and

In particular,

the critical

'Self-containment
the
of
concepts
of

assessment
and
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balance',

social

city,

etc.,

for new town development.

such assessment must be to maintain

is based; as well

The current

participants

debate on the relevance of the policy

in so far as it

of

is a process of appraisal

in which the

are members of the wider society.

and administrative
migration

policy

into the conflicts

involves

machinery which develops its
policy

up administrative

setting

and procedures to

own rules

of Employment share the administrative
transfering

These bodies (through

those in housing need must have preference
But rules

selectivity
modifications

of this

of new town migrants

ofr

housing

of people rather

kind of administrative
is necessary if

can be made on existing

aim

and procedures of MET

Scheme may be such that other categories
re-evaluation

the Scheme)

It may be the policy

determine who moves to a new town.

in a new town.

responsibilities

and controlled

to new towns, through the

workers and industry

New and Expanding Town Scheme.

A continuing

of Trade

The GLC, the flinistry

directives.

the Department of the Environment and the Department

and Industry,

allocation

of planned

Vested in a government

to new towns is normally
It

between policy aims

The administration

objectives.

agency or agencies.

impliment

be

to new -tow4Y41andthe renewal of cities,

A study of or investigation

that

of the criteria

and the process of

way, self-awareness

and decentralisation

seems healthy

for

the

on which the advancement of knowlegde depends, will

re-evaluation

2.

as the development and application

In this

of appraisal.

dispersal

in questioning

continuity

value Judgements and ideas on which new town development

assumptions,

promoted.

The aim of

policy

informed

instruments.

move.

- 354 3.

A study of the contributions

of new town development to social

national economic development and regional planning.

Policy,

In addition

to an evaluation of the achievement of the original
must be seen

aims of creating new towns, their contribution
in a wider context.
4.

A systematic study of the consequencesof planned migration.
As a mechanismof social evolution,

the effects

of planned

migration must be assessed in terms of its impact on demongraphic
characteristics

and the social structure

on the effects

on population distribution

of new towns; and
and changing settlement

patterns for the country as a whole.
Sociology

of planned migration

must concern itself
mobility

For example: the internal

decision-making,

location

and housing.

on family

life,

Whose city

will

technicians,

6.

Sociology

based on residential

has movement to new towns

style

of life,

behaviour of migrants

class structure

in a new town. etc?

the new town be by the year 2000: a city

professionals

and skilled
pot,

process,

migration

of
Will

manual workers?

promoting one class communityg

middle class suburbanites?.
of Planned Migration

the provision

of a focal

between sociologists,

sociology

point

its
develop
one
of
as
should
for

architects,

economists and strategic
mental if

mobility

What effects

the new town be a melting
possibly

social

community ties,

in a new town, voting

systems

the study of phenomena connected with

with

generally.

migration

viewed as a monitoring

planners.

must influence

dialogue

inter-disciplinary
surveyors,

engineers,

Such dialogta
planners

aims

geographers,

is funda-

to equip their

355
decisions with theoretical
7.

Sociology

backing.

of Planned migration-, -must continuously

situations

and circumstances

instrument

and technique

It

seems that

of planning,

philosophical
resurrected

to nationakplanning
it

is in this

thinking

new

in which the new town idea as an
can be usefully

For example, how and with what modifications
idea be applied

evaluate

context

can the new town

in developing
that

applied.

countries?

the historical

and

that prCceeded the new town idea can be

to play significant

roles

in new situations.
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Chapter 9
SWIIARY AND CONCLUSIONS,

The aims of the research on which this thesis is based were: that
of developing the concept of planned migration;
account of a typical
attitudes

providing a descriptive

planned migration as a background for studying
in moving

to migration and the various stages of transition

from the inner city

to a new town; providing a theoretical

explanation

to planned migration decisions to new towns, includinq the frame of
reference on which the decisions were made, and exploring the wider
theoretical

issues and policy implications,

movement.

These aims have been pursued by testing the hypothesis

raised by planned population

that the migration decision of city residents tend to be motivated
by the desire to satisfy

non-work aspirations.

hypothesis has been substantially
been reasonably achieved.

I believe that the

have
the
that
aims
and
confirmed

It is necessary in this concluding chapter

to focus on, develop or re-state
which I regard as relatively

someof the points and conclusions

more important to the thesis.

In developing the concept of planned migration,
to recall

the part played by the ideological

it was essential

and philosophical

contri-

butions of reformers and advocate planners, such as Ebenezar Howard,,
in influencing

intervention,
government
public opinion, and

provide the legislative
which translated

the dream for social transformation

physical reconstruction.
dispersal

instruments and the administrative

By legislation,

and decentralisation

so as to
machinery

into programmesof

a policy of progressive

industries
and
of population

-TargLlconurbations to new towns permanently established

from the

two main
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features

of the concept of planned migration,

planned re-distribution

of national

government and backed by a clear

namely: a rational

and

sponsored by the

population,

and, the use of new towns

policy;

as purposely-built,

developed and complete communities for work and

living

the dispersed

in absorbing

that planned migration

is clearly

Whereas the later

migration.

by them, the former involves
industries
destinations
by public

refers

body or bodies.

directed,

and physical

the past forty

population,

current

settlement

The effects

influencing

movement will

question

extend to

effects

of the national
in population

and variation
the creation

of amenities;

of new centres
as in

as well

economic development and regional

policy

implication

raised

by planned

be summarised later.

of dispersal

which the thesis

of the United Kingdom

policy

its

also include

national

The more specific

Given a policy

of

become an important

redistribution

pattern

of growth and the redistribution

Population

the creation

that

context

planning

years.

changes in the overall

planning.

and administered

controlled

has, therefore,

significant

significantly

to given

development since 1946 should be understood.

of the social

concentration.

chosen

movement of people,

(the cities),,

is in this

It

Planned movement of population

developed within

to destinations

locations

the simultaneous

(the new towns),

new towns and their

feature

to the movement of individuals

from given locations

or offices

from unplanned

distinguishable

and groups of people from different

imply

These features

population.

and decentralisation

examines4is how the city

to new towns, the
residents

make the

choice between moving out to live and work in a new town or staying
in
the
city.
-beltind

It seemednecessary to conduct the research within
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in which the decision-making

a situation
involved

the exercise

situation

of choice between the two alternatives.

re
to move.to stay behind.
London to relocate
The descriptive

its

the various

incentives

directed

the ideal

including

and the tensions

$o
as to
processes undertaken
to

the meaning that workers attached
and reactions

me to draw some very interesting

of workers,

all

and perhaps provocative

ýoving
to
of workers
and managerial

about the attitudes

workers;

to workers to enable them. to make their

familiarisation

the way for adaptation;

situation.

the managerial

and inducing

to conditioning

offered

minds up; the various

of choosing

Case study of four firms moving out of

account of the preparations,

stimuli

relocation

workers the opportunity

in new and expanding towns provided

orientation

clear

That

was an occasion in which a firm moving out of London to
in a new town offered

relocate

process clearly

this

enabled

conclusions
in

behaviour

relocation.

First,
thesis,
before

migration

invariably
and after

migration

responding

the move.

and with

present

analysed and related
On the contrary,

and deciding

to the inter-play

therefore,

been scantly

taken for granted.

cuts off

the

deals with human conditions

on taking

information,

the plunge or not.
process need to be

of a variety

of the various

migrant

hypo-

as governed by the events

in the complex migration

an examination

stay behind has either

infact,

on the push-pull

the immediate task of sifting

through which the potential

or indeed,

This division,

which,

to influences

These factors,

relying

tend to regard migration

process itself

and experiences

heavily

studies,

of other variables.

stages of transition

passes before moving or deciding
treated

Yet without

or regarded as unimportant
a clear

understanding

of

to
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this

process,

migration

can the nature

of migration

It was to remedy this
migration
(a)

cannot be justified
decision-making

omission that

process involves

be better

a descriptive

process was undertaken particularly

That migration

as a social

change, nor
understood.

account of

to demonstrate:

three stages (not two):

Before, During and After.
(b)

That in planned migration,

is dominated by the in-put

of moving),
directed

the second stage (during the process

to making migration

of managerial

action

Orientation
(Management
work

Stimuli).

(c)

That the three stages are linked with each other.

An activity

is
into
and
taking place within one stage takes
account
affected by another activity
stage.

that may take place within another

Thus, as the worker responds to the management

incentive

his
is
he
to move,
also considering simultaneously

situation

in the old as well as in the new environment.

Similarly,

he
behind,
he
decides
to
stay
move or
as
whether

is at the same time considering uprooting and adaptaing.
(d)

That the dichotomy of Before-and-After

is a fallacy,

because

between the two events, there is an intermediate stage within
which crucial

An examination
migration
social

behaviour

change.

itself
decision-makinq
including
events,

of the planned migration
is better

Describing

takes place.

process indicates

that

understood when viewed as a process of
social

change 4s a process responsive

many types of change such as changes in man-made conditions

to

of living;

360
changes in the attitudes, beliefs and ideas of men; and the changes that go
beyond humancontrol to biological and physical nature of things, MacIver
and Page were emphasizing the point that a shift in work and residential
location especially over a reasonable distance, involves not only new places,
169
but also new faces, new norms and (new) physical habitat.
For many.
migration is a journey into the unknown, involving new experiences. Indeed,
movementover physical space implies the crossing of social system boundaries
whether the systems are defined in terms of national entities,
regional
subcultures, immediate kinship and friendship networks, professional or
recreational associations or mere street and neighbourhood acquantances.
The migrant leaves behind the supports as well as the stresses of the
He looses the support of physical
exporting system from which he departs.
familiarity,
social attachments, and long-term relationships and values
acquired, learned or internalized over the years whilst growing up.
An element of dis-sociation from the familiar world is involved in migration; that is a transition from the old and an involvement with a new
The
environment and a new context of physical and social relationships.
familiarof
is
that
new environment
a new process
usually unfamiliar, so
isation is required.
To be able to set into motion the necessary
requires new
processes of adaptation and adjustment, familiarisation
attitudes, re-socialisation,
and the development of new attachments and
Generally, however, a migrant to a new environment
social net works.
how
much of
him
habits
although
carries with
and values,
much of the old
these will depend upon age, personality, sex, ethnicity and the particular
circumstances of the move. It is, therefore, true that the migrant
might have been excited by new stimuli, expectations and prospects of
satisfying long standing aspirations; but at the same time, he was
dnknown
the
as well
from
about
confronted with new threats
anticipations
to
so
as
familiar
from
from
environment
the
as
a
problems of uprooting
adjust into a new one.
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R.M. HacIver and C. H. Page, Society:
(London: Macmillan Papermac 6.1967),

An Introductory

Analysis

Foreword, p. 508.
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The study of planned migration process enables us to
understand the
changes in the circumstances of the migrant, the problem of having to
moveaway from a familiar
are generally reluctant

environment and the basic reasons why people
to make a change.

It has also enabled us

to understand the various adaptive responses and defence mechanisms
from our respondents directly generated by the threat of a chanqe
of their environment.

Second, the meaning that both managementand workers attahced to
Out-migration was, on the whole, the major determinant of attitudes
to moving, the response to managementincentives for workers, and
of the drop-out rate.

The subjective meaning and interpretation

that workers individually

attached to the opportunity

new town underlines the significance
of the interactionist
behaviour.

of the Weberian action theory and

approach in sociology to the explanation of

It is to be expected that different

the situation
to moving.

to move to a

differently

workers interpreted

and therefore attached different

meanings

To the managementof migrant firms, movinq out of London

was an opportunity
remain competitive.

to reorganise and to expand so as to survive and
To someworkers, moving out of London was an

occasion to rehlise outstanding aspirations

important

andaatisfy

needs; while to others, the price tag for moving out was too high and
the advantages were outweight'd by the disadvantages.

Subjective

interpretation

of the situation

distinguishing

flovers and Non-movers; it was also to becomethe prime

determinant of attitudes,
ultimately
fully

achieved.

was not only a classificatory

factor

behaviour and the volume of movement

In order to ensure that relocation

was success-

completed, managementhad the duty of preparing, conditioning
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and inducing

responded, especially
incentives,

But the way that workers

workers to make the move.

of financial

to the offer

assistance
had aspirations

suggests that workers in general,

needs to-satisfy

which no size of monetary incentives

In other words, moving or staying

to be satisfied

of financial

Nevertheless,

without

ideology

from the familiarisation
and philosophy

the offer

of financial

could provide.

the assistance
of workers

a small proportion

needed help to enable them to move; and almost all
benefitted

and

instrument
an
good
enough
was

to enable such aspirations
incentives.

and

the workers

Yet, managerial

process.

about the nature of the working man on which
assistance

and incentives

did
based,
were

not seem to have helped to sway the workers away from the direction
in which their

interpretation

Indeed,

enabled them to move.
and the offer
transferred

of incentives,

migration,
providing

to stay behind.

more attention

inspite

of the conditioning

only 41% of staff

to the new location;

(59%) preferred

it

new environment.

It

ideology.

a major revolution,
greater

understanding

of the respondents
in planned

would seem that

directed
be
to
the
ought
of
managemeht

Managerial

the notion

behaviour

a

of the working man as
an obsolete

aspect

towards workers needs

hypothesis
from
the
rabble
away
of workers'

into

of adapting

and about the essentials
seems also that

to

about the move, especially

simply an economic man is becoming increasingly
of managerial

processes

was, on averages

and more than half

the worker with more information

about the new location,

have
to
appeared

of the situation

and rather

non-work aspirations.

towards
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Turning

to the actual

decision-making

process,

it

is essential

not only to examine the determinants of and the constraints
but also to determine

mobility

decisions were made.
has for them, still

the frame of reference

they had to sacrifice

on which the

Movers, inspite of the attractions

that new town

in some important ways.

life

valued city

on

the advantage of staying

in the city

out

in order

to satisfy

other relatively

Similarly,

while Non-movers had obvious reasons for not taking the

opportunity

more important needs and aspirations.

to move, they certainly

were also aware of the advantages

that moving to a new town could offer.
they could not have were sacrificed
advantages of staying in the city.

The advantages of new towns
the

in order that they may retain
This implies that in order to

arrive at the decision to move or to stay, migrants were involved in
a rough calculation

of relative

before
disadvantages
advantages and

choosing one thing or the other.

That is to say, migration decision-

making was based on a kind of cost-benefit

analysis.

On the credit

side, Movers took into account the new town environment, their
need, concern over work and career, family and the children's
bringing,

up-

the state of London's environment and other personal matters.

On the debit side, they took into account the losses arising
dis-sociation

from

from conmunity, family and social attachment; poor

amenities of new towns, possible higher cost of living
of adapting into a new environment.

and the problems

For Non-movers, calculating

balancing of gains and losses for staying behind took a similar
although the significance

they attached to communal, familial

social networks, and what new towns could offer
relatively
referring
,

housing

higher than it was for Movers.

and
pattern,

attachment,

them was apparently

However, whether vie are

to Movers or Non-movers, a group of commonfactors on which
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respondents based their migration decisions emerged as follows: housing need and concern over neighbourhood,

environmental quality,

work and career progression, community and social networks and
the family and children's

associations,

Amongthe flovers,

welfare.

only 17%of the reasons for moving was attributable

to work and

career, the remaining 83%accounted for the pursuit of satisfying
non-work aspirations

and needs.

movementto new

In particular,

23%
for
of
accounted

towns because of their environmental quality

On the other

all reasons, while housing need accounted for 21%.

the
to
on movementwere attachment

hand, the major constraints

community (15%) family and personal problems (28%). loss of contacts
(16%), work (14%), and lack of adequate urban amenities of new towns
(10%).

At least
application

suggest that

two main factors

in the decision-makinq

of rationality

the subjective

there was a significant
process,

namely:

and the meaning that workers attached

interpretation

to the opportunity

to move to a new town; and the rough calculus

costs and benefits

involved

As already
satisfy

noted,

the needs and aspirations

some respondents,

in fact,

an instrument

aspirations

- housing,

which to bring
--leav-ing

the city

It

is,

especially
for

because its

by the size of financial

employers,

thereofre,

nor by any actual

reasonable

to infer

the Movers, the decision

the satisfaction

career progression,

up children.

that respondents wished to

were not affected

they would have got from their

or promised incentives.
for

in the choice between moving or staying.

by moving or staying

assistance

of

that

to move was,

of a set of needs and
a better

environment

in

On the other hand, some movers were
environment

no longer

commandedthe
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which matched their

respectability

social status; others were leaving
located in an environment

because they hoped to be residentially

It seemed, therefore,

which enhanced their social standing.

that a

movementto a new town was both a route to status maintenance as
well as status enhancementin the sameway that patterns of consumption,
style of life,

may determine class

and patterns of child-rearing

It was tempting to draw the conclusion that mobility

distinctions.

to new towns, especially
could be interpreted

by membersof the working class city residents,

the
embourgeoiseof
process
and
emerging
a
as new
plausible when

This seemedparticularly

ment of the working class.

we take into account the enthusiasm of respondents to move who were
from
the
firms,
from
the
migrant
as working class people

identified

stress area of Islington,
in a new town.

settled
those
already
from
of
a
sample
and

There were, nevertheless, Movers who movedeither

into the suburbs,

movementto a new town is an aspect of the retreat
or because they wanted to join their
living

in a new town.

in migration

rational

(instrumental

and effectual
of action,

involved

action),

already

friends or relatives

In other words, the rational

decision-making

action of workers

the application

Wert rational

action (emotional action).

because

of Weber's Zweck

(value-orientated

action)

Or using Pareto's typologY

logical
both
the actions of respondents were

and non-

and
instrumental
action.
to
action approximates
169
The
action.
non-logical action approximates to Weber's affectual
in
this
Movers
context.
those
to
of
Non-movers,
actions of
were similar
logical: where logical

For,

some of them stayed behind as a result

of their

rational

-while
Introduced
Selected
170. Vilfredo
Writings:
and
Pareto, Sociological
1966),
Pall
?
fall,
(London:
Merfin
by S. E. Finer, trans. Derek
85-89.
Ibid,
Coheng
Percy
p.
See
also
pp. 13-87 and 183-250.
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of losses and benefits,

calculations

others did not wish to move as

attachment to their environment.

a result of their sentimental

Thus, moving or staying behind in each case, was the instrument for
achieving the given ends of the worker, whilst

at the same time

serving as the end in itself.

It

is important

to bring

into

focus the meaning and implication

of the kind of comparison between the new town environment and the
(inner)
Of its

city

to move.

to the propensity

contribution

Movers, the comparison between the contents
two environments
move.

The extent

On the other

age, health,

compared with

the inner

may have lost

some of its

by many in terms of its
the enw town, inspite

city

etc.,

of its
with

If

area.

it

urban amenities
attractions,

seems that

the failure

towns has contributed

environment

highly

But,

inadequately

and decentralisation

in
new
community
urban
the new town environment

of the inner

city

environment.

to reproduce the urban environment

significantly

valued

which form part of the

of dispersal

must be a replica

healthy,

investments

and facilities.

those facilities

the policy

city

was still

is still

and necessary that

seems logical

terms of tontent)

in

consideration.

of social

While the inner

encourages the development of an alternative

It

the clean,

compared with

respectability,
rich

Provided for especially

(in

to

to which London's environment had deteriorated

hand, the new town has a low-level

urban environment.

of the

in the decision

environment of the new town was an important

respectable

for

Especially

and the quality

was a major frame of reference

terms of congestion,

towns, it

made because

environment which respondents constantly

to the unwillingness

in new

to migrate

to new towns by those who could have wished to do so from the cities.
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For those who managed to move inspite
of adaptation

Their migration

seemed much greater.

was, therefore,

partly

environment and partly
with the factors
The socio-spatial

basic lack,

of this

decision-making

response to the change of a familiar

an adaptive

the interactions

a process of re-establishing

and institutions
interaction

the problem

the new town environment.

within

8. p185 ) illustrates

model (fig.

the

Complexity of these processes.

What connections, if any, have the attitudes
of the respondents with their
into
can

categories

and predict

Can we put respondents

characteristics?
their

propensity

. be examined by considering

and the decisions

to move?

the age, social

These questions

class,

ethnic

composition and educational attainments of respondentsi and their
characteristics

and socio-psychological

objective

Although the tendency

traits.

for Younger people migrating was confirmed, the proportion of those
between the age of 35 and 65 who movedwas similar
who did not.

But it was surprisingly

to that for those

higher than the proportion

muchyounger people between the age of 25 and 35.

of

It would have

been expected that the older people are, the less mobile they become.
In this case, it was different:
Younger ones.
their
skilled

than
the
moved
workers
older
more

The migration behaviour of respondents accoridnq to

social class showed remarkable differences.

The proportion

manual workers who movedwas smaller than the proportion

remained behind (14% and 18%, respectively).
Registrants,

that

Comparedwith ISS

Greater London residents and migrants already in new towns,

the higher proportion of Non-movers seems inexplicable.
also a high proportion of both Movers and Non-moverswithin
ýýilled

of

group; but with the unskilled

There was
the Semi-

workers a higher proportion
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(22%) moved compared with
and the unskilled

16% that

did not.

Taking the semi-skilled

that moved (61%) was one of the most surprising
Compared withISS

research.

of the same socio-economic
resident

within

Registrants,

S09 when compared with

this

of the

and with other migrants
in new towns or
More

is revealing.

proportion

imnobility
the
about
assumption
170
it
findings
studies,
the
of other

the general

Of the working class and with
seems plausible

findings

group who are already

the GLC area,

of both groups

the high proportion

workers together,

that movement to new town by the

again to infer

working class appears to hold some kind of new hope in the realisation
of aspirations

that

environment.

Similarly,

Professional

cannot otherwise

instead
behind
stayed
who

and Technicians

very high compared with

proportion

of Islington
already

and social
the ethnic
minorities
migration
clear

composition
are relatively

picture

However, it

of migrants

explained

minority

jobs

about the age

to new towns.

too few in new towns.

about the small proportion
seemed that

was partly

lack
of alternative
of
group

of respondents explainst

behaviour of ethnic

of moving was

that moved, the

a much more general question

class composition

city

that moved, and with

Although this

in new towns.

raises

the proportion

area residents

stress

by the fear of the workers in this
in new towns, it

in the inner

of Non-manual workers,

the proportion

strikingly

migrants

be satisfied

in part,

Similarly,
why ethnic

Unfortunately,

the

did
not provide
respondents
of minorities

in new towns.

those who decided not to take the chance to

move did so because of perceived
171. Clifford
Jansen, The Bristol
Ibid, pp. 63-73.

fear of hostility
Study.

any

and discrimination.

Reported in Jackson,
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It

is in order to throw more light

of ethnic

minorities

undertaken.

171

equally surprising

study is currently

that a further

being

On the educational attainment of respondents, an
A higher proportion of Non-

picture emerged.

movers was made up of people who either
Professional qualifications
the finding

to the mobility

on the obstacles

contradicts

or/and university

existing

which generally indicate

learned a trade, or hold
degrees.

Here again,

evidence from migration studies

that the highly qualified

and well educated

tend to be much more mobile.

Why then, it may be asked, are the findings about the migration
behaviour of respondents in terms of their age, social class and
from the conclusions of existing

educational attainment so different
or past studies?

A possible explanation may comefrom the very

nature of planned migration itself

in which movementinvolves the

worker, his job and his organisation.

In other words$ where the

migrant already has a job to go to, an employer supporting or
encouraging his movement, and a designated destination,
likely

it seems

that his migration behaviour may not be determined by what are

known as selective
education.

influences - age, sex, social class, skill and
The very fact that planned migration offers the worker

a choice between moving or staying suggests that considerations other
than the known constraining
choice.

influences are more likely

Thus, old age was more likely

to determine his

(for somepeople) to

determine

172-.
for
by
the
This
launched
and on
author
study was proposed and
behalf of the CommunityRelations Commission, now succeeded by
It is financed by the
the Commissionfor Racial Equality.
"The Movement
Department of the Environment, and it is entitled:
of Ethnic Minorities to New and Expanding Towns".
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decision,

migration

an opportunity
On the other

characteristics

their

but their

their

propensity

seems reasonable to conclude that

It

the migrants

what selects

to put migrants

aspirations,

and the most professionally

even the most qualified

in planned migration,

are not the obJective

according

categories

psychological

is,

It

needs and aspirations.
into

eventually.

Jobs in new towns was likely

hand lack of alternative

equipped worker from moving.

into

cottage to retire

to own a country

to discourage

Possible

in those cases where a move meant

particularly

therefore,

to their

in fo far as these determine

qualities

to move.

Summaryof FindinqS
I.

For moving firms, out-migration
rational

action

Organisation.
to realise
to the city

most likely
To Movers,

outstanding

from the city was construed as a

to ensure
moving

aspirations;

and the poverty

the survival

of

the

to a new town was an opportunity
and to Non-movers,

of new towns were strong

attachments
constraints

on mobility.
2.

The workers'

response

to management conditioning

and inducements

to move and the drop-out rate achieved in the firms taken together
significantly

summarisedattitudes

to moving.

The drop-out rate was

This implies that while the firms, on averaqe, transferred
did
not
actuall3
59%
their
41%
workers
their
of
only
of
staff,
59%.

favour the idea of moving.
3.

Migration decision-making has been shown to be an adaptive response
to the change of environment,

___

of relative

and is based on a cost-benefit

advantages and disadvantages.

analysis

The decision-making
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unit is the household, not the worker alone.
4.

The frame of reference
was multi-dimensional
need, family

life

5.

Community ties

to work and career,

was made

quality,

Housinq

and associations,

While 17% of the considerations

related

satisfaction

decisions

based on: Environmental

and welfare,

work and career.
decisions

on which migration

in migration

83% was about the

of non-work aspirations.

The proportion of those who movedwas higher amongmiddle-aged
and older workers, than amongyounger ones; more workers from
the working class group moved than those who comefrom the
middle class group.
with professional

More people with

and university

minority

group took the opportunity

Contrary

to general

belief

and

behind
to
tended
stay
education,

than those who were less qualified.

6.

formal training,

Very few people from ethnic
to move.

and from evidence of existing

studies,

respondents from the working class group showed some unexpected
and extraordinary
of members of this

interest

in moving to new town.

Up to 61%

39%
did
who
only
with
group moved, compared

not.

7.

Environmental quality
of respondents.

decisions
in
factor
decisive
miqration
was a
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B.

Within

the (inner)

following
(a)

city

was relatively

to move for

the propensity

area,

the

significant:

Working class movers aspiringAo

middle class status

(Working Class Aspirants)
Middle class escapists,
by residential

location.

wishing to maintain the status quo
(Middle Class Escapists).

(c)

The Homeseekers- young family raisers and retiring

(d)

The Spiralists

workmen.

and Organisation men, moving with their

employers in order to retain jobs and maintain a career
progression.

for new towns than the cosmopolites, the locals and

city

burgesses,

9.

to leave the

these groups are more likely

As social categories,

the trapped and the ethnic

villagers.

The new and Expanding Town Scheme(formerly the Industrial
Scheme), is biased in the selection
skilled,

technicians

and the professionals.

procedure appears to contain
into

of migrants

in favour of the

The selection

an element of social

built

selection

it.

It must not be assumedthat the cities
abandoned.

The indications

might wish to leave the cities
an exciting

Selection

being
the
of
verge
are on

are rather that although some people
for new towns, others still

environment to live and work.

find the city

But the attraction

that new

towns have for the business world, the encouragement that the current
POlicY of dispersal and decentralisation

gave to move out, and the
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increasing concern for environmental quality, tend to suggest that the
scale of the flight

from the cities and the suburbanretreat might

be increased in the future.

Howthis will affect the future of the

cities is a matter that maydependon future planning strategies.
Planned population movement, in the wider sense of its
with the historical

development of the redistribution

tion to new towns, inevitably

keep under review.
review.

Earlier

of urban popula-

raises issues of theoretical

Sociology and have policy implications

connection

interest

to

I
which planners must constantly

It is these two aspects that I shall now briefly
directed
attention was repeatedly

in this thesis,

What

to the term 'environment' as an important element in migration.
is this environment in sociological

terms?

Although I have described

it as the social and physical space to which we react and attach meaning,
the environment is indeed, also people, association,
people with people, institutions
ment is community written

larger;

of

relationship

and physical things around.

Environ-

it is a sense of place and belonging.

Whether the emphasis is on the social or the physical side, environment
varieS in quality, namely: the quality of the association within it
or its physical attraction

or repulsion.

determine migration behaviour?
the deteriorating

reference.

Respondentsclearly

state of London and the healthier

ings of new towns were significant
decision;

Howfar did the environment
indicated that
and cleaner surround-

in
their
migration
considerations

so that environmental quality

frame
important
of
was an

in
London
and
amenities
In content, the abundance of urban

the lack of these amenities in new towns, also determined migration
behaviour.
contacts,

At the same time, moving away meant loss of established
associations and community ties.

The inseparability

eaxtironment and community becomesapparent here.

of

Respondentsworried
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about the loss of familial,
about abandoning familiar
place and belonging.

communaland social networks as they did
surroundings and loosing their

sense of

In the new towns, the need for new friends,

new

concepts and new associations explains the fact that the gregarious
nature of humanbeings needs to be recognised when people are expected
to move from what was once a home to what will
These considerations

underline the reconciliation

becomea future home.
of the concept of

the environment with that of the community in migration.

Viewed in

these Contexts, the environment and community are social facts and
This conclusion
are also determinants of migration behaviour.
11.
compares with that reached by Julian Wolpert172 who, after studying
migration from urban environments concluded that migration decision is
include
an adjustment to environmental stress: where stress elements
all

noxious environmental forces that were threatening and stressful

to the individual's

harmonious living.

In addition to the claim of

the series of studies reviewed in chapter 6 have
sought to establish beyond doubt that the environment determines human
humanecologists,

behaviour.

This research has provided an additional

from the direct
deterministic

evidence obtained

the
demonstrates
experiences of respondents which
capacity of the environment.

The growing concern about

the
of
the
preservation
environmental quality and health, and about
in
may,
natural surroundings seems to suggest that the environment
the future,

173.

within
behaviour
people
the
of
influence
on
exert more

Julian Wolpert, "Migration as an Adjustment to Environmental
Stress". in Journal of Social_, Issues-. 4(1966), p. 93.

it.

- 375 Whenthe behaViour of managementand workers in a firm that was
undergoing a change is considered$ the importance of the environment
in an organisational context becomesalso apparent.
The point has
already been made that for an organisation
a stable state,

to persist and maintain

it must depend upon and interact

The movementof a firm from the city

with its environment.

to a new town was a valuable

occasion in which we can study and assess the significance
environment to the organisation,
appropriate

including

its workers.

of the
It was also

to apply and test out the open system theory in the analysis

of an organisation

undergoing a fundamental changej

Managerial action

and behaviour were directed to responding to influences external
organisation

as much as they were directed to internal

far as these equally affected the organisation.
behaviour of workers were rather a reflection
the organisation

to the

forces, in so

The action and
from
they
wanted
of what

and not necessarily related to organisational

survival.

In other wordst the acitons of workers indicated that the organisation
at best a meansof realising

aspirations

was

which can be considered as

external and unrelated to the tasks they performed in the organisation.
Thus, while the behaviour of managementcould be explained by the
concern for the organisation's
partly

survival,,

the function of their subjective

to move to a new town and partly
For the workers in particular,

the behaviour of workers was
interprelation

of the opportunity

their motivation for moving or staying.
the attitudes,

values and aspirations

which they brought into work, in the main,, determined their migration
behaviour.

As it was noted, it was more of the social needs of the

workers that provided the major action frame of reference for their
migration decision.

That is to say, more of the non-work aspirations

Of workers less than their motivation to keep their

jobs, determined
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whether they should move or stay behind.

This particular

finding

compareswith the conclusion that Goldthorpe and his associates
reached about the instrumental

attitude

of the affluent

As they pointed out, the instrumental attitude

studied.

workers they
of affluent

workers in their work organisation was necessary concomitant of the
kind of private

which they pursued outside the

and community life

work environment.

In other words, the instrumental attitude

enabled

them to define their work as a means of gaining the resources they
173
needed for the pursuit of more extrinsic ends: largely familial.
Similarly.

migrants adopted a rather more instrumental attitude

the firm's

relocation.

Howmuch they will

towards

less
than
by
moving,
gain

what they will, gain by staying with the firm, was of greater importance
to Movers.

On the other hand, it did not seem to matter to Non-

movers whether the f-rm needed their
while or not.
they will

What was apparently uppermost in their minds was what

gain by staying behind.

This attitude
that it

the
to
move worthmake
expertise

confirm's March and Simon's original

is the orientation

that the worker brings into work that mainly

determines his behaviour in the organisation.
is socially

Where that orientation

generated,, for example, linked with social status.

Style and respettability,
instrumental

thesis

attitude

by his orientation.

the worker is more likely

to adopt an

The behaviour of managementand workers in the
to organisational

analysis especially

in
discussing,
the
application
and
work,
sociology
and,
norl.
-in-,
zwqrk
175.

life

in order to achieve the ends that are expressed

migrant firms is of great, ýinterest

174.

174

Goldthorpe, et al., Ibid., p. 176.
See March and Simon, Chapter 6.
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action frame of reference

(as a sociological

theory),

to the study

Of Planned migration.

The managementand control
continued to attract

of population

a lot of critical

flow to new towns has

long
time now.
for
a
comments

The main defect is in the
mechanism of recruiting

the new town

Population in which securing
a job first entitles a potential migrant
to be allocated
This implies that the selection of migrants
a house.
depends upon the
is
the
the
in
employer
employers' needs-,
other wordsq
final arbitir
Even the allocation
of
of who moves to a new town.
houses to migrants itself
depends upon whether the migrant has been
Judged as
socially acceptable - clean, respectable, able to pay his
rent, etc.
the
element
The rigidity
and
the
mechanism
recruitment
of
it
Of social selection built into,. have both significantly
contributed to
the bias of
new town population in favour of young people. skilled
Manual workers, the professional

and the technicians;

and in terms of

class, in favour of the
and
the
reason
for
same
Partly
middle class.
partly as a result
ethnic
of perceived fear of discrimination,
minorities are also
In
a situation
towns.
in
new
minimally represented
in which the
flow
to
the
population
of
recruitment and administration
new towns is mainly influenced by the
the
social
the
employer,
needs of
Policy objectives,
homes
to
providing
especially their contribution
for residents
By
this
large
constrained.
be
of
continuously
will
cities,
same token, the
increase
to
likely
is
more
problem of social balance
as the years roll by.
Further more, the level of urban amenities and
facilities
that new towns provide do not seem to attract the movement
Of various members
of the society, except those who are already well
01ff to live a family-centres
life; or those who can afford a private
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car so as to travel
the aspirations
far can it

to nearby shopping areas, hospitals,

Gi ven

etc.

and needs of the sample of workers from the city,

be said that existin! 7 policies

affecting

the cities

how

and

new towns have promoted or blocked the realisation
of the aspirations?
And how far
can it be claimed that the same policies have achieved
the goals for which they
were adopted? Although these questions can
be answered in temis
have
towns
the
new
the
of
assessment of what
achieved and what they have failed
Policy,

yet the extent

future Of the
cities

to achieve as instrument

to which new town development may affect

seems to dominate current

class Peoples the professionals
easily

and the skilled

the

debate on the relation-

ship between City renewal
and new town development.

way relatively

of social

As the middle

technicians

to new towns, the working class,

find

their

in need of

hOusing and
enthusiastic
to move to new towns, may find themselves
iMmobilised by lack
discriminated against bY the selection
of skill,
Procedure and unwanted by
employers.

The poverty of new towns
the
conflict
of
example
clear
a
provides
Of objectives.
While the dispersal policy encourages the movement
Of all osrts of
lays
machinery
people to new tat-ins, an administrative
down the
rules and applies controls which have the effect of conflicting
with Policy objectives.
on the other hand, while the policy of
dispersal
encourages movement from cities to new towns, the unintended
ConsequencesOf this
the
loss
economically
the
of
included
have
movement
active people and
in
but
results
in
the
jobs
cities,
of manufacturing
some gains for
In this case too, the policy obejctives
new towns.
Of new towns
The
the
alive.
keeping
cities
conflict with those of
has shown that while many favour moving to the new towns,
__research

- 379 others still

prefer

to live

in the cities.

compromises the two situations?

What kind of policy

Should it

be a discontinuation

of

new town development and
the
a switch of resources to revitalise
cities?
Or should it be, a continuation of new town development
combined with the revitalisation
alternative

communities for living?

are limited,

in order to provide

of cities

which of the two lines of action will

needs and aspirations

in which resources

In a sitation

of people in society will

serve best the

remain a subject

of

Public debate.

Forty years after
Of Population,
established

industry

the policy
and office

by legislation

of dispersal

and decentralisation

jobs to new towns has been firmly

and vigorously

pursued with public

support,

it now seems
necessary to begin a systematic study Of this innovation
in social
reconstruction and transformation.
it is this study and
the issues that it
shoud) deal with that I have called Sociology of
Although conceived as a distinctive
knowledge, it

is nevertheless

SOC'0109Y
Of Planning.

to Wseen as an integral

In order to place it

area of
part of the

in a proper context,

Part Of chapter 8
into
the
fits
it
general
devoted
how
to showing
was
functions
Of SOCiOlOgYof Planning.
In addition to those general
functions
which must always be kept constantly in view, Sociology of
Planned Migration
following
the
to
itself
must address
specifically
tasks:
1.

The critical
(a)

evaluation

of:

the ideology and philosophy of the policy
and decentralisation

to new towns.

of dispersal
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(b)

the conflicts

between policy aim and administrative

in the administration

objectives

of planned migration

of the New and Expanding

polir, y, e. g. the operation
Town Scheme.
(c)

The contributions
policy,

2.

of new town develoPment to social
economic development and regional

national

A continuous assessment of the effects
as a mechanism of social
structure,

evolution

distribution

population

planning.

of planned migration,

on demography, social
and national

settlement

pattem.
3.

Viewed as a monitoring

system, sociology

of planned migration

should provide the backcloth for the study of different
phenomenaassociated with publicly-sponsored
should include,

Slum Clearance, migration

decision-making,

socUl

mobility

This

mobility.

process, migration

by housing and residential

location.
4.

Sociology of planned migration

should serve as a focal point

for interdisciplinary

dialogue between sociologists,

surveyors,

geographers, economicsts, strategic

engineers,

architects,

planners and politicians.
Sociology of Planned migration
evaluation
of planning.

should promote the continuous

instrument
idea
town
the
and technique
as
an
of
new
The potentiality

to developing countries
should be usefully

of selling

the new town idea

as an instrument of national

explored.

planning
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To conclude this
that planned migration

thesis$ it

is important

has become a firmly

to underline
feature

established

social

and physical

little

doubt that new town development, which is a vital

this

policy,

planning policy

of the United Kingdom.

has been a great success and a national

in order to ensure that new towns will
roles in social

further

to social

in the direction

to look constantly

Looking

reconstruction.
of this
either

research

the

issues of academic interest.

theoretical

they should be looked uponj, at least,

and Pointing

However,

ponder on how

continuously

not be seen as simply highlighting

Poverty of new towns or raising
Instead,

element of

pride.

the year 2000, the findings

and into

should, therefore,

There is

continue to play ever important

they should rather

new towns can contribute
in this direction

of the

planners must look not so much at what has

policy,

been so far achieved;

the fact

as raising

questions

to which planners and sociologists

need

in order to find new evidence and experiences

of people in the society which suggest urgent need to change existing
Policy or to modify it.

It is not intended that the findings

by any means, represent solutions
have drawn attention
to continuing
and social

to issues of public

interest

debate on various issues relating

and planning policies.

contributions

ýroblems;

to existing

In this

rather

should
they

as well as contributed
to new town development

context,

I expect that the

of this research should be evaluated partly

as an approach

to promoting understanding of the extent to which the issues raised by
it

impinge on the daily

new towns; and partly
critical

appraisal

lives

of people living

in large cities

and

as a means of encouraging self-awareness and

of these methods proposed by planners and approved

bY Policy-makers which have far-reaching

effects

in changing society.
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Future Research'and Specific

Proposals

One of the usual but uneasy realisations
research is the vast need for more relevant
to shed more light
relatively

to come, it
Will

that more research should be undertaken which

is essential

into account when making future
unforseen circumstances,

to be identified

further

raised by this
(a)

research is needed.

studies

always be

To control

such influences

the progress and the effectiveness
The following

in order to throw more light

areas seem to
on the issues

research. --

A study of the Development Corporation's
industries

and recruiting

undertaken.
criteria

of attracting

The study should assess, in particular

smokeless industries;

through their

policy

migrants to new towns needs to be

for the choice of ind6stries,

industries,

(b)

and taken

unintended consequences of present action as-

and to give them a place in monitoring

require

There will

forecasts.

well as new elements that might emerge.

further

population

necessary plans for years

enable some of the unknown quantities

Of Policy,

data required

To enable more

to be made about future

movements to new towns, and to facilitate

a piece of

and detailed

on competing variables.

accurate forecasts

after

d. g. capital

and for recruiting

the
intensive
migrants,

housing allocation.

It has been suggested that a move to a new town, especially
when undertaken for purposes of enhancing the migrants'
standing,

often leads to change of attitude,

voting behaviour.
tested by a specific
-

style

social

of life

and

The extent to which this is true may be
study.

The focus of attention

on voting behaviour; and the general interest

may be

may be on whether
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or not the new town promotes one-class community.
(c)

A specific stud of the various meansof population movemnet
.y
to new and expanding towns needs to be undertaken so as to
refine the distinction

betweenplanned and unplanned movement;

as well as to promote greater understanding of the mechanyics
for the recruitment of new town population.
(d)

to Expanding Towns.

A study of planned migration
picture

of movements from cities,

the aspect of movements

that take place to expanding towns require
comparable to that carried

It

For an overall

a similar

study

out about new towns.

idea,
town
the
that
be
new
as an
cannot
over-emphasized

instrument

of change and planning,

an important

role in social

has played and will

continue to play

The contributions

that new towns

policy.

in the future might be greater

can make in this direction

performance can be improved.

The undernoted specific

their

present

proposals and

implementation will

suggestions are made in the hope that their
the general contributions

if

that new towns have made to social

take

policy,

a step further.
New towns, for a longtime, will
of their

housing needs.

those actually
absolutely

therefore,

this function,

to

whilst

might continue to be provided for those

not under pressing need.

Housing need must,

be redefined so as to favour those actually

The element of social

the cities

But unless housing is available

in need in the cities,

essential,

in the cities

continue to relieve

selection

needs also to be abolished.

built

in need.

into housing allocation
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2.

The selection

procedure of New and Expanding Town Scheme in

the recruitment

of new town population

Job before housing as a condition

needs radical

change.

for moving to a new town

makes the employer the judge and jury

Special

over who moves.

Schemes should be operated along with the N. E. T. S. directed
the unskilled,

attract

the elderly,

Development Corporations

and

duty should be imposed on

A statutory

ethnic minorities.

one parent families

to

to recruit

up to 30% of its

population

through this Special Scheme.
3.

The statutory

Scheme
Special
the
to
under
operate
requirement

2 above, should be an integral
balance to be carried

population

4.

'balance'
issue
the
of
on

to the social

and the skilled

The

seems to

bias of new town

structural

in favour of the young, the technicians,

professionals

on social

out by Development Corporations.

absence of a clear policy
have contributed

part of a clear policy

the

manual workers.

The compl#Xcontractual and legal arrangements between the
exporting

authority

and the Development Corporation which

determine the responsibilities

of these parties,

subject of study and public scrutiny.

In some cases these

arrangements are believed to have justified
of development corporations

the unwillingness

or the receiving

new and expanding towns, to take on unskilled
at risk

from the cities

enable receiveing

who are actually

authorities

ought to be a

authorities

in

workers and groups

in housing need.

To

to accept such groups of peopleo

it may be necessary to operate a Social Security Subsidy Scheme
financed by the Central government.

- 385 5.

The level of social investments in new towns needs to be
New towns have failed to attract

raised.

groups from the cities

a variety of social

partly because of the selective nature

of the N.E.T. S., but also partly because someof the facilities
and amenities that are part of the city environment are not
available in new towns.
work and living,

As alternative

urban communities for

new towns should ideally be a replica of the

urban environment.
6.

New Twons are attractive
city

itself

habitat.

is very much preferred

alternatives.

simultaneously
for city

of the cities

with city

residents.

residents

Just as the

by others to any alternative

of new town development and the

The discontinuation

revitalisation
policy

to some city

cannot therefore,

Instead,

be seen as

new town developments pursued

renewal provides alternative

communities
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(1971-; 1973)
THE NEWTOWNSPROJECT,

This project,

sponsored by the Social Science Research Council,

was based at the Centre for Environmental Studies, London,, and lasted
from January 1971 to March 1973.

The research team consisted of

the following:
Nicholas Deakin,, Chief Investigator
Clare Ungerson, Senior Research Fellow
UkwuEjionye, Research Fellow
Gary McDonald, Research Fellow
Charles Thaomson,Assistant Research Fellow
Audrey Maxwell, Assistant Research Fellow

The main aim of the project was to find out why the 'socially
disadvantaged minotities'

are unable to move from London to new and

expanding town even though they seemedmost likely
out-migration.

The group described as socially

defined on a continumn and included the following:
the unskilled,

ethnic minorities

to benefit

from

disadvantaged are
the elderly,

from New Commonwealthcountries,

unmarried mothers, and people from large families.

The project was

in five main parts, namely:
i)

ii)

iii)

The Inner City Study, involving
Stress Area Residents

the Survey of (Islin2ton)

The Movementof Firms and Workersq involving
of Migrant Firms

the Survey

Movementsof Workers from Stress Areas to New/Expanding
Towns - Survey of Islington Migrants to NETS,
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iv)

Analysis of Industrial
Selection
Survey of I. S. S. Registrants

Scheme Registrants

-

The Asians in Crawley -A Study'of Adjustment of Asians
in Crawley

v)

A report (in Six Volumes), incorporating

the various parts of

the project was submitted to the Social Science Research Council in
March, 1973.

Since then, (January 1974), some aspects of the study

have been published in Town and Country Planning, Vol. 42, No. 1,
pp. 15-28, written

especially

The author was responsible for the second

of the research team.
aspect of the project

by N. Deakin and C. Ungerson,, on behalf

dealing with the Survey of Migrant Fi rms.

study, including

of this particular

Details

the background, scope, hypothesis

and methodology are provided separately below.

THE SURVEYOF MIGRANTFIRMS
I.

Background and Aim of the 2L4

The Survey of Migrant Firms was one aspect of the NewTowns Project,
described

above, with

and to assess their

effects

Towns of these people described
this

context,

identify

as socially

the reasons for and against

usually

the

level,

level,

from London to New

disadvantaged.

Within

Firms itself

was to

the movements of the workers of firms

in New (and Expanding) Towns,

take place at two levels:

At the organisation
the-individual

on mobility

the aim of the Survey of Migrant

which planned to relocate
decisions

of identifying

and the main blockages in the mechanism of planned

human constralints
migration

broad objective

the overall

the firm

first

the workers within

Organisation

Relocation
and Individual.

decides to relocate;
the migrant

and at

fi rm have to choose
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(by their

decision)

behind.

An understanding

between relocating

throw some significant

light

of the structure

their

employer and staying

of that

on the determinants

aspects of planned industrial

the social

with

decision

would

of and constraints

to

This was the

migration.

fi rms addressed itself.

task to which the survey of migrant

Hypotheses

Certain suggestions and Common-sense
statements have been made
which tend to explain why people generally do not wish to move to
live and work in New (and Expanding)Towns.
point to the direction

of further

which of them are concrete facts.

These hunches invariably

investigations,,

in order to establish

Further more, it was necessary to

determine whether or not any new facts established constituted
constraints

of all

both the situation

potential

real

movers, and if so, how far they affect

of an individual

wishing to move out of London and

of a worker moving with a firm that planned for a change of location.
The situation

of a migrant firm appeared to be so unique as to require

a special study.

Within the concept of the planned migration of a

fi m and its workers, the survey was geared to testing

the following

hypothesds: (a)

That the decision not to move is a function of the worker's
degree of attachment to the physical and social environment.

(b)

That the decision to movewas a function of:
(i)
(ii)

(c)

the worker's attachment to his firm;
the worker's pressing or perceived housing need

That the decision to move or not to movewas influenced by
skill,
Towns.

pay, social facilities,,

rent and cost of living

in New
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(d)

That the decision to move or not to move dependedon the
amount of information and communicatedflowing from management on the planning process, personal policy (incentives,
promotion and wages) and the future of employees.

3.

Scope
A study of four firms that planned to move out of London was
For a number of reasons, it was necessary to follow these

conducted.

fi rms through: from the time they announced their
until

they have actually

First,

it was essential

for their

firms'

intention

into their new environment.

movedand settled

to obtain reasonable information

decision to move.

to migrate,,

on the reasons

Second, it was necessary to under-

stand the kind of immediate and sustained reactions from both management
It was expected that

and workers generated by a planned migration.
this might provide, at least,

in
this situation
understanding
a general

of the resistance and the managementof change.

Third,

the problem

of uprooting from one neighbourhood and adapting into a new environment
is so important to the study that it requires clear exposition.

Although

the capacity to adjust into a new environment should be general
determined by the "push" and "pull"
itself

the process of adaptation

good knowledge of the quality

must be based on a fairly

environment.

of migration,

of the new

Probably for this reasons migrant firms usually spend a

great deal of time and moneyproviding information to workers about the
new location

through dipplays the exhibitions

to the particular

location

in NewTowns.

meetings and interviews with staff
to keep them fully
therefore,

and by organising trips

Migrant firms also hold

in order to answer their questions and

informed of the planning processes.

It was crucial,

to be able to evaluate the influence such information and

communication had on the final

decisions and choices madeby different

workers.
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Methodology

(a)

Collection of Infomation

Essentially,

the survg!y was by case studies.

information were by depth interviewing
naires administered by professional

and through structured question-

interviewers.

firms was geared to obtaining the following
history

Method of collecting

Inquiry in the

information:

a brief

of the fi rm, and the reasons why it decided to move.

case

The

researcher conducted fairly

extensive depth interviews

discussions with directors,,

managers, heads of departments and personnel

officers

and informal

both in the migrant firms and in the relevant government

departments associated with industrial
redistribution

decentralisation,

population

and the planning of new environments.

Information from employees of migrant firms was obtained through
questionnaires administered by interviewers.

structured

Two sets of

questionnaires were used: one for movers and the other for non-movers.
In both cases, the respondents were heads of households, majority
whomwere males.

of

The questions were intended to determine factors

that influenced the decision to move or not to move.
made to assess the attitude
in order to have some insight
process of the family.

Provision was

of a spouse who was not the respondent,
into the structure

of the decision-making

Interviews took place at home, except in the

in
factory
during
the
interviews
firm
out
carried
were
case of one
where
working hours.
fi rm moved.

The interviewing

took place a week or two before the

Where it was possibleg the researcher was also a participant

observer at meetings held between the staff
the staff,

managementand representatives

and managementoor between
of the Greater London Council,,

New-andExpanding Town Development Corporation and the Importing local
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In a number of cases, the researcher

authority.

to New or Expanding Towns, organised

the trips
for

The researcher

the staff.

lunch (provided

and non-movers on different
information

additional

(b)

by the migrant

also held informal

by one of the firms)
days.

on attitude

with

went on some of

discussions

groups representing

These discussions

firms
over
movers

provided

of both groups towards moving.

Sampling

The four firms studied were drawn from both the manufacturing and
the service industries.
industries:
zed purlins,

light

Three of the firms are In the manufacturing

engineering, cold rolled metal sections and galvanized

and paper conversion.

The fourth one is from the service

industry and deals with warehousing and distribution

(Brief

case history

of each firm is appended).

While these firms were by no means representative
their

nevertheless,

basic conditions.

of migrant firms,

choice was determined by the need to satisfy
First,

certain

the firms studied were drawn from both

manufacturing and service industries

as already noted.

Second, they

must be moving from the congested urban environment of London to the
newer and more desirable environment of Newand Expanding Towns. On
this ground, two of the fi ms were actually
the other two to Expanding Towns.
preparing itself

moving to a NewTown and

Third, the firm must be actually

and its employees for a change of physical and social

environment, a process within which planned migration could be studied
sociologically.

Fourth, it was necessary that one of the firms should

be unionised in order to enable a comparison to be madebetween individual
aif& interest

group reaction to the proposed change.

Three of the
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firms had no unions representing the group interest
individuals

belonged to different

had a very influencial
Fifth,

national

The fourth firm

union representing staff

of all

grades.

For this reason,, it was necessary to ensure that the
chosen were themselves interested

firms ultimately

to empirical

relocation

study and analysis.

On the workers' side, a total
of workers, but split

of 162 people representing all

This

containing 210 employees provided by the

consultation with the staff

operating in the study.

requesting their co-

In the case of one fi m where interviews were

held in the factory during working hours, the list
selected respondents drawn from all

contained carefully

grades of workers from various

departments who movedand are already in the new premises.
in this particular

categories

into MOVERS
and NON-MOVERS
were interviewed.

sample was drawn from lists
migrant firms after

in understanding more

and were,, therefore prepared to subject

about the problems of relocation
their

although

influenced by the problem of access

choice was significantly

to information.

national unions.

of all staff,

firm were not interveiwed as a result

NON-MOVERS

of union

objection.

(c)

Pilot

Survey and Fieldwork

The suitability
through a pilot

and effectiveness

survey involving

before waves of fieldwork

started.

of the questionnaires were tested

12 employees (6 movers and 6 non-movers)
Minor amendemntswere madeand a

provision introduced into the questionnaires by which spouses who were
not respondents were given interviews in order to asses their views
on the household decision.

The fieldwork,

itself,

which covered three

- 403 -

fi rms was handled by the British
a technical

report.

Market Research Bureau who submitted

The fourth firm was covered by a depth interviewing

carried out by the researcher with 10 employees on the new premises
This last wave of interviews was particularly

of the fi m after

the move.

useful in testing

the rationality

of the decision taken and in assessing

progress towards adaptation into a new environment.
of about 80%achieved from the interviews

A response rate

covering the first

three firms.

There was a corresponding non-response rate of 20%, which included 8%
refusals.
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'APPENDIX2
FORTHE "SURVEY'OFMIGRANTFIRMS"
QUESTIONNAIRES,

Introduction
I am from the University of Sussex and we
are conducting a survey amongpeople who
have had the chance to move to new towns.
We've been given your nameby
(name of firm) which is one of a number of
firms which are co-operating in this survey.
Your answers will not be given to the fi rm
confidence.
and will be treated in strictest
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A.

(a)

How long

(b)

Where did you live

2 (a)

(b)

3.

have you been living

In general
in?
live
And what

before

do yau think

Summing up what you've

(a)

Now thinking
only
dislike
about it?

(b)

Is

there

of

this

told

this

of

anything

of

this

at

address,

you came here?

do you think

what

FOR MOVERS

QUESTIONNAIRF

this

part

of London as a place

to

street/block?

me how satisfied

is

house/flat

like

you particularly

this

are you with

there

anything

about

it?

area?

you particularly

house/

5.

In general
flat?

6.

Apart from people
Now some questions
and friends.
about relatives
do any of these relatives
living
live
with you in this household,
(Mother, Yather,
brothers,
etc. )
within
easy reach of here?

7.

ýhen

8 (a)

How important

then how satisfied

was the very last
at Q. 6 to talk to?

(b)

9.

Can you tell

is

it

time

would

you saw any of

to you to live

me a bit

you say you are with

more about

near your

these

this

relatives

(mentioned

relatives?

that?

(including
And how many close friends
girl-friend/boy-friend)
you say you have living
within
easy reach of here?

would

'0
10.

When was the very
to talk to?

11 (a)

How important

is

last

it

time

you saw this

to you to live

friend/any

near your

close

of

these

friends?

friends

9

- 406 (b)

12 (a)

(b)

13

Can you tell

me a bit

Now some questions
about
How long have you worked

How did

you get your

Does anyone else
of firm)?

N. B. Q. 14 not

you and ..............
for this firm?

household

used on this

Did you know that .............................
moving to .............................

16

hear
When did you first
(New /Expanding
Town)?

17

How did you first

18 (a)

heard,
When you first
to the new town?

19 (a)

firm)

work

(n

at ......................

version.

15

(b)

(name of

job?

from your

find

that?

more about

that

the

(name of firm)
is
Cname of New or Expanding Town)?

firm

to

was moving

out?
were you in

how interested

the idea

of moving

And how interested
told him/her
when you first
was your wife/husband
(new, town) and you had a chance
that the firm was going to a
too?
of
moving
.

Did the firm put on an exhibition
or display
the announcement to move was made?

(b)

Did you yourself

(c)

What did you think

(d)

After

seeing

Did anybody else

(b)

And how interested

the new town after

go to it?
of

it?
how interested

the exhibition

20 (a)

about

from your

household

were they

were you in moving?

I

go?

in moving

after

seeing

the exhibition?
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21 (a)

Was there a general meeting between the workers,
people to talk about the move?

(b)

Did you yourself

(c)

What did you think

of the meeting?

(d)

After

how interested

Did anybody else

(b)

And how interested

23. (a)

(b)

go to the meeting?

the meeting,

22 (a)

from your

in
moving?
you
were

household

were they

go?

in moving

after

going

What sort

of

things

did you discuss

(first)

in

go on the

(b)

Did you yourself
(New Town)?

go on the second trip

Thinking
of the
living
there?

(first)

trip

(only)

the firm

the firm

to....

me a bit

26 (a)

And thinking
you yourself

(on
first
houses
the
saw
the
you
of
in one of them?
feel about living

(b)

Can you tell

me a bit

28

to

organised

to ........

organised

about

how
felt?
you
about
more

Can you tell

(b)

or

How did you feel

(b)

Apart
other
there

People

the interview?

trip

Did you yourself
(New Town)?

27 (a)

to the meeting?

Did you go and have an interview
with the personnel
firm
because
the
was moving?
management

24 (a)

25 (a)

management and council

trip

only).

How did

felt?
how
you
about
more

from seeing the town and the houses, could you think about the
(first)
Was
trip.
this
told
on
about
things you saw or were
ideas
from
the
of moving?
discouraged
you
anything which

And was there anything
you saw or heard
in
idea
the
you
of moving?
encouraged

Now summing up what you've
how interested
to ........
,

on this

(first)

been telling
this
me, after
were you in moving there?

trip

(first)

which

trip
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(a)

Did anybody else

(b)

And how interested
trip?

household

from your

in moving

were they

(first)

you on this

go with
after

going

on this

t-I

(first)

30.

Can I just check, did you go on both the first
firm organised,
or only one of them?

31.

made up your
Before you went on the second trip had you definitely
less
town,
to
the
you
more
or
were
to
new
move
or
not
mind whether
way, or what?
you made up your mind either
or hadn't
certain,

32 (a)

did you particularly
What sort of things
you went on this second trip?

33 (a)

Were you able

(b)

34 (a)

Can you tell
Can I just

to find
me about

(b)

Are you absolutely
rather
unsure?

(c)

Why do you think

35 (a)

(b)

36 (a)

certain,

you might

you might

Any other

cc)

When did you finally

37 (a)

Is

the whole

(b)

Who is

(C)

Why is .......

38 (a)

(b)

reasons

staying

out about when

to know?

more or less

still

or are you still

certain,

change your

you are not going
unsure?
rather
still

(new town)?

to move to ........

change your

Can you tell
as possible
me as fully
to move?
this opportunity

(b)

mind?
to move, more or less

mind?

why you've

decided

not

to take

at all?
make up your

household

mind to move?

moving?

behind?
staying

behind?

Are there any people who don't live here with you who have made
(new town) as well.
I mean relatives
to move to....
arrangements
but not people at work of course?
close friends
Who is

that?

the

that?

Are you absolutely
certain
or are you still
certain,
Why do you think

want to find

out what you wanted

intending
are you

check,

and second trips

or

- 409 39.

Why have they

40 (a)

Can you tell

to move?

made arrangements
me as fully

(b)

Any otLer

(c)

And when did you finally

reasons

why you've

as possible

decided

to move?

at all?
mind to move?

make up your

41.

What sort of things
were making up your

42.

And how do you think

43.1

help
the
through
to
get
moving
that
are
people who
understand
.....
etc.
firm towards removal costs and towards getting
new furniture
do
things,
these
If they hadn't
you think you would
of
any
offered
have moved?

44 (a)

Can you tell
through the

(b)

Do you think

you have got over

these

going

to cover

your

how much out of pocket do you think
of the new place?
moving and furnishing

45.

Aout

46. (a)

Will

you be renting

or buying

(b)

Do you know how much rent
house or flat
?

(c)

About

(d)
(e)

47 (a)

it

there is a rent

(b)

Do you intend

to apply

(c)

Why is

(b)

expenses?

you might

be with

the actual

new house or flat?
you will

might

be paying

for

your

new

money coming in

from

be?

Is that on your money alone, or does it
other meribers of the household?

for

you, are getting

the amount?

you can afford

You know that

48 (a)

your

and rates

how much do yau think

-Do you think

worries?

me how much extra money altogether
firm to help with the move?
that's

you

while

you at all
concerned you or worried
mind whether to move or not?

include

rebate scheme?

a rent

rebate?

that?

Some people move into a rented house in a new town thinking
that
buy a house of their
they will
eventually
own in or near the town.
Have you yourselves
thought of buying a house once you have moved
in.....
(new town)?
and settled
Are you still
thinking
it as possibility?

about

it

seriously

or are you just

considering

00
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Do you know how much mortgage
new house or flat?

and rates

(b)

About

(d)

Is that on your money aA.one, or does it
other members of the household?

it

how much do you think

50.

Can you tell
renting?

51. (a)

Does your wife/husband
(new town)?
.......

intend

(b)

Will

(c)

Where will

she/he

be working?

Has she/he

already

got a job

52 (a)
(b)

be in

that

What job will

include

about)

have

to

for

your

be?

might

(thinking

me why you are

be paying

you will

a job

money coming in

buying

after

than

rather

you've

from

moved

to

the new town or somewhere else?

fixed

be doing?

actually

she/he

up?

intend

53.

What sort

54.

What are the main reasons

55. (a)

Before the possibility
Now some more general questions
about moving.
(firm)
had
(new
thought
town)
to....
you
ever
with
about
of moving
......
moving from here?

W

of job

does she/he

When did you first

think

57.

Did you do anything

58.

Why were

59.

What areas were you thinking

60 (a)

Do you know anybody who lives

(b)

Have you ever
new town?

reason

(c)

Was their

you thinking

home in

your

a new-type

why you'didn't

in

fact

move?

a new home?

to find

visited

to work?

about moving?

Was there

(are)

her wanting

for

56

any particular

to get?

of moving?
of

(are you)

moving

to?

in a new or expanding

friends

or relations

in

town?
their

home in

the

estate?
"t

61.

(d)

What was your impression
of your
you feel about it as a place for

(e)

Why did you feel

that

house.
friends/relatives
in?
to live
you yourself

How did

way?

Before the opportunity
arose to move to...
have you ever been to a new town?

(town)

with....

(firm)

had/

411
62.

When you went

this

to

(b) What made you feel

new town,

that

how did

you feel

about

living

there?

way?

63 (a)

Before the chance cam to move to .... had you ever registered
to move
to a new town -I
mean) have you ever been on the CLC's Industrial
Selection
Scheme?

64.

find out that it was possible
How did you first
job and a house in a new or expanding town?

65.

How did you first

66.

How long were you on the list

67.

Which new or expanding

68 (a)

As a result
you offered

(b)

How many other

Cc) Could you tell

jobs

altogether?

towns did you say you wanted

to go to?

Scheme list
(firmM

Selection
on the Industrial
(apart from the one of ......

of being
any jobs

me (for

each job)why
job

you turned

70.

In general,
Can you tell

how do you feel about the Industrial
for
it
how
yau.?
out
all
worked
me

71 (a)

Do yau rent

the house/flat

72

How much rent

the particular

furnished

do you pay every

it

down?

(firm)?

Why did you take

at ......

Selection

Scheme?

or unfurnished?

week?

dation
73 (a) Now can I ask you about the acco,
or shared use of any of the following?

here.

Do you have exclusive

Shared
Use

Exclusive
Use

Does not
have

38

12

11

0

39

12

11

0

40

12

11

0

Garden/yard?

41

12

11

0

Kitchen?

42

12

11

0

bath/shower?

Inside

WC?

Outside

WC?

were

were you offered?

69

Fixed

a

Scheme list?

Selection

gqt on the Industrial

for

to register

from kitchens

What othar

rooms do you

74.

Now apart
have?

75.

(or does anyone else in
Do you yourself
use of a car or any other motor vehicle?

76.

Could you show me the group on this card that gives the total
amount
all
coming into the'house
each week, counting
of money actually
deductions,
like family
after
and other things
wages and salaries,
any rent you get from letting
and so on?
pensions,
allowances,

and bathrooms

etc.

the h/hold)

own/control

the

412
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77.

Are you looking

78.

Is there anything
you'd like
company, or the new town?

forward

to the move?
to say at all

about

the move, or the

00

413
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B. QUESTIONNAIRF FOR NON-MOVERS
II
(a) How long

have you been living

(b) Where did
2 (a)

(b)

3.

you live

In general
live in?

before

told

me how satisfied

Now thinking
only
dislike
about it?

of

(b)

Is

you particularly

anything

is

house/flat

this

of London as a place

part

to

street/block?

(a)

there

this

of

this

of

Summing up what you've

address?

you came here?

what do you think

And what do you think

this

at

like

this

are you with

there

anything

about

it?

area?

you particularly

5.

In general

6.

Now some questions
Apart from people living
and friends.
about relatives
do any of these relatives
live within
with you in this household,
easy
reach of here?

7.

When was the very
Q. 6) to talk to?

8 (a)

How important

(b)

9.

then how satisfied

Can you tell

last

it

is

time

would you say you are with

to you to live

me a bit

these

you saw any of

near your

this

(mentioned

relatives

When was the very
to talk to?

that?

more about

11 (a)

How inportant

(b)

Can you tell

12 (a)

Can I just

is

last

it

check,

(b)

How long

W

When did you leave

W

Why did you leave?

(e)

Did you know that....

did

time you saw this

to you to live

me a bit

more about

do you still

you work for

at

relatives?

(including
And how many close friends
girl-friend/boy-friend)
you say you have living
easy reach of here?
within

10.

house/flat?

friend/any

near your

of

close

would
these

friends

friends?

that?

work for .........

(name of

firm)?

the firm?

the firm?

(Name of firm)

moving

to....

(New or Expanding

Town)?

- 414 (f)

When did you first

(g)

How did

(h)

Did you know before

13 (a)

you first

Does anyone else

W

Who is

(c)

How long

14 (a)

hear
find

that

the

firm

the

firm?

to ......

was moving

out?

you left

household

from your

work at

(name of firm)?

....

that?
has he/she

at

worked

(name of

......

firm)?

How long have you worked for the firm?

(b)

Does anyone else from your household work at ......

W

Who is that

(d)

How long has he/she worked at .....

15 (a)

(b)

heard,
When you first
to the new town?

were you in

how interested

the idea

of moving

told her/him
And how interested
when you first
was your wife/husband
that the firm was going to a.... (new town) and you had a chance of
moving too?
or display
on an exhibition
to move was made?

(b)

Did

go to

(c)

What

(d)

After

you
did

yourself
you

seeing

think
the

17 (a)

Did anybody else

(b)

And how interested

18 (a)

(name of firm)?

(name of firm)?

Did the firm put
the announcement

16 (a)

(jaew town)?

of

it?
how interested

exhibition

household

from your

were they

Did you yourself

(c)

What did you think

of

(d)

After

how interested

Did anybody else

(b)

And how interested

were

in

you

moving?

go?

in moving

(b)

19. (a)

the new town after

it?

Was there a general meeting between
people to talk about the move.

the meeting,

about

after

the exhibition?

seeing

the workers,

management and council

go to the meeting?
the meeting?

from your

were you in moving?

household

were they

go?

in moving

4fter

going

to the meeting?

415
20. (a)

(b)

Did you go and have an interview
because the firm was moving?
What sort

of

did

things

the personnel

witk
in

you discuss
(first)

21 (a)

Did you yourself
(new town)?

go on the

(b)

Did you yourself

to on the second trip

22 (a)

Thinking.
there?

of

the

(first)

trip

the interview?
firm

the

trip

Conly)

the firm

me a bit

23 (a)

And thinking
you yourself

(on
first
houses
the
the
saw
you
of
in one of them?
feel about living

(b)

Can you tell

me a bit

24 (a)

(b)

(new town)?
...

to

organised
you feel

living

about

how you felt?

Can you tell

more about

to

organised

How did

to ....

(b)

more about

or management

people

trip

How did

only).

how you feel?

Apart from seeing the town and the houses, could you think about the
(first)
Was
there
this
trip.
told
on
things
about
saw
or
were
you
other
idea
from
the
discouraged
of moving?
you
anything which
And was there anything
you saw or heard
idea
in
the
of moving?
encouraged you

(first)

on this

25

Now summing up what you've been telling
me, after
in
how interested
moving there?
you
were

26. (a)

Did anybody else

(b)

And how interested

from your

household

were they

in moving after

going

first

which

(first)

this

you on this

go with

check, did you go on both
or only one of them?

trip

on this

trip

(first)

trip?

(first)

trips

to...

trip?

the

firm

27

Can I just
organised,

28

made up your mind
Before you went on the second trip had you definitely
less
certain,
or
more
town,
you
were
the
new
whether or not to. move to
way, or what?
or hadn't you made up your mind either

29

What sort of things
went on this setond

30 (a)

Were you able

(b)

31 (a)
(b)

Can you tell
Can I just

did you particularly
trip?

to find
me about

check,

Are you absolutely
unsure?

the

and second

want

to find

out

about when you

to know?

out what you wanted

9
jo

that?

are you intending
certain,

to-move

more or less

to ........

certain,

(new town)?
or are you still

rather

416
(b)

Why do you think

(a)

Can you tell
opportunity

(b)

Any other

(c)

When did you finally

(a)

I understand
that people who are moving to ... get help
towards removal costs and towards getting
new furniture
know about this before you decided to not to move?

(b)

Would it

(c)

How much more would

32

33

you might

me as fully
to move?

reasons

still

change your

mind?

why you decided

as possible

make up your

if

have made you change your

35. (a)

When you thought about moving did you consider
in
job
husband/wife
the new town?
a
getting

What sort
Was your

(e)

What sort

M

Did he/she

(h)

Why was that?

as to enquire

job were you looking

of

(d)

extra

husband/wife

offered

cash,

jobs

about

the possibility
him/her

in

of your

the new town?

for?

job
such
any

in

the new town?

of job was it?
it

turn

down?

37 (a)

When the warehouse section
moves to Wolverton,
working for the company or will
you be leaving.

fact

affect

your

Do you know what sort

decision

of job you'll

not

to move?

be doing

are you going
the company?

Do you know what sort of job you'll
be doing when ........
(Name of New and Expanding Town)?
move to .......

39. (a)

Now some more general questions
about
(new town) with
of moving to .....
.....
about moving from here?

(b)

When did you first

(C)

Are you still

think

thinking

any particular

about

moving,
(firm).

to continue

next?

38.

Was there

more?

you have reconsidered

for

Did this

- 40.

the firm
Did you

mind?

would

36.

(b)

through
etc.

yau had been offered

If you had known about this
not to move?
your decision

(c)

this

to move?

mind not

34.

Did you go as far

to take

at all?

have made any difference

(b)

not

(Name of

firm)

apart from the possibility
Have you ever thought

moving?

about moving or have you in
reason why you didn't

in

fact
fact

found
move7

a place?

417
41.

Did you do anything

42.

Why were

43.

What area were you thinking

44 (a)

Do you know anybody who lives

a new home?

Care) you thinking

(b)

Have you ever
town?

(c)

Was their

visited

of moving?

(e) Why did you feel

that

in

you)

town?
home in

their

that

new

estate?

of your friends/relatives
for you yourself
to. live

house.
in?

How did

you

way?

new town,

to this

(b) What made you feel

in

or relations

Before'the
arose to move to....
opportunity
you ever been to a new town?

46. (a) When you went

to?

moving

a new or expanding

friends

your

impression
as a place

(are

of

home in a new-type

(d) What was your
feel about it

45.

to find

that

(town)

(firm)had/have

with....

how did you feel

abaut

living

there?

way?

had you ever registered
47 (a) Before the chance came to move to
to
move to
...
been
CLC's
Industrial
Selection
have
the
on
ever
you
a new town -I
mean)
Scheme list?
(b)

Did you in fact get your
Selection
Scheme?

48,

How did you
and a house

49.

How did you first

50.

Row long were you on the

51.

Which new or expanding

job with....

(firm)

it was possible
first
find
out that
in a new or expanding
town?

list

to

for

register

altogether?

towns did you say you wanted

to go to?

Scheme list
52 (a) As a result
Selection
of being on the Industrial
(firm)).
offered
any jobs (apart from the one at .......
(b)

How many other

jobs

CO

Could you tell

me (for

a job

Scheme list?

Selection

get on the Industrial

the Industrial

through

were you

were you offered?
each job)

53.

Why did you take

54.

In general, how do you feel about the Industrial.
you tell
me hov it all worked out for you?

55

Can I just
House/flat

56.

Do you rent
or what?

the particular

check, you said
rent free?
the house/flat

it

why you turned
job

at .....

you own/rent

this

from the council

down?

(firm)?
Selection
house/flat

or from

Scheme. Can

have this

a private

landlord

'N

418
57.

How much rent

58.

Now can I ask you about
or shared use of any of

do yau pay every

week?
here.

the accommiodation
the following?

Do you have exclusive

Shared
Use

Exclusive
Use

Does not
have

38

12

11

0

39

12

11

0

4o.

12

11

0

Garden/Yard?

41

12

11

0

Kitchen?

42

12

11

0

these

rooms with

any other

Fixed

bath/shower?

Inside
Outside

WC?
WC?

household?

59.

Do you share

6o.

(or does anyone else
Do you yourself
of a car or any other motor vehicle?

61

Could you show me the group on this card that gives the
house
into
the
each week, counting
coming
money actually
like
family
things
deductions,
other
and
salaries,
after
letting
from
and so-on?
get
rent
you
pensions,
any

62.

any of

Is there anything
you'd like
company, or the new town?

in

to say at all

0

the h/hold)

about

own/control

the use

total
amount of
all wages and
allowances,

the move, or the
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APPENDIX
BRIEF NOTES ON THE BACKGROUND OF THE MIGRANT FIRNS

ADAMS & SON (ENGINEERS)

is a light
Adams and Son Limited,
operated in many premises within
were located

offices
location

in

engineering

firm

London until

after

the South-West

the move to Andover.

until

of Companies, and manufactures
the move, it employed a total

London

South-West

Clapham,

LIMITED

1932.

It

the war when its

last

It remained in this
of London.
It is a member of the Curzon Group

and distributes
of

in

founded

70 people

catering
most of

equipment.

them skilled

Before

and semi-

Of
E25
this
week.
number only
per
of
average
an
earning
skilled
workers
from the Selection
Scheme
20 people from the existing
and 12 recruits
staff
its
had
Indian
25%
West
lost
firm
workers
The
and
about
of
about
moved.
52% drop-out

Concern over

rate.

as key workers,

whom were described
supported

this

study,

with

and co-operated

shared with

the loss

AEW Limited.,

West Indian

the reasons

Its

member of

new site,

staff,

some of

why the firm
in Andover is

the Curzon Group.

In

the

to as Firm A.

has been referred

firm

its

was one of

the study.

another

of

BROWNBROTHERSLIMITED
East London

Shoreditch,

This
is

firm,

established

a distributor

than

of vehicle

60 branches

(Shoreditch)

operating

being

Wharehouse which
the move, it had a total
an average

basis

It

has a n4twork

throughout

of more

the U. K, London

It is this
Warehouse and the Headquarters.
in
Before
Keynes.
Milton
Wolverhampton
to
moved
work force of about 160, most of them unskilled,

the Central

Central

earning

parts.

and electrical
on a national

in East London,

in Shoreditch

1889 and located

in

E20 per week.

Approximately

70 people

moved (4 of

these

Warehouse and 8 were recruited
through the ISS).
Of those who did not move (about 90), 13 females and 25 males were
London.
The drop-out
to other branches within
transferred
rate was about
66.6% compared with the firms own forecast
of 57%. Of the firms'
three
cam

from

coloured
aa Firm

the Northampton

workers

only

one moved.

This

firm

has been referred

to in

the. study
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METAL TRIM 0011PANYLIMITED
Twickenham,

in
Company was established
Twickenham.
It is a light
engineering

Metal

of

was at an advanced
more than

Co

stage

time

per week at the

slides

some of them middle-aged
immigrants
included
10
and

Its

countries.

ealth

drawer

sections,

metal

and a manufacturer

80 people,

and semi-skilled

unskilled

firm

and

and galvanized

Metal Products,
of Ayrshire
a subsidiary
in Milton
in its plans to relocate
Keynes.

The firMis

red purlins.

employed

rolled

cold

in Richmond/

1935 and was located

Trim

distributor

London

Greater

Middlesex,

Only 16 people

the move.

of

It

and elderly,
from

the New

earned an average E35
were initially
willing

most skilled,

staff,

and

to move at the time of this study compared with about. 40 people who had no
both
their
Although
intention
changed
minds
ways,
many
people
of moving.
71%
high
and there were apparently
no
as
the drop-out
as
was
rate
management plans

locally
at Milton
either
to as Firm
The Company is referred

to recruit

Scheme.

the Selection

staff

Keynes or through
C in the study.

SAMUEL JONES AND COMPANYLIMITED
South East

Camberwell,

as far back as 1775 and had a permanent
to relocate
the firm in
the decision
in 1946 and purchased
in Letchworth

Samuel. Jones

Company was established
in South East London before

premises
St.

London

Neots.

It

in St.

established
a mill
Neots in 1950.
The firm

another
and in 1970 the British
to St.

The transfer

was bought

Neots

the mills

1966 by Wiggins

the Wiggins

Tobacco purchased

American

in

Teape

Teape Group.

in South East London and

meant closing
paper
Letchworth.
The firm deals in paper conversion
and manufactures
between
branch
its
East
London
Before
South
employed
the
adhesives.
move,
hoped
It
Letchworth.
500-600 people and a similar
Neots
St.
and
number at
to increase

the number at Neots

were well

represented.

relations

practice.

opposition

The firm
It

much as 88%.

In

is

unionised

seems'possible

to the relocation
the study,

Minorities
the move.
and has a good industrial

to 800 or more after
that

the effect

of

the unions

have pushed up the drop-out
rate to as
the Company has been referred
to as Firm D.
might
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THE OPERATIONOF THE NEWAND EXPANDINGTOWNSCHEME

The scheme, designed in 1953 (then known as the Industrial

houses and Jobs for Londoners* in New

Scheme), ensures that when finding
and Expanding Townsopriority
the demandsof industry,
movementwill

is given,, so far as it

is consistent with

to those in housing need or to those whose

in the indirect

result

Selection

relief

of housing need.

For example,

the movementof a Council tenant releases a dwelling in London which can
The scheme, jointly

be used for an urgent housing case.

administered

by the GLCand the Department of Employment(and to some extent
the Department of the Environments' NewTown Directorate)

involving

therefore,, a mechanismfor reconciling
namely: relieving

is

the two primary objectives,

housing need in London and providing for the labour

demandsof London employers moving to new and expanding towns.

Those

persons withing to move to new and expanding towns for jobs and houses,
therefore,

register

on the schemewith the GLC.

Registrants must

normally be resident in the GLCarea, or be tenants of the GLCoutside
that area; or they must be those that are on the London Borough waiting
lists

for housing; and, above all,

they must be willing

employment in the new and expanding towns.
the strictest
finally

sense, the official

leave the city

for transfer

Given the (officially)
actually

to take up

Thus, the schemeis,

machinery for selecting

in

those who

to new and expanding towns.

administrative

machineryg what factors that

determine who goes to new and expanding townS9 and what rules

that guide the selection
determinants.

procedure, are themselves influential

In describing the objectives

for which schemeis

The Scheme applies to London as it does to other large cities within the
United Kingdom from which movements to New and Expanding Towns take place.

422
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it

designed to fulfill,

has already
for

housing need and providing

been indicated

the labour demands of employers,

of the employer seems to be the ultimate

defining

strative

is considered,,

process itself

rules

that

and industry

land within

to the more general

related

objectives

for selection.

relief

lines

the root-cause

determining
It

New Towns and Expanding Towns.

originates

recruit

This again highlights

to the 'exporting

special
r,e]atives

and underin

difference

between

1946.

Although,

of
which

the principal

is to take people from London,

towards London and can in fact

The Expanding Towns, however, are formally

authority'

through the Town Development Act,

and thus the G. L. C. can insist
estates

objectives

of the Department of the Environment,

from the New Towns Act,

more widely.

growth

The former are under the control

they only have a moral obligation

spill

the essential

of the New Towns in the South-East

object

is rather

for movement to a new or expanding town.

to make clear

the New Towns Directorate

aim is

between the two especially

of the conflict

who is suitable

is necessary,

of congestion

of keeping population

between economic and social

These

of population

At the same time this

and employment growth in step with each other.
lack of distinction

the admini-

with

Plan for the South East where it

in the Strategic

stated

London.

can be made in

the transfer

to new and expanding towns affords

and demands for

of who moves.

together

supply part of the criteria

too are based on the assumption that

rules

needs

These issues reappear when

and economic objectives?

social

the Selection

determinant

a housing need, what distinctions

What constitutes

in relieving

that

1952,

on only Londoners being housed on over-

in these towns, as well

as having the authority

arrangements for servicemen*: 'key'
in E. T. s, and so on.

tied

workers,

The proportion

pensioners

to make
with

of Londoners among

the

423
migrants to N.E. T. is thus much higher in E. T. s than in N.T. s.

procedure, involves

The Selection process, as an administrative
the GLC, (as "exporting

authority")

the Department of Employment,,the

Department of the Environment and the Newand Expanding Towns (as the
An intending immigrant first

ureceiving authorities").

applies,

either

or through his borough Housing Department, to the G.L. C. for

directly

in the G,L. C.s New and Expanding Town Selection List.

registration

The G.L. C. Housing Departmentl, having checked on the applicant's
(as indicated in the previous paragraph) and on his degree

eligibility

of "Housing need", then sends his application

card to the Department

of Employmentfor occupational classification.
mation about the applicant

All necessary infor-

is now held by the G.L. C. and the D.E.

The employer in the Newor Expanding Towns notifies
ment exchange of the vacancies he has to offer,
many as he can locally,
under "orders")

after which any unfilled

are notified

East Regional Office,

his local employ-

is asked to fill

as

vacancies (notified

to the Department's London and South-

and thence to the G.L. C. and to all

ment exchanges in the Greater London Area.

The G.L. C. then sends

details

of up to twenty suitably

Office,

whereupon the Department of Employmentnotifies

qualified

60 employ-

applicants

to the Regional
suitable

applicants of the vacancies and, in the majority of cases, submits
those who are willing

for interview

to the employer.

Applicants

may then be engaged by the employer in the N.E. T.

It

is particularly

procedures for
somewhat.

interesting

to note that at this

points

the

the New Towns and those for the Expanding Towns diverge

In the case of the New Towns, the employer then contacts
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the Development Corporation, which then arranges an appropriate housing
Arrangements are madewith the appropriate London

allocation.

borough (or, in some rare cases, the G.L. C.) for a housing visit

the Housing Manager in the NewTown

made: if this is satisfactory,

willing,

if he is still

a house, and in due course the applicant,

then allocates
starts

to be

his job,, then moves to the house in the NewTown.

In the case of the Expanding Towns, the Department of Employmentnotifies
the G.L. C. of a placing;

-the G.L. C. then makes its own housing visit
the Housing

is
if
Town;
this
Expanding
satisfactory,
behalf
the
of
on
Manager in the Expanding Town allocates
applicant,

if he is still

starts

willing

a house, and in due course the
his job, then moves to the

This difference

house in the Expanding Town.

direct
has
C.
G.
L.
the
fact
that
from
the
arises

between the two procedures
financial

responsibility

it
in
has
that
Townst
in
Expanding
an
Londoners
for the housing of
for
all
local
subsidy18
council a
agreement to pay the

it is therefore clear that the prime

it houses through the I. S. S.

is
E.
T.
N.
to
s
move
who
of people

determinant of the characteristics
the types of jobs that are available
the employers,
broad limits,

in conjunction
control

the Londoners that

with

migration

It

in those towns.

the N. E. T. authorities*,

is therefore
who, within

to those towns.

The rules and procedures as described above are believed by their
operators to be both rational,
objectives

in terms of realising

the aims and

of the I. S. E. as a whole, and administratively

terms of their application
side, the objective

by G.L. C, and D.E. staff.

of relieving

For new towns, in particular,
Corporation.

in
convenient
On the G.L. C.

"housing need" in London requires
the authority

is the Development
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of "Housing need" and priorities

definitions

according to different

Thus, tenants of the G.L. C., London Borough

types of housing tenure.

Councils, and Housing Associations,
housing, are given priority

who are assumedto be in satisfactory

on the basis of the assumption that their

"housing
in
in
for
London
those
E.
N.
T.
to
vacancies
s creates
movement
"Housing need" itself,

need".

is categorised primarily

which is calculated on a points system,

on the basis of the degree of overcrowding,
Thus,

rented housing.

in
those
to
privately
are
who
solely
and applies

is
"housing
C.
G.
L.
that
by
the
most
from
the
need"
assumption
apart
appropriately

thereiis

defined in terms of sharing/overcrowding,

also

dwelling
tenant
a
the
releases
that
the assumption
movementof a council
in London which can be used for an urgent housing case.
assumptions, in fact,

These

form the basis of claims madeby the G.L. C. that

housing
for
London's
in
Job
need.
I.
is
doing
the
S. S.
catering
a good

Additionally,
list

receive

those who are registered

priority

on a local

over those not so registered,

waiting

authority

on the grounds that

length
the
the
E.
waiting
N.
T.
of
former
the
to
reduces
movement of
an
lists

and thus the size of the obligations

re-house.

Statistics

of local

on the movement of families

authorities

to

from London to

N. E. T. s through the scheme can thus be assembled by the G. L. C. 's Director
of Housing in his reports

(e.
Committee
Development
Town
the
g. that
to

86% of moves through the scheme in 1970 and 1971 contributed
relief

of London"s housing need),

relieve

to show that

London's housing need and thus that

terms of the Scheme's aims and objectives.
selection
continuing

procedure may give the impression
relief

to the

the scheme helps to

the procedures work in
This description
that

of the

the G. L. C. 's claim of

to London's housing need is a trumped-up case with
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basis in fact.

very insecure

However, that may be, it

to emphasise the multi-dimensions
of measuring it

and the difficulty
enough for
flexible

the evaluation

is little

in terms which are both precise

of particular

instruments

policy

householders as to what actually
doubt that

of returns

the Scheme does at least

and

in the feelings
'need'.

constitutes

of
There

make some continuing

of London's housing need.

to the relief

contribution

of all

of the concept of "housing need"

enough to take account of the variation

individual

is necessary

As an analysis

from the Department of the Environment shows, about 75-80%
to both New and Expanding Towns through the Scheme

migrants

have some degree of 'housing
among migrants

need',

and a similar

is found

proportion

to N. E. T. s as a whole.

The Department of Employment's side of the operation is concerned
with the assessment of the employmentskills

of those who have registered

on the I. S. S. and with the submission of sui-table applicants for
interview with employers in N.E. T. s who are unable to fill
vacancies locally.

all

their

Thus a system of occupational classification

been devised in order to describe employmentskills
purpose of submission to employers.

In addition,

has

adequately for the
a system called

"staging" of occupations is used by the D.E. to indicate degree of
shortage.

The purpose of this system is to provide for certain

administrative

"short-cuts"

in the case of occupations for which demand

is great and supply small, to ensure the speedy submission of suitable
applicants to employers.

Other things being equal, those who are

council tenants and those on the waiting lists
"housing need" will

with a high degree of

always be given preference to other applicants,
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but the choice of the employer ultimately
Thus, the Scheme, is,
selection

in fact,

residents.

"social

service",

dealing

requirements

circumstances

elsewhere,

but as an administrative

the burden of the rehousing obligations

at the same time as providing

of employers,

has remained so in spite
has been progressively
those in "housing

with housing and other needs

designed simply to help those with housing problems

device aimed at reducing
authorities

industrial

the scheme is not expected to be a

Certainly,

to move to better

local

is concerned with

one that

and not necessarily

of city

determines who is selected.

it

is more orientated

of the fact

that

widened since it

for

the labour

to the latter.

This

the scope of the scheme

was started

need" and those linked

of

in 1953, beyond

by borough of residence

to

specific

New Towns, to include 2M Londoner wanting to move to any

N. E. T.

This widening was affected

housed and therefore

in order to get more people

to widen the scale of the scheme in such a way that

the demands of industry

were reckoned as being at least

as the wishes of London Borough to lighten
programmes.
ultimately,

Nevertheless.
who moves.

as significant

the burden of their

the needs of industry

still

housing

determine,

